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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

The last page proof of Vol. X has been corrected. The preliminary

matter preceding the papers and discussions was not delivered to me until

nearly everything else had been printed. It is new seen that two more

pages were allowed for this matter than was necessary. Hence. I will

occupy a portion of this space with a note of explanation.

The entire page proof is now in the hands of the printers and most

of the sheets for the complete edition of the volume have been printed.

The best that could be done now would not give us the bound volumes

l^efore the ist of September and it is doubtful if, even with a good deal

of prodding, we can get the volumes tiirough the bindery before the

middle of September. This must seem to our members an unnecessarily

late date—and it certainly is. The Volume of Transactions ought to be

in the hands of the members of the Society within four months after our

annual meeting. How can this be accomplished? The editor should be

appointed by the trustees at the time of the meeting in February. All

papers, drawings, etc., presented at the meeting should be immediately

delivered into his hands. Papers not completed should be delivered ti.>

him prior to April ist or go over to the following year. Work upon the

ink drawings and engravings and the printing of the papers in galley

proof can be begun early in February. By the time the stenographer's

transcript of the discussions is received and corrections have been made

by the speakers, most of the other matt(;r can be in type. The volume

could thus be issued by June ist.

Contract with me to edit the transactions was made April ijtli. and

on .\pril 20th there was delivered to me tiie stenographer's transcript of

the discussions and such of the papers as were in the hands of the

secretary. Many of the papers could not be obtained until June, and three

or four of the papers were not given to me until July. Xone of the delay

in getting out the Volume is chargeable to me e.xcept such as has come

from inexperience in handling the job. but reviewing the whole matter

now, I am prepared to say that with an editor who is free to give his

time to the work and who receives his appointment in due season, the

Volume of Transactions could be made ready for distribution some time
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in May. In making this statement I do not depreciate the amount of

work involved, for I have found this more than I supposed.

The best resuUs, of course, as has been pointed out by Prof. Orton,

would be obtained by a secretary paid to give his whole time to the affairs

of the Society; but as Prof. Orton could not be secured for this position,

even were the Societ\ alilv to pay an adequate salary, and as the Society

cannot afford to lose the services which he seems willing to give it gratis,

it is the plain duty of the Society to relieve Prof. Orton of as much of

the clerical and routine work as he can hire others to do, even though it

may necessitate an increase of our annual dues. After my experience in

editing Vol. X. I want to say that I consider it an imposition for the

Society to place this work upon Prof. Orton. a man burdened with so

many duties, but whose enthusiastic interest in the welfare and progress

of the Society might lead him to overstrain his powers.

I should say in conclusion that this note is inserted at the last moment

to save blank pages, and without the knowledge of Prof. Orton, who is

in Colorado.

W. D. Richardson, Editor.

Columbus, Ohio. August 19, 1908.
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Firecla}- Dept.. Lanyon Zinc Co.

Ceramic Student.

Architect.

Ceramic Student.

Superintendent, American Encaustic
Brick & Tile Company.

Asst. Supt.. Xorton Company.

Bechtels, Ltd.
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JuNGE, William H., Northwestern Terra Cotta Company.
Glenview, Ills.

Kanengeiser, Fred. Ray, Gen'l Superintendent Bessemer Lime-
Bessemer, Pa. stone Company.

Kendrick, J. Lucius S..

1520 Genesee Ave., Saginaw, Mich.

Kerr, Charles Henry, The Carljorumhmi Company.
No. 525 Jefferson Ave.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Knote, John H., M. Sc, Chemist, Olive Hill Fire Brick Co.

Olive Hill, Ky.

KocH, Charles Frederick, Cam])ridge Tile Manufacturing Co.

Covington, Ky.

Koch, Julius J.,

3325 Caroline St., St. Louis. Mo.

KocH., William H., Superintendent Art Pottery.

Wheeling Ave., Zanesville, Ohio.

Krick, George M., Krick, Tyndall & Co.
Decatur, Ind.

Landers, William Franklin. Supt., V. S. Encaustic Tile Works.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Lawshe, C. Perrin, Gen. Mgr., Trent Tile Co.

Trenton, N. J.

Layman, Frank Ed., E.AI. (in Cer.)

Champaign. Ills.

Lewis. Thomas K., B. Sc, Assistant Professor, Engineering
Columbus, Ohio. Drawing, Ohio State University.

Linderoth, Sven, Aliiamhra Ceramic Works.
Xo. 5S42 Elizabeth St.. Chicago, 111.

LiNDLEY, Jacob, Wheeling Potteries Company.
Tiltonville, Ohio.

Lindsay, Robert D., Supt., The Denver Pressed Brick
Denver, Colorado. Company.

Lines, Edwin T., B. Sc. Illinois Geological Survey.
Urbana, 111.

Lloyd, Harry, Superintendent Colonial Clay & Coal
New Salisbury. Ohio. Company.

Locke, Frederick M., Manufacturer Porcelain Insulators.

Victor, N. Y.
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Locke, ^Iokton Fielu.

Lima. N. Y.

LowxuE.s, William Blahen,
Mt. Savage. Md.

McBean. Athole.
Eddy it Hyde Sts.,

San Francisco, Cal.

McXicoL, John A.,

East IJverpool. Ohio.

Maddison, Ernest A.,

Auburn, Wash.

^Iaddock. Archibald M.,

Trenton, N. J.

AIaddock. John,
Trenton, N. J.

Mandle, I..

3943 Pine St.. St. Louis, Mo.

IMandle, Sidney,
3943 W. Pine St. St. Louis, Mo.

Manor, Jno. M.,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

President and Secretary Lima Insula
tor Company.

Supt., Mt. Savage Fire Brick Co.

Secy, and Treas., Gladding, McBean
& Company.

Manager, D. E. McXicol Pottery Co.

President, Xorthern Clay Products
Company.

Thomas Maddock & Sons.

John Maddock & Sons.

Miner and Shipper of Pottery Clay.

Asst. Treas. ]^landle-Sant Clay Co.

^Igr., Golding Sons Co.

Martin. Peter Wright. Vice Pres., American Clay Company.
13J Nassau St.. New York City.

^L\SON, Fortl'N.\tus Q.,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

Mayer, Arthur Ellis,

3rd Ave.. New Brighton, Pa.

Mellor, F. G.,

Trenton. N. J.

Me.\kin, Robert J.,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

Color Manufacturer.

Witli Ma3'er Pottery Company,

Gen. Mgr., Cook Pottery Company,

Mgr., Hall China Company.

Merry, Carl Emmett, Ceramic Student.
930 W. Illinois St., Urbana, Ills.

Metzner, Otto,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Supt. of Manufacture, Rookwood
Pottery Company.

MiDDLETON, Jefferson, Statistician, L^nited States Geological
3412 13th St., Washington. D. C. Survey.
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Miles, James.
East Liverpool. Ohio.

^Mitchell, Walter Charles,
Seattle. Wash.

Montgomery, Earle T.,E.M.(in Cer)
Columbus. Ohio.

:\Ioore. h. w..
96 Patterson St..

New Brunswick. X. J.

Morey, D. F.,

Ottumwa. Iowa.

Morris, W. C,
St. Louis. Mo.

Moses, James,
Trenton, N. J.

MuNSHAw. Lambert M..

Crystal Lake. Ills.

Xeall, Harry L., B. L.,

2206 Hunting Park Ave..
Philadelphia. Pa.

Ogan, ^Iark,
3131 Pasadena Ave.,

Los Angeles. Cal.

Ogden, Lester,

106 Price St.. Columbus. Ohio.

OUDIN, C. P.,

Mica, Washington.

Patterson, J. \V.,

T\'ellsville, Ohio.

Peterson, Rudolph A.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Pfeiffer, Jacob,
71 S Bryden Road. Columbus. Ohio.

Asst. Supt., Homer-Laiigliliii China
Company.

Denny-Renton Clay & Coal Company.

Assistant Instructor Department of
Ceramics, Rutgers Scientific Col-
lege.

!Mgr., Ottumwa Press Brick & Coal
Company.

Vice. Pres. and Gen. Mgr., Christy
Fire Clay Company.

Mercer Pottery Company.

Ceramist, .\mcrican Terra Cotta
and Ceramic Company.

General Supt. Douglas Clay Products
Company.

Federal Brick Company.

Gen. Mgr., American Fire Brick Co.

Patterson & Son, Yellowware Pot-

ters.

Salesman, The Harshaw, I-"uller &
Goodwin Company.

Pres., Logan Clay Products Compa:iy-

Supt., X. Clark & Sons.Phillips, William,
609 Haight Ave., Alameda, Cal.

PiTZER, G. X.,

Cherryvale, Kansas.

Plusch, Herman A., B. Sc, Ceramist, Excelsior Terra Cotta Co.

Rocky Hill. X. J.

Podmore, Joseph, Ostrander Fire Brick Company.

Troy, N. Y.
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Poole. Joshua, ^igi"-, Homer-Laughlin China Co.

East Liverpool. Ohio.

Pope, Ch.jirles,

Santiago, Chile. S. A.,
P. O. Box 2369.

Porter, Alfred S., Editor, "Glass & Pottery World,"
573 E. 114th St.. Cleveland, O. Chicago.

Porter, John Jermain, Chemist and Metallurgist.

Observatory Ave.. Station O,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Post. Malcolm P., Stipt., Post Sewer Pipe Company.
Texarkana, Ark.

Powell, William H., Vice-Pres. Atlantic Terra Cotta Co.

New York. X. Y.

Preston, Francis C. Sales Agent. Dover Fire Brick Co.
509 Cuyahoga Bldg, Cleveland, O.

Purington, Dilwyn v., Pres., Puringtcn Paving Brick Co.
Chamber of Commerce Bldg..

Chicago. 111.

PvATT, FR.A.NK E., Tile Maker.
Box 163, Milltown, N. J.

Ramsey, Andrew, ^Manufacturer of Enameled Brick.

Mt. Savage, Maryland.

Randall, James E., Associate Editor, "Clayworker."
Indianapolis, Ind.

Randall, Theodore A., Editor, "Clay-Worker."
Indianapolis, Ind.

Raynolds, Edwin William,
P. O. Box 1S9, Cleveland, Ohio.

Rea, William J.. Supt., Buffalo Pottery Cmpany.
Buffalo. X. Y.

Richardson, Clifford, Ph. D., Director, Xew York Testing Labora-
Room 1826 Cortlandt Bldg.. torv.

30 Church St., Xew York City.

Rivers, William Edward, Vice-President. Old Bridge Enameled
Old Bridge, X. J. Brick and Tile Co.

Robineau, Samuel E., Editor, "Keramic Studio."
Syracuse. N. Y.

Robinson, Edward Wanton, Gen. Mgr.. Hartfortl Faience Co.
Hartford. Conn.

Rodgers. Eeen. Manager, Alton Paving T.rick Co.
Alton. Ills.
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Bessemer, Pa.
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Bessemer Limestone Co.

I

RoESSLER, Franz,
100 William St., New York.

Ro\vE, John.
Zanesville, Ohio.

Sant, John.
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Sant, Thomas Herbert,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

S.\vage, Harlow Dow,
Ashland. Ky.

SiMCOE, George,

Victor, N. Y.

Sim KINS., Ralph,
St. Louis. Mo.

Sinclair, Herbert,
Trenton, N. J.

Singer, Lewis P.,

Lilcoln, Cal.

Smith, Amedee ]\L,

Portland, Oregon.

Smith. Harry W.,
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Smith, Perry A.,

New Brighton, Pa.

Speir. Harry F.,

Lewistown. Pa.

Stalky, Homer Francis, A. B.,

I'niontown, Pa.

Stamm. John.
East Liverpool. Ohio.

Stanbery. Georve a.,

Zanesville, Ohio.

Stevenson, Wm. G.,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

Stull, Ray T., K. M. (in Cer.)

Champaign, III.

Vice-Pres. and Supt., Roessler &
Hasslacher Company.

Asst. Supt., American Encaustic TiL
ing Company.

Clay Salesman, Miner and Broker.

Clay Salesman, Miner and Broker.

Treasurer, Ashland Fire Brick Co.

Supt., Factory Xo. 2, Locke Insula-

tor Company.

Mgr., Union Pressed Brick Works.

Gen. Mgr., Star Porcelain Company.

Chemist, Gladding, McBean & Co.

Western Clay Manufacturing Co.

Representative of the Roessler &
Hasslacher Chemical Company.

Secy., A. F. Smith Company.

Supt., Pennsylvania Pulverizing Co.

Supt., The McCrum- Howell Co. •

General Manager National China
Company.

Manager, .\merican Encaustic Tile.

Company, Ltd.

Gen. Mgr., Ohio Silica Company.

University of Illinois.
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Stowe, Charles B.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Taylor, William Watts.
Cincinnati. Oliio.

Thomas, Chauncey Rapelje,

Amherst, Mass.

Thomas, David C,
Minerva, Ohio.

Thrall, Charles U..

Tottenville. S. I.. N. Y.

Tone, Frank J.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Topping, John Arthur,
Bordonia. Rockland Co., N. Y.

Townsend, Everett,
Morrisville, Pa.

Trommer, Carl E.,

319 E. 57th St.. New York City.

VouREY, William E.,

East I-iverpool, Ohio.

VoLZ, William J.,

St. Louis. Mo.

Wagner, Fritz,

Chicago, 111.

Walcott, Benjamin O.,

Indianapolis. Ind.

Wanka, Louis.
Clayton. Wash.

Wellington, Arthur J..

235 Franklin St.. Boston, Mass

Wells, Harry R..

Ironton, Ohio.

Wheat, Howard Irving,

987 sterling Place.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Whitehead, C. Louis,
Trenton, N. J.

The Stowe-FuUer Company.

President. Rookwood Pottery Co.

Ceramic Student.

Owen Pottery.

Supt.. Atlantic Terra Cotta Co.

Works Mgr., Carborundum Co.

National Tile Company.

Gen. Mgr., Vodrey Pottery Co.

Supt., Evens & Howard Fire Brick
Company.

Xorthwestern Terra Cotta Co.

Pres., Indianapolis Terra Cotta Co.

Washington Brick, Lime & Mfg. Co.

Richmond Brick Company.

M.s^r. Orchard Knob Clay Products
Company.

Ceramic Student.

Whitmer, J. D., Cr. E.,

Covington. Ohio.

Providential Tile Works.

Ceramic Student.
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Whittaker. John L.,

Trenton. X. J.

^\'II.L, Otto \V.,

Perth Amboy. X. J.

Williams, Ira A., M. Sc,
Ames, Iowa.

Wirt. Herbert C,
Hansen, Mass.

Worcester, Wolsey Garnet.
Columbus, Ohio.

Zeime, Carl Hans,
P. O. Box 244, Xew Castle. Pa.

Zimmerman, Clarence Irving,

310 Jefferson Ave..
Xiagara Falls. X. Y.

Works Mgr., Lenox, Incorporated.

Supt., Color Dept.. Roessler & Hass-
lacher Chemical Company.

Assistant Professor of Geology, Iowa
State College.

President. Wirt Mfg. Co.

Assistant in Clayworking Laboratory,
Department of Ceramic Engineer-
ing, Ohio State L'niversity.

Electro - Metallurgist, Carborundmn
Company.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

Columbus, Ohio. February 3rd, 1908.

To the Members and Associates of the American Ceramic Society:

We have the honor to submit the following report of the Society's

business for the year beginning February ist, 1907, and ending February

1st, 1908:

VOLUME IX.

Volume IX constitutes much the largest and in some respects the

most important volume yet undertaken by the Society. It contains 808

pages, and five unnumbered illustrations, besides a very large number of

other illustrations which are numbered and run in with the text.

This volume was undertaken with much energy and pushed vigorously

for the first three months after the annual meeting. The articles con-

tributed by Professor Purdy and Mr. Jones were given to us for publica-

tion onl}-- through the courtesy of the University of Illinois and the

Illinois Geological Survey, and they required as a condition that the

articles should appear /;/ print form in time for distribution to the Legis-

lature of Illinois, before its adjournment in the latter part of Maj-. This

agreement was fulfilled fairly well—a good part of the printing was sent

on in good season, and proof pages of all the balance were used before

the legislature, so that there was no ill-result due to the method of

publication.

On the completicn and shipment of the L'niversitj'^ of Illinois articles,

the publication of Vol. IX was necessarily allowed to stand for si.x weeks,

while the other accumulated duties, already much in arrears, were given

attention. In July, after returning from the summer meeting, the work
was again taken up and pushed steadily through the summer until Sep-

tember 4th, when the Secretary was again obliged to give publication up

for a time, owing to the destruction of his home by fire, and necessary

duties in consequence.

In the first week of October, the publication was again taken up, and
was pushed to completion the first of X'ovember. The inordinately long

time consumed was due to the great quantity of matter, the large amount
and very particular character of some of the engraving required, and the

inability of the Secretary to devote himself steadily to the duties of pub-

lication. The publication was edited by the Secretary alone this year, no
editor or assistance being employed, and no fees or salaries being paid

for anyone in connection with the publication.

26
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Although the sul)jt'Ct of publisliing the Transactions has been dis-

cussed at every meeting of late years, and many suggestions have been

made, with a view of reducing the l)urden of this work, nothing practical

has yet been accomplished. The Secretary once more ventures to call

attention to the fact that no hope of improvement exists until the

Society is able to secure a secretary whose time can be paid for ade-

quately, and whose sole or chief business must be that of advancing the

interests of the Societj'. The truth of this proposition becomes clearer

year b}- year, and the time is close at hand when the Society must fmd a

means to secure and pay such a person, or else cease to grow and progress

into the powerful organization whicli their years of hard work have

brought within their grasp.

THE FIXANXIAL STATEMENT.
The statement of the Society's financial condition is a complete trial

balance from the books, and shows not only the actual receipts and ex-

penditures for the year, but also the debits and credits.

DEBITS.

Brought forward from preceding year $466. 51

FROM DUES AND IXITIATIOX FEES.

215 associates (a $4.00 $860.00

37 initiation fees (ci $5.00 185.00

I associate dues (a $3.00 3 . 00

6 associate dues, 1908-09, (a, $4.00 24.00

3 associate initiation fees, 1908-09, (a, $5.co 15 00

9 associate back dues, 1906 or prior, @ $4.00 36.00

46 members @ $5.00 230.00

6 members initiation fees (a $5.00 30.00

$1,383.00
FROM SALE OF PUBLICATIONS.

17 Volume T $20.90

17 Volume 11 38.40

18 Volume 111 28.40

18 Volume IV 3465
16 Volume V 4070
20 Volume VI 44- 20

13 Volume VII 37-70

I Volume VII. Part 2 i
. 25

28 Volume VIII 85.44

32 Volume IX 10S.29

42 Manuals 41 .01

12 Branner Bibliographies 24.20

10 Sets of Seger's Collected Writings ^ $1500 150.00 655.14

Total $2,504.65
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CREDITS.

Cost of fublisliiiuj I'ulunic IX—
Stenographic report $241 .00

Illustrations, Drawings and Engrav'nsrs 322.21

Printing, Binding and Casing 1012.77

Copyright i . 00

$1,576.98

Cost of Collected Writings of Scgcr—
Paid to Chemical Publishing Co. (a, $11.67 per set.

10 sets 116.76

Cost of Running Secretary's Office—
Secretary's Assistant 199.92

Postage, Stationary and Supplies 36.63

Insurance on Volumes of Transactions 10.00

Freight and cartage 48. 14
Convention circulars, notices, and prospectus 57-15

Telegram .60 352 .44
Travelling Exprnses—

Committee on co-operation between Federal and
State Surveys and the Society on Clay Testing,

Etc 83 . 20

S. G. Burt, Delegate, representing the Society to the

dedication of the Carnegie Engineering Society

Building at Xew York 50.00 133. 20
Outstanding Accounts—

Amount outstanding for dues 111.00

Amount outstanding for Transactions 95.83

Amount outstanding for Branner Bib 6.20 213.03

Cash on hand 112.24 1 12.24

Total $2,504.65

This statement is an exceedingly important one for the Society. For
the tirst year in our history, we have to show a falling-of^ in our receipts.

This, together with an increase in our expenditures, has well nigh wiped
out our hitherto comfortable bank balance. The analysis of the cause
of this situation is as follows :

Firstly. Volume IX was inordinately expensive. The stenographic
report was not more costly than usual, but the illustration of the volume
cost more than three times the usual previous expense. This could have
been avoided in part, b}- putting many curves on one sheet instead of
singly and otherwise condensing the presentation, but not without distinct

loss of quality, and danger of obscuring the facts. The book as a whole
is certainly not over-illustrated. The printing was at about the same rale
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as lias been paid before, but the large size of the book made the bill

heavy. The total cost of Vol. IX is actually less per page (1576.98-^808^

1.95) than Vol. VIII (914.65-^411=2.22), but the aggregate is -2.% greater

than last year.

Secondly. The running expenses of the Society, for the Secretary's

office, and for tlie handling of its business, is lower than before (353.44

in 1907 vs. 392.75 in 1906) by 39.31, so that no undue costs can be charged

to this department.

Tliiidly. There were some expenses this year of a kind not before

incurred, in the travelling expenses of our President to Xew York to

represent the Society at the dedication of the great Carnegie Engineering

building, and the travelling expenses of the Committee on Co-operation,

which were recommended by resolution of the Societ}' at St. Louis, but

these items together only amount to $133.20, or about what has been paid

out for editorial work hitherto, and which was eliminated this year. The
expenses therefore have not undergone any novel or dangerous expansion

in kind or amount: there is only just such a fluctuation as we may always

e.xpect from year to year.

On the other hand, the revenues have fallen away in a manner which

merits a careful study of the cause. The total shrinkage in receipts

for the year amounts to $326.88, of which $300.38 is from reduction in

sales of our transactions, and $26.50 represents shrinkage in the amount
of mone}^ collected in the form of dues. It may be explained that the

latter item, shrinkage in dues, represents failure to collect dues, rather

than loss in membership. The list has actually increased by some twenty-

five members, but there has been an increasing difficulty in collecting the

dues, and there is now a larger delinquent list than a year ago. Monthly

statements have been sent to all delinquents, and every reasonable effort

excepting begging appeals from the Secretary has been made to collect the

money. It seems probable, therefore, that we may lose a considerable

number of these members, in spite of our efforts to keep them with us.

The shrinkage of $.300 in our sales of publications is the most seriou.'?

cause for reflection. Of this sum about $100 represents the early sales

of the Branner Bibliography, but there were about twice as many sales

of the Transactions in 1906-07 as in 1907-08. Inasmuch as no paid public

advertising has ever been done, and as the sales represent only what can

be gotten through the Secretary's correspondence, and by the efforts of

members of the Society, it is apparent there has been a good deal less

effort to sell the Transactions this year than heretofore. The Secretary

is not conscious of any change in the administration of the affairs of his

office, or any less effort to sell the Transactions by correspondence. It

remains to be found whether the members of the Society have done their

part in placing the work of the organization Ijefore the public.

Considering the situation from a more optimistic point of view, the

facts show^ that the Society now ha'^ an income of from $1,800.00 to
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.$2,000.00 a year, and that tlic expense of printing a volume of transactions

of about 600 pages will be from $1,200.00 to $1,400.00, and its administra-

tive expenses en the present basis should not exceed $400, which will leave

a sufficient margin to cover all ordinarj' emergencies.

We can, therefore, so far as can be seen or fairly be expected, con-

tinue to exist comfortably on the present scale, but we cannot expand or

take any steps toward the higher field of usefulness which lies at our

very threshold.

IXCKEASK OF DUES.

The Board of Trustees was requested by the Society at last year's

meeting to consider the advisability of increasing the dues, as a means
of increasing the revenue. They have done so, but after consideration,

voted not to submit an amendment to the Constitution to the members
at this election. The Board's reason for not taking action was the fear

that an increase in dues might cause a decrease instead of an increase in

revenue. The whole problem of increasing the revenue, in order to be

able to undertake work on a more important scale, is before the Society

and should be kept on the nands of the members until a way is found.

PUBLICATIONS.

An inventory of the puljlications has been taken and is shown in the

following table

:

- i<
3j Z.

"5 f^

Volume I
I

262
Volume II

I

250
Volume Til 257
Volume IV ' 225
Volume V

I
201

Volume VI
[ 230

A^olume VII 231
Volume VIII { 241
Volume IX I

Manual Ceramic Calculation ...' 139
Branner Bibliography 914

Totals 2950

498

*io§

521

17

17
18

18

16

20
13

32
270
42
12

475

—14-

—St

—2'}

II

248
234
242
208
187
212
219
208
220

97
910

2985

*Miscount in former years.

§Vol. 8 one free copy, Vol. 9 eight free copies, to journals.

tGiven to the Author, on request.

tOne extra bundle, not counted in last year's inventory.
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1 he V. lumes arc kept in a room devoted to tlio purpose and under the

constant care of one person. They are kept insured in the sum of $2,000.

Their value at an estimate of $3 each for the Transactions, $2 for the

Branner Bibliography, and $1 for the Manual foots up to $7,851.00, show-
ing that the Society has a very comfortable asset stored up in this form.

In event of sudden and severe financial need, a considerable sum could

pro1)a1)ly be realized from their sale at a lower price than the present

prevailing rate.

The year has passed away without any vigorous effort being made to

place the Branner Bibliography on the market. What is needed is an

active business campaign, including advertising, correspondence and energy.

These reciuiremenls seem simple, and there would appear no reason why
it could not have been accomplished, but the fact remains that the editorial

work of the Secretary has been so heavy for the current year. At no
lime has there been an opportunity for the Secretary to take up the addi-

tional labor of undertaking the sale of this publication. The longer the

matter is deferred, the more difficult will it be to sell the volume, and it

is hoped that some method of handling the matter may be agreed upon at

tl.is meeting.

The sales of the Collected Writings of Seger still continue, though

in somewhat diminished volume : there has been a profit of about $35 from
this source for the current year. It is certainly remarkable that the

Society has succeeded in selling so large a number of volumes of this

high priced work, with a cheaper and incomplete edition on the market.

Without doubt, the sale will still continue for some years, but it is not

likely that the Society will derive any important revenue from it.

The sale of the ^lanual of Ceramic Calculations is the one publication

which has shown an increase this year. At the present rate, the issue will

be exhausted in two more years. The Society has reason to congratulate

itself on this piece of business. It was the pioneer publication of its kind.

Since it was published, there have been two excellent publications brought

out, one by Jackson in England and one by Pukall, of Germany. It

hardly seems probable that it will pay the Society to publish another

edition, certainly not without considerable modification and the incorpora-

tion of a number of subjects not touched upon in the first.

INDEX.

With the publication of Volume X, the total publications of the

Society, exclusive of Seger and Branner. will amount to approximately

4000 pages. X'one of the volumes are indexed at all, and now that our

literature is beginning to be seriously sought and used by the world, the

need of an index is increasingly felt. The index should be general—^not

confined to an author index, nor to a subject exclusively, but to include

both. An index of fair quality, without going into too close an analysis

of the subjects, would run from 200 to .300 pages. It could probably be

prepared for $100.00 to $150.00. ready for printing.
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BINDING THE \OLUMES.

The large size of Volume IX, and the impossibility of putting up a

volume of this size adequately or neatly in paper covers, and the diffi-

culty in even delivering the volumes in good condition, make it necessary

to bring up this ever recurring subject again. The cost of binding will

vary from 15 to 25 cents per volume, and will make our literature far

more durable and satisfactory. The increase in cost will not cut seriously

into the profits of the sales on each volume.

GROWTH IX MEMBERSHIP.

The growth in membership has continued good during the current

year. Beginning the year with a total of 231 members on our rolls there

are at the present time 256, a net gain of 25 members, or io.87o. The per-

centage gain is less than that of the year preceding, inasmuch as it is

computed on a larger number of persons. There is, however, a some-
what smaller list of new associate members elected than in the year pre-

ceding. The number of full inembers has grown steadily, but very slowly.

The percentage of full members to the total is 18.3%, a few tenths of a

percent higher than last year.

The present status of our rolls is as follows

:

Brought for-ward February 1st, 1907

—

Honorary members 2

Full members, resident 40
Full members, foreign i

Associate members, resident 168

Associate members, foreign 20

Total -?3i

Accessions

By election to full membership
By election to associate membership 3;

Total gain 41

Losses

B}^ death, associate members 2
By resignation, associate members 3
By promotion to full membership 6
By failure to pay dues ;;

Total losses 16

Xet gain 2^
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J'rest'nt Sidtus. February ist. 1908

Honorary members 2

I'ull members, resident 46

I'ull members, foreign 1

Associate members, resident 185

Associate memljers, foreign 22

Total strengtb 256

To enable the Society to show a continuous and increasing gr.jwih, it

Avill be necessary that the members undertake with increasing activity

llie duties of acquainting the public witli our work, and inspiring them

witii a desire to be recognized among our membership.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CO OPERATION

Between Federal and State Geologieal Surz-eys and the Society in the

Matter of Research in Ceramic Lines.

The work of this committee has appeared in Volume IX, and also

in the form of a reprint, which has been sent to the State Geologist in

every state of the Union, and to many officials of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and a considerable number of working geologists in the various

universities in the country. Without doubt, the advice of the Committee

will at least influence the action of State Geologists in many cases in the

future where clay reports are to be undertaken. The expected entrance

of the U. S. Geological Survey into this held of work did not materialize:

owing to a change in the division of funds for the U. S. Geological

Surve}" for the last year, it was impossible for them to open up any new
department, or even properly support some departments already in exist-

ence. The project is not forgotten, however, and if some of the legislation

now before Congress is enacted into a law either creating a Bureau of

!Mines, or creating a permanent Department for Technical or Engineering

research, working in the Geological Survey, it is highly likely that the

establishment of a ceramic experimental station will be given considera-

tion. Meanwhile, the Society may properly feel that its main objects

have been achieved, in the fact that those in authority recognize more

clearly the need of the work, and tlie propriety of this organization in-

fluencing the character of the work to be undertaken.

SUMMER MEETIXG.

The question of a summer meeting is still open. In many respects,

the present performance is imsatisfactory, and yet the results which it

brings are too promising to justify dropping it. On the last occasion,

which was in many respects the best arranged and most carefully managevi

one in recent years, the attendance was at first very small, though many
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joined the party on the last day. Those who take these trips, enjoy and

profit from them very greatly, but in one way, the Society is not much
strengthened by holding public gatherings in which so small a number take

part. It would seem that the summer trip should not be abandoned, as it

fulfils a purpose not attainable during the winter meeting. It would also

seem that the results of the recent year's meetings hav'e not been com-

mensurate wifli the expenditure (^f labor and energy in organizing and

managing them. The poiicj' involved in this matter should receive con-

sideration at the hands of the Society.

OUTLOOK.

The Society enters at this meeting upon its second decade of exist-

ance. The conditions are very different from those of ten 3^ears ago.

Beginning as an experiment, with a very small following, and without any

wide recognition of tlie need of such an organization, the Society has

increased slowly but steadily; has built up a solid and well-knit organiza-

tion ; has published much valuable literature : has sharpened the spirit of

investigation in our still little-known field of science ; has broadened the

point of view alike of manufacturer and worker; has beaten down the

barriers of the old-time trade secrecy, and best of all has opened the

doers of our minds to the joys of giving and the pleasures of brotherly

co-operation.

While we enter upon our work now with the advantages of these

things in cur favor, we also have correspondingly heavier responsibilities.

To maintain ourselves on the plane of the present, and make each year

show a still higher range of achievement in the quality of our work is

more difficult now, by far, than it was a decade ago, but it is the task to

which we must now address ourselves.

For the Board of Trustees,

Edward Orton, Jr.,

Secretary.



TREASURER'S REPORT

Columbus, O., Feb. 3, 1908.

Members and Associates of the Atneriean Ceramic Society:

Your treasurer's statement is as follows :

RECEIPTS.

To balance last report $292.46

To ]\Iarch collections by secretary 469. 10

To April collections by secretary 551 .29

To May collections by secretary 216.21

To June collections by secretary 157-83

To July collections by secretary 88. 70

To August collections by secretary 72.55

To September collections by secretary 37-10

To October collections by secretary 66.36

To November collections by secretary 1 11 .50

To December collections by secretary ^^-63

To January collections by secretary 218.00 $2,303.73

EXPEXDITURES.
B\' voucbers attached $2,155.55

By money orders returned to secretary 12.00

By vouchers issued but not presented to bank for

payment

:

M. L. Seymour 16 . 66

Chem. Publishing Cc 5 . 32

Adams Express Co i . 85

By error in money order per receipt attached .11 $2.191 .49

Balance $112.24

Balance per bank book attached $136.07

Vouchers issued but not presented for payment as above 23.83

Actual balance $112.24

Also attached is voucher for $19.48 which was issued prior to date

of last report but had not been presented for payment.

Respectfully submitted.

Ellts Lovkjov, Treasurer.

Examined and found correct, February 4. 1908.

Ernest M.wer,

W. A. Hull,

A. R. C.\MPBELL,

Auditing Committee.
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RULES

OBJECTS.

The ol)jects of the American Ceramic Society are to promote the

arts and sciences connected with Ceramics by means of meetings for

social intercourse, for the reading and discussion of professional papers,

and for the publication of professional literature.

MEMBERSHIP.

The Society shall consist of Honorary Members. Members and

Associates.

Honorary Members must be persons of acknowledged professional

eminence, and shall not exceed five in number.

Members shall be persons competent to till responsible positions in

Ceramics and have suitable qualifications.

Associates shall include persons interested in Ceramics and the allied

arts.

Honorary Members shall be proposed by at least five members, ap-

proved by the Board of Trustees, and receive at least 90 per cent, of the

votes cast by letter ballot at the annual meeting.

Members and Associates shall be proposed by at least three Members
or Associates, approved by the Board of Trustees, and receive at least

75 per cent, of the votes cast by letter Ijallot. A candidate for admission

must make application on a form prepared by the Board of Trustees

which shall contain a written statement of his age, professional experience,

and that he will, if elected, conform to the laws, rules, and requirements

of the Society.

.\11 Honorary Members, Members and Associates shall be equally

entitled to the privileges of membership, except that only ^Members

shall be entitled to hold office and to vote, .\pplicants for a change

in grade of membership shall conform to the requirements of a new-

applicant.

Any person can be stricken from the member sliip of the Society oil

the request of five or more members, on the recommendation of a ma-
jority of the Board of Trustees, if he fails to resign on the advice of the

Board of Trustees. Such person, however, shall be first notified of the

charges against him, and be given a reasonable time to appear before the

Board of Trustees, cr present written defense, before final action is taken

by the Board of Trustees.

30
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DUES.

Honorary ^Members shall be exempt from all dues.

The initiation fee of ^Members shall be ten dollars, and of .\ssociates

five dollars, which if nnt paid witliin si.x months after election, will render

the election void.

The annual dues fcr Members shall be fixed l)y tiie Board of Trustees,

but shall not exceed five dollars per year.

Tlie annual dues for Associates will be fixed by the Board of Trus
tees, but shall not exceed four dollars per year.

Any Member or Associate in arrears for over one year may be sus-

pended from membership by llie Board of Trustees until sucli arreari

are paid.

OFFICERS.

The affairs of the .Society shall be managed I)y the Board of Trustees,

consisting of a President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and three

Trustees, who shall be elected from the members at the annual meeting,

and hold office until the adjournment of the meeting at which their sue

cessors are elected.

The President, Vice President. Secretary and Treasurer shall be

elected for one year, and the Trustees for three years : and no President.

Vice President, or Trustee sliall 1)e eligible for immediate re-election to

the same office.

The duties of all officers sliall h; such as usually appertain to their

offices, or may be delegated to them Ijy the Board of Trustees or the

Society ; and the Board of Trustees may at its discretion require bonds

to be furnished I)y the Treasurer.

Vacancies in any office sliall be filled by appointment by the Board

of Trustees, but the new incumbent shall not thereby be rendered ineli-

gible to re-election at the next annual meeting to the same office. On
the failure of any officer to execute his duties within a reasonable time,

the Board of Trustees, after duly warning such officer, may declare the

office vacant, and appoint a new incumbent.

A majority of the Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum: but

the Board of Trustees shall be permitted to carry on such business as

it may desire by letter.

ELECTIONS.

At the annual meeting, a nominating committee of live Members,

not officers of the Society, shall be appointed, and this committee shall

send the names of the nominees to the Secretary at least 60 days before

the annual meeting. wJio siiall immediately forward the same to the

Members. Any other five meml)ers may also present the names of any

candidates to the Secretary, provided it is done at least 30 days before

the annual meeting. The names of all candidates, provided their assen;
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has been obtained, sball l)e placed on the ballot without distinction as to

nomination by the regular or an independent nominating committee, which

shall be mailed to every member, not in arrears, at least 20 days before

the annual meeting. The ballot shall be enclosed in an inner blank enve-

lope, and the outer envelope shall be endorsed by the voter, and mailed

to the Secretary for collection. The blank envelopes shall be opened bj

three Scrutineers appointed by the Chair at the annual meeting, who will

report the result of the election. A plurality of the votes cast shall elect.

MEETINGS.

The annual meetings shall taks place on the first Monday in February,

at such place as the Board of Trustees may decide, at which time reports

shall be made by the Board of Trustees, Treasurer, and Scrutineers of

election, and the accounts of the Treasurer audited by a committee of

three appointed by the Chair.

Other meetings may be held at such times and places during the

year as the Board of Trustees may decide, but at least 20 days' notice

shall be given of such meetings.

Seven members shall constitute a quorum at any regular meeting, and

a majority shall rule, except where otherwise specified.

The order of business at the annual meeting shall be :

—

1. Reading of Minutes of last meeting.

2. Reports of the Board of Trustees and Treasurer of the Society.

3. Announcement of Election of Members.

4. Announcement of Election of Officers.

Appointment of Nominating Committee.

Old Business.

New Business.

8. Reading of Papers.

PUBLICATION'S.

The Board of Trustees shall act as a Publication Committee, and
decide as to what to publish. The publications of the Society shall be

sent to all Members and Associates not in arrears. The Secretary will

furnish each author with reprints of his papers at cost price, provided due
notice is given that reprints are desired.

The Society is not, as a body, responsible for the statements or opin-

ions expressed in its publications.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDARD.

Roberts' "Rules of Order" shall be tlie parliamentary standard on all

points not covered by these rules.
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AMEXDMEXTS.

These rules may be amended at any regular meeting by a two-thirds

vote of a letter ballot at the subsequent annual meeting, provided a written

notice of such proposed change is sent to each member at least 30 days

before said annual meeting. Said proposed amendments shall be printed

on the balolt for officers and counted by the same Scrutineers.

i



PUBLICATIONS.

The ])ul)lications of the Society are as follows:

DESCRIPTION OK VOLLME. Price to

members.
Price to

Otiiers'

Vol. I. Transactions for 1899, no pages,

bound in paper. $0 50 $4. 00

Vol. II. Transactions for 1900. 278 pages,

bound in paper, 2.00 4 00

VoT III. Transactions for 1901, 230 pages,

bound in paper, J 00 4 00

Vol. IV. Transactions for 1902, 300 pages,

l)ound in paper. 1 50 4.00

Vol. V. Transactions for 1903. 420 pages,

bound in paper,

Vol. VT. Transactions for 1904. 278 pages,

bound in paper,

VolTVII. Transactions for 1905, 454 pages,

bound in paper,

VolTVlil. Transactions for 1906, 411 pages,

bound in paper.

Vol. IX. Transactions for 1907, 808 pages,

bound in paper,

Manual of Ceramic Calculation (contained in

Vol. II as a part thereof,) 86 pages, bound

in paper.

The Collected Writings of Dr. Hermann August

Seger. Volume I. Contains (.\) Treatises

of a general scientific nature, (B) Essays

relating to Brick and Terra Cotta, Earthen-

ware and Stoneware, and Refractiiry Wares.

Pages, 552. Bound in cloth.

The Collected Writings of Dr. Hermann August

Seger, Volume II. Contains (B) Essays

on Whiteware and Porcelain. (C) Travels,

Letters and Polemics. (D) Uncompleted

works, and extracts from the archives of the

Royal Porcelain Factory. Pages. 605. Bound
in cloth.

A Bibliography of Clays and the Ceramic Arts,

by Dr. John C. Branner. 1906, 451 pages.

Bound in cloth. Contains 6027 titles of works

on Ceramic subjects.

Cost of full set, not including manual

2 50

1.50

2 25

7.50

7 50

2.00

'$34725

4 00

4.00

4.00

2 00 4.00

3.00 4.00

1.00 1 00

7 50

7.50

2 00

$53 00
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At the Cincinnati meeting, tlic Hoard of Trustees fixed a sliding

scale of prices to apply to the sale uf volumes of the Transactions, when

the number unsold falls below 200 copies. As the copies become scarcer,

prices will be increased to both members and others. The supi)ly of one

of the volumes has already fallen l)elow 200 copies, and ethers will

probably pass below this mark during the coming year. Members and

.\ssociatcs who do not yet own full sets are advised to procure them

at once.

At the same meeting the following resolution was adopti-d

:

Resolved, tliat the custom by wiiich members and associates may
obtain copies of the Transactions at reduced or so-called '"members' rates."

is intended only to cnai)le each person to obtain one C( mplete Ide of the

transactions.

The necessit\^ for this resolution arose from the e.xpressed desire

of a member to buy a copy of the transactions, with the intent to sell

it to a friend for whom he wished to save the additional prii e charged

to non-members. In accordance with the spirit of this resolution the

Secre:ary will not supply mere than one copy of a volume to a member

at reduced rate, except when I. ss or destruction of a volume gives good

cause for so doing.

Every member or associate receives one copy of the Transactions

free for each year for which he pays dues. He is entitled to purchase

copies for the years antedating his connection witii the Society at the

costs indicated in the first olumn. All others ca:i (,l)tain copies at the

prices listed in the st'CDiid column by sending order, accompanied with

check, to

EnwAki) Orton, Jk.,

SccrcfiV y.

Columbus. Ohio.





PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS.





ADDRESS OF THE RETIRING PRESIDENT.

BY

Stanley (J. Britr, Cincinnati, Ohio.

It seems Imi'd to realize that we liave gaihered for our

10th Annual 31eetini>-, and it is eciually hard to realize

how sueeessful these past ten years have been. I doubt

whether the most sanjiuine of our founders would have

dared pi-ophesy that at this time we would have si> suc-

cessful a i>ast to look back upon. Have we not reached a

point at which we may well pause and brietl.x revicAV our

past and then look forward to our future?

In 1898 a few enthusiasts decided the time had come to

organize a society whose objects should be *'to promote the

arts and sciences connected with cei-amics by means of

meeting for social intercourse, for the reading and discus-

sion of professional papers, and for the publication of pro-

fessional literature." It Avas the aim of these men to

advance the clay industries by three metlnxls: first, by
social intercourse, second hy reading professional papers

and third by publications. Now, how have we succeeded

in these three aims?
Social interccmrse is very justly ])laced tii-st. Last

si)ring ycmr society was honored by an invitation to send

a representative to the dedication of the Ignited Engineer-

ing Societies' Building. In this country we have three

great leading societies of engineer.s,—the Meciuinical Engi-

neers, the Mining Engineers, and the Electrical Engineers.

These three societies were maintaining separate offices in

Xew York City. Through th(^ generosity of Andrew Car-

negie, who gave (.fl,0(IO,0(M) i one million dollars, a mosr

magnificent building has lieen built in which these societies

are now united. While Mr. Carnegie's gift ])aid for the

building, the three founder societies ]»aid for the lot. The

45
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toj) floor is devoted to a combined library; beneath this

each of the founder societies has an entire tloor for ollfice

purposes. Provision is made on lower floors for other

engineering societies, while the entire second and third

floor is given up to a beautiful auditorium. Should we at

some future time hold our business session in XeAv York I

have no doubt that suitable rooms could l)e obtained in th(?

building.

It was to the dedication of this home of the engineer

that you were invited to send a representative. Your board
of trustees decided that this honor and pleasure should fall

to my lot. I would gladly describe to you at length that

memorable meeting. Practically every prominent technical

society and school in the world was represented. Many
able addresses were made, but of all these to me the most
able was that of Mr. Carnegie.

The keynote of his address was strength in unity.

How had it been possible for the American Engineer to so

far surpass his foreign brethren? Simply because he was
re<idy at all times and to the utmost of his ability to help

his brother engineer. No secrecy or petty jealousy, but
frank, open-hearted, true fraternalism. No great advance
or achievement can be made without co-operation of many
minds. 'Tis only with a thorough understanding of the

work others have done that we are able, with its aid, to

advance. The man so constituted mentally that he feai*s

his brother worker, merely wants to rob him; or the one
who wishes to receive but never to give has a mind so small
it will always be an impossibility for him to attain any
great success. To further this all-important co-operation
not only should the members of the separate societies meet,
but Mr. Carnegie felt that if the various societies could be
brought together under one roof, great gain must result to

all. This has been accomplished in this new building.

If now it be true that the secret of our national success
has been this free exchange of ideas, how best can it be
fostered? By social intercourse. 'Tis the true heart to

heart talk that has done those of us who have attended our
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inet^tiniis more uood tliaii all our papor;^ or ]Mii>licatioii.s

put together. That our society during the pasi ten years

has been able to gather together iu social Intercourse so

many men who fully realize the value of mutual aid, who
have come r(\idy to give as well as to receive,—this to me
seems our greatest achievement.

The second object of the society was the reading and
discussion of professional papers. If I had here to show
you Volume I in one hand and Volume IX in the ot]ier,

no comment would l)e at all necessary. We ha\e had nu)re

papers offered at each meeiing and tliey have been more
and more valuable. While our able secretary has urged

us all to contribute, and we ought to do so, it is neverthe-

less true that he has been an holly unable to have read all

the papers that were offered.

The third object of our society was the jtnblication of

professional literature. Under this head our nine volumes

of transactions naturally come first. 1 have ali-eady men-
tioned their gratifying growth in size and (piality. We
have also translated and published the Collected ^^'ritings

of Dr. Seger. Had we accomplished nothing else we might

justly feel that the society had not been organized in vain.

Then we published our Manual of Ceramic Calculations.

This little book is so clearly and admirably written that iti

can be readily understood by all, and has deservedly be-

come a text book in our ceramic schools. Our most recent

publication was the Branner Bibliography, of which we
are justly proud. These three works are true lai)ors of

love, for the translators of Seger, the authors of the ^Manual

and Dr. Branner himself never received one cent for the

hard work done. The Seger translation and the Manual
have paid back all costs, and give us in addition a very

helpful annual income. T trust the same will be true of

the Bibliography when it has had time to be ])ro])erly

distributed.

Before leaving the consideration of our past history

there is one more point about which I think we may all

feel satisfaction,—and that is that while accom])lishing
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all this <i<)o(l work we at the same time kept a balan<(* in

the treasurer's hands and had no deltts. The past year has
heen one of nnnsnally heavy expense, but I feel sure the

society has met all of its ol»li«iations and has a balance to

its credit.

In turning*- now to consider our future, imder the

same three Iwads, first conies our future social intercourse.

Our recent nuM'tiniis have furnished our secretary with so

many pajx'rs to be read that he has felt compelled to give

the (^-eniniis to business sessions at which papers ccmld be

read. Personally I feel this is a mistake, because in a large

measure it i)uts an end to our social intercourse, which to

my mind is the greatest good the socic^ty can accoiuplish.

In our early yc^ars what Prof. Wlundf^- called our "section

ii" was to the individual member the most valuable i)art of

(Mir meetings. After a hard day's work with our profes-

sional papers we gathered informally in some conitV)rtable

spot and did our best to help each other with the thousand
and one problems that trouble wich and every one of us.

We have labored together until two o'clock in the morning
and lieeu sorry to stop then. This tv])e of social intercourse

do(\s not mean going to the th<':itre or any such jxM-form-

ance, but it means that congenial souls, having similar

tastes and aspirations, and working jK'rhaps along parallel

lines, will g(4 together to t:ilk over the struggh--; and ac-

complishuKmts of the year, the successes and failures, the
pleasures and disappointments, an<l lliat eacli will receive

help and encouragement and insi)irati(tn for rei!e\\(Ml exer-

tions. At our recent meetings we have our long morning
and afternoon session followed by an equally long evening
session, after which we are glad in sleep. Now T do not
believe any human being can follow our speakers and fully

absorb their papers during such a long period. Tlien again
the scope of our program is so bi'(>ad that necessarily we
can not have the same keen interest in all subjects offered.

Those of us who are potters for instance have but a broad
general interest in the sand-lime brick or cement industrv.
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and of conrse the reverse is eciually true, the cement man
cares little about the terra cotta kiln.

I believe our future meetings should give us certain

sessions devoted to topics of general interest to all, then

sessions devoted to specialties interesting to a more limited

number. When this can be done then the social side can

also be arranged for in this manner. Our secretarv always
calls for subjects we would like to have discussed. They
are almost always of the special class, and really call for

an informal treatment, so are not best treated in a formal

session. What we want is a discussion, if it takes all night,

and we don't want to be stopped just as we get fully inter-

ested by the chair announcing that no more time can l)e

allowed to that subject, as tlfe regular program is being

delayed. I would suggest that assuming we have Jiad our

official morning and afternoon session of gencj-al interest

the program would state that an evening official session

would be held on some special subject, and that one or

more section Qs would be held informally at the same time,

with the man who wanted a subject discussed as chairman.

The members would then l)e left the choice either to attend

the official session, or to join one of the informal section (^s.

The objections to this plan I suggest are first that it might

draw too many members from the official evening session.

Answering this I would say that if it did do this 'twould

merely prove that it was best to abandon business sessions

in the evening. A second objection is much stronger, which

is that all discussion out of the official session is lost to

the society, as no record could.be kept of it. Tliis is true,

but I feel that the discussions I am endeavoring to call

forth are on(\s that the society by our iH*esent method can

not get, nor the individual member either, as these heart to

heart talks have largely ceased to exist. The great argu-

ment in favor of this plan for furthering our social inter-

course is that we have lots of valuable latent matcM-ial that

is lost and can only be reached in this way. The drift of

our professional i)apers has been toward a higher and

higher standard of excellency. Our subjects are now
A. C. S.—

4
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treatoil with such cxlianstive researc-h that it st^eiiis ac-

tually at times altsiird to attempt to discuss or criticise

ott-liaml such careful work. Your trustees have long

lealized this and 1 have hoped, as a solution, that we would
be aide to print our best papers and distribute them
for study some time before the meeting is called. Xo one

could be more (hdighted than I am that our papers have

shown such a splendid advance, and I recognize fully that

unless we hold our standard high and keep raising it higher

the actual life of the society would be endangei-ed, but iji

striving for this end we will make a great mistake if we
sacrifice all other aims. The type of paper we are sti'iving

for is liecoming more and more one that can only l)e pre-

pared by those fortunate few Avho have all tiie facilities,

both of time and means, furnished by life at a university

or school; they may well be called scdiolastic papers.

The man bound to a factory has both his time and
facilities limited and cannot prepare such a paper, no
matter how valuable the material he has gathered. Worse
than this he feels that because he cannot show sonu^

elal)orate series of trials he'd better keep still altogether.

While I spoke of a university furnishing facilities which
a factory does not, when we wish to pass out of theories

and trials into actual practice, then the factory has the

only facilities. So all theory and trials must be tested by
practice, and it is reports of these practical factory tests,

on a large scale, of our theories, that I feel we are not
getting enough of and ought to encourage. The man who
has made this practical test is almost always one who has
been too busy or is too modest to even think of writing a

])aper. He ought to be encouraged to do so, and I claim
no better training can be given him than a social session,

where he can discuss freely with his brother workers his

daily proble]us, what he has observed in his practice, where
theories have proved true and where they have broken
down.

When one of our be.st railroads ])lanned to use elec-

tricity for steam, expert engineers calculated and preparetl
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for every danjivr they could forsee. Tlie train was started,

strut k a curve, and ott" it went in a terrible smash. Why?
Was it mere carelessness? No. In calculating- the engi-

neers had failed to realize and propei-ly all(>w for the dif-

ference between a steam and an electric locomotive, in that

the center of «»Tavity of the electric beinp; lower it p,ave a

far lireater side thrust. 80 in our own work. Our theories

may be riuht as far as they j^o, but it is only by a practical

test that we can be certain that some hidden factor has

not b(M'n ne<;lected.

i^ome years aiio I made the suii'jicstion that members
be encouraj»ed to bring- siam])les of their good or bad results

to the meeting. *Tis true that many of our pa])ers have

betni illustrated with admirable samples, but 1 mean the

man who merely has trouble and not a irajjer. Let hiin

lu'ing samples of his troulde, then in a semi-[U'ivate discus-

sion he may gain light which will enable him to cure his

trouble and at the same time prepare him to give us a

paper at our next nu^eting. In a mc^asure we have en-

couraged him to do this in the official session, but he has

come to feel, and I think justly, that there will be no time

for him with our i)resent crowded programs. Then again,

the skeleton in the closet dreads to step out into the full

lime light. It needs 40 be coaxed out, jr.id i( is only a

social session that can furnish the necessary encourage-

ment. It even takes courage at times to confess to our

intimate friends some of our really serious troubles. Our
summer UKH^tings have furnished a s])lendid chan<-e for

just such social intercourse as I have been d(\s(ribing, and
I trust we may continue to have those delightful outings.

The gretat trouble with the summer nuH'ting is that only a

few of our mend)ers liavc^ been able to avail themselves

of its ])leasui'es, and it is most often the busy practical man
I've b(M*n s])eaking of wlu) is unable to atten<l. I fetd too

that of late years even our summer nieetings have grown
too strenuous. Our kind hosts have prepared too much
for us, so that again we have the croAvded program.
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The })()iiit I wish to make is that the future of our

])rofessi()ual papers seems assured, as each sueeeediug

meeting has shown them growing in number and quality,

hut the future of our sot-ial intercourse demands your

earnest attention. While it is imperative that our papers-

be good to have our meetings attended, it is equally true

that our mend)ers will not come at the great sacrifice al-

ways involved merely to hear some long scientiiic papers

read. It is the meeting of old friends for social inter-

course, of the kind I luive always described, which really

constitutes the greatest attraction of our meeting.

Some ma}' argue that if any members desire this social

intercourse, they will provide for it themselves, and that

there is no need of its official recognition by the society.

The objections to this are first, as long as the official pro-

gram offers at all sessions papers of general interest we
feel we ought not to lose them, so often are compelled to

attend an entire session to be sure of hearing some one

paper. In the second place under the present plan it is

the duty of all members to attend for the general good.

The most important objection, however, to the Society's

failing to officially recognize this social intercourse, is that

wliile liere and there old friends may get together quietly.

stih rosa as it were, as no general iiivitation or encourage-

ment has been extended or can be extended, the younger,

that is, newer meud)er, is apt to l)e left out altogether.

One of the foundation principles of our society is

charity. Let us publish to the world the knowledge we
have gained and do our best to help our fellow workers.

Why then should Ave not let this charity extend to our
fellow members of this society in the fullest nunisure

possible?

Xow as to the future of our publications, other than
transactions. With the success of our past publications

in view we should feel encouraged to puldish such woi-ks

as our board of trustees may deem worthy. I trust the day
may come when a volume written by some member will be
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piiltlislu^d by the six-icty j\ist as tlio ^lainial and [iiblio-

^rapliy were.

I have served you officially thraiio;h nine of the ten

years of the society's existence, and I thank yon for the

honor and for the universal kindness shown n»e, and I

assure you that I retire with the same enthusiasm and
same desire to aid the society in any way possible that I

felt ten vears aiiO.



A CONVENIENT CARBON RESISTANCE FURNACE.

*A. COGGESHALL AM) A. V. KLIOIXINflKU, Coluillbus, Ollio.

Tlic carlioii i-csistaiK e furnace olfei'8 no more interest-

ing problem from the point of view of ceramics, than from
the electrical standpoint. Here the difflciilty is in obtain-

inii proper reuulation. For ease of manipulation in i-egii-

lation, alternating cnrrents seem to offer advantages not

possible ^^^th direct ctirrents. This alone would be a

strong argumcmt for the nse of the former, and 1)esides this

the alternating cnrrents render the starting of the heating

process simple, while it is troublesome and sometimes ex-

pensive with direct cnrrents.

In the first place, the furnace requires for successful

operation a considerable range of voltages. Let us suppose
that there is available for running the furnai e a constant

source of electromotive force from supply mains of some
sort. At the start, the voltage applied to the furnace must
be relatively high, an<l be gradually reduced as the carbon

is heated up. But after the temperature has mounte;l a

few hundred degrees, the voltage must be increased in order

that the heating may ct)ntinue at a uniform rate. To oper-

ate the furnace from ordinary room temperatures to tem-

peratures of 1400^ to 1500^ (' will require, perhaps, a

variation of voltage across the furnace terminals of 30 or

409c either above or below the voltage necessary for start-

ing. To obtiiin this variation with direct currents, would
reipiire the insertion in the circuit of resistances Avliich

could be varied from time to time, provided there were no
direct means of adjusting the supply voltage, as would
often be the case. This would mean power wasted in the

*This paper, read at the St. Louis Meeting, was sent to ^fr. Cogges-
hall for revision and was not returned in time for publication in Vol. TX.
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I-li of the series resistance, and constant adjustment of the

resistance necessary to provide the proper voltage.

With alternatinii' currents, however, this adjustment

of voltage may be obtained without the expenditure of

power, and through quite as wide a range, and may be made
more nearly antomatic.

Investigation into the plienomeuon of change of re-

sistance of the carbon mass, reveals the fact that the change

is a very uncertain (juantity, depending quite as much on

the manner in wliich the power is applied to the circuit, as

upon the density of the carbon, the temperature of the

furnace, and the manner in which connecti(m is made to the

carbon particles, and the shape and heat insulation of the

receptacle. It is found to be well nigh impossible to dupli-

cate the resistance changes of any one run, and especially

so if the voltage is applied in a haphazard fashion by

manual adjustment. It is therefore desirable to secure a

method of operation which will be equally efficient, no
matter what the state of the furnace, nor what its resist-

ance may l)e at the time it is required to start operation.

The method of regulation should be such that no matter

what the value of the resistance, the voltage will automati-

cally adjust itself to the prcq^er value, the instant the cir-

cuit is closed. These are the conditions to be observ<^d, if

the furnace is to be operated most efficiently and uniformly,

with the least possible use of power.

The one characteristic change that seems always to

repeat itself in the resistance variation of the carbon, is the

rapid decrease in resistance when the circuit is first closed

through the cold furnace. The freeing of the ga.ses con-

tained l>y the carbon particles is very vigorous and I'apid

at this early stage, and this presses the particles nuire

tightly together as they slowly heat up, and thus reduces
the re.sistance of the mass. When this initial stage has
been passed over, and the gases freed, the resistance be-

comes more constant, and, as the rate of ap]dication of

power becomes less rapid, will increase in va1u(\ It is

when the resistance shows a ten;lencv to increase that tlie
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vultagv must be raised, for it is tiieii that the earlMHi is in

the act of cooliu";, and if tlie lieating is to continue at a

uniform rate, tlie eneriiv supplied must be increased, in

other words, the energy supplied electrically must l)e in

excess of the heat losses of the carbon, and as the tempera-

ture increases, these losses become more nearly the equiva-

lent of the energy that has been supplied up to that point.

Therefore, if it is desired to carry the heating fui'ther, it

l)ecomes necessary to increase the voltage, and consequently

the power that is supplied to the furnace.

This adjustment of voltage is obtained in the following

manner : In series with the furnace, is placed an induc-

tance coil, whiidi consists of a few turns of copper wire,

mounted on a closed magnetic circuit. The magnetic

circuit is so arraged that for small currents, the inductance

of the coil, and hence the choking action on the curi-ent,

will l)e great, and will increase as the current increases.

And as the current at the start is small, this still allows a

high v(dtage at the ftirnace terminals. But as the current

increases, due to a lowering of the resistance of the carbon,

lieyond a certain value, the choking action of the coil

diminishes. In other words, the change in the choking

action of the coil is just the reverse of the change in re-

sistance of the carbon mass of the furnace. This provides

the adjustment of voltage necessary to carry the furnace

over the early stage of heating, and wh.en demand for still

higher voltages is made, to carry the heating further, the

inductance of tlie coil must be cut down. This nuiy be done
gradually, and as needed, l)v varying the magnetic circuit's

reliTctance. The entire adjustment is thus ol)tained at the

small expenditure of power necessary to overcome the mag-
netization losses of the iron core, and these are neglible

compared with the I-K of the furnace.

That the proper rate of increase of poAver uuiy be ob-

tained with this means of adjustment, is shown by the

curves of power and temperature against time on the curve

sheet. The curves are not as smooth as could l)e desireil.

and show that not quite the proper adjustments were iiiad«'.
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The total i»(»\v(*r expended for the case ghowu, for a maxi-

iiniiH teini>eratnre of 1400 was 3.7 kilowatt hours. Another

run sliowed a power expenditure of 3.8 kilowatt hours for

a niaxiniuni temperature of 1300, and still another run

showed that 10 kilowatt hours were necessary for a tem-

perature of 1800= Cent.

The weii>ht of the furnace, without the carbon, is 117

pounds and the weight of the carbon necessary is 15 lbs.

There is a sliuht wasting away of the carbon when operat-

ing at high temperatures, and it is therefore necessary to

supply new carbon from time to time. This can best be

done by first compressing the carbon in the furnace by

tamping with an iron and then filling up with new
material.



NEW CRYSTALLINE GLAZES.

BY

J. KoERNER^ Ph. D., Coburg, Germany.

[Dr. Zimmer :—Aiiioug the ceramic studies of the past

ten years the crystalline glazes have absorbed a good deal

of interest, which is easily understood when we consider

the importance of crystallization in our modern chemistry.

It is to be hoped that, as crystallization out of liquid solu-

tion became a medium to advance our chemical knowledge,

the crystals out of the solid ^solution of a glaze, formed at

high temperature will become a welcome help to scientific

ceramics. Therefore scientific ceramists on both continents

have paid close attention to crystalline glazes, although

their commercial value is very little, if any at all, and they

may appear to the ignorant la^nuan as mere ceramic curios-

ities. As was stated in tlie very interesting paper of Messrs.

Purdy and Krehbiel at last years' meeting (Transactions,

Volume IX, page 319) we have only very scattered litera-

ture on the subject, but I am very proud to state that the

most valuable and comxjlete records are to be found in the

Transactions of our society (conf. Transact. Am. Cer. Soc,
Vol. IV, page 37; Vol. V, page 50; Vol. VI, page ISO; Vol.

VII, page 42; Vol. VIII, page 336; Vol. IX, pages 319 and
782.) It is too early yet to deduce any laws from the result

of tlio^e few researches, but every new experiment will be

a step further, and I trust that the assembly will excuse

me if I now read a paper gi^en to me by Dr. Koerner, my
successor as editor of the Sprechsaal, and fornuT manager
of the Majolika Works of Emperor William at C'adinen,

instead of giving you an extemporaneous talk on American
versus Continental Pottery, which may be luster referretl

to the inotficial section (}.]

During experiments with uranium oxide in or«ler to

obtain a red color, which I started in 180(1 and after an
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intermission continued at the Versnchsansialt of the lioyal

JNn'zeUaninannfactur Charlottenbnri;- during- the year

1901-1JI(H\ I observed, that combined with lead, uranium
oxide lias a great inclination to form an aventurine-like

glass. At first I attril)uted this phenomenon to the use of

fluxes containing a high percentage of lead and tried to

overcome the difficulty by applying fluxes high in alkalies,

without liowever a satisfactory result. Finally I proceeded

to substitute the lead-fluxes by bismuth and at once I ob-

tained crystals of quite a peculiar formation, which ap-

peared red, if looked at from above, but giittered like gold

from tli(^ si(h* and were ind)e:lded in glaze of a nice yellow

color.*

I liad used at first a lead-uranium compound corres-

ponding to the formula PbO 2 I'();{; afterwards one of the

composition 3 Pb( ) '2 UO^. Although 1 obtained with these

a red color, if proper fluxes were applied, the result was
mostly a red surface filled with flitters, as said before, on

the style of aventurine, but no crystals; even if up to 30 9^

were added to lead glazes, the result remained the same and
there appeared no crystals until I constructed lead glazes

with additional bismuth oxide. These crystals, however,

could not be compared with the well-known zinc and titan-

ium crystals in regard to size, although tliey AV(n(> interest-

ing and effective on account of their peculiar color.

As it is a known fact that basic glazes with a high

percentage of lead may segregate lead under certain condi-

tions, which process Avill also lend a peculiar appearance
to the glaze, I started to investigate whether the crystalline

segTcgation might be caused by the lead or not. T tried at

first glazes without lead, but containing bismuth, which
showed the same segregation. However, the lead-uranium
compound itself contained about 547f PbO, and hence I

proceeded to construct a coinpound of the formula BioO.t*

2 UOo and added this to the leadless glaze. The result was
the same crystalline glaze, even the red color appeared, and

*Conf. Riddle. Trans. A. C. S., Col. VITT, page 2i0 and Mi:iton. Trans.

A. C. S., Vol. IX, page 777.
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tin's seems to be snflicieiit ]n-o!tf, that the eanse is not a

segTe«>atioii of lead or any of its couiponu'ls, but a eertain

dystallizinj!,' substance, in the composition of wliicli bis-

muth and uranium ((uubined are the main parts. That the

c(uubination of Itoth is necessary was ])roven l)y tlie fa t

that neither of tlie two elements alone \V(jubl ])roiluce the

same effect.

According to my idea ]>ismuth oxide in cons(M|uen(

c

of its strongly basic nature, endeavors to form a crystializ-

ing compound with uranic acid, for which process a neutral

or basic glaze will furnish the most favorable condition.

The glazes which showed the best result, v/ere coiisti-ucre 1

according to the following two formulas:

0.20 Bu.a =o6oR20 C o.os Al.O.
°-^e^fO

^

0.25 B.O.
o.os ^isO -^

"^^

°-^^'r?' ) 0.75 Sia
°-'q

^r=9. =°-6° ^^O 005 AU.O.

o.i6 CaO -
^

Unfortunately other duties pitxented nu' from further

studies on the subject, and I must confine myself to have

l)een the first to call attention to this peculiar action of

bismuth and uranium, and to have obtained crystals at as

low a temperature as Seger Cone 010-09. The trials were

succ(^ssful on Seger pnrc(dain as well as on a hard fire 1

white granite ( ^itciiuiiii )

.

Another new crystallizer, which I discovered during

tlie same period, 1901-1:)02, is tungstic acid W();j, wliich,

l.'owever, yield(^l the desired re^sult only at the much higher

temperature of Seger cone 8-10. Experimenting with lead

glazes, which were to be n(»n-poi.sonous according to the

sense of the German law, altout which I reported in the

Sprechsaal, I also made trials with Wolfram trioxide and

observed in pouring the re;l-hot meltel fritt on a cold ii-on-

plate, that the originally dear glass started to show a

scum, which increased until the whole glaze became ])er-

fectly o])a(|ue. Further exi)eriments demonsti-ated that

opacity began sooner a7id in; rcasc 1 quicker the higher the
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pereentage of Wolfrainic acid. As a rule lO^c was suffi-

cieut to cause spontaneous and perfect opacity during the

process of cooling. Melting such glasses on vases of Seger

porcelain, those which contained much alumina and were

rather clanimv, would not form crystals even at high tem-

l^eratures (cone 8-10), while those with less alumina and
more or less liquid showed decided inclination to become
crystalline. I experimented Avith glazes of the following

formulas

:

a. RO—2 SiO^—O.I WO.
b. RO—2 SiO.-o.25 B.Oro.i WO3
c. RO—2 SiO. •

. 50 B.O, . 1 WO3
d. RO—2 SiO.-o.75 B.O.-o.i WO3
e. RO—2 SiO.-i.oo B.O.o.i WO3
1. RO—o . I AU.O3 - 2 SiO. - 1 . 00 B.Oa •

. 1 WO3

In these formulie EO was composed as follows

:

( 0.50 PbO
p.~x_ .' 0.30 CaO^^~

I
o.io K.O

'-o.io Na.O

All of these glazes showed more or less of a scum, and
accordingly their surface was rougher or smoother. All of

them were inclined to form crystals, the most perfect ones

being obtained with glaze f, which sometimes showed very

peculiar formations. Kaising in this glaze the amount of

silicic acid to 3 SiOs corresponding to the formuhi g) RO.
0.1 AI0I3 • 3 SiOo • 1 B2O3 • 0.1 WO3 did not improve the

et¥ect. Better results were reached by mixing glazes a, f,

and g, which developed very interesting fernlike and star-

shaped formations. The crystalline segregations are en-

tirely different from the well known zinc and titanium

crystals, and show partly peculiar iridescent reflexes,

which makes these crystals to appear very distinctly al-

though they are not colored by any oxide. A few additional

experiments demonstrated, however, that it is also possible

to have the crystals colored with splendid etfects. I am
sorry to state that in this instance also I was unable to

follow up the matter, and I will be very much pleased if

this first communication will instigate some one else to

further investigation.
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THE NEW POTTERYAND ART TERRA COTTA PLANT
OF THE VAN BRIGGLE POTTERY COMPANY

AT COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

BY

FUAXK H. liIl>l»Li:, (;ol(tni(l(» Sin*iii^s, Colo.

Experieiue has shown that the huatioii of an art

pottery does not depend as absolntely on the proximity' of

raw materials or market as the majority of otlier cUiy worlv-

in<> indnstries. However, the proximity of these raw ma-

terials aids very greatly, especially Avhen terra cotta is

included in the output of a plant.

The location of the Van Briggle Pottery at Colorado

Springs has a great many favorable features. The city and

its beautiful surroundings attract thousands of tourists

every year. These tourists are looking for the unusual and
the beautiful, and devote their time to nothing else but the

sciirch for these. The yalso wish souvenii-s as remeudn-ances

of the places they have visited, and wish them to l)e some-

thing entirely characteristic of the locality. They have

long ago become tired of l)uying Indian relics which are

manufactured by the thousands in the East. They start

out Avith the expectation of spending money, and conse-

quently are willing to pay a reasonable price for character-

istic products. If they visit the plant and see the products

in the various stages of manufacture these products are

still more interesting and more to be desired.

A collection of dirty, smoky, tumbled-down buildings,

or even the usual factory building down on a railroad or on

the outskirts of a city is neither unusual or beautiful, and
is the last place to attract people. To overcome this defert

and to make a place easily accessible this plant was located

in a beautiful park very close to the business poi-tiou of

town, and also wIhm'c it could be seen from one of the main
drives taken by tlie sight-s(-eing public. This particular
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location also juits the Imildiiii; al)ont three hlocks from the

best residence portion of the city, and makes it convenient

for tlie town peoi)le as well as the tonrists. It is also

about 2(10 feet from the main line of two railroads, so that

a spur can be put in if occasion demands.

The buildin<» itself was desijined with a view of havinu;

not only a properly built factory but also havini> the ex-

terior, salesroom, etc., very beautiful and attractive, and
decorated entirely with the products of the ])lant. This

company operated a small plant in another part of the city

for several yeiirs before movin<;- into the new one, and made
all the decorative work for the new plant there. The style

of architecture enables the builders and architects of the

locality to see what beautiful effects can be produced by
the use of clay wares, and at the same time shows just

what can be produced at this particular plant.

The accompanyinji cuts show the <;eneral method of

desijiu l)ut do not briu<>' out the colors, which ad<i a iireat

(]eal to the general effect. The buildin<» is of brick laid in

Flemish bond and a "reat many black headers used. The
roof is of a dark mre(ni. To break the monotony a great

many highly colored matt glaze tiles are used, ranging from

turcpioise to green, yellow and plum colors; also ghized

terra cotta, as well as the natural colors. Again, a com-

bination of iridescent and matt glazes is used. To some
people, especially those living in gray, foggy localities,

tlese colors would seem ])eculiar, but Colorado is a bright

sunshiny i)lace, and all the color schemes are arranged

with a view of the surroundings.

It will he se(Mi from ])revi()us statements that the local

trade is no mean factor in the business. Again, ait pottery

is light, and can be shipped to the various markers as well

from this section as any other.

The plant was designed with a view of making as wide

a range of products as possible, and these in rather small

<iuantities. This re<piires a v(^rv complete set of machinei-y

of small capacity. The out-])Ut of the i)lant is matt glaze

art pottery, small i)ieces of glazed tei'ra cotta for mantels,
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chiiiiiu'v tops, interior (kroratioiis, aiul repress tile for the

same work, dry-press tile for hearths, and also flower pots

and "i'arden decorations.

The raw materials for the above products are close at

hand and in larjie ([nantities. For a description of Color-

ado riays see Transacticnis A. (\ S., (leijslteek, Paiie OS,

Vol. VIII. Within tive miles of the plant are deposits of

clay rani»in«>- in color from dark red to cream bnff, and in

quality from a fair iii-ade (f fire clay to an unusually re-

fractory red-l)urninLi clay, that is, a red-burn ini^' clay which
matures at about cone 4-(>, as compared with the usual red-

burninii' clays maturin,i> at cone OG-l. Then^ is also a two-

foot vein of real tlint fire clay. The above i-anjuc^ of clays

covers all the kinds necessary at this plant. The li«i,ht buff

clay is used for pf»ttery, huff tile, terra cotta, saiLi.u(n-s, etc.,

and the red clay for fiower jxtts, dry-pre*;* fiocu" tile, dark
red terra cotta and similar wares.

MFX'HANICAL EQUIPMENT

Electricity is used for power, and is distributed about
the plant by five separate motors. The entire power re-

(|uired is 3Ti/> H. P. This small amount of i)ower is ob-

tained frfun a local power plant at a rate mucii cheaper
than it could be uuide.

The machinery for clay i)reparation consists of a com-
ph'ti' clay-washinii' plant. This furnishes the castin<^-,

throwinii and jiiiiicr clay, also the filtered clay fm- the dry-

press tile. For this purj)ose the clay after leavinij;' the

filter press is dried, hroken u]), the desired amount of water
adde.'l and then run throuiih the dust mill, screened and
stor(Ml. It mii^lit be stated here that tlu' same natural clay,

without the addition of any flint or spar, is used success-

fully for all the above-mentioned thinus, so that the (day

reijuireil for each department is taken out when in the

proper staii;e.

A combination dry and wet pan is used for tlie ^rind-

ino- of clay and ,uro<4' and the tempHving of sajisier, wad.
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repress tile, and terra cotta clay. A potter's \nv^ mill is

also used for part of the above.

]M()st of the pottery is cast, some few lar^e pieces

l)ressed; and bowls, beer mu<;s, plates, ash trays, and simi-

lar shapes jijj;<i,ere(l. The inechanical wpiipment for the

manufacture consists of a power throwing-wlu'cl, a kick-

wheel, a pull-down and jiiij^er, and a dry-press tile machine.

The jiiiger is desij^ned for all sized work and a small head

will be used f(U' small v.ork, and larger for lari^e work. A
small lever pull-down is used for ash-trays, plates, etc.

The dryini>- is a very snuill problem, as the clays are

rather open and the atmosi>here is extremely dry. In sum-

mer all castinii- moulds are dried in open air.

KILNS.

The burnin«^ is done in regular potters' up-draft kilns.

The terra cotta is small work and of high quality, so it can

be saggered all right. The burning is periiaps the hardest

problem the plant has to contend with. Horizontal grate

bars are used because the fuel is not suitable for dead-

Itottom boxes, and again the firemen obtainable in this

section of the country have never seen anything but boiler

fire boxes.

The fuel used is a lignite f(U' the beginning and up to

red heat and a bituminous coal, known as Maitland, for the

higher heats. Th.e lignite is hauled directly from the mines

only about two miles olf, and the better coal is ("irrii^l by

rail from Canon City, a distance of about eighty miles.

A glance at the cut of the interior of the kiln house

will show a rather peculiar «-onstruction at the fire boxers.

The location of the plant is such that an excessive am(uint

of smoke would be very objectionable, conseijuently the

boxes were so cov.structed that most of the air goes in over

the fire boxes. This was done not only with the hope of

making more nearly ])erf(Mt combustion, and consequently

little smoke, but also to drive the flames to the well-hole

of the kiln and thus keep the bottom ludter. At the old

plant the kilns were the same with the exce])tion of the air
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holes over tlie boxes, and the fact that the fuel was fed in

throii<;h a Inde in the top of the hul) instead of th rough a

fire door at the side. The old way recpiired two men, one

to pull covers and the other to feed the fuel, [t also al-

lowed fresh fuel to go on to the hottest part of the fire box

and produce (Miornious voluni(\s of smoke, and also send the

heat directly up the bags. The present way one man fires

and puts the fresh fuel in the cool part of the box and
gradually cokes it before shoving it to the hotter parts.

Actual operation of both the-se kilns by the same fireman,

and loading in the same manner, has shown that much
better results are obtained with the, over-draft box, not

only in producing less smoke but also in obtaining more
uniform burns, HoweA'er, the latter are much more sensi-

tive to slight changes and require more constant attention.

GLAZE DEPARTMENT.

Perhaps the only unusual pai-t of the glaze department

is the method of the recovery of glazes. A good part of the

art ware is not dijjped but sprayed with an atomizer. The
spraying is done in small sheet iron booths similar to those

in common use. The surplus glaze is sucked out by a fan,

but instead of being blown away it is sent through a

separator and recovered. Of course this cannot be done
when glazes of ditferent chemical formuh^. are used, Itut it

is satisfactory when the same glaze with different colors

is used. In this case a large batch of the ^e;•o^'ered glaze

is screened and tested for color and correfte<l. Of course

only dark colors can be produced, but they are usually very

fair greens. In this way all the waste prlaze from the pot-

tery is used on tile.

The glaze-grinding room is e(iuii)pe:l with ball r.iills

entirely, and is of sufficient capacity to grind all the raw
glaze materials necessary. ^lost of these are obtainabh-

from local out-crops. The plant has a complete chemical

laboratory in connection, so that the^e local materials can

be tested and used s;itisfactorilv.
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AMuTe the methods and (Miuipiueiit have not Ikmmi iiieii-

tioued they are very similar to the coininoii iiietjiods whiels

would be used in a i)htnt of siniihir character.

The l)nihlinii is divich^d into three main (h'partments,

the mannfa<turin<i', art, and executive department. The
executive department consists of office, salesroom, liloss

ware house and ])a(kinji room. These de]mrtn!ents, al-

thou<>h separated, are in the jiroper positicm in relation to

oi-e another. The manufacturin<»' department is equippe<l

with cement floors thrcmiiliout as well as electric jioht and
steam heat.

One objection raised by some people at bein<> out of a

pottery center is the trouble to get skilled labor. This

plant in seven years' experience has found that with one

person havini> a general knowledge of manufacture in all

tl'e branches and a good practical potter as thrower,

turner, and mould maker, common lal»orers can be taught

tlie rest with fair success. At present the force has a

jiggerman, mould maker, kilnman, sagger maker, trimmers,

aiid in fact all the required helpers. AVith the exception

of the two mentioned above not one of theve employees has

ever been in a pottery before. Of course the teaching re-

quires patience and some loss, but most of the employees
woiked around when the pottery was smaller and have
grown with the ])lant. Again, in a smalj place the men
will be tlirown from one job to another and so become
skilled in several l)ranches. Experience Iras shown, how-

ever, that it is wise to always have at least two who can do

the same work. The cost of labor is no more than in pot-

tery centers, and in such a small force as is reijuired in this

plant, organized laboi' has not much char.ce to assert itself.
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llARiJif-ox Everett Ashley. Newell, W. Va.

Tliis paper will be divided, in a measure, into a eon-

sideration of the oceiirrence of gypsuDi and the manufac-
ture of plaster, the chemistry of plaster, and various tests

made by the writer on pottery plaster. Althou^jh other

sources have been consulted, the first part of the paper has

been lai-gely extracted from a work by G. P. Grimsley on
"The Gypsum of Michiiian and the Plaster Industry," pub-

lished under the direction of the Board of Ge(do,2;ical !r?ur-

vey of the 8tate of Michigan.

Gypsum is a mineral whose chemical formula when
pure is CaSO^ (II^Ol^. and whose composition is Lime
(CaOl 32.5 per cent., Sulphuric anhy«lride (SO3) 40.6 per

cent., and Water ( HoO ) 20.9 per cent.

It is one of the softest minerals, occurrinu' in soft

colorless, white or slightly tinted masses, which may be

granular or compact, or may be translucent and silky,

fibrous or transparent, and cieavable into plates ami strips.

The latter forms of occurrenc e are evidence of a crystalline

mature, and well developed crystals are common.
At 18^ Centigrade 1 part gypsum dissolvei^ in 380

parts of water, at 24 "C. in 378 parts.

Gypsum occurs in large beds with limestones, m.arls,

and clays, and in volcanic regions with sulphur. It is

found in many parts of the United States and other couri-

tries. The Michigan deposits are the largest producing in

this country, but Ohio, New York, Yirginia, Io^^a, and
some other states also produce considerable quantities.

The products are land plaster, retarded wall plastei",

plaster of Paris, pottery plaster and dental plaster.

The manufacture of the last four plasters of the list

above depends on the following chemical basis: ^Vhen
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ii;\j)siiiii is lieatcd, it begins to jiive Oif watei' iit NO (,'. At
125" to 128^ this action is caiTied ou most thoroiiglily until

three (inarteis of the total water has l>eeii liiveii up. The
formula thus l)eeomes ( CaSOj U H^O, aud the ])roduct is

plaste]- of Paris. From 130' to 150" practieally no water

is uiven off. RetAveen 1<(3 aud 101' the reniaiuiuii i»ortiou

of water is iiiveu ott", aud the formula becomes raS(>4. This

action is fully completed at 200 . Plaster Paris, on beiu**-

mixed with water recombines with it, forminii' Ji substance

of the sauu' chemical composition as the orij^inal liypsum
rock. Tlie fully dehydrated g}i3suni also recombines with

water readily unless heated beyond 221 r., after which it

will reeombine and set only slowl}-. If heated l)eyond 313%
it is '"dead burned," and will not set on addition of water.

These relations may be expressed as follo\\s:

) -3 H..0
CaSOi(H.O)=

'

>CaSOi(H.O)—H.O
CaSO* (H,.0), t ^ 2 CaSO,

-' 8o°-i25°-i28° i30°-i50° i63°-i94° -Co'

The typical ^lichigan process of manufacture (origi-

nally introduced frcuu New York} is as follows:

The quarried rock is reduced by a jaw crusher to the

size of a nmn's hand, by a cracker (mill with cones like a

coffee mill I to the size of small gravel, and by ordinary

buhr mills or emery stone mills to a coarse flour. This is

elevated to bins and fed to calcining kettles. (Fig. I.

)

( Fig. I is taken from page 120 of Grimsley's "Gypsum
of Michigan." i

These consist of a holl(>w cylinder of -^s" boiler steel,

of ecjual wi<ltli and <lc]»t]i, about 8 ft. or, more commonlv,
10 ft. This is set on an iron ring. On the ring is also

placed a %" cast iron l»ottom, convex upward. Through
the kettle pass two or four horizontal tiues. A stirrer close

to the Itottom makes about 15 revolutions per minute, and
uses 10 to 25 liorse i)ower. A 10 foot kettle calcines 314
tons gypsum per hour, "fn an hour after the gy])sum

kettles are filled the temperature reaches IIO'C. au<l the

mass is seen to be boilinu viiiorouslv, as tli(» water i*; driven
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E. >-< f=i s/».iv^ Cauci rviirsici Ket tle..

off and out tlironiih the vapor stacks above. AVlieii the

temperature increases to 132°C. the gypsnm settles down
solid, leaving 16 inches or more of vacant f?pace at the top,

and the steam almost ceases to rise. At 138^ to 143 'C. the

mass come.s up again, often throwing a part of the material

over the top of the kettle. When the temperature of 177^

to 188° is reached, the plaster is readilv withdraA\n through

a gate near the l>ottom, controlhnl by a lever above, into a

firebrick bin on the ground, and the kettle is then refilled.-'

In some mills a few years ago, and occasionally at the

present time, the plaster was drawn after the first setting.

This method would enable the manufacturer to make
plaster in a shorter period of time and so increase the

capacity and lower the cost of fuel and labor. "Such plas-

ters have not been received with satisfaction by the trade.

They are of lower strength and are often rejecte<l by
plasterers."
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"111 a six'cinu'ii of the Micliijian plaster ohtaiiicd iroiii

one of tiie mills, the water i)ercentage aftei- the first settling

was 5.70 per cent. This analysis would not coiidenni tlie

plaster in the first saini)Ie. It is similar to the amount in

tlie Blue Kapids plaster of Kansas, whicli is a standard
lirade of piaster-."

"Tli(^ formula of the ( alcined plaster (CaSO, u HJ)
calls for {).'2 pvi- cent, of water and 1)3.S pei cent, of calcium
sulphate.

The calcined plaster is elevated to sloping shaking
screens. The tailings are ground. The mesh of sieves is in

Western T'nited States 30-35 per linear inch

Michigan and Ohio 35-45 \)vv linear inch

New York 40-45 per linear inch

One of the manufacturers of pottery plaster uses a

disintegrator and air .separator instead of a scriM'u.

To the wall plasters a retarder is no\\- a.dded in a

mixing machine. The retarder is generally of a glue-like

nature. Some of the ingredients used are glue, hair, saw
du^t, blood, tankage, etc. Plaster Paris would "set in a

few minutes," but four to six pounds retarder per ton will

delay set three to four hours. Unless specially ordered,

wall plasters are mixed to delay set alx)ut two hours. A
retarded plaster is weaker than an untreated ])laster.

There are two theories as to the action of retarders.

One is that by holding the water, as dried organic tissues

have a strong aflinity for water, the retarder gives the

water up but slowly to the plaster, and the crystallization

is delayed. The other is that glues increase the viscosity

and hence retard circulation. The growing crystal soon

exhausts its immediate iKMghlxu'hood and new material is

only slowly fed in. This seems the more probable. The
discussion of setting should properly have ])reced(^d men-
tion of r(4ard(n"s.

Theoretically when 18 per cent, of water is mixed with

plaster Paris, it recoml)ines with it, and forms a substance

of the same chemical composition as the original gyi)sum
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i'(u-k. (Jriiusley says, '"To (-btaiii all the streii;Litli of the

l)laster it is stilt" gauged by adding very little water."

Thorpe says ( Industrial Chemistry, p. 1(33 I that 30-35

per eent. is practically used. In my test ^york, I tind it

necessary to use 75 per cent, to get a thorough mixture

l»y stirring.

Weelans (Trans. Amer. Cer, Soe. IX, p. 193) states

tliat 85-95 per cent, ^yate^ giyes the best results for some
classes of mould making for sanitary pottery.

Under the microscope, it is found that the entire mass
of set plaster consists of interlaced crystals. "According

to Le Cha teller, the plaster of Paris compound (CaS04K
H^O dissolyes in part of the added ^yater, ^yhich diminishes

the solubility, and the solution becomes therefore super-

saturated and (CaS04)o HgO, or gypsum, crystallizes out.

In other words, the plaster of Paris dissolyes, and becomes
hydrated, then crystallizes out as gypsum, and eyery par-

ticle of the plaster goes through these steps.

According to my own theory, wliicli is based on the

work of Le Chatelier, and others, and on the testing meth-

ods to be described further on, the plaster of Paris is first

hydrated, then dissolyes in water, then crystallizes out as

gyp.sum. The hydration is acompanied by a rise in tem-

perature. The hydrated plaster coats masses of unhy-

drated plaster that the water fails to penetrate to at first.

This causes a halt in the process of hydration. The excess

of free water at once begins to dissohe tlie hydrated plas-

ter. This reaction may be sufficiently energetic to lower the

temperature for a period that may extend to 15 or 20 min-

utes with pottery plaster. When the water becomes satur-

ated, gypsum (CaSO^i 2 H^O starts to crystallize out.

As soon as crystallization starts, the set begins, and pro-

ceeds more and more rapidly for a time until nearly com-
plete. The temperature rises rapidly. This is because the

growing crystals furnish a place to deposit the dissolyed

plaster; the water therefore dissolyes the more soluble non-

crystalline hydrated plaster more ra])id]y, uncoyers the

still unhydrated plaster, and hydrates it, thus develo])ing
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heat ill considerable (iiiaiitity. The more finely ground a

plaster is, the more extensive is the initial hydration, the

more rapidly is tlie water saturated with hydratcd ]»laster,

and the sooner does the set, or crystallization, commence.
The i)rinie mover of these actions is the eiierii,\ of hydra-

tion, supplemented by the solvent action of water, and the

difference in solubility of uncrystallized an<l crystallized

(('aSOJ 2 HoO.
Plaster of Paris may be hardened h\ mixing alum,

borax, or tartaric acid Avith it, or by adding some alcohol

to the water with which the plaster is niixerl. However
these substances retard the setting, and most of them de-

crease the porosity, which must be preserved for pottery

]utrposes.

Tests.

Sjrrr. The tirst test I nuike is to sieve 50 or KM) grams
th]-oiigh an 80 mesh sieve. (31.5 meshes per linear centi-

meter.) The residue obtained on the sieve is very trouble-

some to mouldmakers; as instead of staying sus|)ended in

the water used for blending, it sinks to the bottom of the

can. If in the plaster poured for moulds that have to be

scraped, the hard lumps cause long unsightly scratches on

the .scraped surface. Chemically this coarse matter is as

much plaster Paris as the tine stuff, l)ut mechanically it is

very objectionable.

7V;/.s/7r. I do not use the i»opular tensile strength test.

A few obs(n-vatioiis from Cxrimsley will be of interest. A
lot of plaster ex])osed to atmos])heric conditions for a year

in an unh<\ited room decrea.scd in strength from 595 to 5.*>t'>

pounds (Ui 1 month briquettes. A number of tests put out

doors as soon as .set and kept out for a v.eek with a tem-

]>erature below OOi. showed an average of 500 pounds.

Samples of undcM-luirned plaster ( high percentage of water

by analysis) l)roke under 100 pounds, tests of overburned

plaster broke at 150 pounds, tests of properly burnt ])laster

of the same brand broke at 420 pounds. T'nderburning ap-

]>ears to be a greater evil than overbiiruiug, as far as
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sti-(Mi;^tli is coiiccriicd ; Imt for jxtttcrv purposes, niulcr-

bnnu'il is hcttcr than overlnii'iied. Staiidiiiii in water de-

ci-cased the streni>th.

H (III in;/. In a (xcrnian work 1 found it mentioned that

tiu' streniitli of jdaster l*aris may he measured by the heat

evolved on mixinu' it witli water. Shortly after this, the

following; information came from a ])roniinent manufac-
turer: *'^^'e take a small (piantity of plaster, say about

tliree-(|uarters of a i)ound, mixinjLi same with eu(nii;li (dean

water to make a stiff paste, on a slab of i^lass or maride.

\\'l;en it hardens sutliciently to sui)p(!rt itself we insert a

thei'mometer in the ]>aste. \^dien it benins to set (piite hard

the cake will benin to show heat and the heat ^^ ill inci'ease

until it is fully set. Then the nu'rcury will beiiin to dro]).

That usually takes from o5 to 45 minutev-s and shows that

the plaster is set, but the plaster is hai-d enough at from
lis to 30 minutes so that yoii can make no impression in it,

and that timc^ we call the time of set, bui actually by the

theruKMiu^er tln^re is a few minutes longer of action uoing

on, thouiih the plastei- (b)es not seem to ju'et any harder, or

ei}(tu.uh harder to tell it by our methods. The thermometer
usually shows in winter from 75 to 80 deiirees. Then the

action in the ])laster stoi)s. In the summer it runs up to

1)0 and 100 deiirees, dej)en(lin<i how warm the weather is."

Startinii with the above information, I dev(do])el the

followiuii licdtiiif/ test: 75 ^rams water is ])ut in a cup
and its temperature determined. 100 urams ]daster is

added, and rapidly stirred to a uniform consistency. A
thernnimeter is inserted and readinus taken of time and
tenii)erature.

Fijiure 2 shoAvs results obtaiiUMl by tins method, on

Dental ])laster with 0.1V/r residue on 80 mesh.

An American Pottery })laster with I.IO'I residue (Ui

80 mesh.

An Euiilish Pottery ])laster witli 0.54Vr residue on 80

luesli.

Common Plaster Paris with 12.00''/ residue on 80

u'esh.
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While the tigures altove show liow coarse, tlH\v do not

sliow how fine. The hitter iiiforiiiatioii is given in the lower

left hand corner of the diagram hy the rapidity of the

initial rise in tem])eratnre (heat evolution because of hy-

dration of plaster ).

According to my theory of set, this rise slionld he the

larger and more rapid the finer the plaster, i. e., the greater

the surface of the plaster exposed for a giv<Mi weight of

anaterial to the acticm of water.

Following the initial rise comes a retardation, or e^en

a fall, in the ease of the American pottery plaster sample.

This is due to solution of the hydrated plaster in water, a

]»li(Mionienon accompanied by a cooling effect, an absorp-

tion of heat. In the case of the dental plaster the .solution

is effected very quickly, so that the process of hydration is

but little retarded. With the pottery plaster, solution is

much slower, and only at the end of 20 or 25 minutes is a

second very decided rise in temperature uoteii. At this

time, the mixture in the cup ceases to be fluid, and assumes

a solid look, energetic crystallization has set in, though

still (|uite soft to the touch. The common plaster l*aris is

much coarser, solution and crystallization start so slowly

and gradually that the entire curve is very smootli.

All these samples have been calcined to about the same
extent, as is shown by their heating about the same
;; mount. I am not able to explain why the finer \mericap

]M)ttcry plaster is slower than the coarse plaster Paris in

reaching its temperature maximum. I'oss-biv i( is

"retarded" a little; but this is a mere guess.

The sample of English pottery jdaster was received

after the foregoing was written. It is intermediate in fine-

ness between the American potterv plaster and dental

])laster.

These heating curves cannot always be confidently

relieil on for a full descri])tion of the character of a sample
of jtlaster, but are a very convenient basis for com]>arisons.

Fig. 3 shows curves obtained from two liarrels of ]»otterv

]dastcr in the same car-load and (»f tl'.e same date, and
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illnsti-jitcs the vai iahilit.v of i^lastcr as uov.- iiiaimfacture;!.

Tin* ((jai-scr i»lasti*v was tlic slower in starting to crystal-

lize aiul the slowei- in reacliiiiu final set; it was also not so

well hni-iicd as the other barrel.

Fiunre 4 shows the difl'erence between the coarse mat-

ter retained on an SO mesh sieve and tlu^ tine matter passin,u

the same. The fine matter is slower starting to crystallize,

hnt reaches final set the earlier. It is itetter Imrned, or

contains less inert matter, as is shown l»y the higher teni-

]»erature attained.

Koth the fine and coarse iM»rti(nis of this test were

neutral to litmns. The t(mip(M'atnres used in calcining

gvjfsum are so low tliat any carltoiiat(^ of lime present

wonld not he (le;-omi)osed, and no free lime plays a ]>art in

the setting of pottery plaster.

Af/ciiif/. The phenomena of "ageing" monlds are prol>-

ahly in (dose relation to tho.-e of setting. NVe nmy nmke a

few conjectures on the process as f(>llows. Many chemical

substances when formed by wet ])rocesses may reailily be

redissoived by ]>roi)er solvents; but if allowed to stand or

age a while become difficultly soluble or wholly inscduble.

It is i)ossil)le in these cases and very probable in the case

of gyi)sum i)last(;rs, that this is a process of crvstallization.

It has been rei)eatedly observed that when large and small

crystals are both i)resent in the samc^ solution, that the

larg(^ crystals grow at the expense of the small ones, if

this is so, we have a reason for the greater we.n-ing power

of aged monlds (estimated at lO^r by ^Ir. Herford Hope).

It might be said that the ageing process sliould be expected

to (ontinue in the (day shops; but it must be boi-ne in mind
that each piece of (day shap(^d on the mould leaves in it

S(dnble salts, colloidal matt(^rs. etc., which tend to sto])

]>rocesses of crystallization.

Drip Test. Another test used by me is to ]>ut the

fornu^d piece under a water faucet that is dri])ping with a

small unst(^ady stream, and allow it to stay there one hour.

The result of this cond)ination. of mechanical and solvent

wear is that the ])iece assuiues the appearanc" of moulds
that are ready to lie discarded from the clay sho]». Ilaiil
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hiiiips ai»i>('ai' raised above the surface, ami tl.'ei-e are

nuinerous air i)its iiiicovei-eil.

The niicoveriiiii of these air pits iisuallv makes ihe ir-

reiiiilai'ity of siii-face that iieeessitates discard iii^ a set of

mouhls.

I have ex})erimeHted some as t(> means of iicttiiiii out

tlie air more tliorouulily than is comuiou in ordinain

hlendin.u.

Fii-st, I blended the plaster with hoilinii water. It

partially aecom]»lished the desired end; iait, as nii|Liht he

expected, so accelerated the set as to make the method
impracticable.

Second, I blended plaster and water in a ball mill. In

one and three ([uarters minute-; the rattlini*' sound in the

ball mill ceased. The lirindin**- aetion of the mill had so

accelerated the hydration that this method is imi»racti-

cable. Third, 1 blended the plaster and water in a sniall

blnnger. After tlie i)laster was all wetted, bubbles of air

rose to the surfa<-e until I stopped the mill to })our th(^

plaster. The air luibbles were reduced in number and

e><peciallY in size, when tested by the drip test.

\'itrifi/iiif/ Adioii of Moulds. The effect of moulds on

ware is of interest. l)i])pers have told me that one surface

of certain lots of wai-e was softer than the other. < )n exam-

ination I found the hard side to be the side that was next

tlie ])1 aster mould in forminji'.

I ma<h^ the following- tests: ('a<t body trials were

made on new and old moulds, in ea(di case startinii \\\x\\ a

dry mould, which was dried as rapidly as a drying closer

would work, and also startinu with a wet nuuild which

was allowed to stand out in the room over niiilil befon

]»uttinii into the drying clos<'t.

The results on fire shi'iid^aiic of the body were as

follows

:

Dry 7-409^ '

7 .
\'7c

Wet I 7-35% 7-^
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Tlic (liffereiiccs were less than the possible errors, so

no liiilit is tliroAvii.

The results on percentage of water absorlted by tlie

botlv were as follows.

Dry
Wet

T.2% I
7.1%

6.8%
I

6.2%

The differences here are greater than the probable

errors, and show that ware made on wet moulds is ntrilied

to a noticeable extent by the sulphate of lime dissolved

fr(tm them.

Al>l»lTl()NAL XOTE ox THE EXPANSION AND SwELLINd OF
V Plaster.

Grimsley* says : "I tried to determine the exi)ansion

in setting or the relation of the dry plaster to the set plas-

ter, in Yolume. I could detect no expansion by direct

measurement and by filling a thin glass bottle with mixed
plaster and permitting it to set, in this case the bottle was
not broken or cracked. I could not run in a colored liquid

around the plaster, so apparently it did not shrink."

In my discussion of the drip test, I believe it is made
])laiu that it is well nigh impossible to blend plaster witli-

out including tlierein a multitude of air bubbles. Conse-

quently, if expansion of the plaster occurred in ^Ir. Grims-
ley's experiment, these bubbles of air were compressed a

corresponding amount and the lM)ttle was not cracked or

broken. It did not shrink.

The experience of moublmakcrs in making in plaster

cases moulds to fit exactly the iron ring of a jigger is tliat

unless the cases are reinforced by a hoop of iron, the plast(^r

will swell the cases so that the moulds made in them are
too large to fit the jigger rings.

The writer has recently had .some experienci' with a

lot of plaster, part of which swelled after taking fvom rh<^

*The Gypsum of Michigan, p. .^.
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cases. This plasti'i' was (-(niiplaiiied of by luouldiiiakci-s

as "soft." It did not heat iij) as much as usual for tluMii,

and was said to be sh>\v in settinji'. It was ditticult to *!,et

out of the cases.

This brand of plaster ordinarily tested by the heatinii

test shoAved a rise of ITC, rarely 18°j in about 50 minutes.

Occasional barrels had fallen as low as 12^ with no com-

jdaint other than of soft moulds. A barrel marked 2-13-8

"tested 11.6^, confirming; the complaint of softness.

But \\'hen the first lot of moulds Avere taken "to the

jiiigerman, it was found that they had swelled up after

takino' out of the cases so as to stand as much as a quarter

of an inch out of the ji.uiier ring; and it was necessary to

take them back to the mould shop for turning down to size.

A sample of each date was then tested as follows

(Fig. 5):

Swelled

Swelled

Most of these rises are uncommonly high, and tend to

show that the makers had been burning the plaster highei-

than usual, and that tlie low result with tlie 2-13-8 and
2-15-8 l)arrels were more likely due to overburniug than to

underburning. The suggestion was made by Mr. Meakin.

This was confirmed as follows: A sample of each date

was weighed, in a cup, put through a burn in the draw-

through of a glost kiln, and reweighe<l. The percentage of

loss was the measure of the water in the ])laster.

Theoretical loss 0.2 i)er cent.

Barrel marked 2-1 0-S, 0.8 per cent.

Barrel marke<l 2-11-8, 7.0 per cent.-

Barrel mai'ked 2-12-8, ('.4 iier cent.

Barrel mark<'(l 2-13-8. none on hand.

Barrel marked. Total rise. Time in minutej-

2-10-8 . 19.0^ C. 53

2-11-8 1G.9"C. 63

2-12-8 19.0°C. 61

2-13-8 11.6=0. 56

2-14-8 20.8° C. 53

2-15-8 18.5°C. 62

2-15-8 8.8= r. 53
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liai'i'cl marked 2-14-8, 7.0 \>cv ci'iit.

liarivl marked 2-15-8, ().4 per cent.

Aiiotlier barrel marked 1^-15-8, 4.0 per cent, overburiieil.

The moiildmakers had ((Uiiplained of 2-13-8 and 2-15-8

barrels. The others were in another shipment.

Referi-inii- baek to the first of this paper, we may rej)eat

that when i)hister has been heated beyond 221 (\ in mak-

ing:, it will reeond)ine and set only slowly. And we may
ad<l that overlmrned plaster is the worst that can be oiven

a niouUlmaker.

niscrssiox.

Mr. Mdi/cr: Mv. l*resident, this is a very valnable

paper. ^Ir. Ashley has jiiven ns here a lor of information

which 1 snspect is new to us all. His experience on this

onestion 1 ^ness is a little deeper than that of some of ns.

It is always a difficult thinu' to attempt to criticise these

])apei's when a lot of material is im luded which is new. J

have not had much experience alonu ihat line. The infoi-

mation will be very valuable to us all, but I do not know
that I have much in the Avay of criticism. I have learned

much from the paper, I knoAv tliat, and I think many others

have also. Had Mr. Ashley been here there are souh^ ques-

tions.! mi^iiht have asked, but 1 do not think I could dis-

cuss it at all.

Tlir CIkiu--. Since Mr. Ashley is absent it will l>e a

difficult matter to start a discussion of his paper, there

l)einii no one t(> answer (juestions which miiiht be ask(^il.



NOTE ON TEXAS KAOLIN.

r.Y

AuTiini M.vvKit. Heaver Falls, Pa.

8(»iii(^ time Hixo I Ii<»]k^(1 to l»e able to pi*eseiit at this

iiieetinii of the Ainei-icaii Ceraiiiie Sueietv a |>ai»er on

"IMiysical Pi-ojx'i-ties of (Hazes," but as the time of this

iiieetiiiii drew near it found uiy \v<U'k on tliat subject far

fro;:i coniitlete.

.V short time before this meeting 1 felt badlv at not

beiiiu able ti) do anything:' for the good of the work beiiiu

<lone here, and resolved to j^ive a few notes on the ne^^

Texas clay.

The ol)j(M-t of these tesis were to determine the valne

of this <day for use in either china or earthen ware, and

also to investijiate some of the peculiarities of tiiis (day.

The (((St is not taken into consideration, as 1 have not heard

a ];rice (|Uoted on it.

The location of the mine is about 75 miles west of

San Antonio in Edwards County, Texas.

I'hijsicdl /'raixiiics Ixforc Hit ruin;/.

The samjde r(M-(Mved seemed, on examination, free from

mineral im]Mirities and (juite free from moisture, Ixmh*;- a

snow white jtowder. The shii»i>er assured nu* that this was

the state in whi(di it was taken from the mine without any

treatmtuit.

The divisi(»n of the grains (h» not seem at all tine, as a

sample was eleiiti-iated and found to have a surface factor

of only DJiHd, which is (piite small as compai-ed to most Va>-

ix\\<\\ (lavs. For instance, J. M. (day has a surface factor

of K;,.")!!), V. ('. S. F. U,S98, and Tool's Xo. 1 S. F. 1(;,T!)S.

Considerable urit could be f(dt in iirindinu some on the

back of tl'.e hand. Aftei- Itlnn^ini: a sam]>ie for an lionr it

91
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•iavc S.L*'r residue, sliowiiiii that it needs some treatment

before it is tit to jnit into a body.

The tensile strength of this clay is very great, being

89 lbs. to the square inch. Comparing this to china and
ball clays a vast ditference can be seen. The tensile

strength on some well known china clays are : No. 1, 15.3

lbs, to the s(inare inch, V. (\ clay 29.8, Harris Xorth Caro-

lina, 2S.1 lbs. to the 8<iuare inch. Some ball clays have

tensile strength as follows: 25.0 to square inch for Tenn,

Ball No. 7, 85.3 for Whiteways, 39.5 lbs. for Edgar's

Florida clay.

You can see that the tensile strength in uioie than any

two of these other well known clays combined.

The i)lasticity is very great, and h takes ol'c of water

to make it into a workable state; if this water content is a

true key to plasticity you can judge how great is the plas-

ticity. When trying to mould this clay great <lifliculty was
experienced an account of it being so sticky, much more
than an ordinary ball clay.

The contraction from the mould to a white har«l j)iece

of ware is lOVr. This is large, as most china clays shrink

from 3i/> to 4:'/c.

Propci-fics (ifiii- Bnrniiio.

The trials were l»urnt to cone 10 l)ending, or 1320°C.,

and at this temperature there was jn'actically no absorp-

tion, although ink would spot it so it could not be a\ ashed

off.

The contraction due to lire was 12%, or a total shrink-

age of 22 Vr. This is exceedingly large for a china clay, as

they usually average from 11 to 16^/c and ball clay from

10 to 199r for total shrinkage.

The hardness of the Imrnt ware is greater than that

of tool steel, as when it is scratched with it it leaves a

grey line of steel on its surface.

The color is one of the best points al.)out the clay, and
I have not been able to find any clay which will begin to

compare with it for whiteness.
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Cliciiiicdl Propcrtir>.

With the exception of the fact that it is rather h)w in

iron, it much more resembles a hall clay than a china clay.

The heantifnl white color must he dne to two I'easons, Ist.

the low content of iron, 2nd, the bleaching out of the color

by the hiuh lime content. This iiiuh content of lime is also

probably the cause of the great shrinkage by tiri\

The following is an analysis of the Texas clay and a

well known English claj', with which it can be conqjared :

43-75 44-9-2

37-62 j 3'S-68

-36 .92

1.40 74

Texas. Wliiteway's Eng. Ball.

SiO= I

ALO:,
Fe.Or,

caco:, ;

MgCOo .. .....

Los.s on ignition
! 15.84 10.62

Alkalies .gh 3.68

'

99.93 99.5^'

I

It is far ahead (d" all English or American clays now
on the market, in color.

A trial body was mixed up as foliows:

Spar TOO

Calc. Carb 8S

Texas Clay l.~>(ib

Ball (May
' 24H

Flint 14!2

4000

This body was fired to cone S. down, and woubl be a

bctt«'r body if it had a little more spar and tire. This piece

of wai-e is translucent and well vitritied, and still is better

in color than any earthenware made in this country. In

the green state it had 142. :> lbs. tensile sti-ength to the

s(]uare inch, thus insuring sniall loss in ]>lacing the ware,

etc.
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Ill smuiiiiiiu tip all tliac lia.> been said r(*i;ardiiiji this

clay I liavc seen no china clay wliicli will (-(mipare ^villl it

in coloi'. ^•irl•itication, sti-en.utli or jtlasticity, an<T can nee

no reason why it slionld not develop into tli<^ foremost of

all American clays.

DISCISSION.

Ml. Arthur Mai/cr: 1 mi<iiit also state another pecu-

liarity of this chiy that I have not nientioued in the [)aper.

\Vheii in the ^reen state or in sli}* it ha> aluiost a" waxy
translncent appearance, and I am at a loss to ai-connt for

this very i»e(uliar ])henomen()n.

/>/. Ziiniiicr: If the paper refei s to a Texas chiy,

which is similar to those about whi(di 1 read a paper l)efore

the Society at the meeting held at Old Point Comfort,

Transactions, Volume 111, pajie 1.'5. Alxnit niiu^ years a«>o

I received those samph^s of Texas (Mays, and in the in\es-

ti^iation of them I found they contained hvdrated silicic

acid. Siuc(^ then, of course, the mines have been opened

and no (hmbt the product is more uniform ; but at that tim<^

the samples showed quite a variety. I)esides the mines

w<*re too far from a railroad station to be of u,r(nit com-

iiKM-cial valu(\ I have learned since, ho-Acvev, that the

conditions have chanjied, and of late a com]taHy has been

ori»auized with the object to (hncdop those (day mines in

Texas. I was shown some very thin, ami at the snme time

])erfectly straiiiht, i)urely white i)ie;-cs of ware mad.e of a

body containin<» a hich percentaue of Texas (May, cominji'

from about the same ]da<e fr(>m whitdi I ])reviously re.-eived

my samples. Furthermore, I was told that at least one

factory has made satisfactory trials on a larijc srale; and
this is the reason why I believe two additional analyses of

samples, obtained shortly before leaA'hiii ( Germany, which

were made at the laboratory of the Spi-iM-hsaal, at Coburjn',

will not 1k' without interest. A\'hile tl.'ey do not aiiree with

that jiiven by Mr. Mayer, they may be interestinu as show-

inji the \ariety of those <days and the jtossibilities of them.
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SA.AI1»IJ<: IV, Very Haid.

^Moisture and loss I»y iiiuit ion . . . .'2().*M)' i

SiO. 4«).70'>

ALO;. :iS.84^

F(0);j O.S(rr

(^lO 0.12'/r

:Mo() lAuVr

KJ) 1.(14^.

100.21';

Of the coinhiiH'!! moisture and loss by i.i>nition .S-OOyr

,

lIoO was expcllcil l)y dryiiiji; over concentrate 1 snlplinric

acid.

SA:MPLE V, A Tvitie Softer than IV.

Moisture an<l loss by i^iiuition. . . .10.78'/.

SiO. '. .'. 47.40^r

ALO;, 2o.(;s^;

Vojy, 0.72^;

('aO 1.04',

:\ro() i.k;';

kIo 0.07^v

100.45V:

7.S0'/r \\J) was (^xtract<'d by dryiui; over coiicentraled

sul])liuric acid.

In rejiard to the physical (jualities, I can contirui w liar

^Ir. .Mayer says; and I believe a jiood many of the i»he-

nomenji for which he coubl r^ot jiive an e.vplanation would

beexi)lained by the fact that suidi clays contain amor]»hous

silicic a<-id. We can obtain somewhat similar etTects by

adding water i^Iass to ka<din.

l/r. Miijicr: I would like to ask a (piestiou and see if

any ojie can answer it, reuairdinii the difference in tensile

strength of this (lay when made U]» into a Ixtdy and when

used alone.
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Mr. HottiiH/cr: I would .^ay that I had a saiiiph^ of

l)i*()bahly this ideiitit-al clay. I got iiiiiie through an agent

in (Miicago. I found the great ditltiiulty in it was in the

drying. Vou cannot dry it without getting a lot of cracks.

\Viiile apparently the surface will he perfect, the interior

Avill be full of fine hair-line cracks, and you don't see it

until you break the burnt ware. I think this will account

for the ditt'erence in tensile strength. If it is in a mixture

with non-plastic ingredient it has a chance to dry and has

reinarkalde strength.

Mr. Mdi/er: Only in the pure clay did 1 have any

trouble with cracking. The <lisks passed around are al!

badly cracked you will notice, but when made into a body

there seemed to be no cracking at all, and it worked Aery

nicely indeed.

Mr. Fo.r: I never ran across a clay that Avorkeil ex-

actly as this one. The nearest I came to it was a clay from

down near Jerseyville, 111. The clay was quite different in

one respect from this. It has a very high tensile strength.

The tensile strength, as I remember it, ran something over

iiYe hundred pounds to the square iurh, varying from 500

to oGO. The clay itself seemed, howcAor, rather short. Tlie

content of non-plastic material was rather high. The clay

would dry quite quickly and safely, and so from all its

pliysical properties it ought to have shown a low instead

of a high tensile strength. At the time the tests were made,

1 came to about the same conclusion as Dr. Zimmer arrived

at in this case; that is, that there must ha^-e been present

some amorphous silicic acid. This clay, as alreaily men-

tioned, when dry gaA^e a high tensile strengtli. I can see

how mixing felds|>ar and fiint with the clay undei- discus-

sion might produce the sauie effect ; and I presume Mr.

Hottinger is right when he says the trouble with the clay

in the raw condition is the difficulty of drying, probably

due to the fine cracks mentioned. The introduction of non-

plastic material simply opened it nj) an<l gave it o])por-

tunitv for drvihii without cracking.



THE USE OF CORNWALL STONE VERSUS FELDSPAR
AS A FLUX FOR PORCELAIN.

A NOTE

I!Y

A. S. Watts. Mctor, N. Y.

So iiintli has been .said and written i-e^ai'dini» t!ie

value of Cornwall stone as a liux that I determined to make
a few tests to ascertain whac value it might icallv have as

a porcelain ingredient.

1 first obtained a quantity of Cornwall stone on which
an analysis was obtainable. It proved very fine grained

and clean and had a formula

.676 KXaO /

.293 CaO 1. 167 \\,0, 8.93 SiO"

.030 MgO ^

Combining weight—732.7

The objection heretofore offered was that the raw clay

content varied, as did also the free flint, when a duplicate

body was made with Cornwall stone and with feldspar and
a comparison was attempted. To overcome this ol>jectioii

I determined to make up and fritt a mixture duplicate in

composition to the Cornwall stone use<;l. In producing this

I used a feldspar having a formula:

.772 KO 1

:i^So \^-os.w. 6.44 sia

.011 MgO J

Combining weight

—

617

The substitute for Cornwall stone had the following

per cent composition

:

97
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Feldspar noted above 58 . 37%
English China Clay 12.42
Rock Flint 26.67
Fluorspar 2 .43
MgO (calcined) 11

100.00

Tilt* fluorspar was substituted for whiting in order

that any additional fluxing value possessed by this form
of calcium over the other forms, might be taken advantage

of in this experiment. The substitute was mixed inti-

mately in the dry state and placed in a sagger and fired at

cone 10. The fritt produced Avas a very peculiar glassy

slag of a light cream color and full of bubbles, which indi-

cated that a violent boiling action had occurred. This slag

Avas broken up and ground and passed through a 120 mesh
screen. A body Avas chosen for this experiment having the

folloAving formula

:

:o8&0 }
^-^-^'^O^ ^-=^SiO.

This bod^' is the same as is used in my other paper-^

and is the same as No. 3 in K, L, M and N Series. By this

means we have already for comparison this body made v\ith

feldspar and whiting, Avith feldspar and pulverized marble,

with feldspar and plaster of Paris, and with feldspar and
fluorspar. AYe Avill noAv proceed to make it up Avith Corn-

Avall stone and artificial Cornwall stone as follows:

"P" Body.

43.69% Cornwall Stone. Genuine
.10 Whiting

34.00 English China Clay
8.00 English Ball Clay

14.17 Rock Flint

99.96

*"The Action of the Different Forms of Calcium as a Flux in Porcelain

Manufacture." this volume.
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-Q" Body.

43-69% Fritt (ariihcial Cornwall Stone)
.10 Whiting

34.00 English China Clav
8.00 Ent-lish iJall Clav'
14.17 Rcick Fliit

99.96

Tlu'sc iMxlies were carefully gTonnd and made up into

test i)ie(es and lired under normal and rcdnciuo conditions.

Rrsiilts of Xoniial Biini.

The two bodies are praetically equal so far as viti-ifiea-

tiou is concerned.

Regardin^ii color the Cornwall stone body (''P'') leans

slightly to a brownish cream, while the fritt body ("Q")

has a sliglit tendency toward the blue, ^^'hen compared
with K-3, L-3, M-3 and N-3, which haye the same formuhe
and which haye been burned under exactly the same con-

ditions, I find tliat neither the "P" iior the "(}'' Body shows
as much color as tliese bodies under nornuil burn. The
thoitght could perliai)s be better expressed by saying that

both tlie *'P" and the "(/' l)odies show more tendency to-

ward blue under a nctrnial fire than do the raw bodies. Of
tlie two when placed side by side the "Q" body sliows de-

< idedly the best color, in my judgment.

Results of Reducing Burn.

I now proceeded to fire a series of these test pieces

under reducing fire and the results are as follows:

Kegarding yitrification Aye haye here an interesting

study. The Cornwall stone body "P"* shows a creamy
translucency common to all American chinas, while the

fritt lM)dy has that ])(Nuliar blue-white translucency noted

in the highest types of French chinas. This is not due to

oyer-yitrification, as neither body shows any evidence of

being over-matured and neither body has war])e<l oi* sagged

in the firinji'.
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Regarding- color I should sav that the fritt l)ody has

decidedly the preference since its color is clear, while the

Cornwall stone body shows a slight but unmistakable lean-

ing toward the brown. This is noted, however, that under

reducing conditions neither of these bodies shows the blue

tendency displayed by the raw bodies K-3, L-3, M--> and X-3.

Regarding Cornwall stone as a substitute for spar, 1

can only say that it shows a leaning to a brown tint, similar

to that produced by an excess of ball clay, and for this

reason I presume would meet with discouragement. How-
ever, it must be said for Cornwall stone that it does not

show the amount of A'ariation in color that the feldspar-

lime raw bodies display. However, it shows an inferior

color under both normal and reducing burn to that ob-

tained by the spar-fritt body designated as "Q." The most

fruitful result of these experiments is, to my mind, the

possible field of promise indicated by the developments in

a spar-fritt flux for porcelain, as here we find the best

color in every ease, and a degree of translucency that I

have never seen in American china except where overfired.

ruscrssiox.

Mr. Stover: I am very glad this paper has been read,

for it simply carries out a thought I had and have not had

a chance to work out, the question of using Cornwall stone

as nature's own fritt; and Mr. Watts has apparently suc-

ceeded in getting a better color by making an artificial fritt.

I have seen some experiments along this line come
straighter than when the raw material was put in.

^fr. Mayer: Last year T visited the south of England,

down in Cornwall, in an investigation of clays and (^ornish

stones, and I brought back samples of the best Cornish

stone I could get hold of. I think I can verify what Mr.

Watts has stated, that we can never get the color out of

the best Cornwall stone that we can get out of the best

feldspars. That may seem strange to some. We know the

beautiful color of English bone china, and thev are de-
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pendent on Coi-nwall stone, some rather inferior ([nalities,

too. Kut they have a condition there we do not have here:

they have the bone, phosphate of lime, and the action of the

lime bleaches the iron in the body. This is the only way I

can account for it. There is one thing about (Cornwall

stone which is not generally appreciated, and that is it is

one of the most variable things we can get hold of. English

manufacturers appreciate that, and yon must be very care-

ful what Cornwall stone you are talking about. You may
get some of the best and wliitest stone to be had, and it is

out of the (luestion in comparison with the best felds^jar in

color. As far as vitrification is concerned, in trials of

bodies using Cornwall stone for feldspar, I have had goo<l

fusion i]i feldspar and well umrked absor])tion witii Corn-

wall stone where the trials have been fired together in the

biscuit kiln. English manufacturers following American
methods liave to get their fluxes from Sweden, in their

effort to meet competition with American vitreous ware,

^luch of it that is exported as ''vitreous" is not anything

more than our ordinary well fired earthenware.

Mr. Weclans: I confess to not having had. much ex-

perience in using stone in bodies. I did try it once aiul

had such experience that I did not go further iri the way
of investigation ; in other words, I had a blistering effect.

I was just trying to use Cornwall stone in bodies in an

experimental way as a substitute for spar, and noticing

this blistei-ing eflect, I dropped it immediately. So, wiiat

1 would have to say about the use of sttme would not be

very much.

Mr. LaiK/ciilxcl,- : Mr. Pi'esident and gentlemen. Of

course Mi-, ^^'atts has given analyses of his Con\wall st<uie,

but I tliiidv it would Ite desii-able also, ]»articulai-ly in view

of its very variable form as brought out by Mr. Mayer, that

he should have mentioned something al)out the quality, for

the benefit of those who would like to duplicate his experi-

ments and make further application of them. Now, it is a

curious fact, but lU'veitheless it is a fact, that potters work

their hea<ls a 2reat deal abont the raw materials, yet they
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}>i'a(tically never ^o to tlie mills where tue raw materials

are ground or to the mines where thev are gotten out.

There is a great deal that hapi>ens in the first stages of

preparing the raw material for the market that the potter

ought to know. It would save trouble if he t\ oiild see what
is being done at the institutions preparing the materials

whieh go into his Avare. If any of you will go to the yards

'of Golding cV: Sons in Trenton, you will find a so-called

"^'dark purple" Cornwall stone and "light butf." The purple

is a hard crystalline rock. It has a purplish cast on ac-

count of large crystals of feldspathir material, and the

light buff has been very consideral)ly weathered. I should

take it that the water has infiltrated through it in fine

fissures and kaolinized the surface; and analyses show
difference in the alkalies and possibly other ingredients.

A thing not to be left out of consideration is the fact

that Cornish stone always contains liuorine; and perhaps

;Mr. Watts' idea of using calcium fluoride as a flux in this

particular ca.^e was done because of that fact. But still

that would probably introduce more fluorim' ajid what the

fluorine in the native stone and laruer amounts does in

firing, we do not know. Perhaps the Idistering which Mr.

AVeelans spoke of nught have been a case in which there

was, through favorable conditions in the fire, disengage-

ment of that gas on reaching a certain temperature.

I may mention one other fact in connection with Corn-

wall stone that may be interesting to some, as it was of

quite a little commercial interest to me. at one time. That
is, a vitreous body made A\'itli Cornwall stone does not

shrink as much as a vitreous body jnade with feldspar.

There might be nearly as much shrinkage and not be notice-

able in the ordinary dish ware; but my use was in the mak-
ing of tile, with a fireclay body and vitreous surface. If we
made a vitreous l)ody of Cornwall stone by itself its shrink-

age would not be as great as one of feldspar, iior as small

as the fireclay,—lying between the two. Yet if the surface

of vitreous material of Cornwall stone is spread u])on the

rough fireclav, th.e uioisture and the drvinir conditions care-
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fully followed, you can get a straight tile ^^itll such a

vitreous surface, while one of feldspar tile, dish. 1 liope

this experience which does not directh' bear upon the

points here discussed, may be of benefit and iiiterest to

some of 3'ou.

One thing 1 will ask Mr. Watts, also Dr. Zimnicr : wliy

is it that American porcelain is yellowish in tone and the

European porcelain is bluish?

Mr. Watts: I do not believe I would dare to otl'er an
opinion on that, Mr, Langenbeck. I know it to be a fact,

so far as my observation goes. It struck me as a peculiar

fact that this artificial Cornwall stone, after being melted

had a very different color and very different appearance
from fritts I have made, hard tired fritts, without any
fluorspar in them. The reason I used this fluorspar was
just as you suggested. In a number of tests I made with

different Cornwall stones, and in which I will say I found

out just what Mr. Mayer said, i. e. that I could ?iot get

any two samples that would run anything near alike; and
in every sample I found some trace of fluorine on testing,

or at least some indication that there might be fluorine. So
I used this calcium fluoride in this fritt for that rea.^on.

But after the artificial fritt was made up, I could not '^i-t

any fluorine test of any kind from the artificial fi-itt. .\nd,

in fact, 1 am not surprised at that, because after it was
melted, and boiling as it did, the fluorine Avas undoubtedly

evolved. But this Cornwall stone, which I alwavs under-

stood the English used in their bodies, does not produce a

white color. It is a decided yellow color, and I sup])oseil

it was the fluorine i]i the material that possibly produccil-

it. In this case this fritt gives that color (indicating i and

the Cornwall stone body of the same composition {]<h's nor.

S-o I am at a loss to know what it is. I was talking with

;Mr. flayer as to the proposition of melting the fehls]»ai',

trying the refired spar alone, and I think I shall make som«'

trials along that line to see what will be the results Avithont

adding any other material, using the refired spai- against

the raw spar.
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Dr. Ziniincr: I would like to a.^k Mr. Laiigeiibeek

what he means by Aiuericau porcelain? Does he refer to

the (onini'on china found on the American market, which

actually is semi-i:)orcelain, or does he mean bone china?

Mr. Laiujenhccl-. The question is well taken. What
I had reference to was, of course, the translucent vitreous

body made here, with lead iilaze, in comparison with the

continental true porcelain.

Dr. Zimmer: In ausAver to that question, I would

Jiiye two reasons why our American porcelain has to have

the yellowish cast. The first reason why we have never

been able to obtain such good color, is the use of plastic

ball clays in the bodies, even if there is only a small per-

centage of it. The second reason is, that if j'ou have a

glaze containing lead, you fire with a neutral, if not an
oxidizing flame and eveu if jovl have a biscuit with a gray-

ish blue color, which is not too hard, you may obtain a

glazed body with the yellowish tint, on acc(uint of the lead

glaze and the conditions which must prevail in tlie kiln.

Xo manufacturer of the true hard-fired, translucenr

feldspar-porcelain on the continent tliinks of applying

stone in his porcelain body. There are certain deposits

similar to Cornwall stone to be found even in (Tennany;

l>ut I made experiments ami came to the same conclusion

Mr. AA'atts did. However, if I want to get a strong body,

i. e., for instance a body as required for sanitary ware, then

T A\oul(l give preference to the stone; but we must Ik' care-

ful and watch the composition of the stone itself.

Mr. Lanf/cnhccJ:: 'Mv. President, will you pardon a

rejoinder? I suspect the difference between the two con-

ditions, the two porcelains, is as Dr. Zimmer has* indi-

cated ; but I Avant to make it stronger. I knoAV nothing

about the making of hard porcelain except as I have picked

it up, but I understand that in the making of true, hard
porcelain with a feldspar glaze, they virtually finish with a

reducing atmosphere at the close of the fire. Is that so?

Dr. Zimmer: Yes, sir.

lAr. Lanficulxcl- : Therefore yo\i have always a fcr-
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rous silicate iiiipartiiiu little color, while in tlie Amerieaii

body, even if before i^lazing it may have been burned in a

neutral or reducing tiaine, you are bouiul to liave strongly

coloring ferric oxide at the end.

Dr. Zinnner: In firing porcelain, there are certain

periods when the kiln is filled with a dense smoke and fine

particles of carbon are deposited in the still ]M»rous body,

then you have to give a little air; otherwise, you get the

bluish or rather grayish tint in the porcelain. If a'ou would
fire with smoke all along you would not get a good color

either.

Mr. Biims: Before I speak of Cornw^all stone, I Avill

ask a question of Mr. Watts. I did not get it (luite clear in

my mind what his purpose was in making that artificial

stone. What was the object in view?

Mr. Watts : 1 do not know, Professor Rinns, l)ut what

this is going to result in an iirgumeiit. I believe you your-

self brought up the subject a year ago, or possibly two

years ago, in a discussion with me, criticising the fact that

you could not compare my results because you said I had

in one ease a lot of free, I'aw material, and on account of

the increased alkalies being admitted by the spar. Do you

recollect it? I determined this time my investigation

should not be thus subject to Professor Binns' criticism

that he was not able to compare on account of the raw

materials. So in this instance, the amount of raw clay is

identically the same, the free flint is identically the same,

and the Cornwall stone is actually replaced by American

materials fritted together so they have lost their plastic or

independent qualities, so far as possible.

Mr. BiiDis: The reply is quite satisfactory. Mr.

Watts has shown why he took the step and it is entirely

reasonable. He speaks of a ttst for fluorine; what was this

test?

.]fr. Watts: Sinijdy a (|uantitative test.

^fr. Binns: You tested the Cornwall stone in the

raw state?

Mr. Watts: Yes, sir.
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Mr. Bill lis: Did you after cakminjj;?

J7r. Watts: No, I did uot.

Mr. Biiiiis: You tested the fritt after it was burned

but did uot iiet auv reaction for fluorine?

Mr. Watts : Yes, sir.

Mr. Bill Its : AVith regard to Mr. Langeubeck'S sugges-

tion that there was a certain proportion of fluorspar in

Cornwall stone, I think it is undoubted, and T think pos-

sibly some of that purplish <olor was due to the presence

of tluorite. I have seen analyses as high as 1.6% of fluor-

spar, so the influence there Avould be quite marked. In re-

gard to the composition of the stone, 1 have had analyses

in which the alkaline content ranged from three to seven

per cent. The formula of Mr. Watts would be called a

fusible stone.

The spar used seemed a renuirkably pure specimen.

1 had an interesting experience in the use of Cornwall stone

in an endeavor to produce vitreous ware. It was made
from CornA\all stone and the method of placing it in the

glost in order to economize room, was to place the pieces

on edge on protected bars, thus leaving two rough places on

the edge which were polished afterwards. Jt was a most
expensive operation, but there was no other way to get what
we wanted. It happened if the plates got the least bit of a

pinch of fire on the edge, a vesicular structure was pro-

duced, and that meant bubl)les which prevented this pol-

ishing. The polishing would break the pimples and thus

give a honeycoml) surface on the edge. So we had to be

extremely careful as to the ]H)int of maturity of this Corn-

wall stone body. I attribute that phenomenon now to the

escape of fluorine. We constructed another body, using

feldspar instead of Cornwall stone, and we got several

curious phenomena. The ware ceased to blister, which was
a good point. In the second place, the feldspar body was
quite a good deal smaller, as Mr. Langenbeck has already
pointed out. In the third place, it was a good deal weakei*
as regards the structure after burning. The plates wouM
not stand the shoi-k afterwards rliat the Cornwall stoix'
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ImxIv wouM. It was a matter of pride with ns thai our

ware would suuisli anything on tlie market, as :'very manu-

facturer ehiims for his w-are—and It does, until it is tried

by the other fellow. The Cornwall stone plate wcuild heal

the feldspar plate every time. Fourth, the felds]»ar jdates

hucklefl in the glost kiln very frequently. The edge upon

^^'hich the plate stood would be bent. Those \\ ere some of

the features we found in substituting felds]>ar for Cornwall

stone. We had blistering with Cornwall stone, and on the

other hand with feld.spar we had a weaker body and gi-eatcr

shrinkage. One more point developed which finally made
us conclude to keep up the feldspar body. The felds]»ar

body was less liable to spit out in the decorating kiln than

the Cornwall stone l)ody, a very important ]»oint when you

come to underglaze printing with gold edge.

This discussion has taken the line of the difference

between American china and continental or Euroj)ean por-

celain. I want to differ with Dr. Zimmer on one point. Ir

is a dangerous thing to do, I know, but I am going to do it

nevertheless. He said, or at least I so undci'stoo<l him, that

even if the American biscuit were fired in a reducing fire

to produce the blue tint, when the lead glaze is |)ut on an<l

fired in an oxidizing glost tire, the blvie color will be lost.

Dr. Ziiniiifr: I said, might be lost.

Mr. Binns: 1 am glad to have that explanation, as it

is not so. It never goes yellow again. There is a maxim.

I think in the burning of porcelain, that the tirst fire must

not I e higher than ( one 00, because if it goes higher and the

color is fixed in an oxidizing fire, it cannot be rcflnced. f

think that is a fact. The blue-white color is undoubtedly

due to the reduction (»f the iron oxide, as has already been

pointed out.

Mr. Waits: Pardon my speaking again since this

point has been brought out. T did not have the courage to

conti-adict Dr. Zimmei-, but as Professor Kinns has done

so, T will back him up, as the saying goes. I have in mv
pocket two pieces of porcelain. One 1 tired myself un<ler

reducing conditions, or slightly reducing conditions, and
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that \\a.>< sent to one of our brothers and glazed by him and

finished in liis kiln. lie made a second bodr of practically

tlie same materials, and he came back to me and said he

could uot get anything like the color I got witli tlie ma-

terials. It showed nicely the fact stated, as he finished his

kiln in a reasonably oxidizing atmosphere, I assnme, while

I finished in a reducing atmosphere. The two glazes were

identically the same, and the giost kiln process identically

the same in each case; aud you can see by comparison of

the.se ( indicating ) that the color of the bi.scuit kiln has not

been lost. Jt seemed very peculiar to me when I received

this trial from him that the color should be so pronounce<l]y

yellow, whereas I never had any trouble witli yellow color

after it was finished in the biscuit kiln with reducing fire.

Dr. Zimmer: The whole trouble is over that little

word "might." Under certain conditions you get a per-

fectly dense body ; then you have a body so close that your

oxidizing flame can't have any more influence on the body.

If the bihctiit is uot fired up to such a density, the condition

of the kiln will have an influence and the ferrous oxide you
liave might be oxidized again. Besides, the ctdor of the

lead glaze is always a little bit yellowish. If you have a

hard, close body, you can't expect the flame to hav(.' much
influence. I forgot to mention the special conditions.

Mr. Biitits: Dr. Zimmer said, as a result of reduction

ferrous oxide was formed. That is not true. Wh.at is

formed is ferrous silicate.

Mr. Purdy : I would like to ask Jir. Binns a (lucsrion :

How do you know it is ferrous silicate?

Mr. Biiiii.s: (After considera])le hesitation! 1 <b)n't

know. (Laughter.) I can only say the evidence jHtints

that way. (ReneAved laughter.)

Mr. Ldiif/rnhcfh- : Except the evidence of vai-iatiou in

color afterwards.

Mr. Fiirdj/: Take two clays which have the same iron

content, one non-plastic kaolin and the other plastic ball

clay. When fluxed with the same amount of feldspar a

verv considerable difference in color will be olttained. Tlie
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feldspar-kaolin conibinatioii invariably Iniiiis to a very

peculiar white, known as Parian white, while th.e feldspar

ball clay uives the ordinary porcelain or blue color, not-

\\ ithstandinii the fact that the two clays may have same

iron content. A tire clay having the same iron content as

our given white clays will have a very decided butt' color

when burned in oxidizing fire and will blue stone by nun-e

increase in heat treatment with either oxidizing or reducing

conditions. The color in each case is very dif¥er«Mit. Now,
is the absolute whiteness in the tirst, yellowish or blue in

the second, and decided buff or bluestone in the third case,

due to state of oxidation of the iron or, as Seger told us, to

the increased density of the iron oxide without change in

state of oxidation?

Professor Binns spoke of the spar body blistering

where the stone body did not

—

Mr. Biinis: No; it was the other way round.

Mr. 1*11 nhi: I was going to say that Avas at variance

Avith Mr. Weelans' observation. But I wouhl like to have

^Ir. Binns straighten us out on the iron.

Mr. Watts: Pardon me for speaking ugain, but I

want to maintain the statement I nuide concerning blue-

stoning in the biscuit kiln. I would like to have scmie prac-

tical porcelain man, some on<' who has had some experience

in vitreous American china, to contradict Jiie if lie has ever

seen an instance which would justify him in contradicting

me, where he got thorough bluestoning in the biscuit kiln

and cleared it up in the glost. In the first place, you all

know the biscuit goes three or four cones higher than the

glost; and I do not believe you can vitrify and reduce a clay

at cone ten and re-oxidize it at cone six. I have never

succeeded in doing so; and the fact has come out in several

discussions lately that you can obtain a degree of vitrifica-

tion at considerably lower tem])erature under reducing

conditions than under oxidizing conditions. So this cone

ten under reducing conditions we might say is undoubtedly

equivalent to at least cone twelve under oxidizing condi-

tions, so far as vitrification or density is concerned. So we
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have at least live, and probably seven eouos dilTerence, if

we are uoinj; to reoxidize a rednced piece of ware in the

glost kiln. 1 do not believe it can be done.

.!//•. Hi II us: You will stop us, Mr. President, when
you jnet ready. This discussion, like the snowball, gathers

as it goes. 1 will take the first point first—Mr. Watts'

statement as to the additional effect of a reducing fire.

The point made by Mr. Langenbeck as to the different

colors is easily accounted for by the fact that in burning

the biscuit we do not expose the pieces to the full action

of the tire as a general rule. The surface of the plates is

more or less protected, and for this reason the chemical

action of the kiln has a less chance to get to the body than

in the case of continental glazed ware, which is entirely

exposed and left to the free action of the kiln gases. The
plates vary very much in color if reduction be attempted,

and the potter would rather have all yellow than part

yellow and part blue.

Professor Purdy challenged me to prove the existence

of ferrous silicate. Of course I am not able to do it, any
more than he is able to prove it does not exist. The point

raised as to the depth and appearance of the clay in the

spar body was pointed out by me some years ago, in a ]>apei*

on grinding of materials. I there showed that the body
was exactly as he said—you could see right into it. But
now, he is comj^aring the action of a ball clay mix with that

of a kaolin mix. You want to compare the action of the

mix under oxidizing and the same under a reducing fire.

Of course there are a number of other factors tliat come in

in influencing color, whether prepared under oxidizing or

reducing conditions. Nevertheless, I believe it to be true

that the ferrous silicate fuses and becomes a glass whereas
the ferric oxide may remain in partial siduiion or free

condition and causes the yellow color of the body.

^[|^. Hojir: I will ask whether he means with ov with-

out cobalt stain when he speaks of bluestoniui:. Tliere is

liable to be a confusion of tAvo things.

^Fr. Watts: lu no experiment I have made for the
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pui-pu.se of bringiiiji, out the color, have I introduced any
stain; because if you introduce a stain you thwart the

purpose of vour research
; you make your body an artificial

blue. The bluestouing effect 1 called bluestoning because

that is the name commonly used for buff ware when it has

been reduced and turned to a bluish white cast. I have

always been taught to understand and believe that it is

jmrely the result of reducinu conditions. ^ 1 nev<'r heard

that the blue of colmlt Avas intensified by reducinji condi-

tions.

1/r. Hope: But it is intensified by hii;hci- tempei--

attire.

Mr. ^yatts'. I have never had any exptMiencc that

would enable me to make any statement as to that. 1 never

considered the use of any stain in an}' expei-imeiits 1 have

made for color. That is a thing- to be added after the ware
is all made, and you are ready to operate, for tli<* purpose

of neutralizing any slight chrome tint that may exist.

Mr. Burt : In speaking of bluestouing there is one

factor that has not been mentioned to any great extent,

though Dr. Zimmer spoke of it, and that is the deposit of

carbon in the pores before vitrification takes place. It is a

(juestiou whether this is not one of the main problems here.

Dr. Zimmer called attention to the necessity of being care-

ful to have an oxidizing fire after the reducing fire to free

the pores of the clay, before vitrification sets in, of all small

particles of carbon which may be deposited there. If this

is not done then you will have bluestoning that no amount
of after-firing will free it from. Isn't that largely what you

have there?

Mr. Watts: I will say that I have never undertaken

to produce reducing conditions until after a red hent has

been reached. I cannot see any advantage in doing it

earlier, as it gives exactly the condition whicli Dr. Zimmer
and ^Ir. Burt referred to, the tendency to pre* ipitate car-

bon on the ware, which will certainly give you the grimy
effect. I cannot see the advantage of maintaining reducing

conditions at anv time in the kiln, until after a uood. bright
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cherry retl lias been' reached ; and when we have reached

that heat we do not have to worry about the precipitation

of carbon in the ware. At least, that is my judgment. Am
I risht, Dr. Zimmer? I



THE COMPOUNDING OF FRITS.
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Tliere are iiuiny members of the American Ceramic
Society who have more or less to do with the coiupouudinji;

of frits and are therefore familiar with their successful

manipulation. Yet in the various volumes of tlie Transac-

tions are many instances of experimental work in which the

compounding of frits used was based on erroneous assump-

tions. This leads to a two-fold evil ; it detracts from the

value of the work of the experimentor and, if no correction

is made, may lead others of little experience into a like

mistake.

The following- remarks are based on the experience of

the writer and on what lie has been able to glean from the

work of others corroborating his own work. It is not

claimed that the rules laid down are final and conclu.sive.

but they have at least the merit of having proven a I'eliable

guide in actual practice.

The most common and most disastrous fallacy in the

compounding of frits is the assumption that frits of like

stoichiometrical formulae will have like pyroiuetrical and
physical properties. It is pretty generally admitted that

the mineralogical origin and physical condition of the

ingredients of a raw glaze will have a decided bearing on

its character, but very often we find no such allowance

made in compounding frits. It seems to be assumed that

the more or less pyro-chemical work performed in the frit-

ing operation has obliterated any differences ai-ising from

different origins and ]diysical properties of the same ( hemi-

cal elements. The error is greatest when the frit is not of

])roper composition and is merely sintered in saggers, is

slightly less when continuous frittiftg is em]doved, is still

grave when the frit is brought to full flui<lity and ([nietude

in a periodic frit kiln.

in
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On .several different oeeasion.s the author has melted

to full fluidity in a frit kiln mixtures having the same
chemical formula but varyinu,- slightly in the origin of some
of the ingredients. On applying these, either pure or

mixed, with the same raw Jiiaterial to the same body he
found, at tirst to his surprise, that they did not give the

same results, Now he would be surprised if they did. By
simply varying the selection of chemicals the same formula

may be made to give a nice clear glass at a low temperature

or an opaque porcelain-like mass at from 150 to 200 degrees

Centigrade higher. At any point between these two ex-

tremes the mixture can be made to '.raze, fit or chip on any
given boily.

It may l)e of interest to know how, in riie author's

opinion at least, the selection of the various elements

atfects the character of the glass.

Feldspar.

Feldspar is taken as the foundation of the frit. It is

Nature's own frit, more fusible than any chemically eipiiva-

lent combination of alkali, alumina and silica compounded
by man. A feldspar frit gives a more uniform and more
workable glass than any other kind, and at the present

price of chemicals it is also the cheajjest. A Cornish Stone
frit would j)robably be as good but would cost a little more.

Frits containing a large percentage of glass sand or pot-

ter's flint, sometimes with an addition of elay, were form-

erly used in the enameled iron business but have been su-

perseded by feldspar frits, with a marked improvement in

the product and a decided reduction in the cost per pound
of the glass. A like change might be made in other branches
of the industry Avith similar benefits.

The selection of the spar used is of importance. Soda
and soda-lime spars are more fusible than the potash, and
potash-soda series, and are therefore cheaper, as they do
not require such a large per.entage of the expensive fluxes

to produce a fusible glass. The potash si)ars are clainuHl
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by some to jiive a «»lass more resiss/taiit to wear and kiSS

soluble, but tliis cau be controlled by other factors in the

eompo.sition. In seleetinii a spar it is neeessai-y to make
empiric tests of the brands available. Tliis is l)est done
by incorporating samples in frits of the same lieneral make-
up as the class to be manufactured. The spar that is most
fusible by itself may not give the most fusible frit. The
ultimate analysis of a spar is of little value, as the same
analysis may be made up of a great variety of combinations
of a number of possible minerals. This is one way that a

ceramist working a stoichiometrical formula and using

two or more spars indiscriminately may fail to get con-

sistent results. There is also a physical difl:er(Mice in sjiars

owing to a variation in fineness of grinding, as well brought

out by Prof. Binns (Trans A. C. S., Vol. V, page 281).

If we were to group all the alkali-bearing minerals together

under the heading of feldspathic material and then, by a
mineralogical analysis, determine feldspathic material,

clay and free silica and, by a mechanical analysis, deter-

mine the physical state of the minerals present, we might
have a basis for comparison of different spars. Such a

method would be tedious and unconvincing and in prac-

tical work we shall probably depend, for a long time at

least, on empiric tests. It is possible to substitute one spar

for another according to chemical formulrp only after we
have, by thorough trial in the class of work in hand, estab-

lished their equivalence or obtained a factor of allowance

to be mad(\

As has l)een said, spar is looknl upon as the foundation

of the frit ; it is used in the largest amount. In general,

the problem is how to reduce the melting point of spar

and to alter its properties to suit our needs. 8par is a

refractory element of the frit owing to its content of AloO.,

and SiOo, an increase in either of these two elements

causing a rise in fusing point in a normally compounded
boro-silicate frit. Seldom, if ever, is it necessary to bring

in these elements through other vehicles. On the one hand
devitrification i»licnomena, incident to abnormally high
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silica, and on the other hand easy solubility, if liii-h alkalies

are present, and excessive running of the «laze, incident to

abnormally low ALOo, are avoided by introducing them
together.

Clay.

Clay is a possible source of ALO;; and SiOo. Its use is

^to be avoided as it impairs the fusibility to an excessive

•degree, making it necessar}- to use large quantities of ex-

pensive fluxes to produce a fusible frit. Xothing is accom-

plished by introducing alumina and silica in this way that

^ean not be reached by bringing them in by means of spar,

\\\\([ the disadvantage is great. Mixtures overburdened

with lime that are softened by the introduction of clay

have no place in this class of work. High lime is permis-

sible in raw glazes on account of the small numlxT of flitxes

available, but in the broader and richer field of fi'itted

^glazes it is to be avoided.

FJiut and >iand.

These have the same effect as ^\0._. in spar but rtin up
the fusibility much more rapidly. Physical differences

have a marked effect, coarse glass sand being much more
noticeable in its action than potter's flint, but if this same
sand is ground as fine as the flint their action is the same.

Of course they can be used in a frit but are best avoided

on account of their decided hardening tendency, danger of

causing devitrification, the brittle character they impart

to a glaze, etc.

Alum hi urn O.ridr.

This is one of the most refractory materials that can

be added to a soft frit. Tt is taken into solution with great

difiictilty, and if added in large amounts will turn a nice

fusible glass into a porcelain like mass. Free AUG.. in a

formula is not to be compared to AloO.. from si>ar.
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Crj/o]itr.

The AloO.i and scKlium brouglit in tlironjih this mineral

have the same etfect as they do when brought in by spar.

The fluorine lias the same effect as in other flui'oides.

The Alkalies.

From whatever source they are derived—spar, the-

carbonates, the nitrates, borax, etc.—the alkalies se(nn to

always have the same effect, ahvays making the mix more
fusible. This uniformity of effect is probably due to the

fact that the alkalies are either in combination, as in feld-

spar, or are readily fusible in themselves, if free, and sa
readily taken into combination.

Calcium, Magnesium and Barium Oxides.

As fluorides.—When brought in as fluorides these

oxides have the same effect as if they were introduced

through spai-. The fluorine has its own characteristic

action.

As carbonates or free.—When introduced in this form,

these fluxes are less readih' taken into combination and
their fluxing power is lessened, especially in low tempera-

ture work. The difference is noticeable not only in the frit

kiln, but in the melting of the glaze of enamel on the ware.

Calcium and magnesium oxides are the most noticeable

in this respect, barium oxide seeming to exert its gi'eat

fluxing power with more uniformity.

Ziiir and Lead Oxides.

The metallic oxides are generally added as one of the-

various oxides or as carbonates. There is no noticeable

difference due to the elements being brought in through

these two channels.
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Fluorine.

Floriiic is used iu low temperature frit work, espec-

ially where opacity is desired. It is introduced through

cryolite, calcium fluoride, barium fluoride, sodium fluoride,

etc. All are readily taken into sidution, and there is no

difference due to the various means by which the element

is brought in. The effect of fluorine is always the same.

It tends to reduce the melting point, to cause crazing, a

milky (»i)a(ity and a very fluid frit.

Boric Acid.

Boric acid is introduced by means of borax and as

flaky acid. It has the same effect when brought in through

either channel.

These scattered statements may be gathered together

under one main proposition and a few corolaries.

1. The greater the ease with which an element is

taken into solution the lower the melting point of the

mixture.

That is, the fluxes exert their pi)wer more fully and
the refractory elements have a less hardening effect.

a. Readily fusible minerals are taken into solution

with greatest ease.

b. Elements introduced through a mineral, all of

whose members are suitable to enter into coml)ination, are

taken up much more readily than if introduced alone or in

combination with an inert element.

c. The finer the particles of a mineral the more read-

ily it is taken up.

Proport ioninfi the Frit.

The usual reason given for fritting is to produce an
easily fusible glass or glaze without the use of high lead.

The usual objection given against fritting is th(^ increased

cost on account of the use of more expensive ingreilients

and the extra labor. By a proper proportioning of the
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ingredients the object mentioned can he readily ohtained

and at the same time a savin«» etferted in the cost of the

ware. This economy is obtained in the foUowinj* ways:

1. By the use of spar as the refractory eleiit«Mit of the

ghiss instead of tlint and chiy, as in raw <j;lazes, where high

spar must be avoided on account of physical behavior in

drying and burning. Being much less refractory than

these other minerals spar can be used up to almost twice

the weight required of them to make a suitable glaze. Only
enough clay need be added in some cases to give the glass

good floative qualities. In sul)stituting potash-spar for

flint in a frit formula, the practice of the writer is to use

about sixteen pounds of spar in place of ten pounds of flint.

In a l)atch where the flint, or flint and clay, thus rei)laced,

amounts to from 40 to 60%, the saving is quite large.

2. By the use of high alkalies and consequent rcMluc-

tion in the amount of expensive fluxes needed. This can

be safely done without danger of producing an easily sol-

uble glass on account of the high alumina brought in by

spar. As a general statement it may l>e said that it is safe

to have the equivalent amount of total alkalies equal to the

equivalent of alumina in the final glaze. In a high-spar

fritted glaze this may run up to four-tenths of an e(|uiva-

lent, or even a little nior€\ It is not at all necessary for

all the alkalies, outside of the amount brought in by spar,

to come in through borax. In fact, by substituting siduble

salts of the alkalies for lime it is often possible to reduce

the amount of boric acid needed to produce a fusible glass

of proper coefficient. So<la-asli at a cent a pound is a cheap

glaze flux.

3. By saving fuel, time and labor in the glost kiln,

enameling furnace or in whatever ()lace the frit is glazed

upon a body. When the body is fully prepai-ed in a separate

operation as white ware biscuit, cast iron for (M)ameling,

etc., the advantage of a suitable coat, maturing at a con-

siderable lower temperature than would be i)ossible with

a raw glaze, is quite great. If the body is fairly dense and
uniform, it is remarkable at what low temperatures a glaze
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free from crazing- can be produced. Even for one-fire ware

the material cost can be kept below that of a raw lead

iilaze and, if made in large quantities, the labor cost is

not large.

Alkalies. As stated above, these are kept as high as

possible Avithout injuring the quality of the glass.

All-al'uie earths, calcium and mar/nesiam oxides. These

are kept low unless introduced through spar. When added

as carbonates they do not go into solution readily and are

not efficient fluxes.

Metallic oxides—zinc and lead. Since lime is kept

low zinc can be used to considerable extent without danger

of stiffening the glaze. Pound for pound it seems to be

equal or superior to lead as a flux and, as it cpsts less, there

is economy in its use. The amount of lead used depends

upon the fusibility of the glass desired and the price of

borax. In nearly all cases it can be kept from exceeding

.25 equivalents.

AhO._i and ^/Og. As outlineil above, these are for the

most part brought in together by means of spar. They
must be used in large enough quantity to insure a good
stable glass. The experience of the writer agrees with

that of Messrs. Purdy and Krehbiel (Trans. A. C. S.,

Vol. 9, "Fritted Glazes'') in finding that alumina decieases

crazing and raises the firing point, but has not found this

action confined to amounts above .25 equivalents, as thev

state, but taking place whatever the original content of

alumina.

Boric acid. Considerable has been written about the

function of BoO^ in a glaze. Seger's statement that it

decreased ci'azing and at the same time acted as a flux

Avas at one time generally accepted. This is now known to

be a mistake (Burt Trans.W. C. S., Vol. VII, ''Coefficient

Equivalents," Purdy and Krehbeil Trans. A. C. S., Vol.

'XIX "Fritted Glazes"). Relieved of this seeming incon-

sistency, we can now say that any variation, physical or

cliemical, that increases the fusibility of a glaze tends to

increase crazing. The writer's practice has been to treat
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B^U;^ as an available tiux in addition to the regular basic

fluxes, but to be used as sparingly' as possible on account of

its high cost. The glass is to be made as fusil)h' as possible,

as indicated above, by keeping the alkalies high, the lime

low, the metallic oxides fairh' well up and bringing in, when
possible through spar, only enough alumina and silica to

produce an insoluble glass. If the glaze is still too refrac-

tory after all these things have been done, boric acid is

brouglit in as a last resort. The introduction of B^O^ does

not increase the solubility of the glaze to tlie extent that a

farther increase in alkalies would and does not give the

yellow color that high lead would. Otherwise boric acid

can be considered equal, qualitatively, in its fluxing action

to the clear glass-forming basic fluxes. By careful com-

pounding of the rest of the glaze the amount necessary can

be kept quite low. The statements that liave been made to

the effect that the equivalent amount of BoO;. must bear

a certain relation to the equivalent amount of SiOg were

no doubt true for the formulas used, but the restriction

arose from other factors in the make up of the glaze, not

from any necessary relation between silica and boric acid.

When we call to mind that in many such cases it is possible

to make an equivalent glaze without the use of boric acid

at all, we know that this must be true.

Devitrification.

Devitrification has come to mean not only the crys-

talization of elements formerly in solution, especially fre-

quent in very silicious glazes, but also the stone-like effect

produced by the failure of some element to go into solution.

These are considered to be only separate phases of the one

problem of solution. In one case there is failure to dissolve

and in the other is failure to hold in solution. The glaze

seems to vary in its power to dissolve various elements, the

alkalies, boric acid and lead oxide being dissolved in

unlimited amounts, the alkaline earths, zinc and alumina

sparingly, silica to a large amount. The exact limit of
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solubilitv for any one element will depend on the amounts

of the other elements present, their physical condition on

enterinii the <ilaze, and the heat treatment. A large amount
of one or several of the sparingly siduble elements always

give trouble. Silica may be added iu such amounts as to

be iu excess, especially at low temperatures, and this excess

may be overcome by the ad<liti(Ui of one of the sparingly

soluble elements as alumina or zinc. Vice versa, addition

of silica will aid in the solution of an excess of any of the

sparingly soluble group. Addition of any of the very

soluble group, the alkalies, lead, and boric acid tends to

overcome poor solution of any of the mend)ers of the other

groups. This is probably the l»asis of the supposition that

the function of BoO.s i*' to prevent de^'itrification and of

the standard remedy for the excess of silica, consisting of

a liberal dose of alumina. These remarks are in line, I

believe, with the accepted teachings in regard to the forma-

tion of eutectics. The high-lime, high-silica type of glaze

is especially liable to give troul)le from devitrification.

Proport'uniiufi Frit and Raic Materials.

One of the chief objects in fritting is to render some

soluble ingredient insoluble, and of course all of these

should be included in the frir. There Jiiust also be included

enough SiOg and ALOo, zinc, lime, or lead to produce a

staple glass. If there is any ingredient that is hard to

bring into combination and is erratic in its action when
fluxing does begin, it is well to include the l)ulk of it in

the fritt. Any element that is liable to be injuriously af-

fected by kiln gases should be included iu the frit. Ele-

ments that would have a tendency to fuse before the rest

of the glaze, and so either sut¥er from volatilization or

start the glaze to fusing before the proper time, should go

into the frit. Inert ingredients intended for opacifiers.

most pigments, and in fact anything for which especially

good distribution is desirable, should also be includeil. In

the raw part anything that is especially refi'achu-y and so
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liable to remain uiicoiiiitined after the bulk of the j;laze

has matured is best avoided. Unless added for some very

spec-ial reason, it is out of place in a fritted lilazc. In com-

pounding the frit it must always be kept in mind that it

has to go through the frit kiln, and that a nice fluid frit

that does not attack the lining of your tank too vigorously

is essential to the suc<-essful operation of a frit rocuu.

The relative bulk of frit and ra^y nmterial used will

depend on the heat treatment to be given the glaze. If it

is desired to produce an enamel for metals that must melt

down in a very few minutes, practically all of the material

must be fi'itted. If a glaze is being nuule for ware that

must be in kiln for a considerable length of tinu% a good

share of the material must be raw so as to get a slow and

steady fusion and a rather viscous, glaze. The raw and

fritted part of the glaze should not be too far apart in

fusion point or the soft portion is liable to suffer severely

from volatilization. When all these restrictions are ob-

served there is very little left to chance in the division of

the raw and fritted portions of a glaze.

As stated in the beginning of these remarks, the prin-

ciples here put forth have been tested in the daily work of

the writer. For the reason that he feels so sure of them and

on account of the amount of ground that would have to be

gone over, he has not prepared experimental proofs of the

statements. However, if any one has doubts as to the

correctness of any of the claims made, and will so inform

the writer, he will gladly attempt to sul)stantiate his views

with experimental proof covering that phase of the subject.



ACTION OF CHROMIUM OXIDE IN GLAZES
CONTAINING ZINC.

BY

Mkrrill L. Bryan^ Columbus, Ohio.

Ill discussions that have come up on different occa-

sions between several men making a specialty of glaze work
and myself, the use of raw ( "'hromium Oxide ^^as one that

seemed to have caused the most trouble, and the most talk;

also the fact that the books generally used by glaze men
had reference to no other material than iron, that was
detrimental to production of good green colors with the

raw oxide. There was evidently something else that hin-

dered the chrome from producing the green, because in

most cases iron was found to be absent.

My own experience with the use of raw chromium
oxide dates back to 1905, at the plant of the Altanta Terra

("otta Company, Atlanta, Ga., when I was called upon to

make a green matt glaze. The temperature was cone 3, the

duration of burn several days; consequently copper oxide

was out of the question, and I had to rely on the use of

chromium oxide.

I had been using a white matte glaze on the terra

cottii, with very good results, therefore I used it as a base

for my color series. This glaze had a large content of zinc

oxide, but this fact did not suggest itself to me as being a

disadvantage. I made up trial glazes, using the white with

addition of raw oxide of chromium from ,01 to .05 equiva-

lents. These glazes were sprayed upon the body, Avhich

had previously been coated with a white engobe, and tired

to cone 3, in a down-draft muffle kiln. When the kiln was
drawn, I was surprised to find that I did not have green

glazes, as I expected, but instead I had several shades of

brown.

I immediately concluded that iron was present, or liad

124
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been furiiislied in some way. Possibly the butt" body had

had some effect upon the glaze, even through a white en-

gobe. One of the bodies down there was made from the

native cla^-, and the percentage of iron in it was very small,

as it burned pure white. I covered this body with the same

engobe and the same glazes, and got the same results. I

could not see how my glaze materials could contain suflfi-

cient iron to eft'ect the chrome, as they were the best the

market afforded.

In the meantime I had been trying to cheapen the

white matte by cutting down the zinc oxide, and had at

last perfected a glaze that contained no zinc oxide at all.

I tried the different coloring oxides in this glaze to see

what kind of colors I could produce with it, and along with

the rest I put some chromium oxide. To my surjirise, I got

the green I wanted, but when I made it up I had no idea

that the result would be different than before.

T spoke to Prof. Orton about my experience with these

glazes, and he suggested that it would be a go'od idea to

carry out a line of experiments, and read the results to the

American Ceramic Society.

The first thing that was necessary was a series of

matte glazes, in which the zinc oxide conld be varied at

the expense of some other material ivom zero to a large

quantity, and at the same time not affect the texture of the

glaze.

This series is:

No. KaO CaO BaO ZnO AI2O8 SiO.2

10 •25 • 30 • 45 .00 .3 2.

20
1

.25 .28 .42 • 05 • 3 2.

30 ! .25 .26 • 39 .10 • 3 2

.

40 ! .2S • 24 • 36 • I5 • 3 2.

so ' .25 . 22 33 .20 •3 2.

6o -5 .20 • 30 •25 3 2

,

70 •25 .18 • 27 •30 • 3 2.

8o
! ^25 .16 • 24 • 35 .3 2.

go
1 -25 • 14 .21 • 40 • 3 2.
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BATCH WEIGHTS.

1

No. ' Spar. Whiting-. Barium. Zinc. Clay. Flint.

10 139.25 30.0 88.65 0.00 12.9 24.0

,
20 139.25 28.0 82.74 4-05 12 9 24.0

30 139-25 26.0 76.83 8.10 12 9 24.0

40 139.25 24.0 70.92 12.15 12 9 24.0

50 139.25 22.0 65.01 16.20 12 9 24.0
6o 139.25 20.0 59-10 20.25 12 9 24.0

/O 139.25 18.0 53-19 24-30 12 9 24.0

8o 139-25 16.0 47.28 28.35 12 9 24.0

90 139-25 14.0 41-37 32.40 12.9 24.0

The zinc was added at the expense of the lime and

barium, the I'atio between these being the same tliroughout

—2 : 3. These were selected because the varying of the

potash would cause a difference in the amount of s])ar and

clay to be added, consequently if iron was present in them,

it would be constantly varying-.

The extremes Avere ground in a ball mill for one hour,

then evaporated to dryness in order to make the blends by

dry weisht.

No. No. 10. No. 90. Eq. Weight.

10 All Xone 294 . 80

20 7 Parts I Part 290.94

30 6 Parts 2 Parts 287. c8

40 T Parts 3 Parts 2S3.22

50 4 Parts 4 Parts 279.36
60 3 Parts S Parts 275.50

70 2 Parts 6 Parts 271.64
80 I Part 7 Parts 267.78

- 90 Xone All 263.92

To each of the blends made up, four additions of green

oxide of chromium were nnule, viz:—.005, .010, .015 and

.02, equivalents.
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No. . 76 Cr203 No. 1.52Cr20.3 No. 2.28Cr203

1

No. 3.04 Cr20;i

II
1 294.80 12 294.80 13 294.80 14 294-80

21
1

290.94 22 290.94 23 1 290.94 24 290.94
31 !

287.08 22 287. oS ?,?, ; 287.08 34 287.08
41

i

283.22 42 283.22 43 2^^.22 44 283.22
51 !

279.36 52 279.36 53 279-36 54 279-36
61

1
275.50 62 275-50 63 275-50 64 275-50

71 271.64 72 271.64 7?, 271.64 74 271.64
81 267.78 82 267.78 «3 267.78 «4 267.78
91 1 263.92 92 263.92 93 263.92 94 263.92

1
Dry Glaze

|

Dry Glaze
1
Dry Glaze

1
Dry Glaze

These were theu gTouiul in a ball mill for tiiirty luiii-

utes, gumtragaoantli sohitioii l>eing used in order to make
tlie glazes adhere to the tile. These were applied to l)is(]ne

tile, making- thirty-six samples. The firing was carried on

in a gas muffle kiln, at the Ceramic Laboratory of the Ohio

State University, at the temperature of cone 3.

The range of green colors was yery small, as spots of

brown began to show at number 33. The zinc content at

this point is .1 equivalent, and the chromium .015 ecpiiya-

lent; from this point up, the browns become more pro-

nounced.

TRANS AM CER SOC VOL X BRYAN

.OOZnO .OSZnO .lOZtiO .ISfnO .ZCZnO .25ZnO .302tiO .35ZnO .+02n0

.020
Cr,03
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Ill explaining this, my idea at tirst was that the zine

oxide had remained suspended in the glaze, just as it does

in a Bristol glaze, only that the matte glaze is more imma-
ture, and the quantity of zinc oxide uneombined is greater.

Chromium oxide is taken into a glaze with difficulty, hence,

Avith two materials not taken into the glaze, there is a

possibility that they might go together and form a chro-

mate of zinc, but this point was in doubt, owing to the

fact that one end of my kiln had a few pieces of the high

zinc series, which had been exposed to the flame. These

were matured, but instead of being brown, were green. To
ascertain whether this was due entirely to reduction, or to

the fact that most of the zinc had been taken into solution,

led me to refire the trials to cone 9, in a good oxidizing fire,

in order to mature them. This heat did not mature the

glazes, neither did it change the color of the Hashed pieces.

To get at this, it was necessary to design a new series,

that could take a large quantity of zinc into solution. Lead

was used as a flux to do this, and the series runs as follows

:

No.
;

PbO CaO K2O ZnO AhO.-i SiOo

100 .50 .40 .10 .00 .15 • 1-5

200 • 50 • 35 .10 .0^ • 15 1-5

300 • 50 •30 .10 .10 • 15 1^5

400 .50 •^5 .10 • 15 • 15 1-5

500 .;o .20 .10 .JO • 15 1-5

600 .^0 • 15 .10 . J5 • 15 15
700 1 .50 .10 .10 • 30 15 1^5

800 50 • 05 .10 •35 • 15 1-5

900 • 50 .00 .10 • 40 • 15 i^S
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BATCH WEIGHTS.

No. Lead. Whitingf. Spar. Zinc. Clay. Flint.

100 129.00 40.00 55 70 00.00 12,90 40.00
200 129.00 .3500 55 • 70 4-05 12.90 40.00
300 129.00 30.00 55-70 8.10 12.90 40.00
400 129.00 25.00 55-70 12.15 12.90 40.00
500 129.00 20.00 55-70 16.20 12.90 40.00
600 j 129.00 15.00 55-70 20.25 12.90 40.00
7C0 ! 129.00 10.00 55-70 24.30 12.90 40.00
800 129.00 5.00 55-70 28.35 12.90 40.00
900 129.00 00.00 55 70 32.40 12.90 40.00

The same treatment was giveii this series in prepara-

tion that was giAen the matte series, the trials were tired

in the same Iviln, to cone 1, instead of cone 3. Xnnd^ers
100 and 200 are immature; numbers 800 and 900 show
crystals of zinc ; numbers 300, 400, 500, GOO and TOO are

good clear glazes, showing no opacity, and no crystalline

segregations.

To each of the above glazes, the same amounts of

chromium oxide were added, viz:—.005, .01, .015 and .02,

e(iuivalents.

No. .76 Cr203 No. 1.52 CrzO.-? No. 2.28 Cr203 No. 3.04 CraOs

lOI

201

1

277.60
276 . 65

102

202
277.60
276.65

103
203

277-60
276.65

104
204

277.60
276.65

301 275-70 302 275.70 303 275-70 304 275-70
401

501
6oi

274 . 75
273.80

1
272.85

402
502
602

274.75
273.80
272.85

403
503
603

274-75
273.80
272.85

404
504
604

274-75
273-80
272.85

701
8oi

271.90
270.95

702
802

271.90
270.95

703
803

271.90
270.95

704
804

271.90
270.95

901 270.00 902 270.00 903 270.00 904 270.00

1
Dn- Glaze Dry Glaze

|

Dry Glaze Dry Glaze

The result was the same, only the green lia<1 even a

smaller range, onlv five sliowinu a areen tint.
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TRANS. AM CER. SOC. VOLX. 3RYAN

.OOZnO • ^SZnO .lOZnO -IBZnO .ZOZnO .Z5ZnO .iOZnO .35ZnO .402nO

SHADED PORTION IS BROWN

From tlie>'e two series it can l)e seen that the l>rown

colors are not dne to tlie presence of uucombined zinc; but

tliat the zinc is tlie element that is detrimental to the

chroniinm oxide in producing- its l>est color, there can he

no doubt.

The higher fcn^ms of chromium are not greens, but are

browns. The ordinary atmosphere of a kiln in my opinion,

is not sufficient to oxydize the CroO;^ or green oxide to a

higher form, and as there is no compound of zinc between
the ZnO and Zn forms, zinc oxide does not act as an oxydiz-

ing agent.

I can only see one material that this higher or acid

form of chrome could attack, and that W(mld be the zinc,

tlie result would be the formation of a chromate of zinc,

but in the color series of number 800, the surfaces of the

tile are completely covered Avith crystals, while the clear

glaze only shows them around the edges, one or two on

the face. If zinc chromate were formed, zinc oxide would
be taken from the glaze, cojisequently the glaze would be

less liable to become supersaturated witli zinc, conse-

quently the tendency of crystallization would be lesscneil.
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The coiiclnsioii 1 draw from this sta-ics of trials, is^

tliat the zinc oxide acts as an aiicnt, siipplyini*- the oxygen
necessary to chanue the <'r^()., to a liij^her form, wliere it

remains as such, unless it is juiven a vitdent rediicinu-

atmosphere.

The cjdoriiii:: ])0\ver of chromium then is mendy a

question of oxi<lati(m, and when zinc is present the chrom-

ium is oxidized to its hiji,her form, hence the brown color.

i>is('t:ssion.

Mr. PI II sell : My experience eorrob(U'ates ^[r. Bryan's

throuiihout. I liaAe done similar work, usinu' zinc oxide

with different colorinji oxides in ^ilazes. I have found that

the effect of the zinc oxide on the colorinji' oxides is ex-

tremely A'ariable and interesiinii'. For instance, the hiiiher

the.ziuc in a cobalt «;laze, the more it runs to the violet, and
the less zinc, the more it runs to the cold blue. Of all the

bases ZnO seems to be the most active in producing inter-

esting- etfects with colorini"- oxides.

Mr. Mai/rr: I have lunl a little ex])erience with zinc

oxide in connection with underiilaze colors. At one time

a firm in East Liverpool asked me to supply them with a
<()lor such as I was usinji' for underolaze ware. 1 sent the

color down and th(\v sent the trial back—as fine a raven-

black as you could lict. I asked the person who shi])ped

it what the matter was, and he said he sent the No. <S(;s

liTeen, which we used. I sent another lot down myself.

They were wantiuji to adoi)t a .ureeu stamp, but when the

trial came back it Avas exactly the same, a black. Our ulaze

contains no oxide of zinc

—

wv never use it in ulazc, and
under our "laze this color is a very brilliant jireen. It

seems that no matter what percentajic of zinc is in the

•ilaze, it will affect the color, raiiiiinji' from a l>lack to a

dirty brown. The color itself contains twenty per<-ent of

oxide of zinc. Where there is no oxide of zinc in the <!,iaze,

every time tlu^ color is a brilliant ureen, very stable; but
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directly you get oxide of zinc in the glaze, even ^\llere it

runs ft)iir or tive percent, it will make it run from a brown
to black.

Mr. Huuiphreij: In making brown matt glazes with

chromium and zinc, I have noticed a variation in color due

to ditferent lengths of time burning. The color I produced

on many occasions, which was a uniform brown in the

ordinary burn, even though the temperature varied, if

burned in the trial kiln in, say, twenty-four hours, it came
out a distinct green. I don't know the reason unless the

zinc did not combine with the chromium in so short a time.

In pulling down the kiln door, where the brown matt glaze

is exposed to view while the kiln is still very hot, the glaze

is very distinctly green, but as it cools it turns to brown
and does not show any green. The difference in the length

of burning makes a very decided difference in tlie color.

Mr. Bnjcui : I determined that myself. 1 took a small

muffle kiln at the University and put in some burned trials

and heated it to about cone 010, then gave it violent smok-

ing treatment and closed it up. Souu' pieces that I drew
out red hot were a nice green when they were first pulled

out and when cool went back to brown again, though not

exactly the same shade of brown as before.

Mr. Humplirey: The variation in color seems to be

due to variation in length of burning leather than variation

in length of cooling. In a long burn it will be a distinct

brown, but in a short burn it will not be, no matter how
quickly it is cooled. I have also flashed it, but did not

change the color umteriallv.



NOTE ON FLINT BLOCKS vs. WOODEN BLOCKS
FOR CYLINDER LININGS,

BY

II. E. Ashley, Newell, W. \'a.

Flint bloek.s are rapidly taking the place of wooden
blocks as a lining for cylinders for grinding "fliuf and
"spar" for pottery purposes, so that a note on the relative

efficiency of the two linings will l)e of interest.

The Potters' Mining and Milling Co., of East Liver-

pool, made the change some time ago. Previous to that

time they had l»een getting with a six hour grind a product
(ground quartz sand) with about two per cent, matter that

would not go through a No. 13XX silk lawn (50.4 meshes
per linear centimeter, 128 meshes per linear inch).

After the change, a test was made to determine how
long a grind, with all other conditions the same, was re-

quired to get a product of the same fineness. Samples were
taken at the end of successive hours, and the portions

weighed that were retained on brass selves of 7.9 insehes

and 31.5 meshes per linear centimeter (20 and SO meshes
per linear inch i and on Xo. 13XX silk lawn. The results

are given in the following table:

Duration of

Grindine.

RETAINED ON

7.9 Meshes per Cen.

20 Meshes per Inch.

31.5 Meshes per Cen.

80 Meshes per Inch.

50.4 Meshes per Cen.

No. 51XX Silk Lawn.

3 hours.

4
"

5
"

6
"

.06 per cent.

.73

.25

.73

2. 66 per cent.

.02

.2(1

.02

6.21 per cent.

1.82

.48

.14 ''

Nature of

Residue.

Accidental matters,

fragments of flint,

pebbles, etc.

Unpround sand. Coarse ground sand.
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The liiiiire.^ show that the same results were obtained

ill four hours by usiiii; tlie flint liniuji' that had previously

been obtained in six hours with the wood lininu.

The test was conducted by the superintendent, Mr,

John Arnold, now deceased, the sifting and lawnino- wa^^

done bj' the writer, and the results are now communicated
by permission of the president, Mr. Joseph G. Lee.



MEMORANDA ON CRUSHING STRENGTH OF
TERRA GOTTA.

r>Y

li. F. (rRAi>Y, St. Louis, Mo.

The terra cotta cubes used in the foHowino' conipre.s-

siou tests were nuule by the St. Louis Terra <N)tta Co.

lu making these pieces three mixtures of clay ^yere

used, designated in the tables as ''L.B.," "3r" and "R''

prepared as follo\ys:

8 parts hxal butt" cUiy

"LB" 2 parts Indiana butt" clay All thru X(>. 1(5 screen

4 parts grit

5 parts local butt" clay

"oC" 5 parts Indiana (lay All thru No. IG screen

41/1 parts gTit

2y2 parts local butt" clay

''R" 4 parts local shale All thru No. 1<> sci-een

51/^ parts grit

The cubes ^yere pressed in plaster moulds and no fin-

ishing done more than necessary to remove the seams.

Samples ''LB" and "SC" were fired to cone 4 while samples

marked "R" were fired to cone 02.

Table No. 1 shows results of tests of 12 cubes each of

the three mixtures, one half of the lest pieces being 2"

cubes and one half 4" culx^s. These pieces \yere broken
without any special preparation except as noted where
plaster or cement caps were used. The results shown in

this tal)le do not indicate that artificial caps increase tlie

crushing strength of the pieces.

Table No. 2 shows the results of breaking six each of

the 2" cubes of pieces "LB," "SC"' and "R." In composition

and nu4hod of numufacture these pieces are identical with -
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those of Table No. 1, the only dilference being that two
opposite faees on tliese blocks were rubbecl smooth and
a]>proxiniatelT parallel. Tiiese smooth faces came into

contact with the crushinj* plates with no artificial capping.

Coniparinji' tiie averages of Tables 1 and 2 it appears
that grinding the bearing surfaces increases the crushing

strength materially.

The breaking tests on these blocks were made in the

St. Louis Water Department Testing Laboratoi'y under
the direction of Mr. E. K. Wall, Asst. Water Commissioner.

CRUSHING TESTS OF TERRA COTTA.
TABLE No. I. R. F. Grady

Size of

Cube.

Pounds Average
No. Mark. First Crack. Ult. Strengtli. per Square Crushing

1 Inch. Strength.

I
1
LB. 2" 9.300 lbs. 20,820 lbs. 5.205

i

Xo Cap
2 LB. 2" 22,000 lbs.

1
22.790 lbs. 5,697 No Cap

3 LB. 2" 6,420 lbs. 19,610 lbs.
1

4,902 - 5121 ^> S;^P
4 . LB. 2" 11,400 lbs. 23,530 lbs. 5.882 No Cap
^ LB. 2" 6.700 lbs. 20.530 lbs. 5,107

1

No Cap
6 LB. 2" 7,480 lbs. 15,740 lbs. 3,935 1

J Xo C.qp

7 LB. 4" 66,000 lbs. 70,920 lbs. 4-432 1
No Cap

8 LB. 4" 55,800 lbs. 59.730 lbs. 3--33
1

Plaster Cap
9 LB. 4" 57,000 lbs. 62.470 lbs. 3.904

i . 4288 Plaster Cap
lO LB. 4" 64,000 lbs. 84.830 lbs. 5.302 Plaster Cap
II LB. 4" 43,000 lbs. 69,050 lbs. 4-315 Cement Cap
12 LR. 4 37,500 lbs. 63,090 lbs. 3,943 j Cement Cap

I sc. 2' 2,210 lbs. 15.690 lbs. 3.922 Xo Cap
2 3C. 2" 3,610 lbs. 19.210 lbs. 4.8C2

1
Xo Cap

3 3C. 2" 15,000 lbs. 30.710 lbs. 7.677 1
£,, , Xo Cap

^ 631/ X' r-
-\o Cap4 3C. 2" 14,000 lbs. 28,060 lbs. 7,015

5 3C. 2" 23,340 lbs. 27.020 lbs. 6.755 X'o Cap
6 3C. 2" 18,000 lbs. 30.930 lbs. 7,732 j Xo Cap
7 3C. 4" 40.000 lbs. 100,000+lbs. 6.2:0 Xo Cap
8 3€. 4" 77.000 lbs. 93.480 lbs. l^A2

1

Plaster Cap
9 3C.

1

4" 76,000 lbs. 98.520 lbs. 6.157
1

- 6107 S'*'!'"'
?P

Plaster CapID 3C. !
4" 79.000 lbs. 100,000+lbs. 6,250 1

II 3C.
1

4" 66,000 lbs. loo.ooo+lbs. 6.250 Cement Cap
12. 3C. 1

4" 60,270 lbs. 94,340 lbs. 5,896 . Cement Cap
I R. j

2" 5.4^0 lbs. 14.230 lbs. 3,557 Xo Cap
2 R. 1

2" 8,280 lbs. 14.670 lbs. 3.667 Xo Cap
3 R. i 2" 10,200 lbs. 25.370 lbs. 6.342

1 .4=11 ^'0 Cap
^^" Xo Cap4

'

R. 2" 12,360 lbs. 17,450 lbs. ' 4.362
\

5 !
R. 2" 10.000 lbs. 22.790 lbs. 1 5.697

1

Xc) Cap
6 R. 2" 5,000 lbs. 13.760 lbs. 3.440 |> Xo Cap
7 R. 4" 49,000 lbs. 78.480 lbs. 4.905 ^ No Cap
8

'

R. 4 62,000 lbs. 86.020 lbs. 5.376 Plaster Cap
9 ' R.

j

4" 74,190 lbs. 74.190 lbs. 4.637
1

_ . Plaster Cap
^ ^^^^ Plaster Cap10 ' R.

!

4"
1
38.000 lbs. 6^,110 lbs. 4,682

11 ' R. 4" 36.000 lbs. 68.980 lbs.
1 4.31

1

Cement Cap
12 R. 4" 6^.000 lbs.

i
73.820 lbs.

1
4,614 J Cement Cap
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DISCUSSION.

The Chair: 1 think tliis (in(\'<tioi! of the strength of

terra eotta is an important one and is being constantly

brought up by engineers. In tliese days of concrete con-

struction, it seems appropriate that work be done abmg
this line. 1 will ask Mr. (Irady if he ever had tests made
upon the tinished blocks of his terra cotta ; and whether

or not the crushing strength of the finished block is pro-

portional with the crushing strength of his cubes? Whether

any weaknesses developed in the tinished blocks which did

not show in the cubes?

.1/y. (inidji: I never nuule any tests except in that

form. That (luestion came up very recently or I should

have presented some tests along that line. I think it is

very essential, as it is really the condition in which the

terra cotta is brought into service that we want to know
about. I have planned to make some tests along that line

and hope to present them later on. It is only rarely that

architects specify the crushing strength to which terra

cotta must be subjected. We recently had occasion to

figure on a job in which the specifications called for a

crushing strength of six thousand pounds to the s«]uare

inch. I did not know whether we could figure on it intel-

ligently or not.

Mr. >itiiU: I will ask whether you used anything to

represent the mortar joint, or whether the piece was in

contact with the crushing plate?

Mr. Gradif. In the tests shown on sheet nundier two,

which I am sorry I cannot show you, in which the crushing

strength runs considerably higher, the pieces were brought

into direct contact with the iron plates. On the other sheet

the tests shown were made without polishing tlie pieces.

Some of them were capped with Portland cement caps and

some with plaster. From these experiments I find it does

not increase the strength of the ])iece any, an<l, theoreti-

cally, I believe it should diminish it.

Mr. SfiiJJ : I have tested some (Muuneled brick, but I do
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not know that any standard for testinji' has Ikhmi estab-

lislied. The method I nsed was to phiee a half inch pine

board above and beb>w. I tested a solid brick whij-h ji,ave

a crnshing stren<ith on the flat, not to the scjuare inch, of

120 tons. We tested brick cored out with three hob'S which

ran something' like 20 tons on the flat. Our dri(M* was not

larjie enou<»li and we decided to core out more holes to

decrease the time of drying. We cored out brick Avitli

eleven holes and I was skeptical as to its strength, but in

the hydraulic press it showed 44 tons on the flat. We de-

cided there was a sufficient factor of safety in this figure.



ON THE DEGREE OF SUBDIVISION OF MATERIALS
IN USE IN THE CERAMIC INDUSTRY.

MY

Clifford Richardson. New York City, New Yoi"k.

lu the course of extensive studies on tlie relation of

the degree of subdivision of materials used in the produc-

tion of Portland cement clinker, I have shov\'n that this

has a most important influence on the character of the

clinker and of the Portland cement which is produced from

it. It at once occurred to me that the same thing might
have a very decided influence on the character of porcelain'

bodies, and, with this in view, I had a large number of thin

sections made for microscopic study, of such porcelains

as are available in our local markets. It was at once very

evident that the raAv materials of which these were com-

posed were so coarse as to prevent au;v thorough diffusion

between the different components in the time during

which, and at the temperature at which they were burned,

and at which they retain their original moulded shape.

With a view of determining what the degree of sub-

division of these raw materials is as they are used in the

ceramic industry, a collection was made of various flints,

spars and clays available in the market. In making such a

determination, sieves and bolting cloths are useless, as

none of them will serve to separate the different particles

of a diameter less than .06 mm. In order to ditTerentiate

such particles which form the preponderating mass of

ground flint, spar and clay, it is necessary to take advan-

tage of the fact that the finer a particle of mineral matter

is, the longer will it remain suspended in water. In this

way, by what is known as elutriation, the particles of flint.

spar and clay can be separateil into those which remain
suspended in water for various periods, 15 seconds, 30
seconds, and so on. As the quantity which w\U remain
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suspended in a detinite time will vary with the purity and

temperature of the water, and with the manner in which

the material has been put in suspension, some definite con-

ditions for takin«> the separation of the particles into dif-

ferent sizes in this way must be agreed upon. Such condi-

tions were first fixed by Mr. Alen Hazen in the "24th Annual
Report of the ^Massachusetts State Board of Health for

1S!)2, and may be described as follows:

Five grams of the material to be examined are placed

in a beaker about 120 mm. high, holding about (KHJ cc. The
beaker is nearly filled with distilled water at a temperature

of exactly G8-F. The water is then agitated with an air

blast through a small opening in a glass tube until the

powder and water are thoroughly mixed, taking care, by

moving the glass tube from side to side, not to produce a

cyclonic motion in the latter. The blast of air is then

stopped and the liquid allowed to stand for exactly 15 sec-

onds, when the water above the sediment is decanted from

it without pouring off any of the latter. This washing is

repeated three times. The sediment is then washed out

into a dish, dried and weighed. The operation can be

repeated ^vith a new quantity of nuiterial, extending the

time for sedimentation to 30 seconds, and, in the same
way, for hniger periods.

In this way, the flints, spars, and clays which were

at hand were examined, with the results given in the fol-

lowing table

:
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DEGREE OF SUB-DIVISIOX OF MATERIALS IX USE IX THE
CERAMIC INDUSTRY.

IDENTIFICATION.
Residue on
200 Mesh
Screen. I 15 Sec.

SETTLED AFTER

94186
I

Flint

94437
04337
94338
94414
94731
94732

FLIXT.
Trenton 0.8%

Flint—Trentcn 3 .
4%

Flint— Baltimore i . 5%
Flint—Trentcn | .6%
Flint—Chicago

\
.1%

Flint— Illinois, Xo.
Flint

—

Illinni-;. Xo.
,1%
,1.%

94187
94188
94436
94339
94583
94415

94x90
94191
94192

94194
94195
94413

94196
94197
94198
94199
94200
94201

SPAR.
I

Spar—Baltimore
I
8.4%

Spar—Trentrn I 0.4%
Spar—Trenton ' 0.9%
Spar—Trenton 3 .

7%
Spar—Pennsylvania | 0.5%
Spar—Chicago j 2.8%

KAOLIX. I

Kaolin—Florida 1 0.5%
Kaolin—Georgia i .4%
Kaolin—Missouri 12.6*'^

EXGLISH CLAY.
China Claj-—English .

.

China Clay—Hockessin
China Clav

BALL CLAY.
Ball Clay—English
Ball Clay—Mayfield
Ball Clay—X'ew Jersey
Ball Clay—Tennessee, X"o. i.

Ball Clay—Tennessee, X'o. 2.

Ball Clay—Tennessee, X'o. 3.

5-6%
3.0%
3.0%

1.5%
7.5%
Trace
0.2%
0.9%
2.2%

^Sand.

20.8%
13.7%
9.1%
7.1%
3.4%
16.4%
.2%

23.87o
10.1%
6.2%

10. 3%
4.8%
3.4%

2.5%
3.2%
3.3%

0.1%
1.6%
1.6%

6.2%
0.6%
1.6%
6.9%
4.7%
2.5%

15.0%
8.2%
6.1%
6.6%
4.0%
8.9%
.2%

18.3%
13.1%
3.5%
6.2%
7.0%
3.0%

5.6%
3.27c

3.5%

0.2%
2.7%
4.2%

2.2%
0.2%
2.2%
5.9%
6.3%
1.5%

Not
Sealed.

63.4%
74.7%
83.3%
85.7%
92.5%
74.6%
97.5%

49-5%
76.4%
89.4%
79-8%
87.7%
90.8%

91.4%
92.2%
80.6%

94.1%
92.7%
91.2%

90.1%
91.7%
96.2%
87.0%
88.1%
93-8%

The pi-ei-ediii«i data are of interest as showing that

while in nearly every case the flints, spars and (days are so

fine as to practically all pass the finest sieve, they differ

to a very decided degree in the amounts which are so fine

as to remain suspended for more than 30 seconds. In the

case of the ground flints, the particles of this latter size

were found to vary from 63.1 to 97.4 per cent, of th.e entire

powder, and in tlie case of the spars, from 4!l.,"'» to IXKS.
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Such a (lift'erence in the di^^rec of siil)-<livisi<»n iir.isl have

a very decided infliieiue upon the charaeter of the porce-

lain bodies of which tliey are components. The difference

in the degree of snb-division in the chiys is not as hirge, as

these substances are uia<h' \i\) of extremely fine particles

producd in nature 1>y the »lisintegration of rock, rather

thiiu by artificial grinding. There are, however, differences

of as much as 1(5 per cent, in this respect, and it is one

wliich must be taken into c<msideration.

The cohesion and strength of all ( eramic ai-ricles after

burning must be attributed to wliat would be designated

the ''sintering" together of the components. It is interest-

ing for the moment to consider wliat this sintering is.

From the point of view of tlie physical chemist, it is the

diffusion of the matei-ial of which two particles are rom-

posed into each other at the point of contac-t, at a temper-

ature below the point of fusion. If two gases are brought

t<tgether, they diffuse into each other with great rapidity.

If two li(iuids are poured one upon the othei- in layers,

without mixing, they diffuse more slowly. If solids are

brought into contact, it would be naturally assumed tliat

diffusion would cease. Experiments of I\ol)erts-Austen

have shown that molecular mobility in solids exists, since

when carefully polished surfaces of gold and lead are

brouglit into contact and left under pressure foi- some
months, at the ordinary temperatures, gold is diffused into

the lead and the lead into the gold for an appreciable dis-

tance. Mixtures of tlie components which wouhi produce

a fusible Wood metal when subjected to pressure at ordi-

nary temperatures, become converted into this alloy. An-

hydrous sulphate of soda and cambonate of barium also

diffuse when brouglit into close contact with the forui-ition

of barium sulphate and car1>onat(» of soda.

It is not difficult to understand, llierefore, how ;it the

temperature at which the porcelain wares are burned, the

materials of which the flint, spar and (day are com])osed

may diffuse to such an extent as to result in an a(le(|uate

cohesion on cooling. This i-; known as sinterinu. TIm' dif-
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fusion i.s, of course, a partial one, and not complete, as in

the case of Portland cement clinker, which occurs at a

uiucli hiiilier temperature. The diffusion on fusion, of

course, would l)e more rapid, but this would not be permis-

sable in the ceramic industry. I'nder such conditions,

glass would be i)rodnced, which is a type of solid solution.

The homogeneity of a porcelain body, its fineness and
general characteristics, will, of « ourse, depend to a very

considerable degree, on the extent to which diffusion has

taken place. From the point of view of the physical chem-

ist, this is dependent upon the area of the surface of the

different constituents which come into contact, as shown
by Fick's law.

From a study of salt solutions of diffei*ent degrees of

concentration, Fick determined that the amount of salt

which diffuses through a giv«^n cross-section is proportional

to the difference in concentration of two cross-sections ly-

ing indefinitely near to each other, or is proportional to the^

difference in cross-section. From this law, it will be seen

that the fineness of the raw materials entering into the

comi)osition of a porcelain l)ody will have a striking influ-

ence on its character after burning, as the area of the

surface of the particles which come into contact will l)e

dependent thereon. Some ]»reliminar\ experiments made
on the proiluction of porcelain bodies from those portions

of the flint, spar and clay which remain suspended in water
for more than 30 seconds, showed that this reasoning was
correct, as much finer bodies were obtained. It is quite

possilde that porcelain bodies prepared in this way, aside

from their improved appearance, may show a decided im-

provement in their physical characteristics, especially in

brittleness. Experiments carried out in this direction will

be of the greatest interest. An examination of a large

number of thin sections of porcelain collected in the local

markets, and manufactured in England, Frauce, Germany,
and the Ignited States, showed the greatest difference in

structure under the microscope; and this structure was
apparently largely due to differences in the degree of fine-
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iiess of the toinpiuieiits of which these bodies were iniide.

In mam^ of tliem, particles of spar which had not lost their

crystalline form or optical activity were visible, while in

others, a more or less complete diffusion was evident.

The preceding- data are presented with a view of point-

ing out a line of study which may offer results of consider-

able interest to ceramists.



NOTE ON DRYING OF CLAYS.

BY

Edwix F. Lines, Champaiun, Illinois.

(The experiiiient described below was made at the

suggestion of Professor A. V. Bleiniuger, of the School of

Ceramics, LTuiversitv of Illinois, to whom the author is

indebted for advice as to method of operation aTul presen-

tation of results.

}

In order to throw, if possible, some new light on the

phenomena of drying, the writer made a careful record of

the periodic changes which take place during the drying

of several types of clays. The t^i^es selected Avere shale.

No. 2 fire clay, and glacial clay.

The experiment was carried out briefly as follows:

Each of the samples, with the exception of one of the No. 2

fire clays, which had been washed liefore it reached the

laboratory, was sifted through a 12 mesh screen and mixed
with enough water to make it work easily. After each

sample had been thoroughly wedged it was pressed in

plaster moulds into two spheres 6 and 7 centimeters in

diameter. The spheres were then placed in a damp closet

over night so as to establish conditions (^f e(iuilibrium.

They were then dried in a gasdieated laboratory drying-

oven, the temperature of which was kept constant by means
of a mercury thermostat. The progress of the drying was
recorded from half-hourly weighings and measurements.

The measurements were made with vernier calipers reading

to .1 mm., and the diameter of the sphere determined from
the average of four measurements taken u])oti axes fixed by

marks on the surface.

It was originally planned to carry on tlie whole of the

drying at a temperature of 00° Centigrade, as this would
produce fairly rapid evaporation without causing a dis

rupting pressure from steam. This temperature, while it

jrave \or\ satisfactory results during tlu' oarlv part of the

146
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drviiij;, became too slow (lnrin<»' the latter part. This plan

was abaiidoiied, therefore, and a teujperature of VA) was
maintained only nntil weiglits began to be constant and
then it was raised to 120% where it was hehl nntil weights

again became constant. At this point a tinal raise to liOO

maintained for one honr was deemed snflicient to remove
all pore water. In the whole series only one clav gave

trouble in drying. A ei*ack about 2 cm. in length developed

in one of the large spheres of washed X<k 2 tire clay.

When the drying experiments had been completed,

portions of the shale, washed No. 2 fire clay and glacial

clay used in spheres 9 to 14, were mechanically separated.

The method pursued was as follows: Fifry grams of cadi

material were placed in io pint jars of water, to which a

little ammonia was added to break up floeculations of fine

clay particlies, and allowed to slake two days, during Avhich

time the clays were occasionally given a vigorous shaking

by hand. After boiling one hour the materials were washed
through 20, 00, 100. 150, and 200 mesh sieves, after whicti

one further separation was made by removing, by means
of a syphon, all clay particles which did not settle in one

minute.

kSome of the drying phenomena of spheres Xos. S) to 14

are shown by means of curves on Plates T to VI. The
shrinkage is given by percentage in terms of the dry diame-

ter while the loss of water is shown in two as])(M'ts; first,

percent loss in terms of the dry weight, and second, by

hourly loss in grams per square centimeter of surface. I'he

surface was calculated from the aAcrage diameter for each

hour.

An examination of the curves reveals, as is to be

expected, a longer period of slirinkage for the large spheres

than the small ones, but it is to be noted that the period of

maximum shrinkage is the same for both sizes, viz.: two
hours for the shale, Sl^ hours for the washed fire clay and
G hours for the glacial clay. The curve showing percent

loss of water affords an opin)rtnnity of comparing the

relation of shrinkage to evaporaticMi. The variation of
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the latter is j^reatly eiiipliasized by the curve illustrating

the loss of water iu grams per square centimeter of surface.

It may be noted, however, that in spheres and 10 the

average rate of loss during the first live Inmrs, a period of

maximum evaporation, is .052 grams each, and for spheres

11 and 12 it is .040 and 0.018 grams. This consistency is

laiking in spheres 13 and 11 where the average rates for

the same period are .057 and .019 grams.

Some of the earlier experiments seemed to indicsite

that there was a relationship between shrinkage and rate

of loss of water, but the later ones do not bear it out. The

period of maximum evaporation seems to be largely inde-

pendent both of shrinkage and size of sphere. While there

is considerable difference in the total shrinkage, time re-

quired for same and total loss of water iu spheres 10, 13

and 11, the period of maximum evaporation is five hours

in each case.

Another lack of connection is between the shrinkage

and amount of pore water. While the percent shrinkage

of shale, fire clay and glacial clay is roughly in the ratio

3:6:9, the percentages of pore Avater are 11. 10 and 12.
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Some of the data from the whole series of drying

ex]>eriments are given for comparison in the table below:

TABLE OF DRYIXG DATA.

_ c .

ZSc?,
5"^ -

ctSo2 z » >- >- <- *

I 4 4.0 -23 • 5 13.3 a a
2 • 3K2 3.4 22.9 II .2 a a

3 3/2 4.0 22.7 14-5 a a
• 4 3 3-^ 21.6 13.0 a a

5 4K2 4-5 20. ^ II .0 a a

6 3 4-5 19.8 II.

9

a a

7 614 5-1 20.7 8.7 a a
8 4 5.0 20.6 10.9 a a

9 5/2 5.6 -'3 • I 9-9 1.8 0.5
10 3J/2 5.8 2.3.0 10.

1

1 .2 0.5

IT 81^ 8.9 3^ I II.

2

3-5 0.6
12 6/2 9.5 31-7 12.7 2 .

2

1 .0

13 3?/2 2.9 19.6 10.4 0.4 0.2

14 3 2.9 19-3 II.

6

0.6 0.2

Nos. 1, 2 Shale from Galesburg, Illinois.

Nos. 3, 4, 13, 14 Shale from Streator, Illinois.

Xos. 5, 6, 9, 10 Avashed No. 2 fire clay from (,'olchester,

Illinois.

Xos. 7, 8 unwashed X'o. 2 fire clay from Monmouth,
Illinois.

Nos. 11, 12 Glacial clay from Urbana, Illinois.

Odd numbers refer to large spheres and even numbers
to small ones.

*In terms of dry diameter of sphere,

tin terms of dry weight of clay.

"Not dried at 120° and 200°.
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On averagiui; the percc^utages of loss of water ajid

expressing' them in terms of the dry weight of the clav, we
obtain tlie following figures:

AVERAGES OF DRYING DATA.

Total per cent Per cent of

of loss of Shrinkage

Water Water

Streator Shale 20.8
Galesburg Sliale 2:^.2

Washed Xo. 2 Fire Clay
|

21 .5

Unwashed Xo. 2 Fire Clay...| 20.6

Glacial Clay
! 32.4

Per cent of

Water Lost

after reaching

constant

weight at (0°

0.7
0.6
2.0
2.6

3-2

In the above table the clays are placed in the order of

rapidity in drying, the Streator shale being the most rapid

and the glacial clay the slowest. While the figures indicate

consistent relations between amount of water and time of

drying in the extreme t^-pes, they fail to show the same
relationship for the clays having more nearly the same

water content.

A further relation between the different types of clays

is brought out in the following table of sizes of grain

:

TABLE SHOWIXG RESULTS OF MECHAXICAL SEPAR.\TI0X.

MATERLAL
20-

Mesh

Shale (Streator) i.8
Washed Fire Clay

j

o.o
Glacial Clav 0.6

Residue Left on Screens

60-

Mesh
100-

Mesh
150-

Mesh

5-2 I 3-5
0.7 I 1.4

7-3 I 4-4

4.6
2. I

2.9

200-

Mesh

I

Residue Remain-
I
I minute der by
Settling Differ-

ence

3-0
1-5
0.9

i6.8
12.3
i6.i

65.1
82.0
67.8

In comparing this table with the table of averages

given above it will be noted that the relation between size

of grain and per cent of pore water is not established until

the 200 mesh screen is reachcil. The amount of material
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passiiii; the 200 iiiesli screen is greatest where the percent-

age of pore water is lowest and least where the percentage

of pore water is highest. The subtraction of the residue

by one minute settling does not alter this relationship.

The facts set forth in the curves aiul tables a<'(-ojnpanY-

ing this paper are suggestive rather than convincing. The
data are not numerous enough to justify empirical state-

ments, l)ut are placed on record to be of such service for

comparison as opportunity offers.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. I'annclrc: I think the form of the trial piece is

worthy of note, since the sphere is a mueh more rational

shape than any other. It seems to me the sphere would be

the most useful shape to use in the determination of specific

gravity of clays. I will ask the chair whether he e^'er com-
pared the sphere with any other shape in regard to that

condition?

The Chair: I have made no such comparisons.

Mr, Parmclec: In weighing a soaked piece, the sur-

face exposed would be far less in a sphere than any other

shape. I was curious to know whether you had compared
two shapes and found any difference as to exposure to the

atmosphere.



THE FUNCTION OF BORON IN THE
GLAZE FORMULA.

BY

Charles F. Binns.

Some eiiilit years ajio llie Avriter conducted an inves-

tigation ujHtn the constitution of raw lead glazes and

showed that the most satisfactory relationship of base to

acid was as one to two on the oxygen ratio, the resulting

glazes being molecular monosilicates. Following upon this

a general agreement was arrived at by which the acidity

of all glazes was computed as to the oxygim content, so that

the glazes referred to became known as bisilicates. At the

close of the paper upon this subject the folloAving remark

was made : "So far as Ave have gone the monosilicate ratio

cannot be departed from in raw lead glazes * * * it is

certain that the introduction of boric acid A\'ill deman<l a

new set of conditions."

Tlu^se words were criticised at the time with the state-

ment that if boric glazes did not conform to the rule ex-

])ressed, it Avould throw considerable doubt upon the ac-

curacy of ceramic science. This criticism is reasonable

because there is nothing to show that the laws of chemical

coml)ination are violated, Avhatever sul)stances are brought

into union with each other.

Not very much work has hitherto been done upon the

function of boron itself. Seger considers it acidic in

behaAior, and says that it i)ehaves in a manner similar to

silica, except as to the point of fusion.

^lessrs. Purdy and Fox, in the paper ui)on fritted

glazes published last year, contradict this, stating that the

function of boric compounds is rather to cotmteract devitri-

fication, and that the coefficient of exjtansion of a glaze is

increased rather than diminished by their use.

SeA'eral ceramists when Avorkiug upon fritted glazes

have been struck by the fact that so far from boric acid

158
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replacing silica, the introdnctioii of this inirrc^lient has

necessitated an increase of the silica content. For instance,

a normal raw ^laze niav correspond to the formula

RO, .2A1=0.;, 1.6 SiO.

If now, .3 B^O.j he a(hled to the acid content, it is found

in practice that the silica must be increased to 2.5, pro-

ducing the following as a normal fritted glaze

:

RO, .2 AW:, 2.5 SiO.

0.3 B.O.

It will at once be seen that the oxygen ratio of this

glaze is no longer 1 :
'2 but has risen to 1 : 3.7. No one has

attempted to explain this discrepancy, but about eighteen

months ago [Mr. Paul E. Cox, a graduate of the New York

School of Ceramics exclaimed to the writer, "Boron is

basic I" Great is the value of imagination! The professor

had, for the want of a touch of this saving gi-ace, been

floundering in a morass of doubt. The student came to the

rescue and witii a word established what ai)p(*ars to be a

solid foundation.

The tirst thought was tiiat BsO... sliould be considered

as B(), and placed in the RO column with an efpiivalent

weight of (>2. After a few trials this was found to be im-

practical)le, because of the difficulty of making room in the

formula for the necessary amount of the ingredient. Be-

sides this it involved the hypothesis of a boi-ous com])Ound

for which chemistry at present affords no warrant.

A search through the chemical and mineralogical

autliorities gave but little information. The mineral «hito-

lite is defined by Dana as a silicate of boron and calcium,

andmention of the suli)hide and chloride of boron is made
in the chemistry books.

It was noticed that from its position in the i)erio(lic

curve and from its valence, boron might be presumed to act

like aluminum, functioning as a base with strong ncids

and as an acid with strcmg bases. This wonid place B.,()..

in the BoO.. column as boron sesijuioxide. winch indeeJ is
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the aci-mate clieinical defiuitioii of the anhydrous sub-

stance. Now if the formula given above be exainine I i:i

the liiiht of this statement it will be found that the glaze

falls into line as a bisilicate.

RO, ALO:; .2 SiO,. 2.5 Oxygen ratio 1:2

R.O. .3

So far tlie presumption was in favor of this solution,

and some definite synthetical work could be undertaken.

The first question was as to whether boron sesquioxide

could be directly combined with silica. A mixture was
made up witli precipitated silica in order to facilitate the

reaction. The formula was B^SioO^. Fusion of the mix
at cone resulted in a milk white glass. This was pul-

verized and submitted to the prolonged action of hot dis-

tilled water. The powder was almost completely hydro-

lized. Floeculent silica separated, and the clear filtrate

was found to contain a considerable amount of silica in

solution. The evidence was that l)oron sesquioixde could

completely dissolve precipitated silica, but there was no

indisputable evidence of combination.

A similar mix was made up with ground (piartz and

fused at coue 6. The pulverized fritt was more easily

attacked by water than that made with precipitated silica,

but after long heating a large residue of powdered glass

was found which resisted all aqueous action. This was not

undissolved quartz but a (dear amorphous glass. It was
then determined to attack the problem by means of the

phenomenon of combination heat.

A small gas muffle was fitted with a clay-ware door

which was entered by a long open tube. The tube was large

enough to peiiuit the introduction of a i)latinum crucible by

means of a long pair of tongs. A Fery radiation pyronu^ter

was focused upon the opening, and the furnace was brought

to constant temperature at about 1200°C. When this con-

stant had been secured an empty platinum crucible was
quickly introduced and it was found that a sudden chill

was indicated, the heat rapidly rising again but not ro the
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IJi-evious constant i>oint. TJie explanation of tliis is that

the heat of combustion and the loss b^^ radiation were at
an even balance so that the al>sorption of a small amount
of heat by the ci-ucible .uave a permanent fall of tempera-
ture. The pyrometer curve then took the form shown in

Fig. I.

A second crucilde was now filled with the boron sili-

cate mixture and introduced a.s before. The same chill

was shown by the i)yrometer, but now as the crucible gath-

ered heat and the charge began to melt, the curve rose

above the previous constant and then fell to a second and
lower level, as shown in Fig. II.

This experiment was repeated several times at tem-

peratures ranging fr(uii 1100° to 1200'', but the result was
the same, with slight variations, in eiich case.

The evolution of heat was undoubted, but the sug-

gestion was made that this might be a heat of solution and
not of combination. It was, therefore, determined to try

other mixtures. Two suggestions presented themselves.

CaaBjO^ would illustitite the acid function of boron, and
XaoSi^O., woidd present an analogy as to the evidence of

combination with silica. Both these mixtures gave the

characteristic curve of heat of condunation. Boric sesqui-

oxide alone sliowed no heat evolution whatever, nor did

the boron silicate glass i)ulverized and remelte<l. The heat
evolved may have been a heat of solution, but if so the heat
evolved from the sosla-silica melt is analogous.

It matters little what name is given to the reaction

liec-ause chemistry cannot yet show whether glazes are to

be classed as solutions or as condunations.

The evidence cited up to this jjoint is in favor of a

direct reaction between silica and l)oron sesquioxide, and
no one to whom these experiments have been submitted
has had the hardihood to .suggest that silica is the base.

This portion (»f the work is presented A\ith some diffi-

dence. The writer make-; no claim to be an experimenter
of the experience demanded by such delicate operations
as those detailed, but every opi)ortunity has been seized
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(if consulting men of expert knowledge in chemistry and

pliTsics, and, so far, all have agreed in the conclusions.

The second question to be answered was whether BoO:;

could be shown to function as a base in the composition of

glazes. In this the writer is on more familiar ground, and
as a net result, the opinion is expressed that BoO;, un-

doubtedly is basic when melted with silica or silicates, and
that it may be used to replace alumina partially or en-

tirely, with the exception of its exercise of the property of

fusibility.

This conclusion has been reached with some searchings

of heart, for it has inyolyed the reyersal of some preyious

teaching and a retreat from a position preyiously held.

Some of the experiments will be detailed here, and
specimens of the results are shown.

SERIES XIV.
Xo. I.

•^^ ^^X [
' 1.7'- SiO.

.20 ZnO n- P n

.15 KXaO J-'^^
^"'^'

O. R. with Boron as R^Os i : 2.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 2.2.

Ratio of R2O. : SiOi i : 7.

.20 ZnO

.40Ca0 1-^—3
,

.25 PbO '
'^-^^ ^'^'

.15 KXaO

O. R. with Boron as R=0:i i : 2.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 3.39.

Ratio of R0O3 : Si02 i : 7.

The arrangement of lead oxide and calcium oxide in

the RO content was made so as to adjust the fusibility of

the glazes. Otherwise that containing the larger amount
of BoO., would haye melted too easily. These two glazes

with four intermediate members show remarkable uni-

formity. If B2O3 had functioned as an acid, making glaze
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No. 1 little more than a bisilieate aud No. 6 higher than a

trisilicate, it is searcelv credible that the uuifonnity

would liave been secured ; however, the varying content of

lead oxide and calcium oxide may have had something to

do with the result.

Following upon this the alumina was omitted entirely

and boron was relied upon as a flux with the assistance of

l)arium.

SERIES XV.

Xo. I.

.300 CaO

.250 BaO

.200 ZiO

.125 K.O

.125 Xa.O

B.Oa 1.75 SiO.

O. R. with Boron as R^O:; i : 2.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 4.

Ratio of R,0. : SiO^ i : 7.

Xo. 6.

RO as in Xo. i .50 B:03 2.5 SiO.

O. R. with Borcn as R«0:; i : 2.

O. R. with Bcrcn as Acid 1:6.

Ratio of R...O: : SiO. i : 4.6.

Four intermediates were made up aud the series

burned at cone 2. Naturally the glazes are less fluid than

those of Series XIV, but it liappens to be the case that XV
1 with .25 B.O.^ is more fluid than XV with .5 B.C.... Thi^

series demonstrates that BgOg may be useil to replace

Al.O-j entirely, at least in an experimental way, and further

indicates that BoO,-. in exeess tends to act as Al.jO.. in

increasing the viscosity of a glaze. This point is also illus-

trated in the next series to be considered.
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SERIES V.

Xo. I.

234 ZnO
) .234 AUO.

|
^.297 K.O 2.358 SiO.

.469 C;iO j .290 B.O. j

O. R. with Boron as R2O3 i : 1.8.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 3.1.

Ratio of R,0.! to SiO; i : 4.5.

Xo. 11.

.234 ZiiO 1.234 ALO... )

.297 K.O 3.4 ^iO.

.469 CaO j .290 B.O: j

O. R. with Boron as R.O. i : 2.6.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 4.

Ratio of R2O. to SiO. i : 6.4.

All these glazes present the appearance which is us-

ually attributed to an excess of alumina. They are full of

minute bubbles which indicate extreme viscosity, and have

consequently a leathery surface. The content of alumina
alone is not unreasonable, being .234 equivalent, but when
the content of B^^V; i^ added, the total li...().; becomes .524,

which is very high. The oxygen ratio ranging from
1:1.8 to 1 : 2.(> includes the bisilicate.

Series XVIII is interesting as shcjwing a developmeui
of devitrilicati(ui. The formula is:

Xo. 13.

.y. BaO 1

.10 CaO
)

.21 K.O k28 B,0. 1.84 SiO.

.14 -\'a.O j

.20 ZnO
I

O. R. with Boron as R2O3 i : 2.

O. R. with Boron as .\cid i : 4.

Ratio of R.O.; to SiO. 1:6.;.
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Xo. 18.

.35 BaO

.TO CaO
I

'I

.21 K,0 \.28, B.Oo 1- 2.76 SK\

.14 Na.O

.20 ZnO

O. R. with Boron as R2O3 i : 3.

O. R. with Boron as Acid i : 6.

Ratio of R,.0.: to SiO. i : 9.8.

It seems incredible that if B.,^ : lit^i'^ fuiu-tious as au

acid there should not have been devitrification in all glazes,

but if No. 13 be a bisilicate and Xo. 18 a trisilicate, the

phenomenon is jnst what would be expected.

It should, i)ei-haps, be explained that in this study no
attempt was made to prc^pave ^ood glazes. Kather the

contrary, for the faults of glaze are more ehxiuent than

their excellences. Perhaps the work may be continued

before publication to the extent of developing some perfect

glazes bv the use of the principle suggested. A good deal

of time has been spent in standardizing and adjusting con-

ditions, the results of which would only be tedious in

rwital.

The reasons advanced f<u' the assignment of boron

sesfjuioxide to tlie IJoO.; column may be summed up under

the following heads

:

1. Analogy. So far as we are aware all of the

sesquioxides exert both acid and basic functions. There

are ferrates and salts of iron, chromates and salts of chrom-

ium, antimoniates and salts of antimony, aluminates and
salts of aluminum. Then why not borates and sails of

boron? Silicon dioxide exerts, under fire, the most power-

ful acidic function known, and there is every reason to

believe that boron silicates would be formed in fusion.

2. Reaction. It has been shown that upon the melt-

ing of silica and boron sesquioxide together, heat is evolved

which can be measured ovei- and above the heat of the fur-^

nace. If this be a heat (f solution then a similar reaction

takes place between silica and sodium oxide.
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3. Practice. GJazes containing l»oron se.squioxide do
not obey the bisilicate law if boron be regarded as acidic,

bnt this law is ininiediatelv obeyed if the boron be regarded
as basic.

; DISCUSSION.

iJr. Zinimer: The character of Mr. Binns' paper is

such that it is really very hard to discuss it. AVhile I adnnt
that all the facts brought out seem to indicate that boron

will act as a base, there are surely conditions under which
it will act as an acid.

While not doubting any of tho.se facts, I want to call

the attention of the Society to a few experiments made by

myself with regard to the melting of silicic acid with

boracic acid at comi^aratively low temi»eratures. I am
satisfied that the flux obtained was nothing but a solution,

as I was able to dissolve in hot water all the boracic acid.

At the same time I found some fluxes or glasses where E

had to add muriatic acid to help to recover the boracic;

acid. There is another fact which indicates that boron in

the glaze acts as an acid; if in firing, you use a coal which
contains a high percentage of sulphur, you will find that a

glaze high in boron may occasionally show signs of devitri-

fication, Avhich must, to a certain extent at least, be attri-

buted to the expulsion of boracic acid. I believe in a paper
which Mr. Hottinger read at our third annual meeting he

brought out the fact that the boracic acid of the odd num-
bers of the Seger cones is to a great extent expelled by

sulphuric acid. The boracic acid enters those mixtures as

an acid and not as a base.

To come back to where I started, I beg to say, that this

paper is a very interesting one. It opens up quite a new
field. Tt brings before us new ideas to be followed up and
studied. If, however, boron really acts as a base, under
certain conditions, there are surely others under which
it will act as an acid.

Mr. Langoibecl-. I thank you, gentlemen, and T

thank the President for giving me an opportunity to dis-
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c-n.ss this subjcn-t. The ideas advjinceil in this paper are

so Dew and so full of meat, that it would take considerable

hardihood to advance any positive opinions in the face of

sueh experiments, and I am not prepareil to do so, thoujih

undoubtedly the fact that a more acid boron-silicate glaze

is required, to stand on tlie same body, than a silica glaze,

must have given all of us more or less (lualms. While 1

must confess I never made the experiments which ^Ir.

BiiiHs here suggests, 1 am extremely interested and my
piejudices are rather in his favor, if my convictions arc

n((t yet prepared to follow.

1 will ask ^Ir. Binns, as in our green days of chemical

su])eriority over practice we laughed much at the Trenton

flux of boracic acid and silica,—whether he or anyone else

present ever went to the trouble to see \vhether uU the

boracic acid disappeared in the grinding of the gLaze and

was carried out of solution by the glaze water afterwards

siphoned off; or whether he did as most of us did, took ii

for granted and never submitted it to investigation? It

seems to me Mr. Binns must have thought of that flux

when he was making these experiments, and I would like

to have his reflections on this subject.

Mr. Mayer: Mr. President and Gentlemen : 1 am not

prepared to discuss the paper. All the theories I have had

in the past concerning the action of boracic acid are cer-

tainly knocked in the head if Professor Binus' conclusions

are correct.

If I understand Profe.ssor Binns correctly, he stated

that we can replace alumina by boi^acic acid. Now, if that

is correct, it interests me. I have lately been trying to

solve the problem of what is called in England sonie

"tender" colors. The only way to get these colors is to

cut the boracic acid out. If this idea is correct, that you
can replace alumina l)y boracic acid—I don't think yon

claim that it would not affect the solvent action?

Mr. Biiin.9 : No, sir.

Mr. Mdjivr: Then I am talking off the book, as Pro-

fessor Binns does not claim it does not affect the solvent

action.
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liO^ardiii.ii the ]M>iiit raised by ^Lr. Lauiieubeek about

the fritting of boracic acid and flint together, 1 am positive

that a large i)er(ent of boraeie aeid goes into solution

after fritting at eone live or six, from experiments I have

made, but I cannot say it all goes out. I do not know that

I care to discuss the i)aper at the present time, as it brings

up a new matter entirely; and I think we will have to

study it and do a little experimenting along our own lines

before we can talk intelligently.

Mr. Burt: 1 have not myself nmde any particular

study of the boracic acid or boron question, except as to

the one fact stated in a paper some time ago, that I was
unable to account for its coefficient by any of Seger's rules.

1 said that it seemed, as far as I could see, direi tly opposed

to the rules which Professor 8eger gave us, which was
further proved by other papers. I do not know but this

paper may possibly, throw light on the subject. In the

questicm of rejdacing Ak>0.. by BoO.;, it is not clear whether

Professor Binns thinks he would arrive in that substitution

at an equivalent coefficient, that is, whether he would give

BoO;} the same e(|uivalent as AloOo, and thus have the same
results with either in crazing or non-crazing.

Mr. Storrr: As Mr. Langenl)eck referred to the work
of the Trenton potters, I will say a word. I don't want to

stand as the representative of the practical potter in

Trenton, for I think he needs no ap(dogy—we have one

with us, our Vice-President. They have continued to frit

boracic acid and flint, notwithstanding what the American
Ceramic Society has said to the contrary. In my efforts to

]>rove that the scientiflc side was the one they should conu^

over to, I have taken the water from the top of the glaze

pan, evaporated it off, and showed them their boracic acid

in solution. 1 Avas able to prove that. I made some experi-

ments along the line, but I haven't the flgures. I got the

answer, "We have been doing it for years and it has worked
well enough and Ave will continue to do it." They say,

"You are only guessing—we don't throw that water away."

M)\ Piirdi/: When glazing red bodies our seniors
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noted an opaleseuce in the lilaze to which they had added

bomeic acid. That opaleseuce appeared with the addition

of Iioracic acid. Of course, we only have tlie coincidence

of tlie appearance of opaleseuce with the addition of

boracic acid; but the very fact that it was this substance

( unknown I in suspension in the glaze, which I sh<)wed last

year would crystallize under proper heat treatment, is

evidence that it possibly is a boron silicate. I have not

analyzed the situation carefully. I knoAv there are boron

])hosphates, and I know that all attempts to show that

b(U'on is a l)ase have, as a rule, failed; and that the boron

phosphates, boron chl<»rides, etc., are rather unstable com-

pounds. In environments to be found in a fu.sed glaze,

boron might possibly be cond)ined with an acid, for in-

stance, forming a boron silicate.

Mr. FJiisch : I will ask Professor Binns if the boron

was fritted before it was added to the glaze? Second, if

you fritted it, in the ])lace of alumina, what medium you
used to apply the glaze? Next, whether you applied it to

the green or to the biscuit tile; and if to the biscuit, what
amount of porosity was there in the tile?

Mr. Parntrlce: In a discussion with Mr. Bowman, it

occurred to me that there are borate glasses which are very

useful on account of their optical properties. It is quite

contrary to our concei)tion of glasses to have any agent

present which would be likely to cause devitrification.

How can we reconcile those two dilYerent functions? It

seems to me impossible to say, except with resi)ect to the

alkali group, that any single element possesses only basic

or only acidic properties. Other conditions which pre^^ail

will determine the action (»f the element. At low tempera-

tures we have compounds in which boron is combined with
more strongly acid elements or radicals, and it seems to

me difficult to determine whether it is acid or basic. It is

a very interesting question to consider.

The Chair: I could not discuss this paper adequately,

for the subject is a deej) on(\ If Professor Binns' concep-

tion is rioht, we will have to overthrow manv of our notions
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of boiacic acid. It seems to me it requires further work,

and we must attack the problem by other methods before

we can arrive at a final conclusion, and follow Ostwald's

advice to attack a problem by as many methods as possible.

Mr. Bin lis: Mr. President and Gentlemen: I will

take up these (juestions and reply to them seriatim. Dr.

Zimmer thought sulphuric acid replaces boron. I think

that phenomenon of devitrification may be as well ac-

counted for if the sulphuric acid withdraAvs the boron from

the combination, and tlie devitrification in that case is

more an evidence of basic than acidic function. I admitted

right through that boron will function as acid under some
conditions but not, I think, in the presence of silica.

Mr. Langenbeck asked if all the B2O3 is dissolved when
the common frit of boric acid and fiint is made. The object

of fritting is to render the soluble substances insoluble.

If one does not produce an iusolulde compound he does not

accomplish the purpose of his frit. lie may be right as to

the process .of fritting silica and Itoric acid, but he may be

wrong as to the nmking of an insoluble frit. There are

cases, as my paper states, where a boro-silicate melt is

insoluble, or nearly so.

Answering Mr. Mayer's question as to colors, I liave

not taken that into consideration at all.

Mr. Burt asked as to the replacing of alumina and tlie

effect of the substitution on the coefficient. I found that

boric acid has no apparent etfect on the coefficient. Messrs.

Purdy and Fox stated certain facts as to the effe.-t of the

alumina on the coefficient which are yet to be confirmed;

but that is not within the point of discussion. I think that

boron sesquioxide functions the same way. Boric acid

does not cause crazing if it replaces alumina in the proper

proportion. I ha^e replaced boric acid by alumina and
vice vei'sa without influence on the i>oint of crazing.

Professor Purdy raises the question of opalesence. No
person could experiment long on boric glazes without strik-

ing that, but I am not yet prepared to discuss tlie ])()int.

^Ir. Plusch asked cei'tain questions. To the first. I
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will iiuswer yes, certainly. The boric acid was fritted in

the ordinary way. To the second question, as to media

used, I used zinc oxide and whiting, and found no difficulty

in floating the glaze. In experimental work one must dis-

regard mechanical difficulties. It does not necessarih^

mean that you can duplicate certain facts in the factory.

^\y puii^ose was not to make good glazes, and if I had had

to use mucilage, or what not, to make the glazes flotative,

I would have been justified.

I had two series of bodies, one made up as a non-

crazing body, and the other as a crazing body. The non-

crazing tile which I used A\as burned to abotit cone eight,

and burned to a reasonable earthenware hardness. I did

not consider it vital to determine the porosity of the tile,

it was just about eartheuAvare hardness.

Professor Parmelee alluded the the case of boric

glasses, but I did not quite understand his question.

Mr. Panndee: The point is this: We have a type of

glass, boric glass, which is transparent and tised for optical

])urposes. You stated that boric acid would act similar to

alumina, and could replace it; if that be so would not

devitrification and loss of transparency necessarily follow?

Mr. Binns: Alumina is used to prevent devitrifica-

tion and so is boric acid. The reason alumina is not used

in glasses is on account of its great viscosity.

I want to say one or two things in closing this discus-

sion. I thank you for the consideration you have given this

paper. As I explained in my paper, it has caused me a

great many searchings of heart, as I shall have to reverse

my former teachings if the case be proved. I have always
been able to construct bright and matt glazes on paper, at

any temperature, and had no doubt as to their serving my
purposes; but I have never been able to do this with refer-

ence to fritted glazes. They obeyed no law. But now, if

my argument be sound, the same law will be obeyed by
glazes of every ty])c which is, in itself, strong evidence of

truth.

Mr. Farmrirr (Xotr): Kv (hnitrificatiou is meant
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literally, a loss of the characteristic glass-like properties,

chief amoii''' which are the amorphous structure and traus-

pareiicy. A gowl illustration of devitrificaticni is a true

matt, that is, a glaze having a cryptocrvstalline structure.

kSucIi a devitrification UMiy be brought about bv a proper

adjustment of the alumina-silica ratio. If boric acid

possesses in glazes properties similar to those of alumina,

it seems reasonable to expect the boric acid to be able to

]»ro(luce devitrification under suitable conditions, just as

alumina will do. It would appear from the inspection of

analyses given by Horrstadt in 'Mena Glass,'' page 14:(\

(translated by J. D. & A. Everett) that boric acid may be

used throughout a wide range without apparently giving

rise to devitrification. Final judgment should fairly be

withheld until we have the results of more extended re-

search. It is true that alumina is used to prevent devitrifi-

cation; yet it is also used to induce the phenomenon.



NOTES ON THE USE OF CRUDE OIL

FOR BURNING KILNS.

BY

C.vitL IL (tUiffix, AVorcL'ster, ]\fnss.

In an endeavor to reduce the cost of burning and to

obtain a more uniform product by better kiln control, the

Norton Company, several years ago, un'it^rtnok a series of

experiments with crude oil as a fuel. While these experi-

ments did not result in the installation of the fuel oil

system, they were not entirel.y unsuccessfuL and may prove

of interest as a departure from the more accepted methods
of tirina.

TRAN5. AM CER.SOC VOLX-G-RIFFiri

5r.CTI0M OF OlU QURNCR

FIG. \

The oil used for these experiments was ])urchased from
the Standard Oil Tompany, under the nan;o of "'crude oil."

It is com])()sed of the heavier hydrot arbons remaining after

the distillation of the l)enzine, naptha, etc., has a specific

gravity of 0.837 and contains only 0.15^/r of sulphur. The
Standard Oil Company's (piotatior. at the time of these

experiments was Si/oC per gallon in tank car lots.

175
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The api)ai-atiis recjuired was loaned the Norton Coni-

l)an.v l)y Messrs. Gilbert & Barker, of Springfield, Mass.,

engineers and contractors for fuel i!:as and fuel oil plants.

Jt consisted of a number of oil burners, a 500 gallon storage

tank, a pump for raising oil to the burners and a Root

blower for spraying it into the firebox. Fig. 1 shows a

section of one of the biirners used.

The first installation of this system was made under

Messrs. Gilbert cV: Barker's supervision, Fig. 2 shoAving

their method of applying to our kiln.

By this arrangement, the oil is forced against a pro-

jection (A) from the upper side of the firing door, which

serves to break up the stream and cause more rapid and

more complete cond)ustion. Tlie kiln was- burned three

times under these i-onditions, but with hardly the desiri^l

results as regards heat distribution. 31ost of the combus-

tion seemed to take place in the fire-box without sufficient

flame to carry the heat into the kiln chamber, so that while

the former was incandescent with (Excessive heat, the latter

was comparatively cool. Gas analyses showed that condi-

tions in the kiln approached reduction, although the ware

Iturned showed only a slight trace of it and was in general

a good saleable product.

The fourth burn was made after a rearrangement of

burners and firebox according to Fig. 3.

According to this method, the jet of oil was made to

impinge upon a fire brick (A) about half way down th.e

fire box, and a flue (C) was built in to conduct air to the

point of maximum temperature. With this arrangement,

a much better distribution of heat was obrained. The air

preheated by passing through a flue (C) was drawn into

the firebox and served to assit combustion aiid to act as a

conveyor by means of which the heat was carried into tlic

kiln chamber. Two kilns were burned under these condi-

tions, but it was found that, while the heat in the firebox

was not so intense as it had been in the preceding burns,

the piers supporting the floor near the fireboxes were
greatly affected by the hejit, and during thr second bui iiiiig

settled considerablv.
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TRANS. AM. CER.30C. VOL.X-GRIFFIIM.

Fig. 2.
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TRAN6.A(VI.CER.S0C. VOLX. GRIFFIN

Fig.3
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A third arrangenieut is readily explained by Fig. 4.

TRANS. AM CER, 30C. VOL-X -Gi?IFFIN

.

Fig. 4-.
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By tliis method the air ciiiTeiit was roiiducted to the

point shown to be tlie most affected, by 'the two preceding

firings and very good results were obtained, both as to

distribution of heat and condition of tlie ware. Two b\irns

were made with this arrangement witliout damage to the

kiln from excessive heat.

The following tables give the cost of fuel and labor

for seven kilns fired with crude oil and seven kilns of the

same size fired with anthracite coal

:

KILNS BURXED WITH CRUDE OIL.

Burn No. Arrangement Hours Gallons of Average Gallons Cost of Oil. Cost of Labor.

No. Burning Oil. per hr.

I l' 32 400 12.50 $14.00 $7.20
2 I 32 4^0 14.06 15-75 7 20

3 I 31 483 15-50 16.91 6 98

4 2 27 386 14-33 13-51 6 08

5 2 30 392 13.06 13-72 6 75
6 3 31 430 13-87 15 05 7 98

7 3 32 426 12.90 14.91 / 43

Average 30.85 423.8 13-74 $14.83 $7.08

KILXS BURXED WITH ANTHRACITE COAL.

Burn No. Hours Burning. Pounds of Coal. Average Pounds
per Hour

Cost of Coal Cost of labor.

I 42 4435 105 $ 8.65 $ 9-45
2 52 5555 III 10.74 11.25

3 42 4547 108 8.84 9-45
4 51 5376 105 10.46 11.48

5 49 4121 84 8.00 11.03
6 45 5130 114 9-97 10.13

7 43 4122 96 8.03 9.68

Average 45 4755 103 $ 9-24 $10.3;

The fuel costs in the above tables are figured on oil

at 10.035 per gallon and anthracite coal at |4.35 per gross

ton.
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A study of these tables develops the fact that oue
gallon of crude oil is equivalent in heating value to 11.22

pounds of coal. Since the weight of one gallon of this oil

is 7.18 pounds, this value in units of weight is 1 to 1.562.

From this proportion, and their costs per pound, the costs

of equivalent heating values of oil and coal are found to

be in the ratio of 1.6 to 1, which shows oil, under the con-

ditions of this test, to cost 607c more than anthracite coal.

Bv using oil, the time of burning and hence the labor

for firing is reduced by about 33%. Also the cost of clean-

ing fire-boxes and removing ashes, which adds about 45c
to t'he labor charge for coal-fired kilns of this size, would
be eliminated.

These figures combined give us the following totals

for fuel and labor

:

Oil-fired kilns .f21.91
Coal-fired kilns 20.04

This saving by using coal would, of course, be propor-

tionally greater for larger kilns, as the labor does not
increase with the size of kiln at the same rate as the fuel

consumption.

Rejjairs to fire-boxes would probal)ly be less in oil-fired

kilns than in coal-fired, as breaking the clinker from the

linings in the latter would shorten their life somewhat;
and the cost of unloading and handling fuel would also be
slightly decreased if oil were used, but these two advan-
tages would be more than offset by the difference in cost

of fuel of the two systems.

These experiments have shown the fiiel-oil system to

have the following advantages

:

1. Better control of fires.

2. Shorter burns possible, and consequent reduction
in the cost of labor for firing.

3. Cleaning of fire-boxes eliminated and repairs on
them reduced.
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4. Reduction iu cost of handling fuel.

On the other hand, the increase in quality of ware was
not sufficient to warrant the expense of installing and
operating this system, with the cost of crude oil as a fuel

60% higher than anthracite coal, at the ^Norton Comj)any"s

plant.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. AppJegate: I will ask whether Mr. Griffin has

taken into consideration the increa.sed kiln capacity?

Mr. Griffin : Xo; I lia^e not taken that into consider-

ation for the reason that we had at that time sufficient kiln

room to more than handle our products under the best

conditions and with the slowest burns we could possibly

make. I have not figured that into the relative cost.



MY EXPERIENCE WITH CRYSTAL GLAZES-

BY

Dr. W. Pukall^ Biinzlau, Silesia.

From the time of our first kiiowledj^e of crystalline

and partly crystalline glazes, there has been maintained

an active interest in this attractive and charming subject.

Ceramists who make an effort to not only meet the general

demand of the ceramic market, but to devote some time to

the further development of the "Fire-Art" as well, are

constantly engaged in the perfection of this splendid

agency for the decoration of ceramic products.

It is not, however, merely for the sake of creating a

new decorative process for ceramic wares that so much
Avork is being done along this line. The purchasing public

is as yet indifferent to this decoration, because it under-

stands it so little. Quite a different motive urges on

research along this line. It is rather the irresistable charm
exercised by that mysterious force of nature upon man,

tbat force which is able to isolate chemical substancer*

before our very eyes, from matter in an apparently chaotic

state, and to do this according to exact and definite laws.

Whoever has had occasion to make a study of these laws,

and to observe the wonderful effects of this formative

force; whoever, Avith interest at its highest tension has

followed the first beginning and the gradual or rapid de-

velopment of splendidly formed crystals before his very

eyes in the laboratory, will have experienced this charm
and will understand me.

Such observations suggest the question concerning the

why and wherefore, that is, a question concerning th'^

character and principal causes of these processes, but the

answer to the question will undoubtedly be withheld from

even the acutest human minds for a long time to come. We
have no other choice, therefore, than to be content to

183
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smooth the way for the proofs of the process of crystalliza-

tion. Work along- these lines is quite sufficient, however,

to not only give the greatest satisfaction and contentment

from the work itself, but also, if the work be successful, to

delight the eye of him who appreciates beauty, with magni-

ficent forms not built by the hand of man, and with colors

not reproducible on the painter's canvas. Imitation of

natural crystals is nothing new. Tiiese crystals have never

been produced, however, in such charming forms as ceramic

art has recenth^ been enabled to conjure forth. Crystal

glazes have thus become one of the most beautiful, peculiar

and at the same time, distinguished means of ceramic

decoration, and in this field form a new creation which may
well take its place by the side of the most brilliant achieve-

ments of former times.

If crystalline glazes appeal to the general public as

odd or bizarre, that impression will disappear after ac-

quaintance as surely as does the snow disappear before the

rays of the sun. It may be asserted with certainty that

this "fire-art" will prove itself the means by which ceramics

will make many a new friend.

It is not the purpose of this paper to give either a

historical sketch of the development and progress of crys-

tal glazes or to make scientific deductions from certain

phenomena presented by them. It is the writer's purpose

to make his own experiences more generally known, not

only that he may incite others to further work along these

lines, but also that he may be incited himself by others.

He hopes that this may result in the promotion of this

great branch of artistic activity.

The first crystal formation on ceramic products no-

ticed by the writer was on porcelain vases from a famous
Danish porcelain factory. Later I noticed crystals in the

glaze of a rather old, small Japanese porcelain vessel. A
real crystal glaze that appeared in the market somewhat
later was subjected to analysis, but the results did not lead

me to anj satisfactory conclusions This plan was then

abandoned entirely and independent experiments substi-
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tilted. I used high grade stoneware as the body in all

experiments, Avhieh proved to be excellently adapted to

the pnrpose. I ^vill have more to say about this farther

on. The chief agencies used for the production of crystals

were zinc oxide and titanium oxide, the latter in the form

of rutile. Althougli manganese oxide and cobalt oxide also

incline to crystal production, the two first mentioned were

used exclusively, because they gavo better promise of re-

sults. After the first rutile crystals appeared, and gave

much promise, the zinc oxide crystals were entirely aban-

doned. From my personal experience, they are indeed

more easily obtained, but far less beautiful. The zinc

cr^'stals have since been produced in various places so

abundantly, and have been described with such detail, that

I shall omit all comment on the results of my few experi-

ments and confine myself to the less known, extremely

beautiful pure rutile crystals.

I wish to state at the very beginning that my work in

this line was confined to comparatively small articles. On
the one hand this was imperative owing to the small dimen-

sions of the kilns in the Bunzlau Ceramic School, and on

the other hand, I believe I have found it to be generally

true that the artistic charm of ceramic products of what-

ever nature decreases pretty much as the st^juare of the size

increases. The largest vessels had a height of only 30 cm.,

with a proportionate diameter.

The first experiment was to add rutile by small incre-

ments up to 15% to a knoAvn white ware glaze of not too

refractory nature. This white ware glaze was of the ordi-

nary fritted tyyje and was fritted at the usual temperature.

As a rule, nothing in particular was manifested in this

operation, only that a large addition of rutile caused a

nmtteness of the glaze, accompanied by the separation of

distinctly marked crystals. Generally niso, not much
change was to be noted with increased temperature. How-
ever, it was observed that on the addition of coarse-grained

rutile, a crystallization took place proceeding from the

coarse granules as nuclei. This seemed to justify greater
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hopes, but still it did not produce any satisfactory result.

Entile in quantities up to 15% was now fritted together

with various glaze fritts, pulverized and fused on as a

glaze, with and without other additions. In several cases,

very acceptable results were obtained by this procedure, as

for instance in the glazes containing zinc and having the

molecular foinnuhie as follows:

°-5PhO) (,.ooSiO.
0.2 CaO '. A , Q ^^

O.I K.O i
^-^ -^'^"^

0.:; Tia
0.2 ZnO ' ^ ^

II.

0.5 PbO) U.8 SiOo
0.2 CaO [ 0.2 AI.O3

\

0.3 ZnO J
/P-4 TiO^

These glazes produced by these batch weights

I.

55.6 Feldspar
84.0 Sand from Hohonbocka
41 . 1 Rutile

1 14. 2 Red Lead
20.0 'Marble Dust
16.2 Zinc Oxide

331 I

II.

.^1.6 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw
84.0 Sand from Hohenbocka
32.9 Rutile
II4.2 Red Lead
20.0 Marble Dust
24-3 Zinc Oxide

.3-27

These results are quite acceptable. After the coni-

pounding as indicated above, they were lightly fritte<l,

pulverized and, without any further additions, were fus(^d

in the high temperature muffle on a piece of fine stone-ware
body at cone 7. Both sIiowcmI an iilmost too prolific <rys-

tallization as follows

:
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(Ij Cabbage shaped ciystaLs in an opaque ivory-

colored groundniass, radiating from a common center and
consisting of formations varying in appearance from tliat

of coarse needles down to fine and even most delicate

featherlike forms.

(2) Compact needles, in a grayish-violet, semi-trans-

parent groundmass, intertwining and jumbled together,

and of a strongly matted appearance, showing in only a

few places star-shaped crystals whose ends are of a fibrous

structure. This latter peculiarity increased directly as

the amount of zinc present increased.

Although a great step forward has been made in the

attainment of these results, they were not yet satisfactory

from the view point of decorative art, especially since it

was also observed that the various metal oxides used for

coloring purposes had a greatly varying effect, sometimes
aiding and sometimes retarding the tendency to crystalli-

zation. Among those that aid the crystaliizati<m must be

counted first cupric oxide, then manganese oxide, and per-

haps also iron and uranium oxide. All the others behaved
in a not very favorable manner and could l)e used only in

rather small quantities. It was also shoAAU that the color-

less crystal glazes, which are realh' the chief ones for decor-

ative purposes, could not always be utilized directly in the

pi-oduction of colored glazes but that they had to be worked
over. This turned all the experiments into new channels

in which the work was continued with highly satisfactory

results, especially since the method of preparing the glazes

was thereby considerably simplified.

An alkaline fritt adapted to ^^ hiteware glazes having
the following composition was melted:

A.

0.50 PbO X i „.^^
0.15 K2O I

I

-'"o SiO.

0.15 NasO V o.io AI2O3 < =349.0 Coml). Wt.
o.io CaO

I 0.30 B^O.
0.10 BaO '

'
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The batch weight was as follows

A'.

10.10 Potassium Nitrate

55.60 Feldspar

57.30 Borax, crystallized

10.00 Marble Dust
19.74 Barium Carbonate (Witherite)

114. 16 Red Lead
126.00 Sand from Hohenbocka

392.90

This fritt, after fusion to a transparent glass, together

with the addition of rutile, various quantities of an un-

fritted mixture (a) and of various metallic oxides, served

as the starting point of a whole series of experiments. The

composition of (a) was:

0.5 CaO
0.4 MgO
0.1 K,0

(a).

0.4 AUOa 1.6 Si02=229.8 Comb. Wt.

and the batch weight

(a').

50.0 Marble Dust
55.6 Feldspar
66.6 Zettlitz Kaolin, ignited

24.0 Sand from Hohenbocka
33.6 Magnesite

Only the most successful member of this series will be

mentioned here.

It consisted of a mixture of

:

100.

o

Glaze Frit (A)
loo.o Glaze, raw base
30.0 Rutile
12.0 Copper Oxide

242.0
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which corresponds to tlie formula:

0..282 CaO
0.200 MgO
0.173 CuO
0.164 PbO
0.099 K2O
0.049 NasO
0.033 BaO

0.232 AUO5 <

1.687 SiO.

0.430 TiO:

C.097 B203

Except with the copper oxide, and perhaps also the

manganese oxide, this glaze did not yield any specially

serviceable effects. At a temperature of cone 7 there were

developed from a light grayish green groundmass, exceed-

ingly delicate, silver-gray fanshaped forms, arranged in

sets of two each, with the handles or stems towards each

other. Occasionally, there are four in a set, arrangeti in

the form of a cross. By the continued expansion of the

fan surfaces, these finally met and touched their neigh-

bors. In this manner there arose groups of crystal flowers

of various size, then again large vacant spaces, or spaces

showing an incipient crystallization. In some instances

the whole vessel was covered uniformly with crystals. In

such a case the crystals Avere deficient in ()elicacy of struc-

ture. In those cases, especially where the glaze was ap-

plied in thin layers or where it drained off because of too

high temperature, fan-shaped crystals just described were

frequently intertwined with others that were compact,

needle-shaped, and often radiated from a common center,

reminding one of small tufts of grass. As a rule the indi-

vidual crystal flowers remain small in size and attain a

diameter of 0.5—0.8 mm. or less. If they are otherwise

perfect, this does not detract from their charming appear-

ance.

This glaze was, however, abandoned in the effort to

obtain a stronger develo])ment of crystals and, above all,

a greater variety of color shades, especially since it had

been shown that with the fritt and rutile without the raw-

base glaze (a) larger and more regidarly developed crystal

stars could be obtained. Thus, for instance, very beautiful.
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delieatelv-fibriHl crystals were obtained bv usiiisi- the fol-

lowing mixture

:

100 Glaze Fritt A
J 5 Rutile
6 Cupric Oxide

121

According to the system of writing formuhe devised

by Seger, this api)ears as follows

:

0.079 BaO
o.o-g CaO
0.118 K2O
0.119 XacO
0.209 CuO
0..396 PbO J

2.137 SiO:

f-
0.079 ALO.; ^ 0.578 TiO,

0.237 B.O.

These crystals appeared singly, or if in groups, not

yery crowded, were siherhued, of yarious sizes but not oyer

8-10 mm. in dianu^ter, and appeared on a grayish green

to a yiyid dark green ground. This glaze was deyeloped

at a temperature of cone 4, at the greatest advantage be-

cause of its greater jjercentage of boric acid and small

alumina content. This temperatuic proved to be too low
for the fine stoneware body described farther on, so that

it caused an occasional fracture by the cracking of vessels

on cooling. The beauty of the glaze reipiired an adjust-

ment of the body to the temperature mentioned, and this

was done without difficulty.

Of the other coloring oxides, manganese oxide was the

only one that yielded somewhat sei'viceable results. The
most beautiful results were obtained by the simultaneous
employment of the oxides of copper and manganese, ac-

cording to the following batch weight:

100 Glaze Fritt (A)
15 Rutile
6 Copper Oxide
3 ^langanese Hydroxide

124
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having as a molecular formula

0.396 PbO
0.209 CuO
0.119 Xa^O
0.079 BaO
0.079 CaO
0.1 18 K.O

0.079 AUOs
0.039 ^IlliOa

2.137 SiO:

C.518 TiO^

0.237 B,03

The most beautiful development of the glaze is ob-

tained at temperatures between cones 4 and 7. From an

olive colored ground there are dcAeloped numerous fine

greenish-brown star-shaped crystals. As in all cases al-

ready described and yet to be described, they do not injure

the lustre of the glaze. In this casp, they have spread out

until their respective edges meet, f«»rming areas of irregu-

lar polygonal shape, bounded by straight lines, while in

the glaze just described, containing copper oxide only, the

crystals are smaller and generally separated by uncrys-

tallized areas. The new crystallization, however, does not

injure the beauty of the total effect in the least. The
diameter of the individual star crystal is still below 1 cm.,

which however does not effei-t their decoijitive value.

However, the experiments took (juite a different turn

after it had been observed that the tluxing effect of titan-

im oxide, which originally suggested the possibility of

crystal formation, may be considerably increased at times

by inconsiderable additions of couipounds of vanadium,

tungsten and molybdenum. This makes it more than pos-

sible to'ol>tain larger crystals which leads to more beautiful

effects. But while there has been much effort expended in

obtaining larger-sized crystals, the larger size is not always

desirable. Crystals of 5 cm. diameter and ev(Mi larger were

obtained. Generally, however, they are smaUer, Itecause

they impede each other's development. IHv far the most

favorable results are obtained by the addition of vanadium
compounds, and among these vanadate of aiimionium is

the best. Although soluble in water, it can Ite addwl to

the glaze sli}) (which must not be too thin) before it is

applied, and ground up with it. By being partially dis-
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solved ill the water it comes into a closer contact with the

other constituents of the glaze. In the rase of tungsten

and molybdenum, the ammoniuiu salts iiiav be used to ad-

vantage, but the acid anhydrides Avei e the ones chiefly used.

Si)ecial attention must be called to the fact, however, that

the effects of the compounds named was not eciually good
for all glaze mixtures. It may happen tiiat if one of the

three acts favorably upon the crystallization, the other

two will effect it unfavorably.

It was now necessary to couneract an evil that is

connected with this greater fluxing of crystal glazes. This

evil consisted in the almost complete flowing off of the

glaze from the vessel, forming the most beautiful crystals

on the stipport or on nmtfle bottom. I tried two methods
of doing this. One of them, that had already been used

elsewhere, consisted in attaching on the top edge of the

neck of the vessel to be decorated, a ring having nearly the

same diameter, or at least having the same diameter at

the ixnnt of contact. This ring shoidd be made of the same
boily and put on either loosely, or made to adhere by a
mixture of kaolin and sand, or it should oc left connected

^^'ith it from the very beginning. This is especially appli-

cable to cast pieces. _ The crystal glaze is now applied to

this attachment irregularly and in large quantities. After

it has attained the proi:>er fluidity it flows from this at-

tached ring over the vessel, and if the ((Uifntity was prop-

erly estimated, it develops there the most beautiful crys-

tals. By means of the section-cutting disr the attachment

is now cut off and the cut surface smoothed by polishing.

Those who have no such cutting apparatus will do
better by using the following method, because the striking

or breaking off of the attachment by means of tongs often

means the loss of the vessel itself. The method just de-

scribed often results ill leaving large patches of the vessel

without any glaze on it, because rhe glass flux running
down from the upper tube did not spread properly or else

separated into a few thin streaks. This can be avoided by

first api)lying a regular ground glaze, whose color is carc^
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fullv selectwl. This lironnd glaze iiiiist not crystallize at

all or but little, Imt otherwise may contain a small fjercent

of rutile and coloring oxide, if the desired shade requires

it. The rutile nuiy, however, also be disregarded as will

he shown farther on. This ground glaze which, of course,

contains neither vanadium, nor molybdenimi noi- tungsten,

and for this purpose ought to be somewhat more refractory

than that of the real crystal glaze applied over it.

If, while perhaps still in a i^orous condition, a stream
or drop of the less viscous crystalline glaze begins to flow

over the more viscous uuderglaze, tlie former is obstructed

in its course, forced to spread in all directions, and finally

afttn- reinforcement have ceased to come, to sink into the

ground glaze. The whole process may be plainl\' observed

in the mutfle. The results of this metho(J tire of a more or

less accidental nature. Surfaces that are covered or not

covered or only sparsely covereil with crystals, a])pear var-

iously colored, so that this method gains? considerably in

interest and makes it possible to attain a great variety of

effects that are also exceedingly charming.

The composition of the ground or uuder-glaze is a
matter of little import, especially when its melting point

is much higher than that of the crystal glaze. Glazes

whose melting point was cone 4 were found to be quite

serviceal)le. If the melting i)oint is higlser than cone 4,

then as a rule the crystal glaze shivers, perhaps not imme-
diat(dy, but after a little while.

The second method makes the use of an attached ring,

from which the melted crystal glaze runs down onto the

vessel, unnecessary, at least in those cases in which re-

fra( tory ground glazes are used. The ground glazes, used
in almost all cases in an unfritted condition, offer sufficient

resistance to prevent the too rapid down-flow of the crystal

glaze. The crystal glaze is spread irregularly at the very

top of the neck of the vessel, and from there it is allowed

to run down.

In the following I give some mixtures of ground glazes

tog(4her with some crystal glazes adapted to them, with
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which I had very satisfactory results. The ground glazes

are

:

B loo Glaze Fritt (A)
3 Cobalt Oxide

10 Rutile

113

O 100 Glaze Fritt (A)
3 Manganese Oxide
10 Rutile

i'3

In the Seger formula they are as folloAys

:

B o.JL.^Q PbO 1 ro.263 B,03

0.383 TiO=

0.439 PbO
0.132 Xa^O
°i3-' K.0 L P088 AlO.
0.123 CoO

I

0.088 CaO
0.088 RaO

o.-o PhO X

0.15 XaO
0.15 K,0 V
o.io Ca(3

I

o.io RaO )

J

o.o56 Mn.,0.

o.ioo AUOu

2.369 SiOi

0.300 RjOr.

O.A37 TiO.

2.7C0 £iO,

These ground glazes when colored by other metallic

oxides may be increased at pleasure, but the two mentioned

aboye, and espe-ially C, proyed themselvs quite service-

able. I used with them the following interior or "flow

•jlaze.-^:"

00 Glaze Fritt (A) 100 Glaze Fritt (.\)

3 Cobalt Oxide 3 Manganese Oxide
2 Ammonium Vanadate 2 Ammonium Vanadate

I T Rutile 15 Rutile

8

100 Glaze Fritt (A)
3 Uranium Oxide
2 Ammonium Vanadate
15 Rutile

100

3

15

Glaze Fritt (A)
Copper Oxide
Ammonium \'.".-i.idate

Rutile
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This series can be increased at pleasure by the intro-

duction of other coloring oxides, except chromium oxide.

They maj be increased or decreased in quantity, several

oxides may be introduced at the same time, or they may
be mixed, one with the other, in various ratios. Those
mentioned above yielded the best results however, and 7

and 9 were especially satisfactory. The others will be

found important when we later come to speak of reductions

and infiltrations.

To permit a comparison between the two ground
glazes, the Seger formuliTe of the two crystal glazes 6 and 7

are given below

0.437 PbO
0.131 Xa^O
0.131 K4D
o. 127 CoO
0.087 CaO
0.087 BaO

0.^0 PbO
0.15 K.O
0.15 XajO
o.io CaO
o.io RaO

0.087 AUO=

0.066 Mn.Oa
0.0^7 AI.O3

2.357 SiO.

0.571 TiO^

0.262 B.O3

0.026 V.O.-,

/ 2.7CO SiOj

I 0.654 TiO.

j
0.300 B.,0.,

I 0.030 V.O.-.

As may Ix^ seen from the above, the flow crystal glazes

ditfer from those applied directly on the body in having a

smaller (piantity of titanic and vanadic acid.

^Mth the use of a new glaze fritt, which proved to be

still better adapted to the production of crystal glazes,

experiments along this line entereil upon a new stage of

deveb»i)ment. Here is the formula:

0.5 PbO
0.2 Xa-O
0.2 CaO
0.1 K.O

2.5 SiO"
0.1 ALOa 4 =318.7 Comb. Wt.

0.2 B.O3

The l>atch weight being

10.60 Soda, calcined
38.20 Borax, crystallized

55.60 Feldspar
20.00 Marble dust

114. 17 Red lead

114.00 Sand frcm Hohenbccka, or Quartz

35^
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The following mixtures were tried

10

125

12

11

jOC) Glaze Fritt D 100 Glaze Fritt D
5 Copper Oxide 5 Manganese Oxide

5 Ammonium Vanadate 5 Ammonium Vanadate
15 Rutile 15 Rutile

125

13

100 Glaze Fritt D 100 Glaze Fritt D
I Cobalt Oxide I Uranium Oxide

5 Ammonium Vanadate 5 Ammonium Vanadate
15 Rutile 15 Rutile

14

100 Glaze Fritt D
2 Iron Oxide
5 Ammonium Va:;adate

15 Rutile

122

Xumeroiis others were also tried, but they did not

produce even approximately the results attained by those

given above. By far the best results were produced in this

instance also by the oxides of copper or nianganese, or the

two batches 10 and 11 containing both, or mixtures of them
in varying ratios. The others, so far as dirert results for

decorative purposes are concerned, play bu.t a minor part,

but they will doul^tless prove themselves Avorthy of notice

later. For the purpose of com]»arison with preceding

crystal glazes, I have expressed the glazes 10 and 11 in

terms of the Secer formula :

10,

0.417 PbO
0.167 CuO
0.167 CaO
0.166 Xa.O
0.083 K.O

0.500 PbO
0.200 CaO

II, 0.200 Xa20
O.IOO K2O

i2 ALO.

O.IOO Al,0.-i

.101 Mn,.03

2.083 SiOo

0.498 TiO.
0.167 B.O,,

0.057 V.O5

2.500 SiOo
0.598 TiO.
0.200 B;Ot
0.068 VoOo
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It will be seen by a comparison that these crystal

glazes do not differ very much in chemical composition

from those previously given, and yet the results in the two
cases were entirely different, and in the latter were even
incomparably more beautiful.

These glazes may also be used witli or without a
ground glaze, but it is better to use one. The composition
of these ground glazes and their coloring is a matter of

little importance unless it happens that they do not har-

monize in their color tones. A very successful ground glaze

was obtained b^' the following mix hire:
100 Glaze Fritt A
lOO Mixture containing Iron Oxide (F)
12 Rutile

The mixture containing iron oxide (F) is an imitation

of a mineral (diorite). I have used the mixture for other

purposes. It corresponds to the formula

:

0.507 CaO 1 0.522 AI2O3
F 0.348 MgO

[
0.145 K2O j 0.225 FcjOi

2.019 Si02= 284.33 Comb. Wt

and is obtained bv the batch weiahts

80.62
19 -.35

41.70
36.00
50 . 70
29.23

335 •
52

Feldspar
Zettlitz Kaolin, raw
Sand from Hohenbock-i
Iron Oxide
Marble Dust
Magnesite

This mixture of fritt, iron stain and rutile was used
without further fritting, and for this reason carbon dioxide

and water of hydration must be considered when calculat-

ing into other batches. The al)ove mentioned ground glaze

accordingly corresponds to the Seger formula

:

o. ^07 CaO
0.245 PbO
0.177 ^IgO
0.148 K,0
0.074 ^3^"0

0.049 BaO

0.310 AL.O:(

o . II 5 Fe^Oa

2.501 SiOs

0.257 TiO=

0.147 B.Os
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On compari 11 <i this ground glaze with the two given

above, it will be seen that one may move within rather

wide bounds so far as the compositions of these glazes is

concerned. It was discovered later that lead oxide, boric

acid and not even titanic acid are necessary, but that every

colored or uucolored whiteware or stoneware glaze can be

coated with crystiil glaze. With particularly refractory

ground glazes however crazing or shivering may result.

Very peculiar effects, with an especially strong develop-

ment of crystal stars were obtained on a ground glaze

having the following composition :

0.627 CuO 1 1 ^ c•r^
G 0.224 CaO UQ \1..03 h -3^6^10.

0.075 -MgO
\

°-^-^9 -^^-^^
f
0.124 TiO.

0.074 K.O J J

according to the batch weights: :

53-49 Copper Oxide
22.40 Marble Dust
6.30 Magnesite

41.14 Feldspar
19 -35 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw-

42.72 Sand from Hohenbocka
9.92 Rutile

195 -32

In this case, the ground-glaze, which likewise served

other purposes originally, was first fused on separately,

but this is not al)solutely necessary. It was not covered

with the crystal glaze Xo. 10, contmning copper oxide,

until the second fire. The results of this showed for the

first time an occasional absence of •rystals. In their place,

there appeared a surface which showed a radiant dirty

green color in direct light, but in reflected rays showed an

intensely luminous, bright green, phospliorescent light,

which gained for it the name "catseye glaze." This will

be referred to again later on.

A most peculiar effect was obtained on the following

stoneware glaze (H), free from boric acid and titanic acid^

used as a foundation for crvstal gUizes:
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0.7 CaO )

H 0.2 KjO \ 0.4 AI.O3 3-5 SiOs

0.1 MgO j

This flows smooth even at con<? 4, and corresponds to

the following batch

:

II 1.

2

Feldspar
51.6 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw

1 14.0 Sand from Hohenbocka
70.0 Marble Dust
8.4 Alagnesite

355-2

Ground and crj'stal glazes wej'e, with but few excep-

tions (see above), always fused in one and the same fire.

In dipping, the biscuited vessel was first vovered with the

ground glaze (H) and then the crystal glaze was applied

in an irregular manner on the upper part of the vessel auxi

on the top of the ground glaze.

Along with the experiments just de.scribed others were

being carried on in the laboratory of the iUinzlau Ceramic

Technical School, some of which produced remarkable re-

sults as shown below. In one case, the foJlowiug fritt was

used

:

0.367 PbO \ i

0.2-^7 CaO I 3.570 SiO,

I 0,179 K,0 y C.300 ALO„ <
0.163 Xa.O o.3-'6 B.O:,

0.043 MgO ' ^

This was used on a ground glaze having the following

formula

:

0.2 MgO /

J o.? CaO o. ALOr. 5.0 SiO.,

0.5 K.0 ^

The batches for these two glazes are resper-tively

:

I J

99.52 Feldspar 27.^.0 Feldspar

31.22 Zettlitz Karli t. raw 16.8 Ma<7-n-'sit?

135.24 Sand from Hohenbocka 30.0 Marble Dust
62.27 Borax, crystallized 25.8 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw

83.77 Red Lead 108.0 Sand from Hohenbocka
Marble Dust25 . 70

2.80 Magnesite 458.6

440. ;J
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From a Jarge number of experiments, only a selection

of those that gave the best crystalline glazes will be men-

tioned here. They differ from those previously mentioned

in that they contain molybdic acid and iron oxide along

with titanic acid, and the oxides of copper and manganese.

This, on the whole, was an improvement. Vauadic acid

was abandoned entirely'. The colorless ground glaze was
completely covered with cr^'stal glaze in every case. This

developed the fact that the crystal glazes containing iron

oxide are developed better without a ground glaze, but that

the others require one. The following mixtures proved to

be best adapted to the purpose

:

13 16

100 Glaze Fritt I 100 Glaze Fritt I

13 Rutile 13 Rutile

2 Molybdic Acid (anhydrous) 2 Molybdic Acid (anhydrous)
10 Copper Oxide 10 Copper Oxide

T'^r
3- 5 Iron Oxide

128.

5

17 18

100 Glaze Fritt I 100 Glaze Fritt I

. 13 Rutile 13 Rutile

2 ]\Iolybdic Acid (anhydrous) 2 Molybdic Acid (anhydrous)
10. Copper Oxide 10 Copper Oxide

1 .5 Iron Oxide 4 Manganese Oxide
1.5 Manganese Oxide

T -yci

The addition of molybdic acid tended to develop crys-

tal stars that at times attained a diameter of from 20 to

30 mm. This tendency on the part of molybdic acid was
found to be very advantageous provided the crystals did

not become too large. The fundamental color with 15 was
a ^-ivid green, with IG and 17 more brownish, and with 18

yellowi.sh green. In the latter, which was the most beauti-

ful, the crystal stars at times showed a blueish fringe. With
others the above mentioned phosphorescent glow was evi-

dent in reflected liiiht.
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For the sake of comparison, the Seger formulae of

these four o-lazes are herewith given : :

15

16

17

18

0.330 CuO
o._>46 PbO
0. 172 CaO
0. 120 K2O
0. 109 Xa^O
0.023 MgO.

- 0.201 AUO3

0.330 CuO
0.246 PbO
0.172 CaO I.

. 1 20 K2O
I

0. 109 Xa-O I

0.023 MgOj

0.201 AJsOa

0.330 CuO
0.246 PbO
0.172 CaO
o. 120 KoO
0.109 Xa20
0.023 MgO .

' 0.201 AI2O3

0.330 CuO
0.246 PbO
0. 172 CaO
0.120 K2O
0.109 Xa^O
0.023 MgO ,

2.392 SiOs

0.036 M0O3

0.218 B=0.

0.427 TiOj

'2.392 Si02

0.427 TiO:!

0.218 B2O3

0.036 M0O3

[2.392 SiO-

0.427 TiOs

0.218 B2O3

0.036 M0O3

+0.057 FesOs

0.201 AI2O:

> 0.025 FciOs -

0.025 Aln^Os

+0.067 Mn^Os

' 2.392 SiOo

0.427 Ti02

0.218 B2O.,

0.027 M0O3

The crystal glazes containing no iron oxide are, of

course, not restricted to the above mentioned ground glaze

J. Any other may be used, provided it is more refractory

than the crystal glaze.

The inyestigation of titanium crystal glazes was tak-

ing another step forward in an independent parallel piece

of work which was carried on in the laboratory of the

Bunzlau Ceramic Technical School. This proceeded from

a composition similar to glaze I, that is to say, a glaze

haying the following comjyosition :

K

0.36 PbO
0.25 CaO
0.17 Na:0
0.12 K2O
o.io MgO

0.28 AI2O3

3.50 SiOs

0.34 B2O3

: 382.46 Comb. Wt.
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of which the batch weight is

8.40 Magnesite
66.72 Feldspar
1.28 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw

147.60 Sand from Hobenbocka
64.94 Borax, crystallized

25.00 Marble Dust
82.20 Red Lead

436.14

This, however, was divided into a fritt and mill

charge. For the puri)ose of obtaining an easily fusible

fritt, the following ingredients were taken from the total

charge and fritted

:

77.60 Sand from Hohenbocka
64.94 Borax, crystallized

82.20 Red Lead

224.74

This corresponds to the formula

0.679 PbO
0.321 XaaO

2.440 Si02
0.642 B=03

For the mill charge, there were used the fritt men-

tioned and the remainder of the ingredients, as follows:

192.22 Fritt

8.40 Magnesite
66.72 Feldspar
41.28 Zettlitz Kaolin, raw
70.00 Sand from Hohenbocka
25.00 Marble Dust

403.62

This thoroughly ground mixtur now formed the base

for numerous crystal glaze batches of wMch, however, only

the following two, being the best, will be mentioned

:

19 20

100.00 Glaze K 100.00 Glaze K
10.80 Rutile 12.00 Rutile

10.00 Copper Oxide 10.00 Copper Oxide
2.80 Manganese Oxide 2.80 Iron Oxide, hydrous
1.32 Tungstic Acid 0.15 Tungstic Acid, anhydrous
2.00 Molybdic Acid 1.32 Manganese Oxide, hydrous

126.9^ 1 26 . 27
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In the ^>eger formula these appear as follows

19 0.333 CuO
0.240 PbO .^ ,, _

0.167 CaO I
0.187 AUO3

O.II3 Na:;0 f 0.048 MlljOa

0.080 K=0
0.067 MgO .

20 0.333 CuO
]

^•f40
PbO 0.187 AUO3

0.080 K.6 I

0.047 FcOa

0.067 MgO

'
2.332 Si02

0.015 WO3
0.037 M0O3
0.227 BjOa

0.363 TiOo

2.332 SiO:

0.403 TiOz

0.227 B2O3

o.ooi WOa

Both glazes gave best results when tliey were burned

without a ground glaze at a temperature of cone 7 in the

high-temperature muffle. This is quite permissible, be-

cause thev are naturally rather viscous. No. 19 is not

glossy", but rather semi-subdued in pppearance, and by this

very fact creates a peculiar effect. On j reddish-brown

ground glaze punctuated with brownish-black dots, are

developed numerous crystal stars which sometimes unite

to form lai'^ger groups that have v bronze like hue. The
isolated ones are sometimes surrounded by a steel gray,

finely feathered ring that generally shows a somewhat
fringed edge so that, as a whole, they give the impression

of small flowers of the nature of sunflowers. If (20) is

used as a ground glaze, and a somewhat higher temperature

applied, then the glaze turns out glossy, is of chocolate

brown color, and generally develops only scattered flne-

fibred crystal stars with a brown center and a scarcely

visible narrow, steel-gray ring.

Glaze 20 behaves (piite differently, although it does

not essentially differ from 19 in its chemical composition.

With a successful development, which, however, does not

always take place, it is to be looked upon as the most beau-

tiful of all. It does not always show up with equal beauty,

not even with conditions that are seemingly identical. In

reflected light the very glossy brownish-green foundation

shows a magnificent phosphorescence in every instance.
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eveu when few or no crystal stars appear. This phosphor-

escence, however, varies in degree and with the different

vessels. It decreases with increasing temperature, but is

never absent entirely. In this foundation, bronze-colored

crystals of extreme delicacy appear thai have an ever

changing play of colors. They generally unite at the lower

part of the vessel to form larger groups, but they also

appear as individuals and then attain a size up to 2 cm.

diameter. Where the crystals appear in crowded groups,

the gloss of the glaze is affected but little and that little,

is scarcely noticeable, as is the case with all other glazes.

Prosphorescence in reflected light is confined to those sur-

faces that show no crystals.

The manner of production of the crystal glazes last

described gave occasion for tests with several easily-fusible

fritts with which white ware glazes, whose fusing point is

not above cone 4, were used as mill charges and with the

addition of rutile, copper oxide and manganese compounds

together with small quantities of molybdic, tungstic and

vanadic acids. These frits were tested as To their adapta-

bility to crystal glazes and promising results were ob-

tained, as, for instance with the friti :

0.5 PbO )

0.4 Na.O [2.5 SiO.
0.1 CaO )

obtained from
10.00 Marble Dust
-12. ..jO Soda, calcined

114.08 Red Lead
115.00 Sand from Hohenbocka

281.48

and the stoneware glaze (H) before given. There were

mixed for the crystal glaze

100. Fritt

100.

o

Stoneware Glaze H
25.3 Rutile
21 .

1

Copper O.xide

5.6 Iron Oxide (h3'drous)

2.8 Manganese Oxidee (hydrous)
4.2 Tunstic Acid (anhydrous)

259.0
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The glaze was applied without a groimd glaze. The

burning temperature reached the point of cone 7. The best

results, however, were obtained at the tenij)erature of cone

9. Beautiful results were also obtained by using it as the

ground glaze, and having it overflown by crystal-glaze 10.

In this case the temperature of cone 7 is quite adequate.

In one instance beautiful and large crystal stars were

obtained with a raw glaze having the composition

22 °-9 IP;^' 0.1 AW. 2.0 SiO.
. 1 K-jO (

obtained from a mixture of

55.6 Feldspar
200.7 Lead Oxide
84.0 Sand from Hohenbocka

with the addition of 10 7^ rutile and 2% ammonium vana-

date, at a burning temperature between cones 1 and 7. On
reduction, these crystals have a metallic gray appearance.

No ground glaze was used.

It must be admitted that, generally speaking, the suc-

cess of titanium crystal glazes depends u]>on a number of

things of an accidental nature. It is not merely a question

of the chemical composition of the glaze, as is frecpiently

the case, e. g., in Chinese red, but the purely mechanical

features play an important part, as for instance the nature

of the fritt and of the admixtures. According to my ex-

perience it is not advisable to fritt in the rutile and the

metal oxides. The burning apparatus, the duration of

burning, draft, height of temperature, fuel and many other

things are of decisive importance. It is by no means an
unimportant factor, for instance, whether the same fuel

is used in a moist or dry condition. It may occur that

results that were easily obtained in every instance months
ago, on repetition can not again be obtained. The reverse

is also true. Glazes that for some reason had been rejected

suddenly produce the finest et¥ects, because some one of

the factors co-operating in the results has changed mean-
while, and the change has not been observed by the experi-
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mentor. Occasionally the crystallization of the same glaze

will fail entirely to materialize under seemingly the same
conditions, and in other cases it will occnr in superabun-

dance without any apparent cause. Occasionally the burn-

ings will be a complete failure without any change in the

glazez or the process haying been consciously made. Eyen
with good success almost eyery burning snows a different

result, which fact is a constant stimulus to eyery new
experiment. Although the oxides of copper and manganese,

and their mixtures haye as yet yielded almost the only

pronounced results, there is absolutely no cause to fear

monotony, especially as yariety may be produced by seyeral

yery simple methods of procedure, as will be shown farther

on. A method for the decoration of large articles will,

therefore, neyer be deriyed from the technique of titanium

crystal glazes. Xor is this at all necessary, for this would
be quite out of keeping with its character.

I found the fine stoneware* a yery satisfactory base

for all kinds of decorations protluced by the agency of fire,

whateyer may be the particular ceramic technique. It

seryed as the base of the crystal t»lazes in all the work
mentioned aboye. The body fracture is rather dense and
gray at a temperature as low as cone 4 to 7. At a somewhat
higher temperature, cone 9, this color changes to a light

bluish gray and the body now rings clear and is dense.

In the commercial kilns, complete maturity comes at cone

7. The body stands howeyer at eyen higher temperatures,

but not without showing the phenomena of an increasingly

yesicular structure. This, as is well known, is quite com-
mon in bodies that are high in flint. The fusing point is at

cone 27. The number of glazes, enamels, colors and en-

gobes, etc., that the body carries without crazing is legion,

as are also the decoratiye possibilities. The natural sih-er

gi^ay color does not act as a disturbing element, but with

proper surroundings, and in appro])riate setting, the effect

*Stoneware in Germany is not the same as the stoneware in the
United States. In Germany they use a blended body as will be seen by
description later in this paper.
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is extremely distiiij^uMied. The fln«^ stoneware is the ma-

terial Avhieh oqers the artist his best field, as it does not

detract from the pleasure in the work by too freqeunt fail-

ures. The composition of the fine stoneware l)ody used h\

me for years with the best success is as follows:

45.00 Clay Substance
43.00 Quartz
12.00 Feldspar

The clay is obtained by a rather careful washing

whereupon the other substances, in finely ground condi-

tion, are added and mixed thoroughly. The mass may also

be obtained by grinding together the constituents in the

ball mill for several hours, the degree of fineness desired

dtermining the time. The unwashed crude clay alone can

be used to advantage, because the materials which it carries

by nature are thoroughly pulverized and hence have no

harmful influences, but rather they afford an opportunity

to save material that would othei'Avise have to be added.

The calculation of the body mixture is based upon the

rational analysis. The result of the mixtures made is

controlled from time to time by chemical analysis.

According to the kind of clay used, this body may be

used for every kind of casting work, or it puts ditficulties

in the wslj of this process. Because of its great plasticity,

which is considerai)ly increased on ageing, it is adapted to

all kinds of turning and pressing as well as, or even better

than, any white ware body. This is especially true for

turning with the free hand (throwing l.

The crystal glazes described, may of course, be applied

to any other body of sufficient strength, whose maturing
temeprature lies within the limits of cones 4 and 10. White
ware, however, is practically excluded. The insufficient

amount of fluxes in the whiteware body is unable to offer

sufficient resistance to tlie tension caused by the glazes.

It must be said in advance with reference to the burn-
ing of crystal glazes that, without exception, they fail of
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production in the binning- process, continuing for hours in

the commercial kilns. Neither the magnificent color ef-

fects, nor crystals, nor any other charming phenomena can

be realized in this manner. Rather is it necessary that the

fusion of crystal glazes take place quite rapidly in a fire

that is as neutral as possible, that is, in a fire that is

neither predominantly oxidizing nor predominanth' re-

ducing. It is also necessary that the cooling take place

rapidly. Tliis statement seems to controvert experience.

I, too, thought that careful cooling, prolonged as much as

possible, would be advantageous to the process of crystal

formation, but I changed my opinion when, at a burning,

I convinced myself tliat the perfect and finished crystals

covered the vessel even during tlie liist stages of the

burning.

Crystals appear rather at a definite stage of the burn-

ing, just as Chinese red does. Others again disappear

when the temperature is forced still higher. In experi-

ments with new glazes, it is well, therefore, to illuminate

the interior of the muffle, by means of a burning splinter

from time to time, as the burning progresses, to satisfy

one's self of the state of affairs and be guided accordingly.

Dr. Heinecke described an apparatus that is well

adapted to such a firing-technique, in Tonindustrie-Zeitung

(page 8 of the reprint). It is a so-called high-temperature

muffle. This burning apparatus is especially adapted for

fine ceramic work. It can be used with safety for every

temperature up to about cone 10, and can be regulated. It

does not lend itself to the burning of many or of large

pieces, but that is not necessary, for reasons discussed

above. It does, however, permit tlu^ rapid attainment of a

comparatively high temperature by a fully developed

flame. This makes it possible to obtain niiignificent glazes,

whose beauty, obtained in the first stage of maturity, is

lost by protracted burning in the commercial kilns.

The duration of burning up to cone 10 is approxi-

mately but 314 hours. Such a high temperature could, of

course, be attained much sooner bv using electric ovens or
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coke luntties in coniiection with a blast, but this would pro-

duce uo glazes, at least, uo serviceable and pretty ones. To
secure these, the flame is actually indispensable. A strong

draft is required in using this muffle. This is best obtained

by means of a high chimney. The regulating can be done
by means of a damper, and also by the admission of more
or less outside air to the chimney, if the draft is too strong.

Finely split pine wood served as fuel, but lignite may also

be used or a mixture of lignite and bituminous coal or bi-

tuminous coal alone. In this case, hov/ever, the more
strongly reducing properties of coal-fire must be taken into

account.

A detailed description of the lleinecke high-fire muffle

is not necessary l)ecause of the above reference to the pub-

lication in ^^•hich it may be found with sketches and meas-

urements.

Finally, I desire to call attention to two highly inter-

esting methods for increasing variety in decoration, which

at times produce surprising results. There are the com-

monly known reduction method, and the infiltration

method or vapor glazing, which is less known and used

and is accompanied with less reduction and which will be

described below

:

Reduction may be used in several ways. It may be

used at a higher or a lower temperature, depending upon
the greater or less effects that are desired. But even with

higher temperatures, reduction must take place only when
the glaze on the surface^ is already hardened, otherwise the

glass coating will readily puff up and be destroyed. At
high temperatures, copper oxide is practically completely

reduced, and is transfonned either into 'Uietal or cuprous

oxide. The crystal stars are not injured in the lea&t in

this process, nor does the gloss of the glaze suffer: The
crystals appeared in a far more pronounced character,

passing through darken' and bright patches and tluM^ugh

variously nicely shaded colors. If the crystal glaze con-

tains manganese in addition to coiyper oxide, then it hap-

pens not infrequently that the center of the crystal stars
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are colored bright red, while the periphpery remains dark.

A very peculiar and charming play of colors is brought

about if a little cobalt, uranium, iron, or nickel oxide are

present in conjunction with the oxides of copper, manga-
nese, and titanium.

In this reduction at high temperature, some care must
be taken that the reduction is not carried too far, or the

metallic copper or cuprous oxide will become too pro-

nounced on the surface. It is necessary that they remain
covered by the glass, or the well known phenomenon of the

gradual fading and disappearing of the fiery luster in the

air, especially in sunlight, will readilj^ take place. It is

not eas3" to keep the reduction within the proper bounds,

especially when a very strong reducing agent is used at a

high temperature. If the reduction takes place at a lower

temperature, the process produces beautiful and perma-
nent effects, and does not produce the brilliant though
temporary results just noted.

I have carried on the reduction, or have had it carried

on in the following manner : After the muffle has cooled

off for about three-quarters of an hour, small split s|)linters

of pine wood were thrown in periodically through the peep-

hole, provided for by an opening in the muffle, and this

treatment was continued with decreasing numbers of

splinters until the temperature had fallen to a red heat.

If it is the intention to reduce at low temperature, then

the reduction must begin much later, say at 950 C or lower,

cone 010, but then it must be carried on energetically and
continued until the muffle becomes dark. The trouble with
this method is that without a pyrometer, one is frequently

deceived concerning the temperature prevailing in the

muffle, and for that reason produces a failure.

The following method, however, always produced sure

results: Weigh a quantity of pine wood sawdust and
spread it on the floor of the muffle, between inserted fire

brick supports. On these, place a fire clay plate, so that it

will be borne by the supoprts when the sawdust is burntHl.

On this plate, place the objects to be rwluced. Tliese may
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be selected specially for this purpose, and may be the pro-

duct of any pryious burning in an oxidizing fire. The
muffle is closed and slowly flred. As sotm as the walls

* »

begin to glow, the products of distillation are deyeloped

from the sawdust. The slow firing is continued until the

gases ignite of themselyes when air enters on opening the

peephole, which must be done with caution. Then the fire

in the kiln is extinguished at once, and with closed drafts,

eyerjthing is left to itself. Continued heating would surely

result in the puffing up and complete destruction of the

glaze layer. According to results, the weight of the reduc-

ing agent must be increased or diminished, and the quan-
tity adapted to any particular glaze will soon be found.

What has been said here is by no means to be inter-

preted as intimating that illuminating gas, petroleum, oil,

resin, oxalic acid, carbonic oxide, etc., are not just as well

suited to the purpose as pine shayings or pine-wood saw-

dust, or those other yarieties of wood. I merely make
mention of the method that was used by me with adyan-
tage.

The most charming productions were obtained how-
eyer by the method of infiltration—a process related to

reduction and which possibly has some connection with

weak reduction effects, but Ayhicli neyer leads to the reduc-

tion of copper silicate. The method was worked out from
certain scattered statements in literature concerning the

possibility of coloring certain crystalline rocks, crystals,

gems, etc., with organic matter. This led to the thought
that it might be possible to saturate the extremely small

spaces and interstitial laminations of the indiyidual crys-

tals, which might be accessible from without, with some
organic liquid, and in this nmnner, perhaps together with
slight reduction, secure decoratiye effects of peculiar kinds.

Surprising and successful results were obtained by the

following method of procedure:

The object experimented upon, coated with a crystal

glaze was placed in a ^sufficiently wide, cylindrical pot
made of soft-burnt clay or fire brick. It was placed in the
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eeiitci- of this jtot, and not only imbedded in and surrounded

with sawdust tirnily tamped, but also covered with a thick

layer of sawdust. The pot was then closed with a lid luted

on with clay ( loam ), placed in the muffle and slowly heated.

As soon as the walls and Hoor of the muffle begin to glow,

the evolution of the products of distillation from the pot

b(^gin,and escape from under the lid. As soon as these ignite

because of the air streaming in at the peep-nole (Caution I)

the fire on the grates is extinguished immediately, and the

kiln left to itself. On cooling, the vase is found to be

encased in the finest charcoal, and partly covered by a

layier of carbonized tar, which may easily be removed by
rubbing with sand or washing with turpentine. The gloss

of the glaze has not changed, but the whole appearance of

the crystal glaze has., It has become more transparent, as

it w(Te, towards the bottom. It seems as if the crystal

stars no longer lie in one and the same plane, but rather in

several. They have beiome clearer, more plastic, and be-

cause of that more interesting. It seems as if one is no
longer dealing with a thin layer of glaze, but rather with

a furbished, polished crystalline rock. The most charming-

thing of all, however, is, that a wonderful play of colors, in

the most delicate graduation of shades and merging of

one into the other has appeared. This is especially true

of those crystal glazes that have, as a background a colored

ground glaze, and in Avhich many coloring oxides were
used, especially the oxides of cobalt, uranium, nickel and
iron, but always in very small quantities. Uranium oxide,

especially, which after the vapor process shows a most
delicate gold color, now gives to the whole a much more
animated appearance by virtue of its delicate shadings.

(8ee glazes 6 and 8, as well as 12, 13 and 14). Color

effects are produced by this method such as are impossible

by other methods with the aid of fire te(nnique. I hope
that many persons who are interested in and enthusiastic

over the possibilities of crystalline glazes will find a valu-

able hint in this communication.

This method has, however, at least one disadvantage.
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The walls of the vessel within the bed of sawdust, the latter

being not uniformly thick and a poor conduetor of heat,

will probably not be lieate<l uniformly. The vessels of fine

stoneware therefore (jccasionally came out cracked, while

those of coarser material stood the process well. For the

former, the process of placing the vessels over a bed of

sawdust covered by the firebrick plate, as described above

under the reduction process for crystal glazes, was used,

but the heating was not carried too far—only to the point

of giving off products of distillation. This process proved

to be similar to the infiltration method to a certain degree,

but the most beautiful and delicate results were always
obtained from the vapor treatment in the pot. Even at

present, I am engaged in developing this latter method, so

that injury to vessels to be treated, which are often of great

value, may be reduced to a minimum.
For purpose of comparison, I again give below the

three crystal glazes that contain copper oxide as the color-

ing agent, and which gave the most reliable results. They
are give in the order of their gradual development, down
to the best results to date.

0.396 PbO
0.209 CuO
o. 119 Xa..O
0.118 K2O
0.079 BaO
0.079 CaO

2.137 SiO,

0.079 AI.O3
-i 0.518 TiO...

0.237 B...Oa

10 0.412 PhO
o. 176 CuO
0.165 CaO
o. 165 Xa
0.082 K.O

0.0S2 AUO,

2.059 SiOo

0.491 TiOo
0.165 B.O.

0.060 V.O.-,

20 0.333 CuO
0.240 PIjO
0.167 CaO
0.113 Xa^O
0.080 K.O
o.o67MgO

0.187 ALO3
' 0.047 Fe:..0:(

0.017 Mn203

2.33^ SiO.

0.403 TiO..

0.227 B0O3

0.00 1 \VO.i

True to my original intention, I rc-frain from making
any theoretic speculations. This is the only advisable
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course, since there is not vet sufficient material at hand

for such speculations. All preconceived theoretical opin-

ions on the underlyin<> laws of these processes have always

been crossed hy new facts, Avhich arose quite unexpectedly,

and which could not be brought into harmony with them.

Theories that do not work out are not only of no good but

rather cause confusion. In the followinir propositions I

Avish to gather together tlie results of the work as de-

scribed in this article, but by no means do I wish to assert

that they are of universal validity.

(1) It is not advisable to fritt titanic acid or rutile.

This is also true of the metal oxides and other admixtures.

(2) Glazes containing copper and manganese oxide

or mixtures of both, give the best results.

(3) Crystals are developed to the bt-st advantage at

temperatures between cone 4 and 7,

(4) Small additions of vanadic, molybdic, and tungs-

tic acid promote the development of crystals, but their

effect is not the same in all cases. In each individual case,

it must be determined which one of the three acids exercise

the best influence. Small quantities of iron oxide have like-

wise frequently a surprisingly favorable effect.

(5) The influence of a ground glaze upon the devel-

opment of the crystal glaze is l)ut trifling. Frequently it

even contributes considerably to the favorable development

of the latter.

(6) It is advantageous to use a very easily fusible

fritt and to charge it rather heavily with raw metallic ox-

ides, rutile, etc., as well as with those raw substan<^-es that

are required for a proper glaze fonnation. The formation

of crystals seems to depend not only upon the chemical

composition of the glaze, but also on certain external de-

tails, as for instance, the solvent power of the fritt, etc.

(7) Fine stoneware is especially well adapted as a

base for the production of rutile crystal glazes.

(8) For the production of pretty titanium crystal

glazes, a rapid rise of temperature to the maturity of the

body is required. Slow cooling does not seem to be neces-
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sary, siDce the reqiiireiiients for crystal formation, as ^yell

as the crystals, are alread3- present, if at all. Rather is it

necessary to determine the period of the beginning of crys-

tal formation and to regulate the burning accordingly.

Strongly reducing fire gases are to be ayoided, but strongly

oxidizing ones also act unfayorably.

(9) The effects of reduction are yariously manifested
according to the temperature preyailing during the reduc-

tion. It must neyer be begun before the glaze on the sur-

face has become hard.

(10) By the process of infiltration or yapor treat-

ment color schemes and effects may be obtained that are
hard to duplicate by other processes.



A CHEAP ENAMEL FOR STONEWARE.

BY

R. T. 8TULL. UrbaDR, 111.

The object of this work was to investi<>ate some of the

possibilities of producing a cheap enamel, primarily for

the improvement of the better grades of stoneware, and

secondly, cheap enamels for other purposes; at temperatures

lower than those recpiired for the stoneware industry. The

jiiain object sought for was an enamel which would be

whiter and better than the commercial stoneware glaze;

something on the order of a tin enamel in appearance,

though much cheaper.

No special field was plotted for investigation. The

method first adopted for carrying out the Avork was to

make up a series of glazes, then select the most promising

one, after firing, for the upper member of the next series,

and continuing thus.

The method of preparing and applying each glaze in

this work was the same, so as to obtain an accurate com-

parison of results in so far as mechanical and physical

application was concerned. The batch weight of each glaze

was calculated from its respective formula, weighed se])-

arately, (500 gm. ), ground wet for two hours in a small

porcelain ball mill, passed through a 100 mesh sieve, placed

in a Mason jar, allowed to settle and the water decante(>.

Sufficient water was then added in order to "set" the glaze

at 1.5 B. & L. hydrometer (equal to about 48 to 52

Beaume). Each glaze was then ready for dipping.

Trials were made from ready prepared stoneware clay

from ^Monmouth, 111. A test showed that the clay when
made into slip form readily passed a 60 mesh screen but

left quite a residue of dark colored uranular i>articles on

the 100 mesh screen.

216
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The trial pieces were
made iu tbe form of small

"milk" crocks 3" across

the top and li/o'' high.

These were made in plaster

molds on a jiii.uer and fin-

ished outside on a "potters

chum."
The trials ^^ ere dipped

in the bone dry condition,

each piece being immersed
in the glaze about 2i/i> sec-

onds. The dipped j)ieces

were then placed on a pot-

ter's wheel, the glaze
turned off from the rim
and shoulder and the
pieces nested in ''fives" for

setting in saggers.

In order to determine

the relative fusibility of

the glazes, cones were made from each mixture and the

bending i)oints or softening temperatures determined h}

Seger cones and the Le Chatelier pyrometer.

All the glaz(^s in this work were tired in the down-draft
open fire kiln of tlie ceramic department at the University

of Illinois. Scries T was fired to cone in 12 hours, coke

being the fuel used.

For the starting point of this work, a glaze liaving the

following formula* was selected:

ill,,
-

Trial pieces nested in "Fives" read^'

for the Sasger.

Xo. I, Series I 3 K=0
.4 CaO
.3 BaO

4 Al.O. 3.75 SiO.

Tliis formula ])roduces a clear bright glaze having a

range of tem]>eraturc from cone I to cone 8, within which
it is a good glaze.

*SprechsaaI ; 1903, Xo. 42.
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The first series was made for the pui'pose of determin-

ing the relative fusibility, brilliancy and opacity induced

by BaO as against ZnO, l)y gradual replacement. The
formuluie and batch weights of series I are

:

Appearance of Trials.

The softening temperatures expressed in degrees

centigrade are given in the c-olumn at the right of percen-

tage batch weights above. When taken from the kiln, all

five glazes were well matured, and showed no bad defects.

After two days' time crazing began to appear in all glazes

except No. 5. Crazing was worst in No. 1, graduall}' de-

creasing toward No. 5, which was free from crazing.

No. 5 is the most fusible glaze in the series and has

the best brilliancy and opacit}-; opacity not very great.

.SERIES II.

No. 5 from series I being the best glaze, was selected

for the starting point of Series II, in which the CaO from
whiting was gradually replaced by CaO from bone ash, all

other members remaining constant. This, of course, in-

creased the acidity by the amount of P2O5 brought in with

the bone ash.

After series II was made, it was thought that the use

of raw bone ash might cause defec-ts such as blistering and
curdling, conse(|U(^ntly series III was made, keeping the

same formuhp as in series II but having the bone ash cal-

cined with flint. This calcine was marked "A."

Calcine A Formula: Percent Batch Weights:

1 . CaO, 1. SiO„ 1/} P2O5 Bwo \^\ 63 . 1

9

Combining weiglit ir)3%. Flin^ 30.81

Tliis mix gave a friable mass when burned to cone 0.
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SERIES III.

Percentage Batch Weights.

=

% < ^ •2
3

tx S

Glaze

^1

> i N 1
Softenin Tempe

Xo. 6A 46.09 8.28 4-50 6.70 7.12 1 27.31
i

1160°

No. 7A 46.05 5-51 9.00 6.70 7. II 25 63 1
1200°

No. 8A 46.01 2.75 13-50 6.69 7.10 23 -9j. 1230°

Ko. 9A 45-97 17-97 6.68 7.10 22.26 1250°

All <»laze.s except Xo. 5 in series 11 tlaked otf after

dipi)in«;. If the trial pieces were jarred after dryino-, the

glazes shelled off leaving the trials bare. Xone of the trials

in series 111 showed signs of flaking after dipping.

In order to test the relative effects of raw and calcined

bone ash, 3% of dextrine was added to glazes 0, 7, 8 and
of series 11 after which they dipped very nicely, giving no

trouble in flaking when dry, but later flaked some during

burning.

Glazes from series 11 and 111 were placed in saggers

and fired to cone 6 in 11 hours.

Appeai-fDirc of Triads.

There is no appreciable ditference in fusibility between
those glazes which contained raw bone ash and tlie corres-

oiuling ones in which it had been calcined with flint.

Glazes Xo. 5, 6 and 7 of series II and GA and 7A of

series 111 were matured; >ros. 8 and 9, 8A and 9A were
dull in appearance due to insufficient temperature to

mature them.

Since the nuMubers in the two series highest in bone

ash were immature, it was decided to make a second firing

of series 11 and III to cone 8. The trials v>ere set and the

kiln finished in 14 hours. On opening the kiln, the c(mes

showed evidence of a much higher temperature than cone
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8, probably cone 9 at least. All the softer f>lazes showed
evidence of overfiring, showing a sort of ''pitted" or egg-

shell surface. 8 and 8A, 9 and 9A were nicely matured.

Ko blistering or serious crawling occurred. Nos. 9 and 9A
were whitest, whiteness decreasing toward No. 5. Xos. 9

and 9A were crazed in fine meshes, the crazing gradually

decreasing toward No. 5.

SERIES IV.

No. 9A is tlie best as to working qualities and white-

ness, though crazed and too refractory for tlie l)est deyelop-

ment of the stoneware body used. This glaze was selected

for the upper nieiubers of series IV. The object undertaken

was to ''soften down" 9A and at the same time overcome

the crazing and retain as much of its whiteness as possible.

In order to do this tlie most promising method seemed
to be to introduce 1^2^^; i'l tlie form of calcium borate. By
replacing part of the SiO^ with B2O;., the softening of the

glaze and the oyercoming of crazing might be accomplished.

The introduction of calcium borate was looked upon as a

possibility for retaining the whiteness, since it sometimes

produces opalescence in glazes.

In order to siive the time and trouble of making a fritt,

the naturally occurring mineral "Colemanlte" was used.

This is the mineral from which our borax and boracic acid

is largely obtained. Its formula is 2 CaO, 3 BoOo, 5 H^O.
:\Iole(-ular wt.=412. ( Vunbining wt. 1. BO=20"r). Accord-

ing to Dana* colenulnite crystallizes in the monoclinie

system, usually in short prisms. Cleavable, b-highly per-

fect; c—distinct. Before the blowpipe; decrepitates, ex-

foliates, sinters and fuses inq^erfectly.

S(M-ies IV was produced by gradually replacing part

SiOo in glaze No. 9A, .2 equivalents at a time, by B^O^ in

the form of colemanite, up to 1.0 equivalent of B^O^. By
introducing 1.0 BoO., as <-olemanite, .(1% CaO was carried

in. This replaced .3 ZnO and .3% CaO from bone ash,

giving glaze Xo. 11 in the table below:

"A Text Book of Mineralogy, pp. 519, 520.
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The trials, and cones made from the glazes for the

fusibility test, were set in the kiln in the same manner as
in the previous burns. Before a dull red heat was rejuhed,

all the cones made from those glazes containing colemanite
crumbled to a fine poAvder on the placque. No. 9A, contain-

ing no colemanite, remained standing. Powdered colema-

nite dehydrates at a yery low heat, swelling to nearly twice

its original yolume without softening, which accounts for

the '"falling to powder" of the cones made from those glazes

in which colemanite was present.

The first intention was to fire the trials to cone 6.

From the behayior of the cones it was assumed that the

colemanite glazes would crumble from the trials, hence the

kiln was finished at cone 8 in order to mature Xo. 9A.

Appraraucr of the Trials.

No. 9A softened at 1250 "C the same as in the previous
burn, going down with cone 0. It was impossible to deter-

mine the softening points of the other members of this

series since their cones crumbled to powder in the early

stage of the burning.

No. 9A matured nicely, is a little whiter than in the

previous burn.

Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 11 crumbled off from the out-

sides of the crocks leaving them bare, and fell to the bottom
on the insides, fusing in thick layers. No accurate conclu-

sions could be drawn from these except that they were
much more fusible than No. 9A and overflred.

This is as far as the work has been carried. The next
step will be to make a series in which the colemanite has
been dehydrated after the same formuhe as those in series

IV.

According to the composition and low temperature of

fusion of colemanite, it is undoubtedly a valuable flux for

the introduction of BgO-j in an insoluble form. If it can
be had in a reasonable state of purity in sufficient quanti-

ties, and at a moderate price, a large portion of the troul>le
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and expense of frittinj; can be eliniinateil. It will also be

valuable in simplifying the leadless <ilaze problem, as well

{IS a valuable tliix for hai'deninti' tcn-ra corta slips for low

fire ^\ orlc.

DISCUi-PIOX.

J/y. Piirdij: I will a.-k Mr. Srull two (juestions. One
is as to the eak-iiim phosphate. We known that increased

whiteness and opacity of the ^laze can be secured by use

of bone ash, but can you use it to any p-eat extent without

having- crawling?

Mr. StiiU: 1 have not experimeuted extensively in

using bone ash for a glaze ingredient, but here used .4 CaO
as bone ash an<l there was no evidence of crawling.

^Vhether more couhl be used, I do not know. It materially

increases the temperature necessary t.) mature it.

Mr. Funlij: Bone ash, according to my experience, is

a very dangerous substance to use in a glaze of that kind.

Another (piestion I will ask, in harmony with Prof. Binns'

paper; does B.A),. tend to increase the ojracity of the glaze?

Are you getting a whiter glaze with increased content of

B.O;:?
'

Mr. >>tul] : I believe it depends on the composition of

the glaze whether it imparts whiteness or not. In itself, I

do not believe it does. But colemanit(» is Imrate of lime,

practically insoluble wlien cold, though it fuses by itself

at a low heat, and the theory is advanced that whiteness
can be obtained by incorporating calcium borate into the

glaze, which i)recipitates or segregates within the glaze.

That is what 1 intend to follow out. The line of inquiry
will be changed fr(mi time to time as results from the kiln

wairaiit. I do not believe that B^O.. can take the place of

AU<).;, or that it will act as AUO.. does. In nature, in all

the boracic aci<l minerals, B2O.. takes the part of an acid.

-1//'. ffiiiiij)lirri/.s: I will ask 31r. Stull what form of

whiting he used. I think that is important in comi)aring
with bone ash for temperature. In souie recent experi-
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meuts I found as iniicli a.s a difference of two lones in the

different whitings.

Mr. Htull: I am not prepared to say wliere it was
obtained. 1 found it in the lal)oratory there.

Mr. Purcli/: The whiting was ordered from the Illi-

nois Supply Co., East St. Louis.

Mr. Mayer: ^Ir. President, I was not present when
all the paper was read, but I heard him mention colemanite.

I made some experiments with some colemanite, the analy-

sis of w liich was

:

B2O. 54.80

CaO 29.50

H2O 13.50

Carbonate & Sulphate of Lime and
Silica 2.00

99.80

The experiments were made with a raw glaze of ex-

actlj' the same composition of the fritted glaze we were

using right along. The note I made was, ''good glaze, ap-

parently as good, as brilliant as the ordinary glaze, suits

colors as well as our regular glaze." It vras much better

color than our own glaze. I have experimented largely

with different forms of colemanite. There is only one dis-

couraging feature and that is we cannot buy it cheaper

than borax and l>oracic acid. Did ;Mr. Stull ask the price

of this colemanite? I found that the trouble. We could

get any amount of it and extremely pure, very little im-

purity in it—white as snow; but they want an unearthly

price for it. 1 did not get mine from the Pacific Coast

Borax Co. I got it from a firm that had just found some

deposits of extreme purity. The only trouble is the high

price the people want for it. In practice they make glazes

identically the same. I have not seen any peculiarity

about it.

Mr. Binn.s: I will ask Mr. Mayer if he dehydrated

the colemanite?
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Mj\ Mnijcr: I just used the eolenianite as it comes

from the mines.

Mr. Rinn.'i'. Aud vou did not experience the trouble

Mr. StuU had on account of the pulverizing of the glaze?

Mr. Mdjici : I never had any such experience, and I

used eolenianite from three different firms. The last one I

experimented with was an extremely pure sample. I never

saw that difficulty in any of them. It is extremely hard,

very difficult to grind. I broke several mortars before 1

learned how to break it up.

Mr. Biini.s: Although not germane to this discussion,

Mr. Chairman, I want to speak concerning Mr. Stull's last

statement. In mineralogy' there is one case of boron as a

base, as I said yesterday. Datolite is a silicate of boron

aud calcium. The claim which I made yesterday was for

boron in the presence of silica, which must not be ignore:!.

I granted that boron acted as an acid in the presence of

bases.

I am interested in Mr. Stull's optimism when he

thinks the difficulty of leadless glazes may be solved by the

use of eolenianite. T do not think the difficulty of a leadless

glaze lies in the expense of fritting, rather in the manipula-

tion of the process. I am interested in the development of

the use of bone ash, and there are one or two points which
seem to me need more light. My experience has been

rather on the line of ^Ir! Purdy's', that bone ash is danger-

ous to use. If intend(nl to ])e used on a large scale, on a

large mass of ware, that is where the trouble would come in.

I will ask Mr. StuU in that connection what his ex-

perience was in calcining l)one ash with flint; to what tem-

perature he took it; what he tried to accomplish, and if he

thinks he accomplished his purpose?

Mr. Stiill: Answering Mr. Mayer's question, these

experiments were carried out on the strength of the new
deposit which has been discovered, and I am told that the

Pacific Coast Borax Co. have carloads of it. The represen-

tative of this company said, in answer to a (juestion, that

ihey could furnish it, but I do not know at what price. I
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have not ootteii the price yet. As I stated, we will have to

investigate the matter of price.

The mineral which Mr. Mayer speaks of as colemanite

is not colemanite, hut partially dehydrated colemanite. It

is of the same compositi(m as colmanite except that it is

l)artially dehydrated. There is a deposit in Oregon of this

dehydrated colemanite. That, of course, being partly dehy-

drated would not decrepitate and would not give the

trouble I experienced with colemanite, the troul)le of the

true mineral colemanite which contains 21.90% H2O.

Replying to Mr. Binns' inquiry in regard to the use of

b(me ash, my experience is limited to this case. I had no
trouble at all. I made three burns, six, eight and nine,

and in no case did I run into blistering. The great diffi-

culty I had with, the raw l)one ash was that it flaked off

badly. It fell oft' by itself in the drying. The idea of cal-

cining it with flint was that in the manufacture of bone

china it is often found necessary to recalcine bone ash to

prevent blistering, etc., and I thought it best to recalcine

it with a little Hint and grind it and use it in that form.

There was no special reason except to get a soft mass—not

to burn too hard, though it would not harden by itself.

Mr. Bill lis: I was born and raised on bone china and
that is news to me. The calcining of feldspar, without

producing any chemical change produces a physical

change; but I did not see how the calcining of bone ash

could have any effect, as it has already been calcined.

Mr. SUiJI : I do not know anything about bone china,

never saw it made ; and as I said, my only experience in the

use of bone ash was in this case. Professor Bleininger sug-

gested calcining it fiu' that reason, and I think the German
literature has something about the calcining of bone ash

as obtained from the dealer, and gives instances where the

trouble was overcome by recalcining.

Mr. Mdj/cr: ^Ir. 8tul] says tlu^ <()lemanite I got was
not cohnnanite. I am not a minerah>gist and do not ])retend

to know about these things, but 1 give you the nanu' they

call it. They sometimes call it "pandcrinite" and souu^-
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tiiiips (olemaiiite. I cannot tell the ditfereneo. I know it

had 13.50% water in it. That I will vouch for. I think

the man Avho gave me the sample is as much of a mineralo-

gist as I am, and he sometimes calls it pandermite and
sometimes colemanite. But it gave excellent results. The
price made it simply out of the question to use.

Mr. BJeiiiinf/cr: The main object of Mr. Stull's ex-

periments is twofold,—one practical and one more theo-

retical. The practical object is to obtain a cheap stoneware

glaze for a certain type of stoneware. The second is to

make large and extensive experiments which will tend to

show the various opacifying agents. Therefore, he has

undertaken the work to show Iioav the various opacifying

agents behave and produce workable glazes.

Mr. Biiins: Tf ]Mr. Mayer's glazing was done on bis-

cuit ware and Mr. StuU's on green ware, it may be possible

that the coml)ined water in the clay may have caused de-

crepitation.

Mr. ^StllJl : It occurred before the kiln was red enough

to see the cone. ^lay I ask Mr. Mayer what percent of

water was in the dehydrated colemanite he used?

Mr. Mujjcr: The composition of the glaze in which 1

used this colemanite was

:

Feldspar 271.7

White Lead 105.0

Florida Hay 59.2

Colmanite 150 .

Whiting 44.8

Flint 130.0

Mr. StidJ : In i)ure colmanite there is 21.90% HoO.
I will ask ]Mr. Mayer what was the percent of water in his

variety?

Mr. Mai/c)': 13.50 of water.

l/r. ^tiill: It was prol)ably half way between hy-

drated and deln'drated colmanite.
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*COXTIXUATIOX OF THE WORK.

The uext step decided upon was to make up several

glazes represeuting five different series, determine their

softening temperatures in the form of cones, group these

glazes according to their softening temperatures and fire

them accordingly.

Since the glazes in series IV in which raw colemanite

was used powdejed from the trial pieces, series V was made
according to the respective formulae in series IV, the onlj-

difference being that the colemanite was dehydrated.

SEKIES VI, VII AND VIII.

These series were constructed for the uprpose of de-

termining the effect of increasing AUO^ and P2O3 by the

use of aluminum pliosphate in the presence of calcined

bone ash and BjO;.^.

Since the sample of colemanite at hand was exhausted

in making series V, and since letters to two borax compan-

ies brought replies that they had no colemanite for sale as

it was all absorbed by their plants in the refining of borax

and boracic acid, it was decided to nuike a fritt after the

dehydrated colemanite formula for use in the three follow-

ing series. This was designated ''Fritt B.''

Fritt B. Batch Weights:

Formula Whiting 50

2 CaO, 3 B0O3 " Boracic Acid 93

A preliminary test in the Pelton electric furnace

shows that this mixture swells at TOO°C to a porous sponge-

like mass and melts to a clear, water-like fluid at 950°C.

An attempt to make a drop fritt of this mixture had to be

abandoned on accoutn of its great fluidity and corrosive

action. It soaked through the fire clay crucible, draining

*This installment represents the work which has been done on "A

Cheap Enamel for Stoneware," between the last convention and the date

of publication.
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out at the bottoiii like water tliroiijili a spon<j;e, and in a

short time dissolvtHl the bottom from the crucible com-
pletely. In order to increase viscosity and reduce corrosiye

action, "fritt C" ^vas constructed haying the foi'mula :

FRITT C. BATCH WEIGHTS.

.3 K2O ) (1.8 SiOo Brandywine Feldspar 46.26
.3 ALO. 1 .0 B.>0. Whiting 18.46

.7 CaO J I .011 P;Oj Flakv Boracic Acid 34-33

Combining weight=277.6 ^«"*^ --^^'^ 95

This mixture gaye a yery satisfactory drop fritt, yery

^yllite and translucent. This fritt was used in making the

three following series

:

SERIES IX.

In this series the RO and acid were kept constant in

order to note the effect of increasing tlie AL.O.. l)y using
calcined Georgia kaolin. The glaze selected for the iirst

meml»er in this series has the formula

:

»

Xo. 30 .2 K2OI 12.5 SiOs
2 ZnO \ .4 ALO. ^ .2 P.O5
.6 CaO) ' .8 B=03

A trial fritt marked "Fritt D" composed of bone ash,

whiting and boracic acid was tested. Its formula and
batch weights a^-e:

FRITT D.

Formula. Batch Weights.

, ,-pn Bone Ash 28.91
^- ^""^ \i<\ i-t^B O Whiting 9.34

1 1 .33 I 3 ti^U.
pj,^,^.y Boracic Acid 61 .72

A portion of this mi.\; when tested in the Pelton fur-

nace softened at 760 C and fused to a thick viscous paste

at llfio'C On testing for solubility in hot water, it was
found that the BoO.j dissolved readily, leaving a fine white
paste of bone ash and calcium borate. This shows the

stability of bone ash in the presence of B^^.^i ><iiice no
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chemical arrangement took place, except the formation of

calcium borate Avith the free CaO from wliiting.

On account of its solubility, fritt I) could not be used.

Instead, fritt E was made.

FRITT E.

Formula.

.262-3 K.O ) ii.6 SiO.

.60 CaO .262-3 Al.O. .2 P.Or,

.131-3 ZnO ) ( 1.062-3 B.O3

Cmbining weight=295 . 733

Batch Weights.

Brandywine Feldspar 42.01
Bone Ash 1 7 • 53
Zinc Oxide 3 OS
Flaky Boracic Acid 37-41

This mixture makes a beautiful drop fritt; white and

opa(iue, resemljling a tin fritt in appearance, and is prae-

ticallj insoluble.

The softeninji temperatures of all the glazes in series

V, VI, VII, VIII and IX were determined by the Le
Chatelier pyrometer in the Pelton furnace, the softening

points of each series being determined separately. These

glazes were then arranged according to their bending tem-

peratures for burning, No. 14c being softest and No, 19 the

most refractory. As arranged in the table, all glazes

softening between 950 H' and 1027 ^C were fired at cones

03 and 01. Those softening between 1027°C and 1120° C:

were burned at cone 2, while those bending between 1033°C
and llOl^C were fired at cones 1 and 6.

Length of Time of Buruiufi.

Cone 03 was made in 9 hours.

Cone 01 xA'as made in 11 hours.

Cone 2 was nmde in 18 hours.

Cone 4 was made in 17 hours.

Cone 6 was made in 19 hours.

Coke being used as fuel.
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Glaze °C
Xo. 14c 950
No. 2S 95^
Xo. 26 967
Xo. 31 97^^

Xo. 27 '. 980
]

Xo. 30 991)
Xo. 1 4X 992
Xo. 32 996 . Fired at
Xo. I2C 1000 Cones 03 & 01
Xo. ii looil

Xo. 20 ioio\

Xo. 35 101

1

Xo. 21 1025
Xo. 34 1026
Xo. 12X 102;

X'o. 13X 1027

Xo. 22 1033
/

Xo. 28 1 040 1

'

Xo. 29 10^0 1 ,
Fired at

X"o. 23 1070 /
(

Cone 2
No. 1 1 X 1 077

'

Xo. 24 1090
Xo. IOC 1 120)
X'o. loX 1 1 20
X"o. 16 1 1 37;
Xo. 17 nsiV
Xo. 15 • -1145

I
Xo. 18 Ii=i5/

Xo. 19 ii6r/

Fired at

Cones 4 & 6

In each cflse after firinji' was tiiiislied, tlie tire was
drawn, the fire box door and damper left open and the kiln

allowed to cool quickly.

APPEARANCE OF THE TRIALS.

Series Y.

No. lOX. Cone 2: \Miite, smooth, no lieading; under-

fired.

("one 4—Quite white and opaque, sli.iihtly beaded,

crazed some.

Cone 6—Opalescent, blisters where thick, crazed. Xo
beading.

No. IIX. Cone 2 : Opalescent, crazed, otherwise a good
ulaze.
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Cone 4—A good clear biiglit glaze. Opalescent where

thick, no crazing.

Cone 6—Appearance same as at cone 4 except rnns

more.

Xo. 12X. Cone 03 : Glaze somewhat immature, smooth.

Cone 01—Bright and opalescent, slightly beads,

crazed.

Cone 2—Blight, less opalescent, smooth, no crazing.

No. 13X. Cone 03: Underfired, matt.

Cone 01—Bright, opalescent, beads a little, crazes.

Cone 2—Bright, opalescent, beads a little, no crazing,

No. IIX. Cone 03: Opalescent, bright, crazed some, no

beading.

Cone 01—Clear, briglit, a few craze marks, no bead-

ing.

aSVWc.s' 1 /.

In both the cone 4 and (> burns there is a grailual

gradation in this series from IOC to 19. All are whiter in

the cone 4 burn than in the cone 6 burn. IOC is opalescent,

blisters, crawls very slightly, has no crazing. Whiteness,

opacity, crawling and crazing increase and blistering de-

creases from IOC to 19. No. 19 is as white as a tin enamel,

though some beaded and crazed.

Scries yil.

No. 12C. Cone 03 : \Vhite, ()i)alesrent, tendency to bead,

crazed.

Cone 01—Bright, opalescent. Beads some, crazes

some.
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No. 20. Cone 03 : White, opaque, crawls some, blisters

some, crazed a little.

Cone 01—Translucent, crawls less, blisters some,

crazes less.

No. 21. Cone 03 : ^Vliite, opaque, beaded badlv, crazes

badly.

Cone 01—White, opaque, beads, crazes, no blistering.

No. 22. Cone 2: AVhite, opaque, beaded, crazed and

blistered.

Cone 4—Blisters, no crazing or beading; translucent.

Cone —Opalescent, blisters, no beading, no crazing.

No. 23. Cone 2 : Blisters slightly, beads and crazes.

Cone 4—Blisters slighth', white, no crazing; beads

some.

Cone 6—Opalescent, blisters, no crazing or beading.

No. 24. Cone 2: Badly blistered, slight beading badly

crazed.

Cone 4—Whitest glaze of series. Blisters, no crazing

or beading.

Cone 6—Appearance same as in cone 4 burn.

Series Till.

No. 14C. Cone 03 : Opalescent, crazes, otherwise good.

Cone 01—Same as the cone 03 burn.

No. 25. Cone 03 : Translucent, crazes, otherwise good.

Cone 01—Opalescent, smooth, bright and crazed.
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No. 26. Cone 08 : Translucent, wliiter than 25, blisters,

crazes.

Cone 01—Opalescent, smooth, bright and crazed.

Slight beading.

No. 27. Cone 03 : Translucent, whiter than 26, crazes, no
beading.

Cone 01—Translucent, crazed and beaded.

No. 28. Cone 2 : White, opaque, beaded some, crazed, no
blistering.

Cone 1—Blistered, crazed, no beading.

Cone 6—Opalescent, blistered, no crazing or beading.

No. 29. Cone 2 : White, opaque, beaded, blistered some,

crazed.

Cone 4—Blistered badly, crazed, no beading.

Cone 6—Blistered, translucent, no crazing or beading.

Sk'ries IX.

Cone 03—This series has given the best results so far.

All are white, opaque, though crazed. No. 30 (piite badlj

crazing decreases toward No. 35 which has only three or

four craze marks. There is very little difference in this

series in whiteness, opacity and brilliancy. The glazes,

however, are not at their best, a little higher temperature
would improve them. None are blistered. There is a very
slight tendency to crawl in No. 30 which appears less in 35.

Cone 01—All the members of the series are beautiful

opaque glossy enamels. The appearance is a light ivory in

color and texture. No evidence of blistering. No. 30 is

crazed slightly; crazing decreases toward 35. Nos. 34 and
35 are not crazed though the bcnly is very soft. Trials were
also taken from the kiln quite hot. There is a very slight
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tendency in all members to crawl a little in one or two
small spots on the ontside rim near the shoulder. The
insides of the crocks are smooth and practically flawless,

aside from those members (Nos. 30, 31, 32, and 33) which
crazed. Brilliancy and opacity equal to a good tin enamel,

color very nearly as good. An interesting point noticed

both in the cone 03 and 01 burns is that the tendency to

crawl in No. 35 containing .55 AlgO.j is less than in No. 30

containing .40 AUOg, all other members in both remaining
constant. The crawling tendency, however, is no greater

than that of many good stoneware glazes and tin enamels
in commercial use in which raw borax is used to overcome
that trouble. Therefore, the enamels of Series IX are very

promising, since they contain no raw borax or other soluble

salts.

CONCLUSIONS.

Series I.

In this series ZnO causes greater fusibility than JlaO.

Replacement of BaO by ZnO reduces crazing, increases

brilliancy and opacity.

Series II and III.

The use of bone ash direct causes flaking of the glaze

after dipping. Flaking is overcome by calcining the bone
ash with flint.

Replacement of CaO from whiting by CaO from bone
ash increases refractoriness materially and induces

crazing.

.131/3 P2O5 introduced as bone ash with .3 ZnO and
.4 AlgOj; caused no beading and materially increased Mhite-

ness.

A. C. S.— 14
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Series IV and V.

The use of raw eolemaiiite* in glazes causes "powder-
ing'' before a dull red heat is reached. Powdering is over-

come by using dehydrated colemanite.

Replacement of bone ash, ZnO and SiOg by dehydrated

colemanite, materially decreases the temperature of fusion,

decreases opacity and increases brilliancy.

The opacifying effect of colemanite is rery small, pro-

ducing at best only a small degree of opalescence.

Series VI, VII and VIII.

It is difficult to determine the action of aluminum
phosphate in these three series. Increasing AI2O3 and
P2O5 by aluminum phosphate increases the temperature

of fusion a little, increases whiteness and opacity.

The blistering which occurs has the appearance of

being what "single fire" enamel brick men call "steamed
glazes." Opacity, whiteness, blistering, beading and craz-

ing generally seem to be lessened by increase in tempera-

ture of firing, though not borne out in all cases. None of

the glazes containing aluminum phosphate are good enough
for commercial use. It is probable that more consistent

results would have been obtained if the aluminum phos-

phate had been calcined or fritted.

Series IX.

This series shows that good glossy enamels are possible

as low as cone 01 with

:

.2 ZnO

.6 CaO

.2 K2O
\ .40 to .55 AI.O3

) 2.5 SiO
\ .2 P=0
) .8 B.O

*A distinction should be made between the three most general forms

of calcium borate, viz., colemanite, priceite, and pandermite, which have

different physical properties such as hardness, specific gravity, action

before the blow pipe, etc., as well as differences in their respective chemical

analyses. However, both priceite and pandermite are classed as "varieties'*

under colemanite by mineralogists.
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in which bone ash has been calcined or fritted and in which
the excess above .3 AUOo is added as calcined clay.

Experiments with bone ash as an opacitier in glazes

are not new, vet the author fails to find any work in

ceramic literature pertaining to its use purely as a glaze

ingredient aside from its uses in glass and bone china.

The question has been raised that bone ash is dangerous
to use in glazes on account of its liability to cause beading.

It is a well known fact that an excess of the opacifiers,

alumina, tin oxide, zinc oxide and bone ash causes beading.

The observations of the writer lead him to believe that bone
ash has no greater tendency to cause beading than ZnO,
SnOg or AI2O.J. If we attempt to add bone ash to a glaze

of the Bristol tjpe, which is already loaded up with an
opacifler, bringing it close to the danger point of beading,

then of course beading will occur.

This concludes the work to date. The next step will

be to test the members of series IX for range of tempera-

ture to determine whether they are suitable for commercial
use. If so, then the best one of the series will be selected

for the starting point of series X, in which tlie BgO^ is to

be gradually replaced by SiOg in an endeavor to produce
suitable "tinless' enamels for higher temperatures.
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EFFECT OF FINE GRINDING ON THE PROPERTIES
OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

BY

Ira a. Williams, Ames, Iowa.

It is comiug to be known through recent scientific

investigations that the degree of fineness to which Portland

cement clinker is ground has an important influence on

the qualities of the resulting cement. Results of investi-

gations along this line have been recently published bv

Dr. W. Michaelis, Jr.,* S. B. Xewberry,t H. S. vSpackman

and K. W. Lesley, American Association of Portland

Cement Manufacturers.

There is a more or less general agreement among those

who have entered into the matter that only the most finely

divided particles arehydraulically active, within a reason-

able length of time, when the cement is mixed with water.

That is, only the finest flour possesses hydraulicity, the

remainder being inert, like so much sand, so far as its

immediate effect on the working qualities of the cement is

concerned.

No one seems ready as yet to announce definitely just

where the boundary line lies between those particles of

cement that are inert and those that are active. The fact

that commercial cements have a range in size of particle

from 100 mesh down to impalpability renders the determi-

nation of the actual sizes a matter not only of delicacy,

but of extreme difliculty even with the microscope.

Standard specifications require that not more than

8 per cent remain on the No. 100, and that over 75 per cent

must pass the No. 200 sieve. This means that over 75 per

^Journal Western Society of Engineers. Vol. XIII, Xo. 4, Aug., 1907,

P- 455-

tCement World, Jan., 1907.
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cent of (•oininercial cemeut must consist of grains whose

individual diameters range below .0026 of an inch. Dr.

^lichaelis suggests that only particles of 800 mesh size

are cement proper. 800 mesh particles run in diameter

from 1-1000 of an inch (.0000625) down, sizes scarcely

appreciable when numerically expressed.

In contemplating the above facts, the question arises

as to what changes in the nature of Portland cement and
its valuable properties pulverization to a greater degree of

fineness will bring about. Suppose we reduce it so that

the maximum particle Avill pass the 200, then the 300, 400

mesh and so on. This will mean not only that the upper

limit of size is successively lower, but there will also be

produced an increasing quantity of the excessively fine

cement flour, which is to be regarded as the hydraulically

active part. A series of standard tests of such samples

would, no doubt, afford results of much scientific intere.st

besides practical Aalue.

To obtain preliminary data to be used as a basis for

laying out further experiments, the tests described below

were carried out.

A sack sample of a standard brand of Portland cement
was purchased in the market. A portion of this was placed

in a ball mill and ground for two hours. A second portion

was ground for five hours; a third portion for nine hours;

and a fourth, fourteen hours. Each of the resulting ce-

ments, along with the market product itself, was subjected

to the standard tests for cement of the American Society

for Testing [Materials.

The following table shows the results of the fineness

tests. Observance of each column vertically will emphasize
the increasing degree of fineness,
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TABLE I.

Fineness Tests of Reground Cement.

SAMPLE
Retained on 100

mesh

Passing 100 retained

on 200 mesh
Passing 200 mesh

Market 3-45
0.27
0.15
0.02
0.00

20.80
II. 19
8.75
3.20
I .22

75.75
After 2 hours grinding
After 5 hours grinding
After 9 hours grinding
After 14 hours grinding

88.54
91.10
96.78
98.78

Portions of the cement passing the 200 mesh sieve

were further separated into a series of sizes by the settling-

process, using dry kerosene as the liquid. Settling periods

of 30 seconds, 1 minute and 5 minutes, were used. The fig-

ures given in the table are percentages, the totals in this

compilation being the amounts passing the 200 mesh shown
in the table above.

TABLE IL

Fineness Tests of Reground Cement Passing 200 Mesh Sieve.

Settling from suspension in Kerosene in

5 mins.

In suspension

in Kerosene
after 5 mins.

Market
2-hour
5-hour
g-hour
14-hour

25 -43
27 -39
31-50
25.93
19.91

12.08
17.42
16.28

15-54
17-21

9.71
13-77
18.17
17-63
16.56

28.53
29.96
35-15
37.68
45-10

75.75%
88.54%
91.10%
96.78%
98.78%

The curves, sheets I and 11, depict the total composi-

tion of each of the samples and emphasize the increase in

fineness with successively longer periods of grinding.
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The smalll samples obtained in the settling analyses
were treated with water and their setting properties^ ob-
served. The time of the initial and final sets was estimated
by the needle test. Results are shown in table III.

TABLE III.

Setting Properties of the Different Grades of Cements Obtained in the

Setthng Anah'sis.

SAMPLE .
Initial set

.minutes

Final set

minutes

Per cent of

water

30 seconds . 12

7

4
2

30
18

12

9

26
29-30

33-34
40

I minute ..

5 minutes
Suspended
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The regroimd cements as they came from the ball mill

gave the following results:

TABLE IV.

Market

.

2-hour.
5-hour.
Q-hour.
14-hour.

45 minutes 3 hours
40 minutes 2 hours and 30 minutes
30 minutes 2 hours and 15 minutes
17 mmutes I hour and 5 minutes
5 minutes 17 minutes

TENSILE STRENGTH.

The strength of briquettes made from the unground
commercial cement is given in Table Y. The briquettes

in all instances were 24 hours in moist air and under water
for the remainder of the time. The proper consistency

required 23 per cent of water with the neat cement and
9.89f in the 1 : 3 mixture.

TABLE V.

Tensile Tests ^larket Cement.

Neat Cement, Lbs. per sq. in. at the end of 1 cement: 5 sand Lbs. per

sq. in. at the end of

24 hours 7 days 28 days 7 days 28 days

1

1.12 605 ' 810
130 595 '• 650
156 ' 545 i 613
155 565 t 615
142 1 550 1 610
120 1 515 ' 673
130 ' 515 1 645
128

1 583 ; 675
134 - 570 1

662
132 ! 510 625

1 1

158
152
1^3

167
178
168
180

1.58

188

177

23,7

208
187

255
254
252
250
280

262

SOUXDXESS.

Passed 0. K. in Air
No sign of defect in

water.

Accelerated

:

No sign of defect

Pat losened from
glass

Specific Gravity^=3.i4
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TABLE VI.

Tensile Tests, Cement Reground for 2 hours.

Neat Cement. Lbs. per sq. in. at the end of 1 cement: 3 sand Lbs. per

sq. in. at the end of

REMARKS

24 hours 7 days 28 days 7 days , 28 days

315
322

295

345
310
340
338
352
335

545
585

595
500

515

495
488
520

550
530

635
627
636
515

faulty

585
652
600
630
600
607

250 i 290
280 1 260
200 280
200 230

225
!

255
216

1 308
207 1 350
200

1 344
210

i

290

245 1 337
1

Neat cement, 24 per
cent water.

I cement : 3 sand, 10 per
cent water.
SOUNDNESS.

In air, passeil 0. K.
In water, passed 0. K.
Accelerated :

Passed 0. K.
Pat remained on

glass.

Specific Gravity=3.i3

TABLE VII.

Tensile Tests, Cement Reground for 5 Hours.

Neat Cement, Lbs. per sq. in. at the end of 1 Cement: J sand Lbs. per

sp. in. at the end of

24 liours 7 days 28 days 7 days 28 days

353 566 600 270 395

345 540 645 247 375

351 600 670 22,2 368

325 622 632 237 385

348 540 680 230 ?,iS

360 570 660 255 350
366 540 605 247 300

340 600 600 233 320

340 570 586 243 357
360 535 635 236 320

Neat cement + 25 per
cent of water.

I cement : 3 sand + 10.2

per cent 'AMter.

SOUNDNESS.
In air, slight shrinkage,

cracks at edge of pat.

Sho r t expansion
cracks, very small and
few.

In water, passed O. K.
Accelerated

:

Passed O. K.
Specific Gravity=^3.l4
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TABLE VIII. Tensile Tests, Cement Reground for 9 Hours.

Neat Cement, Lbs. per sq. in. at the end of
1 Cement: 3 sand Lbs. per

sq. in. at the end of

24 hours 7 days 28 days 7 days 28 days

310

330
322
305
315
295
300
320
310

309

507
540
542
550
585
580

470
570
490
495

560
615

570
595
6 so
660
700
617
662
680

2"
265
250
243
270
298
278
268
230
298

375
373
366
320

335
330
345
325

355
320

Neat cement + 25 per
cent water.

I cement : 3 sand + 10.2

per cent water.
In air, a few small
shrinkage and expan-
sion cracks at edge of
pat.

In water, passed 0. K.
Accelerated

:

Passed 0. K.
Specific Gravity=3.i3

TABLE IX. Tensile Tests, Cement Reground fcr 14 Hours.

Neat Cement Lbs. per sq. in. at the end of 1 Cement
sq. in.

3 sand Lbs. per

at the end of

24 hours 7 days 28 days 7 days 28 days

1

1

Xeat cement + 25 per
350 510 580 305 ' 397 cent water.
370 ' 565 538 295

i 370 I cement : 3 sand + 10.2

365 545 575 275
: 356 per cent water.

385 552 580 265 390 SOUNDNESS.
370 : 510 610 286

1 345 In air, a few small
368 525 615 282 430 shrinkage and expan-
355 ! 515 600 282

I 388 sion cracks at edge of
376 555 615 290

1 350 pat.

346 :
625 635 276 375 In water, passed 0. K.

25o
i 575 640 275

I 405 Accelerated

:

faulty 1 1 Passed O. K.
t

1
Specific Gravity=3.i3

TABLE X. Summary of Tensile Tests Reground Cement.

Neat Cement, Lbs. per sp. in. at the end of 1 Cement: 5 sand Lbs. per

sq. in at the end of

Market
2 hours
5 hours
9 hours

I 291 .6

14 hours
I 365.0

1359
327 -9

348.8

7 days

,
:)j.3 3

532 3
568 3
:^32 9
596 7

28 days

657.8
619.0
631-3
630.9
598 .'8

7 days

167.9 242
223.3 294
243 350
257.7 344
283.1 380

28 days
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Ou sheets Xos. Ill ami IV are .shown graphically the

effects of the degree of fineness on the tensile strength of

the neat cement and of the 1 : 3 mixture respectively. On
sheet III it is to be noted that a much different curve is

given at the end of 24 hours than at the end of longer

periods. The increase in strength is the more decided at

the end of one dav, the finer the cement. The longer the
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setting period, however, the less ])r<»u(nni;cd this appears

to be, and the 28 day curve shows an actual decrease in

strength with increasing fineness.

The 1 : 3 curves show uniform and fairly rapid rise in

strength as the period of grinding increases. It is to be

expected that wlmtever effects fine grinding may have on

the strength or l)onding power of tlie cement would Itecome

most evident when it is used with an aggregate. The neat

cement, therefore, appears to reach a high strength (|ui(kly.
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and increasing its fineness to any great extent not only

does not add materially to its strength, but may eyen

lessen it as slio\yu by the 28 day curye (Xo. III). This

may possibly be accounted for by the fact that in the

market cement many of the larger particles which are not

hydraulic because of their size, serye simply as so much
sand or aggregate, which the actiye parr, or the cement

TRAM'S. AM CERSOC. vOlx WILLIAMS- CURVE &HEET]f

.

400

n Z 5
hoard ri^round

Tfn5ile slrtn^th Icemcnt'^ ^ond.

flour, binds together. On regrinding, an increasing quan-

tity of these inert particles is reduced to such a fineness

that they become actiye and the filler or aggregate is

decreased by just this amount. The extreme condition

would, of course, be realized should the clinker be reduced

entirely to the degree of im])alpability such that eyery par-

ticle would become immediately hydraulically actiye. In

this instanec the setting reaction would be continuous
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throughout tlie mass of the cemeut, every particle entering
to build a homogeneous solid. There would, literally, be
no aggregate and the setting process would be one of mass
cr3\stallization or (as regarded by some) colloid formation,
as contrasted with the interrupted and insterstitial inter-

growth in a less finely ground cement or in a mortar
mixture.

TRANS, AM. CER. SOC. VOL.X.

WILUAMS - CURVE SHE.ETY.

The effect on the bonding power of the cement is

eyident by the two curves on No. IV. The increase in the
strength of the bririuettes with greater fineness is decide<l.

This means that the larger the proportion of cement flour
the stronger the attachment possible between cement and
grains of sand or other aggregate.

Curve Sheet V brings out the increase of tensile
strength witli increasing setting periods. The umrket
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neat cement has a low strength at the end of a day, bnt

jumps more rapidly than any of the finer f^rades during

the first week, which increase continues also to the end of

28 days. The reground samples have higher and higher

strengths at the end of the first day in the order of increas-

ing fineness. Their increase during succeeding days is

less rapid than is that of the market sample, and this

becomes more noticeable the longer the period and the finer

the grinding. With the 1 : 3 mixture, the increase in

strength is more uniform, the actual pounds per square

inch becoming greater the finer the cement, both at the

end of 7 and 28 days. While with the neat cement the

market sample attained the highest strength of the series

at the end of 28 days, in the diluted samples the final

strength is greater the finer the cement, Avith but one

exception. It may be noticed that the strengtli of the

Aveakest 1 : 3 briquette at the close of the T day period is

greater than that of the weakest neat ceiuent at the end

of 24 hours.

SOUNDNESS.

Soundness tests developed no serious defects, each

cement passing satisfactorily both normal and accelerated

tests.

A decided difference in the working qualities of the

various cements would be expected from the rapidly de-

creasing space of time required for the initial set. (Table

IV.) It was found that the cement became stickier to

the trowel and to the hands as fineness increased, and to

an annoying extent in the finest grained samples. Like-

wise the rapidity of the initial set rendered working diffi-

cult. The finest samples required working down seA'eral

times during the process of filling the molds for the tensile

tests. A cement that sets in 5 or even 17 minutes as do

the 9- and 14-hour samples can scarcely be expected to give

the best of satisfaction in use.

It, of course, remains to l)e learned whether the results

of a series of tests on a number of different cements will
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substantiate the more decided tendencies brought out in

these experiments. It seems liighlv probable, however,

that certain of the more pronounced ettects will be pro-

duced in every case.

Fine grinding- produces a cement which sets more
quickly and which attains a high strength in a shorter

period of time with the same proportions. This fact is

suggestive. If tine grinding simply renders active more
of the inert portion of the cement clinker, which formerly

served the function of sand, we have before us the question,

whether to ( 1 ) grind finer and therefore- use in cement

work a lower proportism of cement and a correspondingly

greater proportion of sand or other aggregate in order to

obtain the strength and stalnlity which reijuirements now
specify; or {'2) to continue to use the present proportions

with the more finely ground cement, but produce work
which attains a greater strength in a shorter length of

time. In the latter case, for example, the rapid hardening

would permit of the earlier removal of forms from concrete

structures, a saving which is of course to be balanced

against the extra cost of fine grinding. At the same time,

the difficulty of working and handling the more active,

finely pulverized cement would probably render this alter-

native unfeasible under present methods and standard-.

Assuming that a greater degree of fineness may be

economically possible from the cement manufacturer's

standpoint, the first of the above suggested results would
probably be the more practicable. Less cement would be

required to give the same bonding power. Should it prove

that the ultimate strength of finely ground cement is

greater, this would tend towards the revision of present

dimensional standards to meet imposed conditions. For
example, a reinforced concrete fioor to support itself and
to bear a s])ecified load must be of a certain calculated

thickness to be safe. A saving of cement and an economy
of space would be realized in the use of a less proportion

of the bonding agent could the same strength be attained.

There is, again, another phase of the matter which
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concerns more specilically the cement manufuctuier. The
best information goes to show tliat less than 50 per cent

of onr commercial Portland cement possesses cementing

properties. The remaining more than one half is inert,

althongh of presnmably the same composition and consti-

tution. In other words, onr commercial article has already

in it, when put upon the market, say 50 to GO i)er cent of

sand. This sand has been obtained, however, in, it would
seem, the most roundal)out and expensiAC manner imag-

inable. Limestone and shale have been »piarrie;l, tinely

pulverized, mixed, burned, and, finally, again ground, sev-

eral intricate and costly processes, to produce Portland

cement. 50 to 60 per cent of this article is sand, whose
production has required substantially the same outlay as

has the relatively paltry 30 to 40 per cent that really pos-

sesses cementing properties. The non-hydraulic coarser

grains serve, then, as so much retarder wtiicli so regulates

the speed of setting of the mass that the cement may be

put to practical use. We, who do not fully understand the

minutiae of the i)rocesses of manufacture nor the chemical

technique of the setting and hardening of cements, may
ask, why not grind the entire output of the kilns to such a

fineness that every particle will possess hydraulicity, an-'l

then, if a retarder is necessary, which no doubt will be,

add some inexj)ensive inert material froiu another source

to take the place of those coarse particles which, in ou''

present Portlands, we believe serve no other i)urp;)se?

It is appreciated that the cost of pulverizing hard

clinker rises very rapidly with the increase in the fineness

of the product desired. There is of course a limit of fine-

ness beyond which an economic efficiency, in the present

day mills and methods of operation, can not be maintained.

The efficiency of the tube mills in such cinnmon use runs

rapidly down as the particles beiome smaller and as the

proportion of the excessiv(dy fine increases. To do the

most efficient work any mill must be hindered the least

possible amount by the retention of particles that ha\'i

reached the desired degree of fineness. A step in advance
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along this line is the application of some method of separ-

ating and removing the pulverized particles as soon as thej

have reached the desired degree of comminution.

The data reported in this paper have but served to

open up a number of questions concerning which investiga-

tion may yield valuable information. Some may hesitate

to accept the prediction of Dr. Michaelis, Jr.,* that our

present Portland cement can not be improved or its effi-

ciency increased by fine grinding. This may be literally

true, but we do not understand by it that improvement

cannot be expected by reduction of the coarser particles,

not necessarily to a greater fineness than the cement proper

already has, but to at least such a size that they themselves

will possess active cementing qualities.

*Journal Western Society Engineers, Vol. XII, Xo. 4, p. 459.



NOTE ON SOME FUSION CURVES.

BY

A. V. Bleinixger, Champaign, 111.

Ill the study of the chemistry and physics of ceramics

the mechanism of the fusion processes is of vital import-

ance. Yet our knowledge of these fuudaiuental processes

is exceedingly limited, which is due to the fact that we
have continued to investigate complex conditions with so

many variables that our equations have been far too few
to solve them. It is high time that we modestly begin the

studj' of the simpler relations and, after mastering them,

proceed to the investigation of the more complicated sys-

tems. There is no reason why in this way we should not

obtain in time a fairly accurate knowledge of the chemistry

of clays.

We must expect to meet discouragement, however, for

only bj' the most painstaking care in keeping the conditions

constant will we be enabled to obtain consistent results.

We must at all times rememlter that the reactions taking-

place in our clays are never completed but will always
remain far from the end-point, and that they are dependent
upon the conditions of the partial equilibrium reach wl. p]v-

idently important factors are,—slow or rapi<l beating, ciys-

talline or amorphous substances, etc.

Though we may not reach the most exact knowledge
of the subject, by keeping as many conditions constant as

possible we shall learn much from the correlation of melt-

ing-points and here, fortunately, the ditferentiation nf

melting point series is of greater helj) to us ilian the

knowletleg of isolated melting points. In this way the

maximum and minimum ])oiiits are detected, and we are

enabled to fix the temperatures at which ch*»micnl reactions

take place, the fusion temperatures of the (Mitectic mixtures

259
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and the (•oiiij)ositioiis corresponding to these critical

points. Tsnallv, maximum points correspond to com-

pounds and tlie minimum points to eutectic mixtures.

In the preliminary study of the fusion curves begun at

the University of Illinois, the first work comprised mix-

tures of feldspar, ferric oxide and whiting, since tliese

mixtures are of interest in the study of some of the Illinois

clan's. Commercial materials were used and it was found

that, though the whiting appeared to be of good color and
was bought as liigh-grade material it proved quite impure.

The composition of the feldspar, whiting and ferric

oxide was found to be as follows

:

Ferric

Oxide
Lime Magnesia

I I

I

Feldspar I
68.22

| 17.83 |

trace 0.30
|

o.ii
Whiting

I

1.62
I

3.50 I

trace
1
52. 65 |

trace

Iron Oxide | | | 99-00 .....
|

....

12.13 1.90

These three constituents were ground together, dry,

in a small ball mill, in various proportions, from lOO^/o

feldspar to 4:0% ferric oxide, 100% spar to 4cO% whiting

and lOO^c sp^ir to 40% ferric oxide plus whiting, in inter-

vals fro]n 1-5%- The interval was made small, close to

100% of feldspar, so as to bring out tlie effect of smaller

amounts of either material upon feldspar. From 1% the

interval was increased to 2, 3 and 5% as the feldspar

diminished in amount.
The mixtures were then made up with dextrine water

into a dough and molded into cones in a metal mold. After

drying, the cones were placed on clay slabs, in duplicate

rows and melted down in a coke-fired test kiln, having been

protected from the flame b,y means of a high tile sagger

which was partially open on the back and front. A thermo-

couple was placed as close to the cones as possible. Cor-

rection was made for the cold junction temperature.

Through a thin piece of glass inserted in the spy hole the

cones were watched with ease, and their going rlown ob-
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served by means of an opera glass. Unfortunately some of

the cones were cracked in drying due to an excess of dex-

trine and broke oft' in the kiln. These ^yere not considered

in the result.

In Fig. 1 we haye shown the fusion curye of the feld-

spar-ferric oxide series, and a eutectic is clearly indicated

with 91 ^/f feldspar and d% of iron oxide. This mixture

corresponds to the formula

:

0.015 MgO ^ ^jQ r

°°-li?-''S )- -,' 6.82 SiO.
0/-66IvO„

I

0.^15 Fe.O. ]
0.185 Na;0 J ^

^
L

The feldspai- formula is represented by the same for-

mula but without the iron. This mixture therefore fuses

at a lower temperature than the feldspar itself or any

other mixture of the series.

In Fig. 2 the feldspar-lime series is not complete owing

to the breaking of some of the cones, and hence the eutectic

point is not definitely established, but it is quite evident

that it is close to 97 ^t feldspar, 'S^/c whiting. This would

correspond to a slight enriching of the spar in lime

corresponding to about 0.03 equivalent. Since this point

was not determined with certainty no interest is attached

to its formula.

In Fig. 3 there are plotted the compositions of the

mixtures in terms of the percentages of feldspar, iion-oxide

and whiting, and it is evident that the isothermal composi-

tions are connected by some definite law. Each curve

represents a temperature interval of '20^, correspond-

ing to the range of one cone. Thus every mixture in the

inner area melted between 1175 and 1195 ^C. The increase

in area indicates the enriching of the fusion by the solution

of other materials on raising the temperature, and \\(i

learn thus in what direction this takes place.

Similar curves carried on very carefully with puie

lead silicates, fusing the cones in an electric furriace,

showed some disturbing factor owing to volatilization of

the lead, and hence are not produced. This trouble was
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encountered even with fritted glasses, and the ^^•ork is to

be repeated nnder special precautions,

DISCUSSION.

The Vhuir: I think Professor Bleiuinger has given

us a splendid paper, and I am very glad to know that he

is getting near to the practical man. I will call on Mr.
Stover, as a ]>ractical man, to discuss the pajjer.

Mr. Htover: I would like to ask Professor Bleiuinger

why he expressed the data in percentage weights?

Mr. BIciuiiif/cr: Because it was the simplest way.
Mr. ^toccr: I don't want to say a word against the

use of technical formulie, for I sat up many nights in order

to master it so I could figure them out by myself; but it is

a fact that I have been arguing along the line of this sort

of expression without much result until at this meeting.

I have contended it would make it more simple, and if we
could have the kind of data Mr. Bleiuinger has been trying

to give us lying around in the mixing rooms of the practical

potters in Trenton and East Liverpool, we would have

something here in the pages of the proceedings which would
be of practical value. But for the most part, we are soaring

around over their heads and they cannot understand us.

I am glad Professor Bleiuinger has put his data in plain

percentages, for I believe it will be productive of practical

results.

The Chair: I want to say, as a practical man, that I

am impressed with the fact that we are getting closer and
rloser to the practical man in our work. There are many
things about the technical part of the American Ceramic
Society's Avork which the practical man cannot understand

;

but he realizes the meat is there even though he cannot
always digest it. I think this is a simple method and that

the practical man will by and by C(uiclu-le that after all

there is something in potterj- worth knowing that he does
not understand.



THE ACTION OF THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF
CALCIUM AS A FLUX IN PORCELAIN

MANUFACTURE.

BY

Arthur S. Watts^ Victor, N. Y.

Some time ago while in conversation with a i)ractical

potter I was asked for my experience with marble dust as

a substitute for whiting. The impression seemed to prevail

that it gave a whiter product. I could not imagine how
marble could produce any different results than is obtained

from whiting provided both have the same chemical com-

position and are reduced to the same degree of fineness.

However, as I had never seen a series of porcelains in which

the action of the different calcium fluxes are comparable,

I was unable to make any statement. The only data which

I could find along this line is an article by H. E. Ashley in

Vol. VIII, Trans\ A. C. S., pages 147-153. In this article

Mr. Ashley gives some valuable data on ''The Action of

Lime in Earthenware Bodies," in which he compares the

action of whiting and fluorspar as regards absorption,

abrasion and translucency.

I decided to cover the same field in porcelain, but in

order to make the paper more complete I decided to add
CaS04 to the list and also to make a series using pulverized

marble. In order to make the work as practical as possible

I have used only the best grade of English China and Ball

Clays and the best ground rock flint and spar.

The analyses of the Calcium Fluxes are as follows:

WHITING.
CaCO^ 970

Silicious Residue 021

Fe^'Oa trace

265
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PULVERIZED MARBLE.

CaCOa 7678

MgCOa 1716

AI0O3 oo6j.

Fe.Oj 00108

Silicious Residue 043^

PLASTER OF PARIS.

CaSO. 946

MgC03 016

Fe203 trace

Silicious Residue 021

FLUORSPAR.

No complete analysis attempted but a titration for iron shows that

only a trace is present.

I chose as the foundation of the series a good practical

porcelain body of the following composition:

Series O—.16 K.O : i. AI0O3 : 4.5 SiO^

which in percent weights is:

Feldspar 21.35

English China Clay 43-92

English Ball Clay 8.00

Flint 26.73

This gives at cones 10 to 12 a good white porcelain

of splendid translucenc}^ and good color. The color could

undoubtedly be improved by reducing the per cent of ball

clay, but as it stands it is a good porcelain body. With this

formula as a basis I made four series, viz.

:

Series K—in wliicli calcium will be introduced as whit-

ing, (CaCO,).
Series L—in which calcium will be introduced as pul-

verized marble, (CaCO;^, I^IgCOy).

Series M—in which calcium will be introduced as plas-

ter of Paris, (CaSOJ.
Series N—in which calcium will be introduced as

fluorspar, (CaF).
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Body O which will contain no calcium flux and which

will be used as a standard to determine the extent of the

action of the various added fluxes.

I am adding these fluxes to the standard body instead

of substituting because in my judgment this is the only

exact method by which we can compare their action.

From this O body I have developed the following range

as uniform to everv series

:

K, L, n&N 1

.16 K.O

.16 CaO
I. AUO. 4-5 SiOj

K, L, n & N 2
.16 K.0

I

.12 CaO )

1. ALO3 4-5 SiO.>

K, L, M & N-3
16 K.O

I

CaO )

I. AI.O3 4.5 SiO,

K, L, n & N—

5

. 16 K,0

04. CaO
I. AI.O3

/

4.5 SiO.

To obtain the batch of the various series you have

onlv to add "O" bodv as follows

:

In K Series add Whiting
In L Series add Pulverized Marble..
In M Series add Plaster of Paris...
In N Series add Fluorspar

No. 1

3.83%
3.60%
6.58%
3.00%

No. 2 No. 3 ' No. 4

2.88%
2.70%
4.94%
2.25%

1.92%
1.80%
3-30%
1.50%

.96%

.90%
1.65%
.75%

These series were made in the regular way by grinding

in ball mills, lawning and filtering. The ditferent batches

were wrapped in wet cloths and allowed to soak for a

couple of days before being made into test pieces. For test

pieces I made up the materials into four different forms

:

4 inch plates, 1 inch cubes, tensile test briquettes with 1

inch cross section and pyrometric cones. These latter were
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to be made use of for preliminary firing- in order tlial tho.

work miglit be outlined before firing the regular test

pieces.

I first fired, at cone 12, 3 sets of cones covering tlic

complete series. This test was made under normal condi-

tions, the burn being of 40 hours duration and the cooling

being slow and as nearly as possible in neutral atmosphere.

The result was somewhat of a surprise. All the series

of cones stood the tire of cone 12 withiut any evideiu-e of

bending, and save for a slightly glossier surface on some

there was no dif erence in appearance bet^^•een the difl'erent

members of any of the series. However, when the test

pieces were fired, X-1 bloated badly and N-2 showed some

bloat. L-1 and L-2 also showed minute bloat, but in this

series it appears as a few pimples only.

Regarding color, it is a question if any of tjie series

is whiter than the others. After careful study and by

calling on others for their opinion it was decided that L
series was a trifle whiter than the other, but of -the remain-

der any judgment might be contradicted. The K and ]M

series disi)lay a very slight shading toward the lemon,

while the N series shows a slight shading toward the

brown. The series O cones which contain no lime cannot

be distinguished from the others by color, so uniform is

the entire set. TUe translucency of the series was studied

and no conclusion could be reached. There is possibly a

slightly increased translucency in the numbers highest in

calcium, but the increase, if any, is very small.

Regarding brittleness, I would say that it is especially

notal)le that the L and N series highest in calcium are

markedly more brittle. As a general statement I should

say that of the four series there is not enough difference

to enable one to make a positive selection. None of these

forms of calcium seems more active as a flux than the others

under the conditions prevailing. It is evident, therefore,

tliat with uniform firing and gradual cooling in neutral or

very slightly oxidizing atmosphere, one form of calcium

is as good as another.
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However, slioiild the firing be irregular or should a

period of severe oxidation or reduction prevail, there might

be a difference in their action and a pronounced superiority

be indicated.

To determine this the test pieces were divided and one

portion was subjected to a severe oxidizing l)urn while the

other was sul>jected to a severe reducing burn.

OXIDIZING BURN.

This burn was made at cone 12, and to insure the color

of iron being l)rought out as pronouncedly as possible, there

was introduced into the burn several short reducing per-

iods followed by severe oxidation. At the close of the

firing, which was a standard 40 hour burn, the trials were

cooled in as strongly oxidizing an atmosphere as was ob-

tainable. For this reason the cooling period was somewhat
shorter than on the neutral or reducing burn. The results

of this burn are far in excess of my expectations.

Color. So far as color is concerned this burn has cer-

tainly brought results. All of the trials highest in calcium,

viz., K-1, L-1, Ml and X-1 are very pronouncedly yellow,

while the higher numbers of the series which contain pro-

portionately less calcium are nicely graduated in color

scale, ending in the O series which is a very pale cream and

by far the least affected of any of the series. The most
pronounced yellow color is displayed by the M Series whicli

carries the plaster of Paris. This is followed in order by

the X series carrying the fluorspar, the K series carryii:g

the whiting and last the L series carrying the pulverized

marble.

Condition of trials. Even more pronounced than the

color is the condition of the trials. There is a notable

increase in size of every series indicating that either minute

bloating has occurred or that the shrinkage has been

reduced.

The increase in size is most pronounced in the X series

where bloating has undoubtedly occuiTed. X-1 of this
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series shows a notable bloating, the entire mass being

swollen and slightly distorted. The bloating and size de-

crease uniformly in the higher numbers of the N series

until in N-4 we find the bloat reduced to a satin-like sur-

face and the size 25% less than X-1.

Series K and L are next in order of size, and are very

nearly the same in this respect. No bloating is apparent

in series K, but both L-1 and L-2 have a few small bloat

bubbles and L-3 has a few spots that possibly are minute

bubbles. The bloat in this series does not affect the entire

mass to distort it as is the case in series N, but displays

itself as isolated bubbles which are well defined.

Series M seems to be affected least of any so far as

changed size is concerned, but shows a few isolated bubbles

on M-1 and a reduced number on series M-2, M-3 and M-4
are smooth and clean.

General Conclnsiou. In general conclusion of this

burn I would say that, in my judgment, the bloat observed

was the direct result of the reducing action resorted to in

order to get the flashing effect desired to bring out the

color. That complete reduction was followed by complete

oxidation is certain since the trials show the same color

through their entire cross-section when broken in the ten-

sile test. So severe a conditions as this would not likely

prevail in ordinary work, but should you put on a A^ery

heavy fire near the finish without first cleaning your grates

to permit of a free draft, you might obtain for a time a

condition which, on the return to oxidizing atmosphere,

would produce identically this color and condition on the

surface and perhaps throughout thin ware.

REDUCING BURN.

This set of trials was necessarily fired under oxidizing

conditions until a good cherry red heat was reached, when
the draft was cut back and just as little excess air was
passed into the kiln as was necessary to maintain an in-

creasing temperature. Every precaution possible was taken
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to prevent a flash of oxidation at the finish. When tiie

desired temxjerature was reached and the fires burned clean

and clear, all drafts were closed and a reducino- atmosphere
was maintained during a slow cooling- period. The temper-

ature reached in this burn Avas only cone 10 flat, but on
account of other ware in the kiln it was not considered

advisable to go higher with such severe reducing conditions

prevailing.

The results are as pronounced and as interesting is

were noted in the oxidized burn and as little to be expected.

Color. Instead of the pale cream white noted in the

neutral burn or the pronounced yellow of the oxidi/Jng

burn, we uoaa' have a pronounced blue white. This is shown
most prominently by the N series in which N-1 displays a
pronounced Idue stone color such as is noted in vitrified

buff clay. N-2 displays this blue-stoning' less intensely

and X-3 and X-4 shade up to a good blue white.

Series L is next to X in degree of color, followed in

order by K with M least affected. The intensity of color in

the members of each series decreases proportionately as

the content of lime decreases until in K-4, L-4, M-4 and
N-4: we have very little more of the blue tendency than is

displayed by the O body in which there is no calcium.

Regarding the color of these trials, 1 would say that.

in my judgment, and by comparison with other porcelains.

K-2, 3 and 4, L-2, 3 and 4 and M-2, 3 and 4 in the reducing,

burn, are all superior to O as regards whiteness of color,

since O displays even under reducing conditions a trace of

cream color. X-4 might be included in this lot also, but I

think its texture would condemn it as I will explain later.

Texture and Shrinkage. In this burn the variation in

size is not nearly so pronounced as in the oxidized burn.

Series X is again the largest of the series and is followed

in order by series K, series L and series M. The texture

and vitrification of this set of trials is very interesting.

Series X' has undoubtedly insipient bloat since its

surface is not dissimilar to series X under the oxidizing

burn, except that there is no evidence of distortion.
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N-l lia.s a dry rough .surface.

N-2 has a peculiar egg shell surface such as we some-

times^ find in bone china.

N-3 shows a slight gloss and less of the egg shell effect.

N-4 is quite glossy and smooth, but still shows a trace

of the egg shell surface.

Series L undoubtedly is the next in order of vitrifica-

tion since its surfaces are all bright.

L-1 shows fine sharp corners but is highly self-glazed.

L-2 is a trifle less glossy than L-1 and less self-glazed,

L-3 shows a fine smooth surface and but little evidence

of self-glaze.

L-4 is a very highly vitrified piece of porcelain but

without any evidence of self-glaze.

M series is next in order, but only in M-1 is there any
evidence of self-glazing.

M-2 shows a fine smooth surface but little gloss, while

M-3 shows a decreasing degree of vitrification.

M-4 is a dry vitreous surface without gloss.

K series is last in order, and only by close study can

you detect any shine on the surface of any of this series.

K-1 shows a trace of gloss, while K-2 is as dry surfaced,

as M-4. K-3 and K-4 are dry hard porcelains.

Series O is a smooth hard porcelain, which appears in-

tensely white until l)rought in contrast with some of the

series which display a pronounced blue color.

UNIFORM TESTS OX ENTIRE SERIES.

T now decided to determine the moisture, shrinkage

and specific gravity on the various trials, and I present a

table in which the results of the various determinations ai e

set down :
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TABLE OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY. SHRINKAGE AXD AF.SORP-

TIOX. SHOWING EFFECT OF VARIROUS LIME FLUXES.

UXDER DIFFERENT KILN COXDITIONS.

K I.

K 2.

K 3-

K 4-

L I.

L 2.

L 3-

L 4-

Specific

Graiitv Shrinkage

i

I

1 1. 9366 10.43%
12.0949 jll.49%
I2.2726 13.94%
2.30505114.93%

Absorb-

tion

Syecific .
Absorb-

Gravity Sl:nnkage ((„„

1.9^93
.2.1003

12.1977

1 2. 3747

Ml.. 2.1556
M 2.. 2.2344
M 3.. 2.3451
M 4.. 2.4152

10.58%^:

11.98%
12.83%

i

15-74%,

15-85%
16.73%:
17.28%

.—% I !2. 2700(1 5.70%!

.—%l 2.3123 15.87%!
•
—%;!2.3599;i5-87%j
.—% 2.3720ii5.93%>|

.I02%ii2.i2i8!i5.34%;

. 072%
j

1
2 . 1 242 115. 46%

.051% !;2. 2339115.58%
.—% 12.3499115.99%

.—7c! |2. 2409 15.99%

.—%|2. 2445116. 37%

.—%
1 2. 3208 1 16.67%

•—% 2.3j77\i7.i3%

N 1..I1.5864 '' 7.59%{.42o%i 2.0335ii5.02%i
X 2.. 1.7428 111.30%! .192%! 2.1032115.24%!
X 3.. 1.8280 !i2. 16%!. 118% 2.2673 15.46%!
X 4.. 1. 9391 ,12. 52% [.046% 112.3626 15.87%!

2.4140 117.39%

I I

-% 2.3963

-%|
-%|
-%|
-%!

17.13%': .—

%

Specific

Gravity Shrinkage
Absorb-
tion

2.3706I

2.3775

2.3967J
2.42771

2.3319
2.3659
2.3836
2.4280

-%l 2.3598
-%\ 2.3817
-%ii 2.4052
-%

I
2.4182

2. 0283

1

2.0785!
2.2677
2.3088;

5.74%
6.02%o

6.7.3%
7 ..58%!

7-i3%l
7.13%'
7.58%
8.-45%'

7.78%
7-44%
7.13%

2.52%
3.19%
6.20%-
6.42%

2.4426 16.97%

—

%

—%>
—

%

—%

—%
—

%

—7o

—%
—%
—

%

—7o

—%
—%
—%
—%
—%

Moiatnrr. The iiioistnre determiuatiou was made bv

soaking the test pieces for 48 hours in water maintained

at just below the l>oilinf>- point. You will notice that onl 7

in the oxidized trials is there any evidence of absin-ption.

The X series shows the greatest absorption, X-1 absorbing

.41*0 7f moisture, which in X-4 is reduced to .040%. The
L series is the only other series showing any absorption,

and in the maximum case of L-1 it only shows .10%.
SJi rin ledac The shrinkage trials are taken by meas-

urement, and where the difference is so small as is the

case with a series of porcelains, there is always a possibility

of error. However, the record is in every case an average

of four measurements except in the normal burn, of which
I had onlv one set of measurements.
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Specific Gravity. In this I think I tlnd the most re-

liable means of measuring and comparing, since the ordi-

nary factors of warped test pieces, uneven finishing, etc.,

which mali;es the shrinkage determinations so unsatisfac-

tory, do not enter. The data on specific gravity as here

offered is the result of two complete sets checked by dupli-

cate weighings.

Note how widely varied are the specific gravities of

the oxidized trials, how they invariably draw into a nar-

rower area in the normal and are, except in the case of the

N series, still closer together in the reduced trials. This

is well shown in the accompanying plot in which I have

tried to show l)y comparable curves the range covered by

the different compounds under the three different heat

conditions. Comparing the range of specific gravity for

the different series, we see that Series M is decidedly the

best of the lot, as its variation, where .16 equivalent of

calcium is used, is only .20 over the entire range, while

with .04 CaO used, the maximum variation of its specific

gravity is only .04.

Series L comes next in this respect with a maximum
variation posisble in L-1 of .41 in specific gravity and a

maximum variation in specific gravity of L-4 of .0781.

Series K comes next in order with a maximum specific

gravity variation in K-1 of .434, while the maximum varia-

tion of K-4 is .12.

Series X has the greatest variation of any of the series

and yet its variation under the various heat treatments is

not nearly so great as one would expect to find on examin-

ing the trials. Its maximum specific gravity variation in

N-1 is only .442, which is practically the same as we find in

K series. Its minimum in X-4 is, however, .4235, showing
that when present even in small quantities, It does its work.

"C Body under the various treatments has a maxi-

mum specific gravity range of .0463. Note also that its

lowest specific gravity is displayed in the normal trials.

This quality is displayed also by L-4 and M-3 and M-4.

For this phenomenon I can offer no explanation. In general,
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this set of data iiidicatf.'s that at least under the conditions

to wliich these trials have been subjected, the ware becomes

heavier on reduction. This does not indicate that there

was the degree of gas absorption ordinarily to be expected.

Mj explanation for this is the fact that the slow cooling

allowed the gradual expulsion of gas as the mass con-

tracted, while the rapid cooling made necessary by the

oxidizing atmosphere demanded caused the surface to

harden and prevent the escape of the gases.

I have one more table to offer, i. e., A Table of Com-
parable Tensile Strengths under the two Extreme Condi-

tions.

As you will note on examination tlu-re is a notal)ly

greater strength displayed l)y the reduced trials than we
rind in the oxidized trials. The tendency to bloat is ap-

parently to blame for much of this weakness, and if you
will compare this talde with the specific gravity table you

will find that the same trials that show thu highest specific

gravity^ with a few exceptions sho^\•, the greatest t'r'usile

strength. In the oxidized trials M-1 has the highest specific

gravity of an^^ of the trials carrying .16 CaO, and it also

has the greatest tensile strength of any of the Xo. 1 trials.

M-2 stands highest under the same examination, as does

also M-3.

^1-4 seems for some reason to have fallen down, as all

its tensile tests are uniformly low. Later work Avill possibly

explain or correct this irregularity.

Of the reduced trials K-1 stands at the head of the

Xo. 1 trials with 1750 lbs. strength and 2.37 specific grav-

ity. K-2 has 2.3775 specific gravity and 1800 Ib.s. tensile

strength ; L-3 has 2.3836 specific gravitv with 1925 lbs.

;

K-4 shows 2.4277 specific gravity with 2375 lbs.

In this comparison the highest in tensile strength is

not invariably the highest in specific gravity, but the ten-

dency seems to be that way except with the CaSO^ series.

On studying series ]M we find its greatest strength dis-

played under the oxidizing conditions, which is exactly

the reverse of what we find in the other three tables. Note
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also that the strength of the M series under reducing

conditions increases as the amount of CaSO^ increases.

Just the reverse is the case with every other series. As vou

can readily understand, it is impossible to form any reli-

able scale with so few trials, and I am only endeavoring to

draw out what is indicated by the tests at hand.

CONCLUSIONS.

In concluding this paper I desire to say that, in my
judgment, it brings out three facts, viz.: (1) That more

variation is to be expected where any quantity of calcium

tlux is added than where a plain feldspar body is manufac-

tured. (2 ) That a small addition of calcium fiux may im-

prove color if properly handled. (3 ) That we do not find

all the desirable qualities in any one body. For example

:

For whiteness under normal or average conditions

series L would be chosen. For mechanical strength under

reducing conditions I believe the K series has the advan-

tage, while under oxidizing conditions the M series is un-

doubtedly far ahead.

The X series is undoubtedly to be condemned for use

since it appears faulty under any other than ideal condi-

tions. My explanation for this tendency is that its action

begins so early in the burn that the clays and spar of the

body have not shrunk sufficiently to form a close body and
thus it invites an excessive absorption of gas, which later

may be expelled by careful cooling, but which nevertheless

has done its work of discoloration.

Another lesson of this paper, if its data has any value,

lies in the fact that by its guide we would conclude that

with a calcium flux not carrying over .1% of FegOg we
may go as high as .08 CaO or even ,12 CaO introduced as

either whiting or pulverized marble without experiencing

any trouble from color if the biscuit kiln is finished and
cooled under any other than strongly oxidizing conditions.

However, if CaSO^ is used, the ware, under above condi-

tions, may be expected to be weak mechanically, and to
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counteract this tendency an oxidizini»- atmosphere must be

resorted to even at the sacrifice of color.

So it appears that each body requires its own especial

treatment, depending on its composition and inherent ten-

dencies and only by knowledge of, and consideration for,

these tendencies may we hope for success.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Stover : I did not expect to occupy first position

in discussion of this paper, but I want to give my personal

thanks to Mr, Watts, and to express to him my apprecation

of the fact of his coming round to the practical man's way
of thinking, as indicated by his putting in the percentage

weights. We have been having discussion of this question

for several years; but when Mr. Watts comes around and
puts in batch weights, I begin to think you are coming
around to my constant argument to put our papers and
discussion also in an intelligible form for the practical

man.
Mr. Binns : One thing has occurred to me with regard

to Series "X." I want to know whether Mr. Watts took

any account of fluorine? I am disposed ro think the blis-

tering is due to fluorine.

Mr. Watts: Fluorine is of course coiisidered in intro-

ducing fluorspar. How could you use fluorspar without

getting fluorine?

Mr. Binns : You could not, but wh}- do you take no

account of it in the development of this blister?

Mr. Watts : I don't know that I mentioned that fluor-

spar might have caused the blister, but the fluorspar series

was condemned as a whole because only under ideal condi-

tions did it result in good porcelain. If it was heated up
and cooled very slowly there was but little blistering.

There was some blistering under absolutely normal condi-.

tions in the series having .16 of fluorspar. With a small

amount of fluorspar we got a fine white l)ody without evi-

dence of blistering. I am disposed to think tlie bloating
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was the effect of the cakiiim or ealciiini compounds, largely

depeiuling on the form used. I think that we cannot con-

sider the action of calcium alone without considering the

sources from whicli it is derived. In my opinion that is a

highly important point.

Mr. PiinJij : All the results give curves which are very

significant in the facts they show. I am an advocate of

that method of experimenting. AVith no calcium carbonate

he had the maximum density; ihat is, maximum density

of that portioii of the piece which was impervious to water.

He saturated his saucer with water, so that data here gives

the density of the solid portion. With the increase of lime

we get decrease in specific gravity ; in other words, decrease

in density. This decrease in density is due in part to bleb

structure, ^^'e call it vesicular structure,—it is a porous

system into which water cannot get.

The most remarivable fact shoAvu here is, that under

oxidizing conditions he gets the largest development of

vesicular structure and under reducing conditions the least

development of vesicular structure. Why should the gases

that are evolved wish to leave the body more vigorously

and evidently under higher pressure under oxidizing than

under reducing conditions? Of course, there are possible

explanations of that, but to that fact and the explanation

that might be given, I desire to draw attention in this case.

I think Mr. Watts has shown some important and interest-

ing lessons wliich can be brought out by the specific gravity

curve, and the influence of acids, and of oxidizing and r(>-

ducing conditions, is nicely shown on the charts; and I

hope to have an opportunity to discuss it further before

publication.

Mr. Bin us: I Avould like to ask Trofessor Purdy
whether he gives it as his opinion that the increased vesicu-

lar structure of the two mixes whicli contain calcium car-

bonate is due to COo, and how he proves it. As I under-

stand it, COo leaves the body immediately after dehydra-

tion,

Mr. Pitnl// : I jnit a question similar to that in regard
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to free water wliieli a luineraloiiist wautefl me to l)eliev»»

was ill igneous rocks. Pure (quartz crystal slides when
tilted show particles of water niiicli like the spirit in a

level. Under the heat at which that rock was in a molten
condition, there ought to have been no water, but there it is.

Mr. Biinis : The point of analogy is not complete. It

is familiar to all of us that CO2 can l>e enclosed in a glaze

structure, because being locked in the Huid, it has no
chance to escape; but where the body is brought up from a

porous condition, I think the condition is very different. 1

do not think the COo from the calcium carbonate could

remain.

Mr. Purdj) : When fusion has progressed so far that

the clay has reached that stage known as vitrification, the

clay is in a condition similar to that of taffy at summer
heat. Any gases whi<-li are being set free at this time will

be prevented from escaping simply because the avenues of

escape have been closed. Now Iioav early in the Inirning

is this condition reached? In the \\ov\i. j^resented to you
by Moore and myself last year we showed that in No. 1 fire

clays this Avas undoubtedly reached at cone 1 to 3 and in

the more fusible clays much earlier. Absolute closing up
of the pore is not necessary before such a conditions of

affairs can exist. It is only necessary that a small portion

of the mineral ingredient should have attained this taffy-

like condition.

Xow in a vitrifying body wc undoubtedly have a con-

dition of affairs that is favoral)le to the development of

pressure within the ware. Under pressure, dissociation

proceeds less rapidly and resistance to dissociation in-

creases with increase of pressure. If sufficient pressure is

maintained you can heat calcium carbonate a high as you
can and still have no dissociation. In fact, temi^erature is

only one of the factors that effect dissociations. Pressure

can completely annul the effect of temperature. This is

not theory but fact fully demonstrated and understood by
physicists.

If there is any pressure within a vitrifying piece of
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clay, it is more lilvelv caused bj expanding gases that can

not freely escape. "Blowing up"' clay wares during drying

is sufficient evidence of pressure that can be caused by

expanding gases. From the beginning of the drying to the

time the clay has been given its "finishing heat'' gases of

one kind or another are escaping.

There are several things which are volatilized from
clay, principally, water, acids which are being displaced by
silica, and the alkalies. Under the combined influence of

pressure and temperature the dissociation and expulsion

of tliese evolved gases may extend over the entire heat

range used in ceramic burning.

Mr. Binns: One more point: The temperature of

cone 06 is 1030 degrees C. Do you know the temperature

at which CO2 is expelled from calcium carbonate?

Mr. Pnrdij : Yes, sir. Dissociation of calcium carbo-

nate at atmospheric pressure can take place at temperature

as low as 900 degrees.

Mr\ Binns: Then by the time cone 06 is reached all

the CO2 has been expelled.

Mr. Parmelee: I understand the specific gravity was
determined by immersion and loss of A\'eight on suspen-

sion, on the whole piece. May I suggest that Mr. Watts
should include in his j)i^P^i' the specific gravity of the

powder of a crushed piece? The surface of a piece of ware
of that kind may be of a different character from the in-

terior. We can settle the real specific gravity in that way.

Mr. Myitis: I did not take the whole plate. I took

pieces and determined the moisture on small pieces broken
up, and which had been boiled about 24 hours—kept at

almost the boiling temperature in water. These were used
for specific gravity determination.

Mr. Stover : When you calkd for the opinions of the

practical men, I was impressed with the silence which fell

at that time. This society has stood for such high science

that it has not drawn the practical men to the meetings.

I will say to the young men attending if you want to have
the practical men attend, you must express your papers

I
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not ouly ill chemical formulae, but like Mr. Watts has done

ill this case, so the practical men can read the papers, make
exijerimnets and come to the meetings with papers of vital

importance. It will add to the value of our work to the

industries if we have every paper accompanied by batch

weights, so the practical men can prove up on them. If

the man who is preparing the paper does not want to put

them down, we ought to have some one appointed to figure

them out for publication. By this means, I believe in five

or ten years the value of our society would be beyond our

expectations, if the papers were put in that shape.

^fr. Purdij : ( \Vritten since the meeting)

In this paper by Arthur S. AYatts, data are presented

which indicate that porcelains vary in strength with varia-

tion in apparent density. Since apparent density of burned

ceramic Avare is the density of the skeleton of the ware, it

is obvious that the sealed cavities into wliich water cannot

be made to enter affect very materially the apparent den-

sity. I made an investigation to determine what percent-

age part by volume of the skeleton of the several porcelains

studied by A'S'atts was sealed cavities or void spaces, and to

analyze the data in order to determine whether a direct

influence of the sealed cavities and molecular volume
changes on strength of porcelain can be observed.

VoJume Changes Due to Fusion :

In burning ceramic ware there are changes in volume
otlier than that of the ware as a whole. Ordinarily we
think of fire shrinkage of the outside dimensions as being

the largest and most important volume changes that occur.

In many cases this may be so, but in others it is not. In

extreme cases there is such a decided bloating that the

increase in volume of the sealed pores is obviously quite

considerable and often so extensive as to cause an increase

in exterior dimensions of the ware. There are also in-

creases and decreases in molecular volume of the mineral

constituents of the clav, which according to Roth mav in
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extreme cases amoimt to fifteen percent. If minerals

retain this phenomena of changing in molecular volume
Avhen cither iiiutually disolving one another or combining

to f<>rm new compounds, as we know they do when fused

together, then this must be considered as it very important

volume cliange. Since neither the alteration in volume of

the scaled pores or alteration in volume of the solid mater-

ials have any consideration in "fire shrinkage" data, it is

plain that they should be investigated. It is not improbable

that it will be found in future work that it is of more
importance to make these internal volume measurements
than the external volume measurements. Thoughtful con-

sideration of what part of the mass gives shape, strength,

and the other physical properties to wares leads one to

believe that much will he learned from such studies.

THE SKELETON.

Deu.Hifji of fSkrlctoii :

In a normally burned porcelain ware there are three

distinct and measureable internal volumes which, com-

bined, make up the external volume. These are (a ) volume
of the open pores, (b) volume of the sealed pores, (c) vol-

um of the solid material. The skeleton of the ware is

made up of the solid material and sealed pores. The skele-

ton is the portion of a saturated piece not occupied by
water. Evidently, when the weight per unit volume
(specific gravity I of this skeleton is made, we simply have
the weight of material which actually occupies the unit

volume. We do not have tlie weight of material which can

occupy the unitv olume, because under ordinary conditions

the skeleton as it stands embraces inclosed or sealed void

spaces. The specific gravity of the skeleton thus obtained
is therefore only apjHiniifli/ that of the solid material,

hence the expression "apparent specific gravity."

The density of solid material in the skeleton cannot
be determined until the sealed pores have been eliminatcMl.

It is plain that this can only be done by crushing the wai-e
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to a i)()\vd('r and then determining the density of the

powder.

^truchu-e of the ^ikeleton :

The difference between the density of the powdered
skeleton and its apparent density gives the weiglit of solid

material that wonld be required to till the sealed cavities.

Consider two rubber balls having the same external dimen-

sions, one being solid and the other li(»llo\v. The dilference

in the weights of these balls is the weighi of rubber that

would* be required to make the hollow ball solid. This

difference in weights in case of the rubber balls is analog-

ous to the difference between the true density of the solid

material and the apparent density of the skeleton.

\'()liimr (liuiKjcs irifliiii tJte Skeleton:

Since with increasing heat treatment and without loss

in weight, most ceramic mixtures show a decrease in ap-

parent density, it is safe to affirm that either (a) the

mineral constituents comprising solid portions of the skel-

eton are undergoing an increase in molecular volume with-

out an accompanying increase in volume of the void spaces,

or (b) the void spaces within the skeleton alone are in-

creasing in volume, or (c) that both of these volumes
changes are taking place simultaneously. Recent writers

credit most of the increase in volume of the skeleton to

molecular alterations Avithin the solid material. The writer

has contended ( but without sufficient data to support his

contentions ) that the larger part of the observed increase

in volume of the skeleton Avas due to increase in A'olume

of the inclosed void spaces. The Avriter's contentions in

this matter are supported by results of a feAV determina-

tions, in few of Avhich there AAas not a A'ery marked differ-

ence betAveen the true densities of the poAvdered raAv clay

and powdered burned AAare, and in others of Avhicli the

dnsity of the Iturned powder actually exceeded that of the

clay. Microscopic examination of slides cut from clay

ware burned Avith sucecssiA'elv increasing heat treatment
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have invariably shown a gradual increase in size of the

sealed pores. The writer believes that because crystalline

materials decrease in density (hence increase in volume)
when calcined separately, it need not follow that the same
minerals when fused together will show similar decrease in

density. Our literature, however, does not contain data
which would allow of positive claims for either contention.

METHODS OF DETERMINING VOLUMES.

Exterior VoJiime of Ware:

The direct measurement of the exterior volume of

wares in a volumeter is now commonly understood. The
indirect measurement which involves the '"Principle of

Archimides'" that materials suspended in Avater appear to

lose in weight the weight of an equal volume of water, is

less understood. This latter method was used in the ex-

periments here reported.

The difference between the dry weight of clay ware
and weight when suspended in water is, by this principle,

equivalent (in metric system) to the volume of the skele-

ton. That this is true is made plain when it is recalled

that the dry weight of a piece is really the weight of the

skeleton and that when saturated, the saturating water

serves to buoy up and decrease its apparent weight just as

much as will water out beyond its exterior surfaces.

The difference between the weight of the piece when
saturated and the apparent weight when suspended in

water is equivalent (in metric system) to the exterior vol-

ume of the piece. That this is so can be demonstrated alge-

braically as follows: If W is the wet weight; D, the dry

weight and S the suspended weight, then W-D is the weight

of water required to fill the open pores which, in the metric

system, is equivalent to the volume of the pores. In the

preceding jjaragraph it was demonstrated that D-S is

equivalent to the volume of the skeleton. The total or

1
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exterior volume is equal to the volume of pores plus volume
of skeleton or

( W—Dj + (D—8) which is equal to

W—S Q. E. D.

^tided Fores :

In previous paragraphs it was explained that the

weight of solid material which would be required to fill the

sealed void spaces, is equal to the difference between the

true and apparent weights per unit volume of the solid

material in the skeleton. When this weight is compared
with the weight of a unit volume of the solid, we are dealing

with weights of the same substances, hence these weights

are in the same proportion as the corresponding volumes
of solid material. Then if T is the true density and A the

apparent density of the skeleton (
—
^
—

j 100 would give

the percentage part of volume of the skeleton, which is

—~— ) (
D—S ) would be

the actual volume of the sealed cavities in a given piece.

DATA AXD CALCULATIONS.

Specific (Jrai-ifjj :

In the following table are the data representing the

apparent and true densities of the Watts porcelains

:
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TABLE I.

Apparent and True Densities.

Apparent Specific Gravity True Specific Gravity

Oxidized Normal Reduced Oxidized Normal Reduced

Ki 3.83% Whiting
! 1.94

K3 1.92% Whiting-
I 2.2J

L I 3.60% Marble 1.93
L 3 1.80% Marble 2.20

Mi 6.s8'7c Plaster of Paris...'; 2.16
-'^3 3-30'?c Plaster of Paris... 2.35

X I 3.00% Fluorspar i . 59
N 3 1.50% Fluorspar 1.74

O No lime flux 2.41

1.47 I 2.45

2.27
I
2.2,7

i

2.30
I
2.44

,

2.50
2.36

i

2.40 ii 2.29
I

, 2.47

I li I 1

2.12
I
2.33 || 2.46

I

2.38
i

2.38
2.23

I

2.38
II 2.47

2.24 I 2.36 ii 2.48
2.32

i
2.41 1 2.60

2.03 2.03 |; 2.50
2.10

I

2.08
j; 2.64

2.50
2.62

2.40
I
2.44 II 2.63

2.46
2.64

2.64 2.55
....

:
2.58

2.66 2.66

The apparent densities were determined by Watts and

calculated on the formula ( \, which gives the weight

j)er unit volume for the skeleton.

The true densities were determined by the writer. The

test pieces were crushed in an iron mortar to pass a sixty

mesh screen and the iron splinters removed by a magnet.

Forty grams of the powder were carefully ^veighed out and

placed into a graduated 200 cc. flask. Water then was run

from a graduated Inirette into the flask and the volume

occupied by the forty grams of powder determined by the

difference, between 200 cc. and the cubic centimeters re-

(juired to fill the flask to the 200 cc. mark. 40 divided by

the volume so obtained was taken as the true specific

gravity of the solid material in the poii-elains.

Percentage Void ^ipaee :

In the following table is given the percentage of the

volume of skeleton which consists of void. These data

were calculated on the formula (
——— j 100 in wliich T

is the true density and A the apparent density.
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TABLE II.

Percent. Void Space in Skeleton.

Tensile Strength

Normal Reduced
Oxidized Normal

1

1225 1750

1475
IIOO

1475
1675

1450
1837

1925

1575
2050 1375
825
I3CO

925
1600

1950 2162

K I I I =i • 65
I

6 . 97
K3 0.88

\

Li
1

21.5 10.9
L 3 j

10.8
j

9.74
j\I I

i

12.9 10.40
]\I 3 9.6

I

II .00

N I : 36.4
I

23.10
N 3 34-0
O 8.4

I

9.8

5-2
2.83
2.10
2.85
4.80
8.70
20.4
19-3
8.3

2150
2100
1800
1650

190c
1650

975
1325
2125

EESULTS.

Since sample marked O is tlie base mix coutainug no

lime flux, its data may be used as a standard by which the

meaning of the others may be interpreted.

Molecular Volume:

(1) It will be noticed tliat although all the lime

fluxes here added have greater density than have the ma-
terials in the base n)ix, the true density of the burned pow-

der is lower than that of the base,

(2) That the larger the amount of flux in each case,

the greater is this decrease in density.

(3) That the true density of the unfluxed base is

not less than that of the uuburned ingredient from which
it was nuide.

(4) Assuming that the true density of the burned
base mix ditfers but little, if any, from that of raw mix, the

percentage increaes in volume due to molecular alterations

were calculated. The data obtained from these calcula-

tions are shown in Table III.
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TABLE III.

Probable Percent: hicrease in J'olitinc of Solid Material Due to Mole-

cular /I Iterations.

Oxidized Normal Reduced

K I

K3
L I

L 3
iM I

M 3
X I

N 3
O .

12.5
12.9
6.5
6.1

5-7
1. 14
4-95
none
none

8.3

10.5
7-15
6.00
1.50

0.75

none

6.00

7-15
10.38
7.90
7-50
0.75
413
300
none

The data representing the percentage increase in yoI-

ume cannot be compared with those for percentage volume

of sealed voids, for the former represents the increase in

volume over that which the material had when not burned

and the latter the fractional pan of the volume as it is in

the burned ware.

The percentages of increase in volume shown in Table

III are much larger than the writer had expected to find.

If the powder had been reduced so as to pass a 100-mesh

screen these percentages would no doubt be materially re-

duced. Further discussion of these results would not be

worth while or hardly possible other than to note that they

indicate that considerable of value may be had from similar

data, if obtained under conditions that leave no doubt as

to their accuracv.

DevelopriK lit of Scaled Toids: W
The true significance of the data for percentages of

sealed voids is appreciated only Avhen it is considered that

these porcelains have practically no open pores. The
highest absorption reported by Watts was in ccse of N-1

(oxidize*]), which amountetl to 0.42 9f. This being the

case, the porcelains are practically 100% skeleton, and the
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peroeiitaj^cs «^iveii in Table II are the percentages of the

whole or exterior volume taken up bv the sealed void

spaces.

From microscopic studies it has repeatedly been de-

termined that the sealed pores increase in individual vol-

ume and in numbers as fusion progresses through that in-

definite and ill-named period known as vitrification. The
causes for sealed cavities are Aarious, but whatever the

causes may be it has been made evident by other data, and
strongly emphasized by those data which are shown in

Table II, that the increase in percentage volume of the

sealed pores is as significant in effect on the resultant pro-

duct as the decrease in percentage volume in open pores.

It is extremely doubtful if any of the porcelains tested

hj Watts had 20 to 30 per cent, by volume of sealed pores.

Such a highly porous mass would not be suspected from
their appearance. It must be that the pieces were not com-
pletely saturated before their suspended weights were de-

termined. That this is very probable is shown by the fact

that Watts obtained no evidence of absorption on forty-

eight hours soaking. The writer's experience is that no
ware not carried beyond normal vitrification is without

open pores. It is also his experience that vitrified ware
which shows no appreciable absorption in forty-eight hours
ordinary soaking will show as high as 2% or more porosity

when saturated in a vacuum. Owing to the apparent dis-

crepancy in the apparent specific gravity, no further dis-

cussion of these results other than that the strength of the

porcelains shows deterioration AA'itli increase in volume of

sealed voids would be warranted.

CONCLUSIONS.

The following have been made evident

:

(1) That porcelains, and the same is true of other

vitrified wares, are not the solid masses that we have been

led to believe they were by the customary absorption, por-

osity and shrinkage measurements.
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(2 I That ill some cases there is iiiiqnestioned mole-

cular volume alteration.

(3) That whether the sealed voids are the origimil

open pores sealed olt' or uew i^ores developed by formation

and expansion of inclosed gases has not been made plain

in these studies. Whatever may l)e the causes for tlie in-

crease in volume of the solid material and the sealed pores

it remains that these increases are considerable.

(4) That the strength of the porcelains so far as

can be judged by these unsatisfactory data seem to be

dependent upon the amount of sealed pores.

(5) That the data does not warrant making any
statements regarding the effect of molecular increase in

volume of the solid portion on strength of porcelain.

r



THE INFLUENCE OF FLUXESAND NON-FLUXES UPON
THE CHANGE IN THE POROSITY AND THE

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF SOME CLAYS.

BY

A. V. Bleixixger and J. K. Moore. Champaign, 111.

Vitrification may be said to be partial fusion. When
speakinjj^- of elays the progress of vitrification is equivalent

to progressive, partial fusion of the various mineral con-

stituents, governed hj the mineral constitution of the body
as a whole, the size of grain and the structure of the ware
for which the clay is employed. Complete A'itrification

ensues when enough clay has been used to fill up the pores

originally present. From the practical standpoint this is

indicated by the fact that but little water is absorbed by
the clay on immersion. Without going fully into the de-

tails of the process it may be said tliat tlie plienomena of

fusion accompany the vitrification of clays.

Fusion considered from the general standpoint of sili-

cates is sharply defined only for some definite minerals;

even in many silicates it is a more or less gradual transi-

tion from the solid to the semi-liquid or liquid condition,

and therefore, in a heterogeneous rock, like clay, even

though all of its constituents were reduced to uniform,

extreme fineness, fusion must, in the nature of the case,

cover a considerable temperature interval.

From the practical standpoint, theref(U'e, vitrification

may be followed by determining the porosities at different

temperatures, just as Prof. Purdy 1ms done in his valuable

contribution in Vol. IX of the Transactions of this Society.

In addition, two phenomena of fusion denumd our at-

tention. These are closely relati^l and are: Change^ in

molecular volume and transference of heat. In nearly all

silicates the volume is increased on fusion or, in other

293
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words, the density is decreased. This increase in yolume
is intimately connected witli the fact thai the amorphous
or fused condition represents a greater energy potential

than the crystalline state. We find, as a rule, that the

amorphous modification of a substance is more soluble and
capable of stronger reaction than the anisotropic form.

That fusion results in an increased volume has been deter-

mined frequently, and in a few cases it was even possible

to establish this fact for minerals in the fused, liquid con-

dition. Thus Doelter found the specific gravity of crys-

talline augite to be 3.3, that of the hot, liquid mass 2.92,

and of the solidified glass, 2.92. The so-called coefficient of

crystallization, in fact, is determined by the specific gravity

of an intermediate stage compared with the specific gravity

of the crystal. If dx=specific gravity at any stage and
dc=specific gravity of the crystal, dx-^dc=coefficient of

crystallization. E. V. Fedorow has shown that this agrees

with the facts.

With reference to the heat of fusion v\e can say that

tliis is of constant magnitude, and is equal to about 100

gram calories per gram. Fusion is always accompanied
by absorption of heat. This is a necessary conclusion, for

in fusion, work is always done against the external pres

sure and the cohesion of the particles, both of which tend

to oppose the increase in volume. That the non-crystalline

condition corresponds to a higher level of energy may be

indirectly shown by experiments such as the determination

of the heat of solution. Thus 1 gram of crystalline sodium
silicate evolves 457 calories, while the same amorphous
substance gives off 486 calories. Similarly, crystalline

leucite shows 507, the amorphous substance 533 calories.

From what has been said it follows that crystallization

shows the opposite characteristics. On crystallization the

volume decreases and heat is given oft', thus retarding the

cooling of the mass.

The fact that clay bodies decrease in density on vitrifi-

cation had been realized quite early by Laurent, Brong-

niart and Rose, and during the last decade has been used

I
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in very exact work bv Day and Slieplierd. ^lellor and oth-

ers. The rate of change in specific gravity and porosity

has been employed in the plotting of density and porosity

curves by Berdel in his excellent and extensive ^vork on

Avhite ware bodies and, later, In' Piirdy in his work already

cited. Piirdy emphasizes the rate of change in porosity

and makes use of the specific gravity only for the purpose

of determining the porosity which he considers as the cri-

terion for judging- the progress of vitrification. He calcu-

lates the porosity, expressed in per cent, from clay brick-

ettes burnt at different temperatures and uses the formula :

foP=(^,)lOO,

where % P=per cent porosity.

W^wet weight of brickette.

I)=dr3" weight.

S=suspended weight.

The Avet weight corresponds to the weight of t\ui

brickette after immersion in water, in vacuo.

By plotting the porosities of a clay at different tem-

peratures he obtains a curve which unquestionably indi-

cates the progress and rate of vitrification. Prof. Purdy
advocates the use of such curves in clay testing for the

purpose of determining the character of a clay, and there

is no doubt but that this offers a very convenient and
valuable method of testing which deserves general applica-

tion. The writers make continu('Us use of the method in

carrying on clay tests.

AVhile the porosity curve is of great practical value,

yet it seems to the writers that much information in regard

to the mechanism of the changes occurring in clay during
burning is ol>tained from the particular study of th'^

changes in specific gravity, that is, the specific gravity

curves. In using this method we ai'C simply adopting the

means employed by many investigators in following chemi-
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eal transformation, as, for instance, by Van't Hoff in his

stndy of plasters, etc.

While in many clays and clay bodies the porosity and
specific gravity curves are practically parallel, yet it may
happen that certain changes occur which are indicated only

by the specific gravity curve.

In discussing the density of clays we must clearly dis-

tinguish two values of the density which differ according

to the method by which the Avork is carried out. If we take

a brickette, weigh it when dry, immerse it in water, in

vacuo, and again weigh it suspended in vrater, we obtain

by calculation from the simple formula :

Dry weight in air
Specific gravitv=^ "^ —

Dry weight in air—suspended weight,

the specific gravity of the brickette as a whole, including

the effect of enclosed pores and other Citvities. On the

other hand, by crushing and poA\ dering the brickette and
using the pycnometer, being careful to exhaust the air from
the powdered material and water in the apparatus, we
shall have the specific gravity of the burnr clay itself, the

effect of the pores and cavities having been eliminated.

In addition to the change in volume brought about b^'

fusion we have other volume transformations caused by
so-called inversions, that is, the character of the molecular

arrangement of many compounds suffer.-^ an alteration.

The best known instance of this kind of transformation is

the change of quartz into tridymite. On tilling a ci'ucible

with pulverized (piartz and heating it this change is mani-

fested quite strikingly by the bursting of the vessel due to

the increase in volume incident to this molecular change.

This inversion

quartz
~^ tridymite

occurs at about 800^ C. Similarly it is found that fused

quartz which necessarily is in the amorphous condition

is transformed to tridvmite, which is sliowii bv the <liiii-
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iiiiiig of the glass. Since this change is reversible it follows

that below 800" the tridymite reverts to quartz. This latter

cliange is rather sluggish and requires consi(h'rable time,

we can say, therefore, that quartz never crystallizes from
mineral fusions excepting in the presence of catalyzers.

Quartz* then, is the unstable form of silica from 800" up-

ward, and it will change to tridymite whenever oppor-

tunity olTers. We have thus a volume change which on
heating a clay is shown by the decrease in density. Puri-

fied natural quartz has a specific gravity of 2.654 (25°),

while tridymite prepared from <[uartz has a density of

2.32() ; when prepared from fused quartz its density is

2.318. The density of quartz gkiss was found to be 2.213,

On cooling a clay any change from tridymite to quartz

stands for an increase in density, as must be evident from
the above figures.

Similar inversions are known for meta and ortho cal-

cium silicate. Thus we have the pseudo-hexagonal meta-

silicate and wollastonite and three forms of the ortho

calcium silicate. These are the alpha, beta and gamma
modifications whose densities ar<? 3.27, 4.28, and 2.97, re-

spectively. There are doul)tless other inversions which are

not yet known to us.

Still another source of volume changes is to be sought
in chemical reactions taking place in clay, such as the

exothermic reaction taking place in clay substance at about
1000^, in which evidently an isomeric compound differing

from the previous composition in structure is formed.

Other examples are the chaneg of calcium carl)onate to the

oxide, the interaction of lime and iron oxide, the formation
of certain lime silicates above 1200% the formation of

spinels, magnetic oxide, etc. There must be many chemical
reactions which at present are entirely unknown to us.

In studying the changes in the two specific gravities,

then, we might be able to summarize the causes of the

volume changes as follows :

*Day and Shepherd. Jcur. Am. Chem. Sec, Vol. 28, p. 1099.
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A. Apparent specific gravity. B. True specific gravity.

1. Inversion 1. Inversion

2. Fusion "
2. Fusion

3. Chemical reactions 3. Chemical reactions

4. Pore space 4. Crystallization

5. Formation of "blebs"

6. Crystallization.

A slight change common to both forms of specific

gravity is that caused by the differences in the coefficient

of expansion between the fused and crystalline portions.

AYe observe, hence,, that the apparent specific gravity must
be the algebraic sum of at least six and thee true specific

gravity of four factors.

On heating a clay body the changes taking place in

quartz and feldspar and perhaps in clay substance, the

character of which has been discussed before, tend to in-

crease the volume or to decrease the density. We might

say, therefore, that, in terms of tlie density, the change is

—

in character. On cooling the clay, however, during the

critical temperature intervals of each consiituent inversed,

the density change is+for then the inversion, as far as

reversible, proceeds the other way. But since the cooling

nearly always takes place far more rapidly than the heat-

ing up, it is quite probable that this change in volume is

but slight.

We already know that the volume is increased on

fusion and remains increased unless crysrallization takes

place on cooling. The change in density on fusion, hence,

is—as far as most silicates are concerned.

Chemical reactions nuiy cause either -|- or — changes,

but on heating, according to the theorem of Le Chatelier,

the changes are probably — in sign, as a rule.

The pore space, still remaining in the clay which has

not yet been closed up by the softened or fused material

of course, tends to decrease the apparent density. The
same thing is true of the blebs formed by the evolution of
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jiases Avithiii the clav. This formation of gas is a very

important factor in the meclianical strength developed in

a clay, and this fact lias been brought oiu very clearly by

Purdy. In some clays the porosity thus contributed may
be coincident with vitrification and hence, although the

clay itself may be perfectly vitrified, the porosity curve

would, in such a case, fail to indicate vitrification. Several

such clays and bodies have been observed by the writers.

Crystallization would, in the nature of the case, take

place only when the temperature has ceased to rise, that is.

when the kiln is ''soaking," the temperature just holding

its own or when cooling begins.

That crystallization does take place to some extent in

clays is established beyond a donbt. The senior writer in

examining a section of paving brick which happened to

show tAM) well defined ar(?as of properly- burnt and over-

burnt clay, found numerous crystals, needle-like in shape,

in the over-burnt portion, but no evidence of crystallization

in the sound part. AYegemann, in collaboi-ation with Prof.

Purdy, found considerable crystallization in over-burnt

paving brick, fine needle-like crystals, yellowish-green in

color, of unknown composition as well as minute crystals

of iron oxide. Crystallization, as we know, stands for

decrease in volume or increase in density, and hence we
may say that it is a + change, in terms of the densitj'.

The investigation which is the basis of this paper was
carried on for the purpose of determining the character of

the changes in the density and porosity of clay bodies to

which various reagents have been added, burnt at different

temperatures, and it is due Prof. Purdy to say that it was
inspired by his paper on the pyrochemical and physical

changes of clays. It was proposed to broaden the scope of

the work and to determine, if possible, the following

questions

:

1. To what extent do the apparent specific gravity

and porosity curves agree in indicating vitrification in the

study of various additions to clays?

2. If there are anv deviations where and how do they
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occur, and what is their character? Are there any maxi-
imiiii or minimum points?

3. Under what conditions are certain substances

fluxes, and when are they non-fluxes or refractories?

4. At what rate do these substances either accelerate

or retard fusion?

5. At what temperatures does the fluxing or refrac-

tory character of certain additions begin?

6. What are the areas enclosed by some isothermals?

In the work of Purdy the specific gravity and porosity

curves agree quite well in indicating vitrification, and
hence it is but natural to inquire whether this is the case

under all conditions. Any deviations might be reasonably

ascribed to conditions pointing towards certain physical

or chemical plienomena peculiar to the composition stud-

ied, since Ave know tliat the density changes with the trans-

formation caused by chemical reactions, solution or crys-

tallization.

The term flux is but a relative one, and no particular

class of substances can be designated as fluxes. In a sili-

cious materia] like clay, Itasic substances act as fluxes,

while in basic compositions like Portland cement silicious

compounds unquestionably behave as such. In addition we
must consider the fact that a small portion of any sub-

stance, no matter what its composition, dissolved in an-

other, wil] lower the fusing point, provided no chemical
reaction takes place.

The rate of these changes is of interest in as much as

this factor may have considerable influence upon the prac-

tical application. It may be either too rapid or too slug-

gish. In this manner we can establish the point at which
no further change is observed and when additional

amounts show no effect.

The question of temperature establishes the points at

which the activity of the various additions become manifest
and at ^^hat temperature the maximum effect is shown.

The areas enclosed by successive isothermal curves are
designed to show the rate at which vitrification progresses,
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and the coiiiposition of the fusible combination as well as

the change in the composition on raising- the temperature.

Jt might be said that thus the changes in the eutectic com-

binations are indicated.

The clays upon which the effect of various substances

was studied were as follows

:

1. Florida kaolin, and in several instances, Georgia

kaolin.*

2. Rail clay, Tennessee No. 3.

3. Shale from Galesburg, 111.

4. Shale from Crawfordsville, Ind.

5. Shale from Canton, Ohio.

The materials added to the above clays were as fol-

lows :

1. Feldspar

2. AVhiting

3. Ferric oxide

4. Flint

5. Florida kaolin

G. Feldspar flint

7. Whiting-flint

8. Ferric oxide-flint

9. Ferric oxide-whiting

10. Cornish stone

The composition of some of the materials are given in

the following table:

!

Loss
1

SiOo AI2O3 Fe..03 FeO
%

TiOo CaO MgO
7c

K:,0 NaaO
7c

on ig-|

nition.

Galesburg*
!

'
I

! I

Shale ....... 63.62116. 31; 6.22:2.880.95

Crawfordsville*
Shale 168.50

Canton*
Shale ...

16.98! 5..77I

7.26,...!55-5I|22.2I

I

I

i
I

Feldspar [68.22;i7.83; I

.

Flint 98.00! I I.

'

I

i

Iron O.Kid^ ' 199. oo|

,

:

I

I i

Whiting
i
1.62! 3.50I |.

0.63 1.44 2. 601I.50I6. 2610.38III!
I

I

I ! I

0.99I1.711 2.97 I7. 3310. 27

0.56

0.30

1.63I 3-.s6 |8.oo

0.11J12.13 1.901O.35

152.651 0.50

*Purdy and Moore. Trans. Am. Cer. Soc., Vol. 9.
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The compositions are expressed iu percentages

throughout, since the changes to be noted are shown in this

manner as Avell as if molecular relations had been em-
ployed. In fact, considering the heterogeneous character

of the clays used and their physical differences, the consid-

eration of chemical formula would have appeared to be

almost absurd. This is especially true since we were deal-

ing only with the vitrification and not the fusion of bodies,

and particularly since the earlier stages of vitrification

were of special interest to us.

The materials were weighed out in the dry condition,

and usually the two ends of a series were ground dry in

the ball mill for two hours. From the two end composi-

tions the intermediate mixtures v.ere obtained by blending

and thorough grinding in a mortar. Each batch was then

made up Avith water to the desired consistency, and after

thorougli wedging was molded into a brickette of the di-

mensions : 12.8x7.8x1.3 cm. in a brass mold provided with

a movable bottom. Each brickette was cut up into eight

prisms, which were stamped with the series numbers. After

thorough drying one brickette from each mixture was
'taken and placed in a sagger. Each burn, therefore, con-

tained one of the eight small brickettes of every composi-

tion. The saggers were placed and cones put in the kiln,

well protected from any direct flame. The kiln used was a

doAv^-draft test kiln, fired with coke, and has been de-

scribed in the paper on "Fritted Glazes'^ hj R. C. Purdy
and H. B. Fox.* The firing temperatures were cones 09,

06, 03, 01, 2, 4, 6; some brickettes which had been left by

Prof. Purdy as part of an unfinished investigation were

fired to cones 9, 11, and 13. The cooling of the kiln was
hastened in no case, though the damper was left open.

The brickettes when cold were freed from adhering

particles, weighed, and immersed in distilled water for 48

hours; they were then boiled for one hour and finally

placed in a large suction flask connected to a filter pump

*Trans. Am. Cer. See., Vol. IX.
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and left there until no more aii* bubbles were given off,

which usually took several hours. This method was found

to be more satisfactory than exhaustion by an air pump, as

it seemed to result in better absorption of water. The
brickettes were then suspended in water l)y attaching with

a silk thread to the beam of the balance and thus weighed.

Immediately afterwards they were weighed in air, thus

giving the wet weight. The specific gravity was calculated

by the usual formula and the porosity by the Purdy for-

mula.

Several hundred pycnometer specific gravity determina-

tions were also made on tlie dried and pulverized brickettes

by weighing a quantity of the powder in the pycnometer
and filling the pycnometer a little more than half full of

warm water. The pycnometer was then attached to a bent

50 cc. pipette, which contained some water. The other end
of the pipette was connected to the filter pump and the air

exhausted from the powder. The vacuum was sufiicient to

cause the water in the pycnometer to boil at a temperature

of about 30". After no more air bubbles Avere evolved the

pycnometer was filled by raising the pipette and allowing

the air-free water to run into the apparatus. In making
these determinations special pains were taken to dry the

powder in an air bath at a temperature never less than
120". Some of the pycnometers were collapsed by the air

pressure.

rV)mparing the specific gravities by the two methods
the differences are shown to be of the following order of

magnitude

:
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Spec. gr. pycnom I2. 6912. 62;2.73|2. 7612. 6512. 6612. 67
Spec. gr. suspension 12.55 2.5112.5412.5612.57 2.58 2.61
Difference lo. 14I0. 110.19 o.2o{o.o8|0.o8 0.06

Spec. gr. pycnom I2.68l2.65l2.65l2. 6412. 64
Spec. gr. suspension 12.62I2.61 I2.59j2.61 {2.57

Difference |o.o6lo.04;o.o6[o.03lo.07

Spec. gr. pycnom I2.66l2.65l2.67 2.64I2.64
Spec. gr. suspension 15.56j2.61 |2.6i 2.62I2.61
Difference io.10lo.04iO.06lo.02lo.03

2.67
2.63
0.04

2.64
2.58

2.07
2.59
0.08

2.67
2.59

0.06 0.08

Spec. gr. pycnom 12. 65l2.67j2.66l2. 70:2. 6712. 70:2.67

Spec. gr. suspension '2.60 2.61 12.6012. 59]2.6o|2.68!2. 66
Difference 0.0510.0610.06 0. 11 0.07 jo. 02 lo. 01

2.68
2.64
0.04

Spec. gr. pycnom 2.7o;2.65|2.67|2.7o|2.7i i2.78l2.73l2.72
Spec. gr. suspension :2. 6212.6212. 61 12.6612. 60I2.80I2.58I2. 69
Difference !o.o8'o.03;o.o6 0.04 0. no. 07 0. 1510.03 o.(

2.59
2.51

The 8eii8il)ility of weigliing in the pvciiometer experi-

ments was about 0.5 milligram for one balance and 1 milli-

gram for another, the average sample of po>vclerecl material

averaginii 8 grams. The error of weighing thus varies

from 0.005 to 0.01 per cent. In the suspension method the

weight of the brickettes varied from 15 to 20 grams. The

sensibility of the balances was about 2 centigrams, which

corresponds for the 15 gram bvickette to a variation of

0.13 per cent.

From these results it is clearly seen that the specific

gravity determinations by suspension are greatly af-

fected by the porous structure of the clay, that is, by the

pores into which water cannot penetrate. It was recog-

nized that in order to obtain comparable specific gravity

curves the true specific gravity would have to be used. But

since these determinations consume much more time, and

the main aim of the experiments planned was chiefly a

practical one, it was decided to use only the apparent

specific gravities and porosities in obtaining the rates of

vitrification, since after all it is the rate and not the abso-

lute values that interested the writers most at the time.

The study of the true specific gravities has been reserved
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for mixtures whose components have themselves been de-

fined more closely by chemical and physical methods, and
which are intended to be simple mixtures rather than such

complex ones as are afforded by the shales. By this method
it was possible to cover the ground more rapidly, and
about 4000 determinations were made. Owing- to this large

mass of data it is impossible to reproduce all of the rate

curves thus obtained, and hence only the typical cases are

presented.

AYe shall now discuss the additions of the various re-

agents to the clays mentioned above.

FELDSPAR.

Feldspars are considered neutral body fluxes. By
this is meant that their fluxing effect is additive, they

being simply solvents of the clay substance and the free

silica. Feldspar naturally lowers the melting point of a

body most when it is added to the eutectic combination of

kaolin and quartz, which corresponds to the ratio of 1 : 3.

This is shown very clearly in the clever work of Dr. M.
Simonis* on "Tme Fusion Points of Mixtures of Zettlitz

Kaolin, Quartz and Feldspar Expressed in Cones.''

By means of a simple arithmetical expression, for

which he claims no theoretical or scientific significance,

though lie suggests its practical use, he calculates the re-

fractory quotient for bodies high in clay and high in

quartz. In the first case, that is, in clayey bodies in which
the per cent of kaolin is greater than one-third of the per

cent of quartz, or where K > y Simonis obtains his re-

fractory quotient by the formula

R. F.=K—'^^ -f+GO,

where ls.-=^% kaolin

qu-^^f, quartz

f:.—^ feldspar.

"^Sprechsaal. Vol. .\0, Xos. 29 and 30.

A. c. s.— 16
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For silicious bodies in which

K <
qu

the formiihi employe is

:

R. F.= A f 4- 60.

The number 60 is added to prevent negative values.

Tlie values of the refractory quotient are translated into

cone temperatures by the following table:

Refractory quotient 17.522.628.0

Melting point in cones 14.0I15.OJ16.0

Refractory quotient 65.0172.080.0
I

1

Melting point in cones 127. 0J28.0 29.0

i3-7

17.0

89.0

30.0

39-2

18.0

102.0

44.6

19.0

1 14.0

31.0 32.0

50.0

20.0

127.0

330

57.6

26.0

141. o

340

From the consideration of the Simonis calculation it

is evident that feldspar plays the role of a neutral flux.

With regarrl to the fusion process of triclinic feldspars

we have accurate data referring to artificial spars,* which
had the following composition

:

An AbiAn.5 AbiAn2 AbzAni

SiO.
AI2O3
Fe.Oa
CaO
Na.O

43-33 47.10 51 06 60.01
36.21 34 23 31.50 -'4.95

0.29 0.15 0.22 0.29
20.06 17.00 13.65 /09
O.II 1/4 3.68 7.79

We have here evidently mixtures of albite and anor-

thite, and on fusing a series of these mixtures it was found
that they proved to be a series of solid solutions whose

*Day and Allen. . The Isomorphism and Thermal Properties of the
Feldspars, Carnegie Inst., 1905.
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melting points changed in almost linear relation to the

percentage composition of the two silicates. From this

result Day and Allen conclude tliat the triclinic feldspars

"form together an isomorphous series.'" This relation is

brought out clearly by the curye of Fig. 1, in which the

rate of change in the specific grayity of mixtures between
the anorthite and albite is shown to be a linear relation.

This tends to show that we are dealing here with isomor-

phous mixtures and at the same time explains why they

liaye no definite melting points. Albite was proyen to melt
through a range of about 150". Although the melting

point of the ayerage feldspar as used in the industries is

about at cone 8, yet its interaction with clay substance

begins at a much lower temperature. Berdel found that

the dissolying action of orthoclase feldspar began as low
as cone 09.

On fusing mixtures of the trilinic feldspars it was
found that their melting points were connected by a

straight line, the same linear relation that held for the

specific grayities. This shows likewise that the fusion of

the triclinic feldspars is a continuous smoothly proceeding-

process, and it is eyen possible to calculate the composition

of each point on the curye from the specific grayity or the

fusion temi)erature.

ADDITION OF FELDSPAR.

The behayior of orthoclase feldspar is shown suffi-

ciently in the porosity and specific grayity curyes of Figs.

2, 3 and 4. We obserye that the yitrifieatiou due to feld-

spar is indicated both by the drop in the specific grayity

and the decrea.se in porosity. We also find confirmed that

the solution effect of feldspar begins at quite a low tem-

perature, at least as low as cone 06. It is likewise shown
quite distinctly that feldspar is a neutral flux and does

not undergo any chemical reactions. The only minimum
is that due to the eutectic mixture which, howeyer, was not

fixed in these series. The solution of kaolin by feldspar
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takes place at a fairly rapid rate, which shows simply that

there seems to be no physical obstacle to this mutual
solution.

The curves also bring out the difference in thd behavior

of Georgia kaolin and Florida kaolin.

In Fig. 5 we have the porosity curve of mixtures of

Tennessee ball clay No. 3 with feldspar, and it is evident

that feldspar in this case becomes far more potent in its

action than in the cases of the two kaolins.

The effect of various percentages of feldspar upon
Canton shale is shown in Fig. 6, and we observe that

though the first additions cause a small decrease in poros-

ity, the result shows practically no gain in fusibility or

vitrification. The same fact is brought in Fig. 7, in which
some of the shale-spar curves are arranged.

In this connection it was also interesting to observe

the action of Cornish stone on kaolin as shown bv Fio-. 8.

TRANS. AM CER SOC. VQL.X. BLEININGER AND MOORE
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Here we note distinctly the slow, neutral fluxing efiect

of tkis material whose action is more gradual than that of

tlie feldspar and which offers the safest flux, as far as

rauae and rate of vitrification are concerned.

THE ADDITION OF LIME.

Kaolin and Ball Clay. In the addition of cakium
carbonate to clays we are dealing with a flux which is

unlike feldspar or Cornish stone. Its action is not gradual,

but variable; that is, though its presence may not be

observed by means of the porosity curve, at the proper

reaction temperature it suddenly combines and causes as

large an amount of fusible magma to be formed as is con-

sistent with the composition of the body. At the same time

there is to be considered the fact that lime-alumina-silica

compounds form a number of maximum and minimum fus-

ing compounds. This has been clearly shown in the work

TRANS. AM CER 50C. VOL. X BLEININ6ER AND MOORE.
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of Rieke,* who investigated the melting points of mixtures
of this kind in a most thorough and exhaustive piece of

work, using an electric carbon resistance furnace for the
determination of the melting points. We shall consider
only his results, referring to the AI2O3 : 2 SiOg mixtures
and those higher in silica. The first curve brings out the
fact already noted by Cramerf that for high temperatures,
additions of CaO to kaolin, up to 10%, decrease the melt-

ing point in equal intervals. The lime-kaolin fusion curve
of Rieke is reproduced in Fig. 9, the abscissa indicating
the molecules of CaO to 1 molecule of AI2O3 : 2 SiO., the
ordinates the melting points in cones. With a content of

10% CaO we have a minimum corresponding to the for-

mula CaO, .2 AI0O3, .4 SiOs. On increasing the lime we
find a maximum at the composition CaO : AI2O3 : 2 SiOg.

With more lime the fusion curve descends asrain to a mini-

TRANS. AM CER. SOC VOL X BLEININGER AND MOORE
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*Sprechsaal, Vol. 40, Xos. 44, 45, 46.

tTonindustrie-Zeitung, 1887, p. 197, and 1888, p. -j^.
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mum 2 CaO : AloO-^ 2 SiOs, which is the most fusible com-

bination between kaolin and lime that exists correspond-

ing to a percentage composition of 36.1% SiOo, 30.5%
AUOo and 33.47c CaO. On increasing the lime still more
liieke obtained a second maximum at 4 CaO : AloOg : 2 SiO.

This is followed by a third minimum 6 CaO : AI2O3

:

2 SiOg. After this it appears that no further decrease in

melting point occurs. Since the maximum andr minimum
points very likely correspond to chemical combinations, it

seems, according to Rieke, that there exist at least four

distinct compounds of lime and kaolin.

f

In the mixtures of CaO with AI2O3 : 3 SiOg shown in

Fig. 10, there are obseryed four maxima and four minima
which appear to show the existence of the following com-

pounds and mixtures

:

TRANS. A^A CEK. SOC VOL.X BLEININGER ANO MOORE

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.0 3.5 « 4-.5 5.0 SS 6.0 6.S 7.0 75 8.0 g.5 90 S.5 «.i

WCLECULE5 CaO TO 1 MOLECULE AlzOj-^SiO^

tRieke's view that the minimum as well as the maximum points cor-

respond to chemical compounds is open to criticism. The minimimi points

are prcbably eutectic mixtures.
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OaO 2 AI2O3 6 SiOo CaO AI0O3 3 Si02

7 CaO 4 AI2O3 12 SiOs 2 CaO AI2O3 3 SiOa

3 CaO Al,03 3 Si02 4 CaO AI2O3 3 SiOa

5 CaO Al.O, 3 SiOo 6 CaO AI2O3 3 SiOa

13 CaO 2 ALO. 6 SiO,

FinallT in mixtures of lime with AI2O3 and SiOo Rieke

found one rather indistinct maximum, 5 CaO : 2 AJaOaiS

Si02 and two minima, Fig. 11. The curve as a whole is

more regular than the preceding ones.

It is evident from these data that we cannot expect

from lime-clay mixture the regularity of fusion induced by

feldspathic fluxes, and it remains to be seen how the vitri-

fication of different clays is affected by this flux.

Lime—Florida Kaolin Mixtures. Inspection of curve

of Fig. 12 shows clearly that with increasing lime content

at Cone 06 but little change occurs within the compositions

examined, the mixture containing 10% whiting showing
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only 4% less porosity than the composition 99.5% kaolin,

0.5% whiting. We also observe that the first 27c of whit-

ing in the Cone 9 ciirve are more effective in decreasing

porosity than 3-6%, a second decrease in porosity taking

place only beyond 67c whiting. Of course this is in agree-

ment with the general theory of dilute solutions as sug-

gested by Ludwig,

On studying mixtures of ball clay and larger amounts
of lime we observe in the specific gravity curve. Fig. 13, a

distinct minimum in the Cone 09, 03, and 2 burns at about

30% whiting and 70% ball clay, which corresponds roughly

to the minimum CaO : AI2O3 : 2 SiOg observed by Rieke.

This seems to be the eutectic composition under these tem-

perature conditions. The corresponding porosity curve,

Fig. 14, shows two maxima and minima, the first maximum
being at 30% whiting and 70% ball clay, the second at

50% clay, 50% Avhiting. The minimum is at 407c whiting,

60% ball clay, a second minimum is indicated, but not

TRANS AM CER. SOC. /OLX BLEININGER AND MOORE
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reached. Of course it would be idle to claim that these

maximum points actually do represent certain compounds,
as we must remember that the apparent specific gravities

are the resultants of a number of factors, of which not the

least important is the temperature to which each brickette

was raised in the kiln. It would be claiming too much to

say that each brickette actually reached or did not exceed

the temperature of the burn as indicated by the cone in

each sagger. There must have been temperature differ-

ences. Another very important factor in the curves repre-

senting a series of compounds, is the constantly changing
initial specific gravity of each mixture as we start from one

side of the curve sheet to the other. For instance, the last

series, on going from left to riglit increases in lime. Every
increase in CaO thus means a change in specific gravity,

and this should be borne in mind in examining subsequent

curves. If, now, in spite of these factors, certain maxima
and minima occur, coinciding, at least in most cases, with

70
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similar points iu the porosity curves, Ave are led to the
conclusion that certain phenomena are taking place. The
technical side of the vitrification progress is represented,

of course, by the porosity curves. In Fig. 15 the action of 6
and 9.0% respectively of whiting is shown for the lower
temperatures, and we observe that the decrease in porosity
begins about between cones 06 and 01.
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Shales. In the porosity curves of mixtures of ^^anton

shale. Fig. 16, and whiting we observe that the lime begins

to act as a refractory substance in percentages that vary
with the temperature. In the Cone 06 curve almost the

first addition of lime seems to increase the porosity, wliile
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the increase in the Cone 01 and 2 curves begins vith 1.5

and 4.5% respectively. The significance of the minimum
Avitli tlie 9% addition, if it really is a minimum, remains
to be explained. From general considerations it appears
that the porosity at about that point ought to decrease.

The rate at which this shale decreases in specific

gravity and porosity is shown in Fig. 17, and brings out

the fact that the porosity tends to increase up to Cone 06,

and fi'oni this point on shows a rate of decrease slower than
that of the pure shale. But after passing Cone 03 its

vitrification becomes decidedly more rapid than that of

unmixed shale, as we know to be the effect of lime.

In Fig. 18, representing mixtures of Crawfordsville

shale and whiting, we observe a very decided increase in

porosity between Cones OG and 03, followed by an ex-

tremely sudden drop between 03 and 01. The increase in.

porosity after vitrification has been reached is also quite

marked in some of the lower lime mixtures.
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The Galesburg sliale. Fig-. 19, was less affected by the

lime added than the two other shales at Cone 2, but at

Cone 4 the mixtures had gone considerably beyond viscous

vitrification and had stuck to the saggers.
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With regard to the effect of lime introduced as the

carbonate we may say, therefore, that it is not a neutral,

gradual flux, Init evidently there are produced several com-
binations of lime with the other constituents of the clay

which are available, which give risee to curves showing
maximum and minimum points. This is the case especially

with larger amounts of lime. This effect naturally is more
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promineut at higher temperatures. The fluxing effect of

small amounts of lime on high alumina clays is not marked
at lower temperatures, as evidently such temperature as
Cone 2 are not yet within the temperature zone of its

activity.

so
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In ferruginous shales containing lime tlie maximum
fluxing effect is shown by not more than 55^ of the car-

bonate. Any increase above this amount seems to produce
refractoriness at temperatures up to Cone 2 inclusive.

The amount of lime drawn into reaction increases with the

temperature; while at Cone 06 it does noi seem to have

i

%
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taken part in the condensation of the body, at Cone 01 its

etfeot is noticeable. In regard to its general behavior in a

paving brick shale we must say, of course, that it is an
undesirable constituent, not only because of its sudden
fluxing effect, but also because of its tendency to produce
vesicular structure.
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ADDITION OF FEKKIC OXIDE.

In the series in which we have mixtures of claj' with

increasing amounts of ferric oxide, it is evident that each'

increase in iron results in an increase of specific gravity,

and hence specific gravity curves are of little value in this

connection.
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Fhjrida Kaolin. From Fig. 20 we obsene at once that

iron oxide is by no means an active flux when combined
with clay substance, for while a small amount seems to

exert some fluxing- action, its general tendency seems to be
a rather indifferent behayior. The areas inclosd by the

100% kaolin and the kaolin-iron mixture curves give some
measure of the fluxing effect of the ferric oxide. It is noted
that in part of the curves the ferric oxide behaves as a
refractory agent.

In the shale-ferric oxide series practically the same
effects are observed. In the Cone 2 curve up to an addition

of 2.5% of ferric oxide a small decrease in porosity is ob-

served, after which the iron seems to behave as a neutral

agent. More iron tends to make the clay more refractory

up to a certain point. There is no doubt but that, if the

iron were increased still more, one or minimum and maxi-

mum points would be reached, for in the 00% Canton
shale—10% Fe203 curve the fluxing effect becomes quite

marked. Fig. 21 shows the effect of the ferric oxide upon
this shale by the areas enclosed between the two porosity

curves. The other shales behave in much the same manner.
We may conclude from these results that ferric oxide

is not an effective flux when combined with clay substance,

nor has it a very marked influence upon ferruginous shales.

In the first case, perhaps due to the lack of free silica, in

the second due to the large amount of iron already present.

At the same time the ferric oxide behaves as a slow acting

and safe flux. An excess seems to promote the formation

of a vesicular structure, and it might be that in the shale-

iron oxide curves with varying percentages the increase in

porosity is due to this cause.

The hypothetical case of adding iron oxide to clays in

order to make them more suitable for the manufacture of

paving brick seems, therefore, not to be well taken, though
some patent specifications prescribe such a mixture.
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ADDITION OF FLINT.

Florida Kaolin. As is to be expected, the kaolin-flint

series produce curves sliowing increase in porosity with
increase in flint, Fig, 22.

SJialcs. Mixtures of Canton shale and flint, Fig. 23,

showed a remarkable drop in their porosity curve at the
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composition, 907c shale, 117 flint. Up to this proportion

the porosity of the shale mixtures for each temperature

kept about constant. This drop is simultaneous in all of

the temperature curves, and clearly indicates that a far

reaching change took place at this point. The practical

conclusion, hence, would be that 10^/c of fine flint acts as
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a flux in this shale, forming probably an easily fusible

silicate with the iron oxide and other fluxes. In mixtures
of Galesburg shale and flint two drops were observed in

the porosity curve, though neither one of them was well

defined, one at 8^/c , the other at 187c flint. In the Craw-
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fordsville shale mixtures the Cone 2 curve likewise showed
two minimum points, one at 10%, the other at 19% flint.

These points also were not as well defined as the point
observed in the Canton shale, though more distinct than
in the Galesburg shale.

Eeferring to the absolute fluxing effect, there is no
gain as regards increase in fusibility by the addition of
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flint to Canton shale. Anj' addition of flint at once makes
the clay more refractorj- until 11% have been added, when
the drop occurs. At the last point the mixture seems to be

but a trifle more refractory than the unmixed shale, Fig.

24. The rate of vitrification does not seem to be affected

;

if at all, it is in the direction of safer burning.

The Galesburg- shale mixtures with flint show a de-

cidedly lower vitrification range than the pure shales, and
it seems, hence, that in this case flint acts as a pronounced
flux. Fig. 25,

In the Crawfordsville shale the flint acts distinctly as

a flux up to D%, and at the same time it disturbs the rate

of vitrification unfavorably, Fig. 26. Above 5% the refrac-

tory character of flint appears, which is maintained until

10% have been adde<l. ^In this case also the rate of vitrifi-

cation is changed in an undesirable manner.
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.
ADDITION OB^ ELORIDA KAOLIN.

Shales. The first addition of 1% of kaolin to Canton
shale in the Cone 2 curve produced an increase in porosity
which then kept practically- constant until (5% had been
added. At this point another slight rise in porosity took
place. Between 10 and 11% a sudden drop in porosity
AA-as observed, and it is evident that the kaolin in this

proportion exerts a decided fluxing action, Fiiif. 27.

In the Crawfordsville shale a rise in porosity at 2%
and a drop at 3% is observed. With 15% of kaolin a very
decided decrease in porosity is noted corresponding to the
drop with 11% Canton shale, Fig. 28.

In the Galesburg shale we observe (Cone 2 curve) a
drop in the porosity for the addition of 1% kaolin, followed
by a rise, after which the curve has a slight upward slope.

At the highest percentage of kaolin added, 15%, the mini-

mum point, if there is one, has not been reached, though
the curve suggests its presence. Fig. 29.
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From the specific gravity and porosity curves of the
single Crawfordsville shale and kaolin mixtures, Figs. 30
and 31, we observe several interesting phenomena. The 1%
mixture curve is practically parallel to the pure shale
curve. With the 3% mixture the kaolin acts as a flux
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between Cones 09, 06, and 03-2. At Cone ^\ we find a.

distinct minimum point, which is shown also in the 57©
mixture.

The Canton shale-kaolin mixtm*es likewise show a
minimum point at Cone 01^ and the curves indicate that

up to about 10% the elaj substanjce does not exert any
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influence upon the clay below Cone 03. The 11 ^c mixture,

however, shows a great drop in porosity, and here the

kaolin behaves as a potent flux, Fig. 32. The fluxing power
of kaolin in the Galesburg shale is shown by the 1% curve,

and we note also in the curves up to 8% that this action
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takes place at a low temperature, between Cones 09 and
03, the rate of decrease in porosit^^ being quite steep.

It is shown clearly, hence, that different shales react

quite differently towards kaolin, and it is not at all im-

probable that this might afford a means of differentiation

between the structures of various shales.
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ADDITION OF FELDSPAR-FLINT.

Kaolin. Mixtures of these three materials offer

special interest to the clay worker inasmuch as they make
up the bulk of our porcelain bodies. But the study of such

a system becomes more complex, and hence the writers have

resorted to the use of the triaxial diagram, ^vhich is a well

known means of expressing three variable compositions

Tf?ANS. AM. CER. SOC

VOL.X-BLEININGER AND MOORE

f =16.34-.

with the constant condition that the sum of the three com-

ponents be equal to 100. The use of the triaxial diagram
has been explained in our Transactions by Mr. H. E.

Ashley (Vol. 7). To recapitulate briefly, let us call the

lower left hand corner of the triangle. Fig. 34, the origin

or per cent of flint, then along the base of the triangle

we measure the flint so that the right hand corner stands

for 100% of flint. Continuing in the counter-clockwise

direction we proceed to measure the feldspar along the

right side of the triangle. This, of course, makes the 100%
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flint corner equal to 0% feldspar, and the apex of the

triangle then becomes 100% feldspar and at the same time

0% kaolin. The latter thus is measured alon^- the left side

of the triangle and the lower left hand corner becomes

equal to 100% kaolin. We might thus represent to our-

selves the diagram made up of three triangles, of which the

apices are respectively 100% flint, 100% feldspar, and
100% kaolin. The base of each triangle then would equal

0% of flint, feldspar and kaolin respectively. If hence we
desire to plot flint we would measure along any line par-

allel to the base of the flint triangle, that is, parallel to

the kaolin line. Similarly, we measure feldspar along any
line parallel to the base of the feldspar triangle, that is,

parallel to the flint line. The kaolin then would be meas-

ured along lines parallel to the feldspar line. Thus, a mix-

ture consisting of 259^ flint, 25% feldspar, and 50%.

kaolin would be measured as follows (Fig. 31). At the

point 25% flint we follow a line drawn parallel to the

kaolin line. We then proceed to the feldspar side and draw
a line from the 25% point parallel to the flint side. The
intersection of these two lines will be the point sought, for

on drawing, from the intersection point, a line parallel to

the feldspar side, it will strike the kaolin side at the 50%
point. The point, hence, represents 25% flint, 25% feld-

spar, and 50% kaolin. Similarly any other mixture may
be plotted.

In the diagram we can now group together these mix-

tures, vitrifying at the same temperature by drawing lines

connecting all mixtures whose vitrification point, that is,

the point at which they absorl), not more than 1% of water

is the same. For instance, by drawing a line around the

area including all mixtures vitrifying at Cone 1 we have

defined a thermal boundary, and the resulting curve we
call the isothermal. By doing the same thing for the

Cones 6 and 9 we obtain successive areas which increase in

extent. This method, therefore, represents not only the

compositions which may be expected to virrifv at a certain

temperature from which the one most suitabh' for ]U'ac-
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TKANS. AM.

VOL.X- BLEININSER AND MOORE . PIQ. 35.

FLA. KAOLIN FLINT

tical operation may be selected, but it also shows distinctl

y

the intervals between the isothermals, thus expressing- the

range of the vitrification areas. Fig. 35 thus gives us a

summary of the vitrification behavior of the system Flor-

ida kaolin-flint-feldspar, which needs no further explana-

tion.

In Figs. 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 we have mixtures of 30%,
407f, 507f , 607f, 70%, and 80% of Florida kaolin. In all

the series excepting one, the 40% series, the porosity curves

are fairly smooth. In this series two distinct maximum
points are observed; one with 10% flint and 50% spar, the

other with 50% flint and 10% spar. The cause of these two

changes the writers do not venture to explain. In regard to

the individual porosity curves of the kaolin-feldspar-flint

series the rate of decrease in porosity becomes very sudden

under two conditions, viz., in the kaolin-feldspar mixtures

in the absence of flint, and in the mixtures containing but

a small amount of flint compared witli the amount of feld-

spar. This is more pronounced in the low kaolin series.
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As the flint increases the curves assume a gentle slope. Au
illustration of this behavior is shown by Figs. 42, 48, 44.

It is also an interesting fact that feldspar behaves as a

powerful flux at such low temperatures as Cones Ofi and 03.

The writers find it impossible to discuss the many curves

available from these series without greatly exceeding the

limits of this paper. One more fact might be mentioned,

however, and this is the tendency of high felds])ar mixtures

to become vesicular, even before total vitrification is

reached, thus obscuring the real changes taking place in

the molecular body structure.

Shale. The effect of a feldspar-flint mixture may be

observed in Fig. 45, where we have 76% Canton shale and

24% of feldspar and flint. It is seen that even a mixture

of 7% of spar and 17% of flint exerts a fluxing action

upon the shale.

Similar effects are observed on the (Talesl)urg and
Crawfordsville shales. Fig. 46 shows the vitrification

of some Canton shale-spar-flint mixtures in which the flux-

ing effect of these components at Cone 2 becomes quite

evident.

ADDITION OF LIME SILICA.

HJiaJes. The effect of lime-silica upon the Galesburg

and Crawfordsville shales is shown in Figs. 47 and 48. A
mixture of 5% whiting and 15% flint has evidently lowered

the vitrification point of the Galesburg shale to Cone 2

and that of the Crawfordsville shale to 01. In each case

this is accomplished at the sacrifice of the safe to a rapid

rate of vitrification. The presence of the silica seems to

have a slight modifying effect since the curves are not so

al)rupt as they would be if the lime were added alone.

In Figs. 49, 50 and 50a we find assembled some of the

vitrification curves of these shales blended with varying

amounts of flint and whiting.
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TRANS. AM CER SOC VOLX BLEiNINGER and MOORE
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ADDITION OF FERRIC OXIDE-FLINT.

k^hales. In Fig. 51, showing the porosity curves of

80% Crawfordsville shale and 20% ferric oxide and flint,

we observe at once that the reactions appear complex, and
by no means continuous. In the Cone 2 curve we have
three distinct minimum points. We also observe that the

reactions, whatever thev may be, begin at a low tempera-

ture, since the curves lie very close together. With 6%
FcsOg even the Cone 01 curve has come considerably below

the porosity shown in the normal shale at Cone 2. We
observe in this connection the fact that at Cone 01 the

shale shows a lower porosity than at Cone 2. This increase

in porosity at the higher temperature appears to be due to

vesicular structure, which is observed even before vitrifica-

tion is reached at any point. WMth 16% FegO., the shale

mixture reaches complete vitrification at Cone 2, at which
temperature the normal shale has a porosity of 11%.

In a mixture of 75% Canton shale and 25% ferric

TRANS. AM CER SOC VOLX. BLEININGE*^ AND MOORE

FIG 51.

CRAWFORDSVILLE SHALE=80%

FLINT-hFe203 = 20% .

POROSITY.

Pe,0, Z 4- fe 8 10 12 14- 16 18 20

FLINT 18 16 1+ 12 10

% COMPOSITION
8 6 4 2
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oxide and flint, Fi"-. 52, we observe soniewliat similar con-

ditions. Complete yitrifleation is reached here as low as
Tone 01, at which temperature tlie normal shale l)as a
porosity of 12 ^/c . This point occui's with a mixture of 10%
FesOg, 15% flint, tliat is, with a ratio of 2:3.

The Galesburii' shale seems to behave more regularly

than the preceding clays, and does not appear to produce
the vesicular structure observed in the former. Xo decider!

< hange seems to take place at Cone 2 for the changes in the

iron-flint ratio, Fig. 53.

The individual vitrification curves of these sliales-

iron-flint combinations are illustrated in Figs. 51, 55, 50.

Similar results have l>een obtained by ^\'orcester in

experiments involving the production of mixtures of red

Bedford shale and ground Berea grit.

ADDITION OF FERRIC OXIDE-LniE.

Shales. Here we observe that in a mixture of 90%
of Crawfordsville shale, 3% FesO.. and 7% whiting have

TRANS. AM CER SOC VOUX. BLEIMNGER AND M0OR£

FIG 52.

CANTON SHALE 75%

FLINT + Fe,03 25%
POROSITY.
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TRANS. AM CER SOC VOLX. BLEININGER AND MOORE
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TRANS AM CtR i-OC VOLX BlEiNINGER AND MOORE.
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brou<ilit the vitriticatiou dowu to Coue 01. Increase in

lerric oxide causes the vitrification point to rise until the

mixture, 9% Fe^O and 1% whiting is reached, where we
liave a second minimum point. The Cone 01 and Cone 2

curves, it will be observed, are very close togetlier. Fig. bl.

In the Galesburg shale conditions appear to be some-

what dift'ereut and we have, within the range studied, only

one minimum point which is close to 6% FeoO.^, 4% whit-

ing in the Cone 01 curve. In the Cone 2 curve it has ad-

vanced to 7^/c Fe203 and 3% whiting, Fig. 58.

The Canton shale seems to be more sensitive to such

{Additions, as is shown in Fig. 59, Avhere it appears that the

shale has been rendered vesicular in structure at Cone 2.

It is especially peculiar that this should be the case, since

Cone 01 does not seem to have produced vitrification. It

is possible that the vitrification range is so narrow that it

was missed in the experiments. Yet this seems hardly

])robable. The natural conclusion would be that the for-

mation of "blebs'* took place before general vitrification

set in.

In the individual curves of the Crawfordsville shale

series. Fig. 60, a gradual change in the slope of the curves

is noted, which tends to become smaller as tlie Fe^O., in-

creases. With the increase of the ferric oxide tliere is ob-

served a peculiar retardation between Cones OG and 03,

indicating perhaps some phenomena taking place between

the lime and the iron. Of course it is inipo'=sible to deter-

mine just what this change is.

In the Galesburg shale series, Fig. Gl, the gradation

on increasing the iron is smoother and not marked by the

retardation noted above, excepting perhaps in the 4%
whiting, 6% FegOs curve.

The Canton shale series, Fig. G2, is not comparable

with the two preceding series, owing to the fact that liere

we have but 80% shale with 20% lime and iron oxide.

However, some facts are l)rought out. First we have tho

change in slope with the decrease in lime, and second, we
observe between ('one 01 and 2 a marked increase in poros-
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TRANS. AM. CER. SOC . VOLX. BLEININGER AND MOORE
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ity which appears in every eiirve, the cause of ^^hich must
he soujiht in,the production of vesicuhir structure. It is pos-

sible that vitrification had set in at Cone 1, in whicli case

it was missed, since no burn was made at this temperature.

From the data presented in this paper the writers be-

lieve that the method of determinin<i' the rate of the

porosity changes affords a practical means of examining

the vitrification phenomena not only of natural clays, but

also of body mixtures. The porosity method is essentially

a pi'actical one, and where it is desirable to know the mole-

ciihir changes, either physical or chemical, taking place, it

must be supplemented by specific gravity curves represent-

ing the true specific gravities as determined by the pycno-

meter, under the special precautions advised in this paper.

Unless these determinations are made with great care they

are of little value, since the changes involved are frequently

only of small magnitudes. The specific gravity curves

employed in this paper, hence, are not close enough to

admit of exact conclusions.

From the scientific standpoint, therefore, wherever

the discussion of the molecular structure is involved: the

true specific gravity curves are the main criteria of these

changes. At the same time it must be remembered that

the true specific gravity is in itself the resultant of the

physical and chemical phenomena clearly indicated in the

first part of this contribution, and cases might occur where
the rate change becomes zero, owing to neutralizing factors-

These, however, seem to be the exception. The porosity

curves are subject to grave errors under certain conditions.

The maximum or minimum points, so important in the

study of all fusion jihenomena, may frequently be detected

by the porosity curves. Their determination is more exact

if fixed by the specific gravity curve, since practically all

physical or chemical phenomena are accompanied by a

change in specific volume, and since nearly all silicates

(not containing any borates) on the application of heat, as

far as known, increase in volume.

The use of reagents such as have been emjiloyed in this
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paper seems to the writers to be of considerable value in

bringing out and studying the differences in .the chemical

and pliYsical structure of clays. Different clays will re-

spond differently to the same reagent under the same heat

treatment. To illustrate, every potter knows that there is

a great difference between the l)ehavior of English china

clay and American kaolins. By heating each of these clays

with, say, a mixture of 20% flint and 15% feldspar to

several temperatures, different porosity curves will be ob-

tained, showing the distinct characteristi'" of each type of

material. It goes without saying that the reagent, what-

ever it may be, must be kept the same, both as to composi-

tion and tiueuess, just as the cement manufacturers and

testers employ a standard sand for their purposes. This

would mean the storing of a consideral)le amount of such

a material. Tlie preparation of the test pieces also should

be done under uniform conditions.

Another extremely important factor is the heat treat-

ment, which should be continued long enough to establish

conditions of equilibrium and should be noted as closely as

possible with reference to cone temperatures. That the

heating should be the same in each case is self-evident,

since we know that we are dealing with incomplete reac-

tions which differ for different heat treatments.

In this connection the need of a really satisfactory

small laboratory test kiln becomes very apparent, and this

problem awaits solution.

As has been said before, for practical purposes the

porosity curves are amply sufficient.

There can be no doubt but that we must approach the

study of our clay bodies and mixtures along this line, and

before definite laws can be laid down a great deal of work
must yet be done. Tliis field has been barely o])ened, but

it is hoped that the function of the several substances stud-

ied will be indicated. What is needed most is the study

of the simpler combinations.

In conclusion, the writers wish to express their in-

debtedness to Professor C. W. Rolfe for having granted
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the funds and facilities necessary for carryinjn out this

work.

DISCUSSION.*

Mr. Piinlij: This paper cannot he discussed at all

adequately because of the mass of data presented. The
curve form is probably the most lucid waA of jjresenting

data, l)ut the mass of data is so confoundin-;: that you can

not expect one to follow it in the short time which has

been given it.

There were a few points though that I noticed as he

went along; for instance, perhaps that iron did not seem

to have acted as a flux, as we supposed it did, except in the

role of a catalyzer. We noted the same thing last year in

the study of the microscopic slides of burned shales, the

iron separated out into definite crystals instead of com-

bining with the silica. If iron combines Avith silica to any
great extent it certainly would in a shale burned to a very

dark chocolate color under both reducing conditions and
great heat. Under each of these conditions the iron sep-

arated out into definite crystals. We have had data pre-

sented here today showing that the iron, instead of fluxing

the clay, seems to have acted as a refractory agent, prevent-

ing the closing of the pores. The effect of iron on the

specific gravity seems to be that to some extent, it holds

it up, if it does not increase it. The same proved to be

true with lime in large quantity. Lime in small quantities

tends to decrease the density of clay by fusion, and hence

a molecular arrangement of the fused constituent, and also

by development of vesicular structure, but in excess of

seven percent, it tends to increase the density of the mass.

This is new to me, but I have no doubt it will be fruitful

of new postulations when we come to study the curves.

It has been noted that sand added to shale increased

*1 his paper was not read nor presented in its entirety : such portion
that was presented was given extemporaneously by Mr. Moore. Those
whose discussed the paper have not had opportunity to see it as it appears
above.— (Editor.)
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its touiihiH'ss when made iuto the form of In-ick and used

as a paver. Sandy claya are as a rule better paving mater-

ials than those containino- no sand; and sand—not pure

quartz—added to clay increases its toughness. You cannot,

however, add lake or glass sand and expect this constancy

in specific gravity ; nor can you expect this constancy in the

porosity changes with increasing heat treatment, indicated

by the curves just shown to us. You must have sand which

is more or less combined, more or less in solid solution, as

the chemists say, in order to have this steadiness of be-

havior in regard to fusion. The behavior of silica in de-

creasing the specific. gravity without causing definite flux-

ing action is interesting. When a quartz crystal expands

on heating it breaks, molecularly, and, at the same time,

the molecules increase in volume. Notwithstanding the

increased contact surface that follows as a consequence of

this increase in volume, silica did not appear, in these ex-

periments, to act as a flux.

I noticed that Cone 2 seemed to be the critical point

in all mixtures, the point at which fusion begins to progress

most rapidly. So Cones 2 and 3 can be said to be quite

critical temperatures for most clays, if not for all clays

and mixtures.

The behavior of kaolin when added to shale is most

interesting. It seems to cause a fluxing action in small

amounts and a refractory action in larger amounts. What
is a flux? We have been used to classifying the bases, lime,

magnesia, etc., as fluxes. We classify Cornwall stone and

feldspar as fluxes, and clay and sand as refractories. We
have an instance here of clay, a very refractory material,

acting as a flux when mixed with shale. How can we
harmonize this with our definition of a fiux? It seems we
ought to have a different definition from that Ave have been

usino-.



PYRO-PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR OF FLINT FIRE CLAYS.

BY

Ross C. rruDY, ('oluiiil)us, Ohio.

The investigation of the pyro-pliysical Ijehavior of

flays reported to this society last year by Mr ^Moore and
myself is an illiistratiou of a fact, to-wit, that no single

research, even thuiigh comparatively broad and thorough,
can be said to be exhaustive or complete. In a laboratory

course in Ceramics at the Ohio State University, under
the direction of Prof. Orton, students made porosity and
specific gravity determinations on burned brickettes by the

method described l)y Mr. Moore and myself. In all in-

stances, aside from the flint fire clays, there \^as a close

agreement to the findings reported last year. These ex-

ceptional cases constituted evidence which is not contra-

dictory to the observations previously reported l)ut rather,

as will be seen, acids to and broadens our general consider-

ations of pyro-physical behavior of clays.

Xo description of methods of testing or conditions

attending the same need be given, except that the plan of

procedure described last year was faithfully followed in

detail, and that students worked in pairs. AN'hile two
students worked together on the preparation, burning and
testing of the brickettes, the calculations and reports were
prepared by eacli student independently. The tests here
reported were the third of the same kind which the students
made, hence considerable reliance can be placed upon the

accuracy and general (piality of their work.

The clays which differed in pyro-physical behavior
from those described last year were:

(1) Olive Hill Flint Fire Tlay, testefl by A. T. Malm
and K. Takahaski.

(2) Mineral Tity Flint Fire Clay, tested by J. D.
Whitmer and J. M. Knote.

365
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(3) Jackson County Flint Fire Clay, tested by C. K.

Cooper and H, E. Coran.

(4) Portsmouth Flint Fire Clay, tested by W. H.
Dittoe and W. H. Artz.

OLIVE HILL FLINT FIRE CLAY.

This is a characteristically grey-colored, hard flint

clay with conchoidal fracture, not plastic when dry ground
and having but very little plasticity when wet ground.

Drying shrinkage averaged 3.2%.

PROPERTIES WHEN BURNED.

HanJuf'ss. Brickettes drawn prior to receiving Cone
08 heat treatment were easily crumbled with the fingers.

Progressively increased hardness, however, was obtained

with increased heat treatment until at Cone 10 they re-

sisted knife scratching fairly well.

Shrinkage. Up to Cone 010 the fire shrinkage in-

creased to 4%, but from Cone 010 to Cone 1 there was an
increase of only 1%, making a total of 5% at Cone 1. From
Cone 1 to Cone 11 the fire shrinkage increased quite stead-

ily from 5 to 9%.
Figure 1 shows the fire shrinkage in curve form.

Porositji and Speific Graviti/ Chanf/es. In figures^ 2

and 3 are shown the porosity and specific gravity changes

produced by various intensities of heat treatment. The
porosity changes are what would be expected from a No. 1

fire clay. The steady, even though slight, increase in

specific gravity of the solid material- in the brickettes from

Cone 010 to 10 instead of a decrease as noted in the plastic

No. 1 fire clays reported last year, is noteworthy.

Without attempting to discuss the curves in figures 1.

2 and 3, the data were recasted'^into terms of volumes, as

will be explained. The aim in recasting the usual linear

data was to be able to combine them on a volume chart,

'Drawn by the students who made the tests.

"The specific gravity here referred to is that of the portion of a
saturated brickette not occupied by the water.

^By the present writer.
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thus showing more clearly the significauce of the ehanges

induced by increasing intensity- of heat treatment.

Since we have not the true specific gravity of the

solid material in the brickettes, it will be impossible to

show the volume of the vesicular pores. If such data were
at hand the volume of the vesicular pores relative to the

volume of the impervious solid portion of the brickette

could be calculated bv the formula Cs-^)^ I—P ) where

T is the true and A the aparent specific gravity, and P the

volume of open pores per unit volume of brickette.

In order to show the cubical shrinkage suffered by
each brickette it is necessary to have the volume of the

brickette just prior to burning, i. e., when in the dry un-

burned condition. Such data are not at hand, but since

we have the saturated and suspended weights in each case,

we can calculate their volume when burned and then, with
the shrinkage data, calculate back to the dry unburned
volumes. This necessitates the conversion of the linear

into cubical shrinkage.
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If we had a cube of a solid, of which the coefficient of

linear shrinkage was "a," and each edge of which measured
1 centimeter, the length of each edge would become, after

shrinking, 1—a; hence the volume would become (1—a)"*

or 1—Sa+Sa^—a^. Since the original volume equaled
unity, the amount of cubical shrinkage per unit volume or,

as it is known, the coefficient of volume shrinkage, would
be 3a—3a2+3a^ Therefore if the shrinkage per 100 units
linear length is 3.2, the amount of shrinkage per unit
length would be 3.2-lOOdts. or 0.032 units. This converted to

cubical shrinkage^ would be, according to the above formula
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3 ( .032 I
— 3 ( .032 )

- ^ ( .032 i

' or 0.000—0.00300+.00003\
which is ecjiial to 0.003, or in terms of perceiits, 0.3.

The percentage cnbical fire slirinkage as caleuhited

from tlie linear data for tliis clay is given in column 8 of

the following table.

If F is the cubical fire shrinkage i)er unit voluiDe, the

dry nnbnrned volume would be (W—S) (1+ F) where W
and >? are respectively the saturated and suspended weights
of the burned brickettes. Results of such calculations are
shown in the ninth column of the following table

:

'It is obvious that when the value of "a" is small the third term in
this conversion formula may be omitted. The second term (3a") however
should never be omitted. This last statement is at variance with opinion
of W. Jackson. (Text Book on Ceramic Calculations, p. 5.)
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TABLF. I.

Data Obtained on Burned Brickctics made from Olive Hill Flint Fire Clay.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 9 10

Calculated

No. Cone Dry Wt. Sat. Wt. Sus. Wt. Apparent % 9'c Linear Calulated Volume of

Specific Porosity Fire fc Cubical Uuburned
Graiity Shrink Fire Shrink Bricketts

I 44.68 51. 9S 26.78 2.50 28.91 I.O 2.97 25.93
2 37-14 43.24 22.40 2.52 29.27 2.0 5.88 22.07

3 41 . 02 47-71 24.64 2.50 29.00 1.5 4.43 24.08

4 44.10 51-49 26.80 2.55 29.93 2.5 7-31 26.49

5 010 39-57 45-59 24.98 2.71 29.21 4.0 11-52 22.97
6 o6 42.02 48.54 26.55 2.71 29.65 4.0 11.52 24.52

7 04 35-43 40-51 22.39 2.72 28.04 5.0 14.25 20.66

8 02 36.18 41.57 22.94 2.73 28.93 4.5 13.30+ 21.04

9 I 39.82 45.64 25-14 2.71 28.39 5.0 14-25 23.37
10 3 38.05 42.40 24.00 2.71 23.64 6.5 18.33 21.71

II 5 40.97 44.53 24.91 2.71 18.15 8.0 22.08 23.91
12 7 42.99 46.66 27.16 2.72 18.82 8.5 23-33 23.98

u 9 47-41 51.20 30.12 2.74 17.98 9.0 24-57 26.16

14 II 32.99 35.55 20.91 2.73 17.49 9.0 24-57 18.14

15 13 41.74 44-87 26.51 2.74 17.05 9.5 25-79 23.13

i6 13 30.05 32-3^ 19.08 2.74 17.39 9.0 24-57 16.6

Having thus calculated the dry unburued volume (V),

the volume data can now be reduced to parts of 100 unit

volumes of dry unbuvned brickette by multiplying- each by

the factor ^ . Data given in columns 4, 5 and 6, of the

following table, were so calculated. Data in columns 5

and 6 should, when added together, equal the data given in

column 4.^

In column 7 is shown the cubical shrinkage data cal-

culated as before described. If the brickeltes had been

completely saturated so as to have correct volume data for

the open pore and impermeable solid, data in columns 5, 6

and 7 should total 100. In column 8 is given the totals

obtained in this experiment. It will be noted tliat the

error increases as the brickettes become les^^ porous. The

less porous the brick the more difficult is it to obtain com-

^This is obvious from the equation CD—S) + (\V—D)=\y—S. Sliplit

variance from this as shown in the table is due to error incident to slide

rule calculations.
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plete saturation, and the dittcrence between the totals

given (column 8) and 100 is considered as a measure of

the incompleteness of saturation.

TABLE II.

Showing (4) volume of burned brickette; (5) volume of impervious

solid portion; (6) volume of open pores; in terms of 100 volumes of dry

unburned brickettes.

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

£ S >
X ~"

i >
Cubical

Heat Value of — ~ --

3
' s t ' Sum of Data

No. Treatments 100 "c ^ 1r =.= "1^ = 1 a Shrinkage in Columns

V i| r n 1

is £
SS 1

= 0. >
5. 6 and 7

I 760°C 3-86 97.5 69.0 28.1 2.97 100.07
2 830°C 4 54 94-5 67.0 27-7 5.88 100.6

3 840°C 4 15 96.0 68.0 27.7 4-43 100.

I

4 9I2°C
cone

3 78 93-4 65.2 28.0 7-31 100.5

5 010 4 36 90.2 63.8 26.4 11.52 IOI.7
6 06 4 07 89.5 63.0 26.6 11.52 lOI.X

7 04 4 85 88.0 63.5 24.6 14-25 102.4
8 02 4 75 88.5 63.0 25.6 13-30 IOI.9

9 I 4 3 88.1 63.1 25.0 14.25 102.4
10 3 4 6 84.5 64.8 20.0 18.33 103. I

II .=5 4 18 82.1 67.0 14.9 22.08 104.0
12 7 4 17 81.5 66.0 15-0 23.33 104.0
13 9 3 83 81.0 66.0 14-5 24-57 105.

1

14 II 5 5 80.8 66.

T

14.

1

24-57 105-2
15 13 4 3 78.8 65.8 132 25.79 104.8
16 13 6 05 80.5 66.5 14.0 24-57 104.6

The volume values oiven in Table II are shown graphi-

cally in Figure 4. The ordinates are part? per 100 unit

volumes of the brickettes prior to burning, and the abscis-

sae are heat treatment.^

^The full ordinate length .\C—volume of dry unburned brickette.

Ordinate lengths FC and ID=to volumes of impervious solid in

burned brickettes.

Ordinate lengths EF and Gl^to volumes of open pores in burned
brickettes.

Ordinate lengths AE and BG^^cubical fire shrinkage.

Ordinate length GH:=error introduced by incomplete saturation, etc.
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Since the ordinate distanee.s between the eurves shown

on the chart are equivalent respectively to the volnnies of

the impervious solid, oi)en pores and loss due to slirinkage,

the .simultaneous volume chanoes due to increasing heat

treatment can be readily followed.

PORTS^IOUTH FLIXT FIRE CLAY.

Calculated Calcult'd

Linear % Volume
No. Cone Dry Sat. Sus. Specific % Fire Cubical of

Weight

i

Weight Weight Gravity Porosity Shrinkage Fire

Shrinkage
Unb'rnel
Brickett's

I 760 54-66 63.00 32.10 2.42 26.99 2.22 6.45 33.0
2 S30 54-05 61.12 31-55 2.40 23.91 2.22 6.45 31.6

3 840 63.20 72.65 37-49 2.46 26.88 2.22 6.45 37.5

4 912 53-55 61.48 31-97 2.48 26.87 2.78 8.10 31.0

5 010 56.73 65.59 35-12 2.63 29.07 4.44 12.60 34.2
6 06 56 . 22 64-65 35-19 2.67 28.61 5.00 14-25 33.8

7 04 55.92 64.02 35-08 2.68 27.98 5.00 14-25 33.1
8 02 56.69 64-95 35-56 2.68 28.10 5.00 14-25 34.6

9 I 68.52 78-30 43-25 2.71 27.90 5.00 14-25 40.5
10 3 65.16 73-45 40-58 2.65 25.22 6. II 17.18 38.5
II 5 43-19 47-67 26.66 2.61 21.32 7-50 20.04 25.3
12 7 56 -SO 61.85 35.24 2.66 20.10 8.12 22.38 32.5

13 9 39-31 42.86 24.72 2.69 19.57 8.75 23 -95 22. S

M II 63-70 69.05 40.09 2.70 18.47 8.75 23.95 35.9

'S 14 46.45 50.51 29.19 2.69 19.04 8-75 23.95 26.4
i6 14 41-83 45.48 26.03 2.65 18.76 8-75 23.95 24.2

Data and curves for the Portsmouth Flint Fire Clay

are also presented. P'rom the curves and volume chart it

is plain that these two flint fire clays have pyro-physical

properties that are very much alike. Indeed, tlie same is

true for all the four flint clays tested, making introduction

of their data superfluous.

The most important fact to be noted from tliese V(d-

ume charts is that, notwithstanding that there is a slight

increase, rather than decrease, in specific gravity from

Cone 1 to 11, there is an actual swelling of the impermeable

solid portion. This increase in volume of the solid ])oi'tion

was noted in evei-y clay reported last year. In tlios(^ (days

and all other clays since tested there was accompanying
this swelling of the solid piu'tion, a very decided decrease
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iu specific gravity. Why, in the flint fire clays there is an

increase in specific gravity coincident with increase in

Yohime of the impermeable solid portion, rather than a

decrease, is only one more pnzzling phenomenon added to

the already long list of peculiarities of this clay.

PORTSMOUTH FLINT FIRE CLAY.

1 2 3 4 5

-0
^'~~^

6 7 8

IP -2;^ » §!>
Sue of data

No. Cone Value of a i '^-i'^ N—^^ Cubical in columns

100 "S 1^ ~ ^ = Shrinkage 5-6-7

V i 1

^ n K 1

I 760 3.03 94.0 68.6 25.6 6.45 100.6

2 830 3.18 94.0 71-3 22.5 6 45 100.3

3 840 2.67 94-0 68.7 25-3 6 45 100.4

4 912 315 93.0 68.3 25.0 8 10 101.4

5 GIG 2.93 89.0 63.6 26.0 12 60 102.2

6 06 2.96 87.3 62.1 25.0 14 25 101.4

7 04 303 87.3 63-0 24.0 14 25 101.3

8 G2 2.98 87.3 63.3 24.6 14 25 102.2

9 I 2.^6 87.3 62.3 24-3 14 25 100.9

10 3 2.60 85.

3

63.0 21.5 17 18 102.7

II 5 3-95 83.0 65.2 17-5 20 04 102.7

12 7 3-o8 82.0 65.8 16.5 22 38 104.7

13 9 4-45 81.0 64.9 15.8 23 95 104.7

M II 2.80 81.0 66.0 15-0 23 95 104.9

15 14 3 -80 81.0 65.7 15-4 23 95 107.0

i6 14 4.14 81.0 65-5 151 23 95 104.5

The fact also that the flint fire clays do not behave

differently from other highly refractory clays, in that they

show evidence of fusion at about Cone 3 with an attending

swelling of the solid portion of the brick, is taken that this

type of clay differs from other types only in the matter of

their unexplainalde increase in specific gravity.

As previously stated, the true specific gravity of the

burned material was not determined, hence statements

cannot be made concerning the physical changes (in con-

sefjuent fusion) which caused the increase in volume of

the solid portion of the brick. If formation of bleb

structure was the sole cause, there should have been a de-
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crea.se in apparent density. If the ol)serve(l increase in

apparent density was due to molecular condensation, then

Ave should have had a decrease in volume. Let me ask,

therefore, in closing, have we in flint fiv^ clays a case

where, if bleb structure were not developed, there would
be an enormous ( i. e., very extraordinary) increase in

density due to molecular condensation; and, in the case

above cited, is the swelling of the body, due to bleb struc-

ture sufficient to counteract the affect of molecular conden-

sation volumetrically but not gravimetrically? It will be

of interest in such cases to have true specific gravity data

in conjunction with the apparent specific gravity and vol-

ume data.
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DISCU.SSIOX.

The Chair: This paper is open for discussion, and we
would like to hear it quite fully discussed. Of course, it is

a comparatively new field, yet old. The fact has been
known Init it has never been used like Mr. Purdy used it,

and it seems to me a very important field. There is no
question but that we must know more about those reactions

which are takin"' place during vitrification, and this is one
of the most valuable waj's of getting at it.

Mr. Burt : Is this series based on wet ground or dry
ground series?

Mr. Punhj: These were flint fire clays, and they had
to be wet ground in order to be formed into briekettes.

Mr. Kiiofe : We tried at first to dry-grind the clays.

The problem was to work it up into briekettes on
which the shrinkage and other properties could be meas-

ured. It was put in a wet pan and ground until it was
possible to shape it up into briekettes of the desired shape.

The average time it was wet-ground was about half an
hour. Some were ground less and some more.

TJie Chair: Can you give us* your ideas about the

peculiar phenomena observed here?

Mr. Knofe: I have not had an opportunity to make a

detailed study of the sul)ject. A^'e all know from Professor

Purdy's bulletin from the University of Illinois that the

specific gravity Avent down as the mass got smaller or

shrank. But in tliis case, although it did shrink, the

specific gravity went up. We assumed in the plastic fire

clays that a vesicular structure liad Iteen formed. In this

case it had jmssed through the vitrification stage without
vesicular structure having been formed.

The Chair: We found in recent experiments, on add-

ing ferric oxide to the clay we got peculiar conditions—got

a condensation where we did not expect it.



THE ARRANGEMENT OF MANUFACTURING AND
SELLING COSTS.

BY

Ellis D. Gates, Seattle, Wash.

Many times liave I recalled the statement made in

1899 by onr worthy instructor, Professor Edward Orton,

Jr., "The ceramic lines are in the same relative position

that the steel business occupied twenty years ago,'' and

observed how true thus prophecy was proving. But to

attain the position in qtiestion we must do as the steel men
have done; nanudy. make our products V)etter and cheaper,

thereb;\Tuaking them more desirable to the consumer and

enlarging the market for them.

This we are accomplishing by a better knowledge of

ceramics and the growing market for the variotis clay

products. But the accounting has been done in many in-

stances in a haphazard way, which in other lines would

have been suicidal.

The clianges in business in the last decade have made
a reliable Cost System a necessity. The various ceramic

lines in common with all lines of manufacturing business

have been, as it were, between two mill stones—higher

wages and higher cost of both raw and finished materials

on one side, with lower selling prices on the other, making

it imperative that the actual cost of production be known,

and making tlie space between the two sides, which repre-

sents cost and pr:Dfit, smaller each year. Thus if a business

is to be run at a profit the cost of production must be

lowered. This can only be accomplished by having care-

fully compiled figures arranged to give the information

desired. A firm liaving no record of costs only knows at

the end of their fiscal year that they have made or lost

money, but cannot tell where, or how or when.

3S0
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Figures takeu as a whole do uot tell inucli unless

properly arranged and compared, and if costs are to be

reduced it is necessary that they be so subdivided that the

owner, manager or superintendent can tell at a glance

which are increasing and Avhich ones are most likely fields

for careful, systematic study for the purpose of reduction

of costs.

Some cost systems fail in that they do not go into

detail enough, and therefore do not show the exact point

of the leak, which will in all probability be easily stopped

once it is located. In arranging the following system the

writjn- has gone into only enough detail to show the cost

in each operation or department. His experience since

entering actively into the ceramic line has been mostly on

tlie business side, and he has therefore given more attention

to nuinagment than to ceramics proper. He hopes that

the system outlined here will be of some aid in lifting the

clay working lines to their proper place in business, and in

leading to a better understanding of the collection and
arrangement of figures and costs.

This system has been in oijeration the past year with

good r(\sults, in a terra cotta plant, but as the basic prin-

ciples of all lines of business are identical, it can be adapted

to almost any manufacturing business. In using this sys-

tem a unit of measure must be decided upon, on which the

cost can be determined. This unit may be cubit foot, ton,

dollar value, or a certain number of the article manufac-
tui-ed.

Many firms take the production per moutli of one
dejiartment and use that as a basis in calcuhiting the cost

in other department.*^. This is obvictusly wrong, as somo
other department ma^' produce f wiic as much in the month
as the department selected as a l>asis. In this system I

therefore calculate the cost in each de])artment by using
the nundier of units actually ])rocessed in that department,
each week or month, and the result is therefore actual and
accurate.
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Chart Xo. 1* i.^ the form used for the jB.nal cost sheet,

omitting of course, the explanatory diagram at tlie left

side of the sheet.

CHART I.

Month Month

Q Depart.ment

Ml
o H '/c 3 -? 1

£-
%

u ~
CJ

l-J

<
Pi Clav
W Plaster

^ Kiln Fuel

j Slips
^ Other Supplies.

.

O Total Material..u Draughting
H w Models & Moulds
Ui

O
U

1—

1

Modeling
Clay Mixing . .

.

-^
'^

>
a

\^ Pressing

C Cutting
-

L_i o U Drying

m H (vj Shppmg
O u O Setting< ^ Drawing

^ Burning
< Fittms-

O Shipping
Direct Labor . . .

Total Labor
' Total Prime ...

Upkeep
2; Power—Heat ...

'-^ !- Rent & Taxes.. .

-

^ '^ [nsurance
~

L/ Depreciation . . .

2C Indirect Labor..
Total Burden ..

Total Factory .

.

Office

Salesmen
Kstimates

Z u .•\d\'ertising ....

J ^ Stationery

^ >j Traveling
o) Freight 1

Indirect Exp. . .

'

Total Selling . . .

!

Total Cost I

1

*For reference see A. H. Revell in "Cost of Production."
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The first division, as you will uote, divides the Total

Cost into Factory Cost and Selling Cost, which must be

considered separately, as each is independent of the other.

Facfory Cost. Factory Cost is composed of Prime
Cost and Burden, which must be kept distinct, as Prime
represents the necessary expenses of material and labor,

while Purden covers those which <io to make wp the "load"'

or "burden" a business has to carry.

Prime Cost. The divisions of Material and l^abor un-

der Prime are easily decided upon, as Material covers all

clay, coals to kilns (but not for boilers, which should be

placed under Burden ) and supplies of all kinds. The cost

of the materials nuiy include labor necessary to jilace the

material in the store house or bunker, or to unload, but it

is better practice to consider that under Indirect Labor,

so that these costs may be kept down to the minimum.
Labor. Labor should include all labor in ditferent

departments or operations through which the product

passes—the more it is sul)divided the better one can see

where the costs increase or decrease from month to month.

On point r(M|uirinji- special stress is the distribution of

Direct Labor and Indirect Lal>or—one bein:;- found under

Labor and one under Burden. Most authorities define them
about as follows

:

Direct Labor is all labor which has to do with actually

proce-sing- the material itself.

Indirect Labor is labor which does not directly process

material and is therefore chargeable to Burden, under one
or more of its suldieads. You will readily see that Indirect

Labor must ]»e given a close and careful scrutiny, as it is

a great factor in increased costs.

The total of Material Cost and Labor Cost make up
Prime Cost.

BiinJen. Burden covers Upkeep or Repairs, Power,
Heat, Light, Etc., Rent and Taxes on plant. Insurance, De-

preciation and Indirect Labor, which last may be subdi-

vided for ilitferent kinds of indirect labor.

All of these items represent '^Overhead Expenses,"
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"Fixed Charges" or "Gravestones/' as they are variously

called, aud all need to be kept at the lowest possible point.

The arranuenieut permits of their being considered alone,

which is of itself a jireat aid in cost lowering.

The total of Prime Cost and Burden shows the Factorv
Cost.

^cllinf/ Edpcnsr. Selling expense is the last but fully

as important as any. It should cover all expenses of the

business outside Factory Expenses, and should be subdi-

vided into enough departments or parts to give the desired

information about the selling expenses. For example,

Office, Stationery, Printing. Salesmen, Estimates, Adver-

tising, Traveling, Freight, Legal, Etc.

The total of Factory Cost and Selling Cost give total

cost, and fixes the price below which you cannot go without

losing money. When a competitor sells goods below your

Total Cost you may l)e sure that he is either doing business

at a loss, or has better methods and lower costs than you
have, leaving it for you to investigate and lower your ovrn

costs if possible.

This will explain Chart I fully I believt\

If the proper unit is selected, tlie system carefully

followed and adapted to the individual business, and care

used to assure reliable records (not estimates) of produc-

tion, any man may have the exact cost in each part of his

business, thereby knowing what he can do and what he

cannot do, avoiding loss and keejHng the efficiency of liis

plant and business up to the higliest po,«;sil)k' i)oint.

The charts numbered two, three and four are some of

those used in compiling the costs in a terra cotta plant.

They can easily be worked out for any line of business and
arranged so that they will give the daily o-.- wekly report

of production in each department. I Ixdieve a few words
will explain the use of each and show the method followed.

The unit selected in this i)articnlar case was a cubic

foot.

Chart Xo. 2 is the Distrilmtion Sheet. One of these

is made u]) daily and is a summai'y of the Daily lleports
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CHART II.

. Distribution Sheet for 19. . .

.

Rate Hrs. Total

Clav Mixing Kiln Fuel Draughting M0DEI.S 4 Mou

No.
Cu. ft. Cost Cu. ft. Cost

i

Cu. ft.
]

Cost
i

Cu. ft. Cos

1 i

'
! 1

i 1

2 1

i

i

3 j

1

.
! II 1

(showing left end of sheet)

and time cards arranged by departments. These are in

tnrn summarized for the month on a simihir siieet and the

monthly totals transferred to the Cost Sheet (('"hart 1),

and the cost per unit calculated.

After the cost per unit is found the percentage of each

Unit Cost and Total Cost is calculated, taking the Total

Cost as 1009^. This gives an entirely different figure and
serves as a check on corresponding departments for dif-

ferent months, as for example, the Department of Pressing-

is S^c of the total in April while it was 6% in Mai-ch. The
percent may also be calculated on the basis of the Total

Cost in Material, Labor or Burden, or Total Factory Cost

may be used as 1009r in all departments under that head-

ing, and Total Selling Cost be used as the basis for all

selling cost departments. The figures thus accumulated
are easily obtained, and while they show much in one

month they become more valuable as they increase in num-
ber, and being systematical Iv arranged, they shoA\ actual

results from which detailed information can be obtained.

By charting these figures as shown on ("hart Xo. V, a

manager or superintendent can have daily or weekly infor-
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matiou before liim, and see at a glance exactly how the

business is running.

This method of illustrating figures is rapidly growing
in use, and once used it is sure to be adopted, as all sorts

of information can be charted, and curves made which will

show instantly the comparisons needed without having to

note the exact fiuures.

Kiln Xo.

.

Page Xo.

CHART III.

Daily Setting Report.

Date Set

Amt. of Kiln Filled.

Order No. Mark | Pieces Set. Total Pes. Total cu. ft.

- — - -

—
1

j

1

1

I

1

Slip used.

Galls

1

Order

1 ! 1

Cost
1

1 !

Hrs. Today
Hrs. Ford..

Total Hrs.

Total Cu. Ft.

Total Forwarded

Total in Kiln

Percent of Kiln Filled

Foreman.
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CHART IV.

Daily Plaster Shop Report.

Date.

Plaster Used Iron Used Templates Made ^ ^
^'°."''^s Completed p^^ Pcs. Total cu. ft.

Order No. Mark

No. ^len

No. Hrs
Foreman.

-lu coiu-liision the writer wisiies to say that this system

represents iniich work and stii<ly on his part, and he only

hopes that it may i)rove of some nse to another struggling

clay worker, and serve to l)ring out other opinions and

experiences in this nuich needed branch of the clay busi-

ness.

While this system may appear difficult to handle at

first you will be surprised to find liow easily all the figures

can be obtained. The writer in using it in a terra cotta

plant, which is about as difficult as business to systematize

as one could imagine, found that he could keep the reports

figured up himself without interfering witii liis regular

duties. '

This system is not wholly original but is the adai)tion

of several systems used in different lines, raking the best

features from eacli, and arranging them in such a manner

that they Avill yield the greatest possible amount of infor-

mation.

I



THE VISCOSITY OF CLAY SLIPS.

BY

A. V. Bleixixger. Cliainpaisiii, Illinois.

The ])lasticity of clavs is still a (juality \vlios(' j>liysical

definition has not vet been established, thoiiiih many at-

tempts liav(^ been made to do so. All Aye can do at present

is to continne the search for some criterion Avhich bears

some relation to this elusive property. Up to the present

such i)roi)erties of the clay as the tensile streni>th, both

green and dry, its deformation, crushin<»- strength in the

green state, and also recently the viscosity imparted to

suspensions of clay particles have been studied. This last

property is promising inasnnudi as it produres a phenome-

non whi( h is clearly not shared by non-plastic materials.

/// fact, if niif/ht he said tliat clai/s are rocks irlticl! irhen

piiJrcrizcd and suspended in irafrr produce a decided in-

crcasr in riscositjj.^

This viscosity is capable of being expressed numeri-

cally with a degree of accuracy which is superior to that of

any of the methods mentioned above.

Simonis^ has measured the viscosity by determining

the v(dume of a clay-slip llowing through iiu aperture of

2 mm., under constant pressure, in a given time. A mar-

iotte Hask was used to maintain constant ju-essure in the

burette containing the slip. The burette was fii-st stand-

ardized Avith water and the relation existing between the

volume flowing from the tube and the pressure ol)taine'l.

This rcdation is evidently v=kp, where v=vohim'' of liquid

disidiarged in a giAcn time, p^i>ressure of the li(|uid or its

height in the vessel, and k^coefficient of fluidity or the

viscosity. Solving for k we obtain k= If now the pres-

sures are plotted along the abscissa and the volumes es-

'Sprechsaal, 1905, 597.

3S3
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capiiig, along the ordinate we obtain for ideal liquids

straight lines where A is equal to the coefficient of fluidity

represented bv the tangent of the angle made by the line

to the X axis.

In the case of clay slips Simonis found the relation to

be not so simple and he obtained as the functions of vol-

ume and jjressure, curves of higher degree. The same in-

vestigator, having found considerable difficulty with this

method in working thick slips, devised a second method for

determining the collision of clay slips by measuring the

weight necessary to pull away a 5 cm. glass plate from the

surface of the liquid. For this purpose he arranged a bal-

ance, having the glass disc attached at one end of the beam
and a scale pan at the other. He caused very tine shot to

pour onto the pan, arranging at the same time an auto-

matic shut-otf device. Before working with clay slips he

determined the weight necessary to pull away the 'lisc from

water. Applying the test to clay suspensions and noting

the weight necessary to release the disc he sabtracted from

this load the weight required to pull away the glnss from

water, which is a constant factor. In this way the cohesion

value of the clay for the concentration employed was de-

termined. This method is applicable to thick slips which

fail to give results l>y the flow method.

There are faults inherent with both of these methods,

the flow method being subject to irregularities caused by

the roughening of the walls of the vessel, the irregular

stoppirg up of the aperture and other difficulties while the

disc method is faulty as soon as even the slightest settling

takes place.

In looking about for a method .which perha])s might

overcome some of these difficulties the Coulomb method, as

employed in the determination of the viscosity of oils, was
considered and adopted. Although the apparatus as de-

sigued is not suital)le for tliick slips, some interesting-

results were obtained, and the ease and accuracy with

which the viscosity of th.iu slips could be determined makes
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it quite suitable for cei'taiu inyestigatious. It lias afforded

the writer a delicate means of distinouisliing" clays of dif-

ferent plasticity, or of following the effects of electrolytes

and organic substances upon the physical character of the

clay suspensions.

The appnratus itself is exceedingly simple, the disc being

suspended from a steel \yire 11 ft. 6 in. long, and allowed

to rotate within a yessel filled with the clay slip, figure 1.

At the center of the brass disc filled with lead, a rod pro-

jects, proyided with a clamp for gripping the wire firmly.

An aluminum pointer is fastened to the rod which swings

oyer a circular scale around the rim of the receptacle, grad-

uated in degrees. This scale is nuide out of paper and yar-

nished. The weight of the disc is 1333 grams and the

thickness of the wire 0.85 mm.
In nuiking the test the slip is first thoroughly stirred

up and poured into the yessel. The disc is then turned

about 180' by means of the pointer and released. The num-

ber of degrees is read oft' at the turning point of the yibra-

tion so that the amplitude of each swing in the same direc-

tion is obserycnl. This is continued until seyeral readings

haye been taken. The disc is then stopped and the slip

stirred up for another set of check readings. Tlie ratio of

the amplitude of two successiye swings is obtained by di-

yiding the first reading into the second, the second into the

third, and so on. This ratio is a constant for the same slip

at the same temperature. It is important to make note of

the temperature, or better to keep it constant, since the

yiscosity of the water itself changes with change in tem-

perature.

The time of periodic yilu-ation is obtained by taking

the total of, say, ten complete yibrations and diyiding by

20. It may also Ite calculated from rhe length of the wire.

For the apparatus in question the ]>eriodic tinie of yibra-

tion was found to be 3.6 seconds, thus euablinu two ob-

seryers to make the readings quite readily.

Knowing the ]>eriod of o-icillation and tlic ratio ot tlie

amplitudes we can calculate the yiscosity of vatei" ami that
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of the slips to be compared with it. In this work the vis-

cosity of water is always used as the standard, and hence

the viscosities obtained are in terms of the viscosity of

wa ter.

Several methods of calculation mifihr be (>mployed,

based upon the laws of the dampenin,i>- of vibrations. As-

sumin^i for instance that the ratio of the amplitudes is O.S

and the time is 1.5 seconds for each vibration, we obtain as

an expression for the viscosity of the licpiirt:

0.8=6-1-5 "^ or

—log 0.8=1.5k log e.

Then K=:^^ =0.15
1.5 log e

If in another slij) tlie ratio of the amplitudes is found

to be equal to 0.7 and solving again fcu' K Ave obtain 0.21.

The viscosities of the two liipiids, therefore, are to each

other in the ratio of 15: 21. A somewhat sim])ier relation

might be used for determining the relative thougli, of

course, not the absolute viscosities, in which

Vi^coefficient of viscosity of one liquid

:

ri=ratio of the amplitudes of any two successive os-

cillations in the same direction in the same li(juid;

Ti=period of oscillation;

di=dampening constant.

Similarly let Vo, ro, T^ and do be the corresponding

values for the seccmd li(|uid. We have then the relation

d, T. log ri Vj

d. Ti log ro Vo

This gives us K, a coefficient of specific viscosity. The
standard employed is distilled water whose ratio is de-

termined at the same temperature as the ratio of the slips

to be tested. The constant for water, of course, differs with

different apparatus. In the experiments carriiMl on in the

apparatus described it was 0.89.

It was decided to make viscosity determinations with

three kaolins wliicli differ widely in their physical behavior.
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The method obviously is not intended for elavs which are

coarse-grained, and if they are to be tested in this war the

coarser portion mnst be screened off. The three clays se-
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lected were the North Carolina kaolin, Florida kaolin, and
the Tennessee ball clay. No. 7.

The clays were weighed out, the moisture factor being-

allowed for, and mixed with a weighed amount of distilled

water. The mixing was done in a small gallon porcelain

ball mill, it being run for forty minutes in each case. The
heaviest slip employed consisted of 8o^/c , by weight, of

water and ly/c of clay, the apparatus not being able to

vibrate in thicker slips. The 15% slip was at first blended

with a 1% suspension for the intermediate compositions,

but later the heavier slip was diluted with the distilled

Avater alone. The blending was accomplished by siinply

stirring" in a pitcher. In Fig. 2 Avill be found the viscosity

curves of the three clays for different concentrations. They
were the average of 30 determinations in each case, and the

readings showe<l a variation of about ^ 2%. It will be

observed that at first the viscosity was decreased, a fact

which is quite interesting. The Florida kaolin occupies a

position midway between the North Carolina kaolin and
the ball clay, but nearer to the kaolin than to the latter.

Might it not be possible that by this or other viscosity

measurements we shall be enabled to correlate or classify

our ijlastic clays? The practical potters constantly call

our attention to the fact that we disregard the physical

properties of kaolins, and that in our ceramic schools we
do not properly discriminate in their use in our experi-

ments. It is our duty therefore to employ such means as

these to help them, as well as to j^ush forward our knowl-

edge of the elusive properties of clays.

As has been said, this apparatus is very delicate, and
such things as the use of hydrant water in ]>lace of the

distilled will cause marked changes in the behavior of the

clays. This naturally leads to the action of salts like

sodium carbonate, sodium silicate, etc., which opens up a

large field of experimentation.

The work is to be continued with a modified ai)paratus

which it is intended to operate in heavier sli])s.



A COMBINATION GAS AND STEAM POWER PLANT.

BY

Gkorok X. Jeitson, Worcester. Mass.

At our fall meetiiifi- in 1906 we had the pleasure of

listeiiiiiji to a lecture hy Mr. S. S. Wyer on producer gas.

The writer will endeavor to add a few notes as an appendix

to the discussion which took place at that time.

Before referring to the gas plant proper, I \\ ish to sav

a few words regarding the problem which confronted the

Norton Company, Worcester, Mass., in the .spring of 1900.

Our power plaut at that time consisted of three.West-

iughouse compound non-condensing engines, Uvo of them
being 200 H. P. belt-driven and one 250 H, P. direct-con-

nected to a 150 K. W. generator. Steam was generated in

two vertical Manning tubular boilers and two Cahall water

tube boilers. Our reason for running these engines non-

condensing was because of our heating problem, a nundjer

of dry houses, as well as heating our plant iii winter taking

a large amount of steam, and it being our belief that as

long as we were using all our exhaust for heating, that this

plant was a very economical one.

We were, however, getting to the point where we could

not use all the exhaust, and were also in need of more

power in our works. After considering this watter very

carefully, we decided to supplement the steam equipment

with a bituminous ju-oducer gas plant and engine of 500

II. P., and to use the steam engines only to the point where

all the exhaust could be taken care of for heating.

PLAN OF WORKS.

A plan of the works will show the location of the

j)ower house, it being about in the center of the plant.

Steam for heating is circulated by a vacuum systcnn and
power is distributed by motors, large to(ds being direct

driven and smaller ones by the group system.

396
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I'LAX OF POWER PLANT.

From tlie plan of power plant it will be noted that the

boilers and gas producers are brought together for con-

venience in operating. Coal is stored on both sides of the

building, the elevation of the railroad tracks allowing

dumping directlv into the bins, and from the bins the fuel

is brought by a narrow gauge track into the jM)wer house

and elevated to chutes for boilers and charging floor of

producers by plunger elevator of two thousand fi'^unds

capacity, having a weighing scale incorporated in its plat-

form.

In the engine room, space is provided for another gas

engine of the same capacity as the present one, pii)ing from
the gas engine to holder being ample for 1000 B. H. P.

DESCRIPTION OF GAS PLANT.

The plant installed contains as its essential features

a 500 B. H. P. Westinghouse horizontal four-cycle, double-

acting engine with a 300 K. W. direct gener*ator and a

liituminous gas generating unit of the intermittent type,

Loomis & Pettibone make, built by the Power & Mining-

Machinery Co. The producer plant consists of two 250

IT. P. downdraft generators, a steam boiler, a Root
l)lower, steam driven, and wet scrubber, dry scrubber and
a holder of 15000 cu. ft. capacity, operated according to the

following sketch.

The gas, as made, passes downward through an incan-

descent fuel bed. Any tars that are present are changed
to fixed gases. From the producers the gas passes through

the boiler, where the initial heat of the gas is used for

generating steam. This steam is used for making water

gas and for running the exhauster. Any surplus is used in

the heating system. From the boiler, the gas passes

through the wet scrubber to the dry scrubber and then to

the holder, from whence it is fed to the engine at about

four inches pressure.
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FIRING OF rKODUCERS.

The producers, after cleanino-^ are first cliaroed with

coke, tills fuel being the best and cheapest for getting the

plant into operation in the shortest time for starting. It is

our practice to put in a bed of coke about three feet thick,

then wood on top of that. This is fired, and as soon as the

coke ignites we immediately begin to build up the fires

with coal.

During the day coal is fed as required, and water gas

is made during half a minute ever^- twenty to thirty min-

utes. This water gas is mixed with the producer gas in

the holder. The making of water gas prevents the fires

from getting too hot and the ash from clinkering. From
the time fires are started, the engine can be running in

forty minutes. Week days, when fires are banked over

night, we are ready to start in twenty minutes from the

time gas making begins, the holder being always left

charged with gas when gas making is stopped.

The water consumption in the wet scrubber is 3000

gal. per hour or 6 gal, per B. H. P. This water, after per-

forming its work, goes to waste. It is, however, passed

through a settling tank which contains filters stuffed with

excelsior, which collect the lampblack in suspension and
leave the water clear. This lampblack is sold at 11/2^ P^^'

pound. We produce 200 lbs. per month.

FUEL.

Pocahontas steam coal, or a grade equal to it, we find

to be the most economical to use. Coal that is high in ash

or that clinkers causes more frequent cleaning, which is

uneconomical on account of the labor required, fuel lost

and also the wear and tear on the producer walls. With
good coal, the longest period we have gone without clean-

ing is two weeks. With the average run, we clean once a
week.
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AVERAGE AXALVSIS OF POCAHOXTAS COAL.
Phj'sical Water 93
Volatile Combustible 1 1 . 21

Fixed Carbon 80.88
Ash 6.98

100.00

AVERAGE ANALYSIS OF PRODUCER GAS.

Carbon Alonoxide (CO) 3.9
Methane (CIi4) 23.8
Hydrogen ( H2 ) i . i

Carbon Dioxide (CO.) 8.8
Xitrogen ( X:.. ) 62

.

4

100.00

DESCRIPTION OF GAS ENGINE.

The i»eiieral dimensions of the engine are 42'xl7^ Its

extreme height is 13'. It oceupies about two square feet

per K. W. This amply provides for all necessary passages

and auxiliary apparatus. Stroke is S^Vj", cylinder diam-

eter 221/j" and speed 150 R. P. M. With generators, the

weight is 101 tons. Ignition is by two independent sys-

tems, one of the familiar make and break, operated by a
lay shaft paralleling the cylinders, the other a magnetic

system, operated through the medium of electro magnets.

Governor control is at the inlet valve, where the propor-

tioning of gas and air and the mixing thereof is carried out.

Starting is by compressed air at 240 lbs. pressure stored

in tanks charged by electric driven compressor.

LUBRICATION.

Tlie cylinders are lubricated by force feed oilers, and
all journals and bearings by a gravity system. About three

gallons of cylinder oil and about ten gallons of machine
oil are used per week.

WATER C00LIN(;.

Piston rods, cylinders and exhaust valves, those parts

of the engine which are subject to the heat of combustion,
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are water cooled. We use five gallons of water per B. II. P.

per hour. This water is raised to about 110° F., and we find

that if this type of engine is run hotter, we liave trouble

from pre-ignition, causing back-firing. This water is used

in the boilers after first passing through a so-called "heat

extractor," which is heated by the return water from the

heating system. This apparatus raises the temp(U'ature to

175° F.

The use of this water by the method described is equal

to a saving of 10.4% of the coal used for the steam plant.

The return water from the heating system cannot be used

for boiler feed on account of the oil which it contains, due
to the steam engines.

The following chart represents the average coal per

K. W. H. and j^er E. H. P. used by the gas plant per

mouth, all standby losses being taken into account. It also

shows the load curve in K. AY. hours per month

:

Power is measured by watt meter, readings being

taken morning and evening and all coke and coal is

weighed. The plant is run ten hours per day with half

day on Saturday, giving a 36 hour shut down over Sunday.

It will be noted that June shows high in coal con-

sumption, this being due to the tests made during this

month by the Westinghouse Machine Company on the

efficiency of the engine. In September we had an unusually

poor run of coal. December shows high on account of the

works running on short time and the engine running only

to 70% of its rating, standby losses in the producer plant

being necessarily the same as when running full load. Our
average coal consumption for the entire year per E. H. P.

was 1.6 lbs. per hour.

ATTENDANCE.

For the entire plant, we have one chief engineer, one

gas engine attendant, one steam engine attendant, one gas

maker, and two boiler firemen. It takes three men seven

honrs each at the weekly cleaning of producers. A gas fire-

man during the week could easily handle a 1000 11. P. pro-

ducer plant.
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C08T OF GAS PLANT.

The cost of this phiiit per B. P. H., including electric

generator, producer plant, holder, piping and erection,

Avas 184.43.

COST OF POWER.

Our figures show that we can produce a B. II. P. per

year with the gas plant for 130.00. With the old steam
plant, it cost us .|!45.00. This is for ten hours a day for

approximately three hundred working days a year. These

figures include coal, labor, supplies, interest on investment,

and depreciation of plant.

GENERAL COMMENT.

The plant has giyen us no more trouble than a steam

plant of the same size. Our log shows that from Jan. 1,

1907, to date, we haye shut down only thirty-four minutes,

this being due to ignition troubles once, poor gas once, and,

an obstructed cooling pipe once. The plant is not offensiye

to the neighborhood, and noise from the exhaust is no more
than from a steam engine of the same capacity. The ex-

haust yalyes haye been ground once since starting, and
will probably run nine months without grinding. Inlet

valyes were examined after twelye months' run, and found

in good condition and absolutely needed no grinding. A
spare set of ignitors are carried and those in use are

changed once a week. No trouble is occasioned in starting,

it being posisble to be up to full speed in as short a time

as one-half minute, the usual method of starting being to

run on air for six or eight reyolutions before turning on

the gas.

In general, from our experience with this plant, we
belieye it to be both economical and dependable.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Parlcr: Did I understand that the plant is run
day and night? I would like to ask whether they bank
the fires or not?
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Mr. Griffin : The manufacturing" departments run
onl3' ten lionrs a da^^ When the engine is shut down at

night, the producers are left just as they are until it is

time to start up the following morning, no coal whatever
being used.

Mr. Purler: You are using live steam for heating?

Mr. Griffin : Live steam is used only when steam en-

gines are shut down.
Mr. Parker: I Avill ask whether the economy from

this system would apply to a brick plant where continued

heating has to go on?
Mr. Griffin : From our experience, we believe that in

any plant where the heating problem is a serious one, low
pressure boilers for heating and gas engines for power,

would be the most economical.

Mr. Parker : I believe the gas engine system of power
is the coming system, but I do not exactly see how it can

be applied to a plant which has to use a large amount of

heat night and day. But if there is any way of getting

heat from the exhaust gases, which I do not suppose is

possible, it might prove economical.

Mr. Griffin : Using the heat from the exhaust of the

engine has been attempted, but we have never heard of any
success in this line.

Mr. Griffin : The water used in cooling the cylinders

afterwards goes to the steam boilers. It leaves the engine

about 110° F, This water passes through the heat extrac-

tor and is raised to 175° in temperature before going to

the boilers.

Mr. Fisk : I would like to ask Avhat is the compara-
tive cost of the plant as described and a plant of similar

capacity, complete, for operating by steam? I understand
the cost of installation of this is eight-four dollars per
H. P. Do you know how this compares?

Mr. Griffin : I have no figures on that.

Mr. Fisk : Can you give the cost of operating?

Mr. Griffin : With the plant as we had it before we
put in this system, it cost us about forty-five dollars per
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H. P. per year, but 1)Y this system this is brought down
to thirty dollars.

Prof. Wheeler: If the gas holder is filled with gas»

are you able to start with a full load?

Mr. Griffin : Yes. We could run on a full load for

about fifteen minutes.

The Chair: This is a very fruitful discussion. Those
who are acquainted with European conditions realize that

the use of gas producer plants is far more extensive there

than in the United States. The last time I was across I

was surprised to observe the great development of the

producer gas engine. Of course, there the fuel question is

far more important, and they are compelled to look after

the cost of power much more closely than we are. But I

am convinced that in time the same conditions will arise

in the United vStates; and it would be a good thing for

those who are acquainted with the use of gas for power and
other purposes to tell us something about their experience.

Mr. Plusch : As the question of fuel is one we are^

all interested in, I would suggest that those having ques-

tions to ask write them out and that the author of this

paper be asked to answer them for publication in the re-

port of this meeting.

Mr. Fisk: I think it would be interesting to have it

stated in the report of this meeting whether 184.00 per

II. P. included the cost of the building as well as the

apparatus.

Mr. Griffin : It will be noted from the paper that the

cost of plant covered generator, producer plant, holder,

piping and the erection, but did not include the building.

Mr. Lanf/enhcc]c: I was not present during the read-

ing of the first part of the paper. Is this ordinary pro-

ducer gas from coal or is it water gas produced from coke

and steam, such as is used in German plants?

Mr. Griffin : It is part water gas and part coal gas.

Mr. Lanf/ciihccJx: Almost entirely water gas?

Mr. Griffin : No.
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J7/". LaiH/ciihccJx : Is it .something between the ordi-

nary producer gas and" the ordinary air-water gas?

Mr. Griffi)i : In our plant we have a steam boiler in

which the steam is generated by the initial heat of these

gases. In order to keep our fires clean, every half hour

we blow a jet of steam up through one and down through

the other producer. It cleans the fires and loosens the

clinkers and gives a run of two minutes out of a half hour

on straight water gas. V^e do not like to run longer, be-

cause we believe the troubles from back firing are caused

by too much hydrogen. We do make a little water gas

which is mixed with the producer gas.

Mr. Langcnbcck: Has any analysis been made of

that gas? I ask that question because the paper is alto-

gether in the light of power production; but it naturally

occurs to a ceramist to what extent such gas could be used

as a source of heat for kiln firing of some kind. A^'ill it

run too high in nitrogen?

Mr. Griffin : It will run about 62^o nitrogen. I have

the analysis here with the paper.

Mr. Cannon : The question has come up about drying

and heating with producer gas. It is claimed, I believe,

that you can even use the gas from the engine in radiators

around a plant. In our clay Avorking plants we use a little

more steam for drying and heating for seven months of the

year than it takes for power. It is claimed that a radiating

system is being developed now to pipe this heat of the

exhaust gas to any part of the plant and use it. It would
liave to be a fireproof building, of course, in which it could

be used. As to the cost, I heard it estimated by a represen-

tative of a firm that wanted |90.00 per H. P. Mr. Griffin

said it cost |84:.00. The engineering companies will quote

about fOO.OO per H. P. for equipment, without building, for

steam.

Mr. FisJ:: For steam?

Mr. Cannon : Comparing the cost of steam to that

of the gas apparatus, one is about ninety and the other

sixty. It is about twenty per cent less for a steam plant*
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but tliev claim forty percent instead of thirty percent, as

here given, as Kaving in cost of operation.

Mt\ Wheeler: I desire to aslc the following questions

to be answered by the author of the paper and incorporated

in the published report

:

What cost for coal per ton is the H. P. figured on?
What rate is depreciation figured at in the cost slieet?

Is the tar recovery of value as a by-product?

The Author: The H. P. is figured with coal (Poca-

hontas) at 15.00 per ton.

The rate of depreciation is figured on the cost sheet

at 3%.
By the Loomis-Pettibone system, tliere are no tars.

As the gases pass downward through the generator, they

are changed into fixc^d gases, so that no traces of tar are

ever seen in the piping. We do, however, recover as a by-

product some lampblack from the wet scrubber, for which

there is a market.



A STUDY OF THE HEAT DISTRIBUTION IN FOUR
INDUSTRIAL KILNS.

BY

A. V. BleiningeR;, Champaign, Illinois.

There is a decided lack of data in regard to the con-

sumption of fuel in periodic ceramic kilns, expressed in

accurate terms, as well as with respect to the way in Avhich

the heat is distributed. It was hence thought advisable to

undertake the examination of several kilns for the purj)ose

of determining the ratio between the heat made useful and
that escaping as waste. The kilns studied represented sev-

eral types and widely differing conditions, one of them

being a sewer pipe, one a paving brick, and two, terra cotta

muffle kilns, entirely unlike in construction. In addition

a l)uilding brick kiln was examined, which has already

been reported upon elsewhere.*

In making a heat balance of a kilns we must determine

the following factors

:

A. Heat introduced as fuel.

B. Heat lost by the waste gases.

C. Heat lost by the unburnt fuel in the ashes.

D. Heat used in the burning of the ware.

E. Heat taken up by the kiln and lost by radiation.

The last factor, important though it is, cannot be es-

timated by any direct means available, since the difficulties

opposed to its determination are too great. We must bo

satisfied to obtain it by difference. For, since the first

four items are readily obtainable by measurement, the fifth

is arrived at by the evident relation

:

E=A—(B+C+D).

*"The Balance Sheet cf a Down Draft Kiln," Clay JVorkcr. February,
1908. Read before the X. R. M. A.

412
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A. The beat iutrodii(e<l as fuel was of course readily

calculated from the weight of the coal used from day to

day. The calorific value of the latter was obtained by

determiuing- the heatiug value of a well averaged sample

of the fuel in the calorimeter. This work was done in the

department of industrial chemistry at the University of

Illinois, under the direction of Professor Parr. The weight

of the coal multiplied by its heating value gave the total

number of calories introduced.

B. The heat carried out by the waste gases was cal-

culated from the daily coal consumption, the ultimate

analysis of the coal, the analysis of the stack gases, the

thermal capacity of the gases and the flue temperature.

The first factor was, of course, easily determined by weigh-

ing the coal, the second by the ultimate analysis of the

coal, this work having been carried out in the department

of chemistry under Professor Parr, the third by the analy-

sis of the flue gases, using the Orsat apparatus, the fourth

from known data, and the fifth by means of the Le Chate-

lier thermocouple applied in the flue as close to the kiln

as possible.

The daily coal consumption permitted of calculating

the weight of coal fired per hour for a certain period, which

was, for the sake of convenience, taken as twelve hours.

This period was considered the unit in all the calculations.

From the ultimate analysis, allowing for the carbon

escaping with the ashes, the weight of the gases evolved

with theoretical air supply was calculated. If, for instance,

the coal had the folbjwing composition:

Carbon 60.15%—3.03 (lost in ashes)=57.i2%

Hydrogen 4-15%
Oxygen 9-37%
Sulphur 4.34%—1.30 (lost in ashes)= 3.04%
Moisture 7.90%
Ash 14.09%
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1 kg. of coal would result, on burning with just the requi-

site amount of air, in

5712 f I = 2 09 kg of carbon dioxide

0415 9 + 0.079 := 453 kg. of steam

0304 X 2 = 060 kg. of sulphur oxide

0.5712.3| X 3 35 = 5 90U kg. of nitrogen

The weight of air required for the combustion of 1 kg.

of this coal would then be 7.66 kg.

The flue gas anal^^sis was simply made for the purpose

of determining the amount of excess air introduced into

the kiln, as this evidently changes the weight of the gases

resulting from 1 kg. of the coal materially. It was en-

deavored to take samples from the flue so that they repre-

sented average conditions, and from two to three analyses

were made each hour. This meant the making of hundreds

of analyses during each burn. As the basis of the calcula-

tion of the excess air present the oxygen found was used

according to the relation

:

, . . lOO
Coefficient of air-admission= 4.76a% Oxygen.

To illustrate : Supposing the gas was found to con-

tain 5% of oxygen. We would have then :

100

100 — 4. 76A 5
=:1.31, representing total air admitted.

The excess air must then be 1.31—1=0.31.

Applying this to the weights of the gases obtained

above we would have

:

2.090 kg. CO2
0.4-r3 kg. H.O
0.060 kg. SO2
5.9CO kg. N-2

7.66.0.31=2.370 kg. Air

It might be added that the gas samples were taken as

close to the kiln as possible, so as to avoid the dilution

caused by the leakage of air into the flue near the damper.

In calculating the heat lost by the waste gases during

any given period we must first obtain tlie ratio of tlic lie;it
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( aiTJcd our l»y the uasrs evolved from 1 kg. of coal at the

tliie teiii])ei'atiire to the heating value of this weight of coal.

In this calculation there are necessary the weight of

Avaste gases, their thermal capacity and the tlue tempera-

ture.

The si)ecific heats of the gases, as taken from the

standard tahles are not suitable for thes'.' cahulations,

siuic they a])ply (»nly to a temperature range between 0°

ami 100 (\ and if used would cause a mor^' or less grave

error.^ The work of Le Chatelier ami Mallai'd* has clearly

shown that the thermal cai»a(ity of gases is expressed by

a parabolii- formula of two parameters:

Qu^a
l'>0 '" lOOO^

in which (^u^lieat capacity.

a=a constant comon to all gases^6.5.

T^absolute temperature.

l>=a constant, variable for different gases.

The value of b for perfect gases like Oo, No, H2 and
CO is 0.6, for H.O 2.0, and for CO2 3.7. This fonnula

applies only to the molecular volume of ench gas at abso-

lute^ temperatures. For the sake of convenience it is pre-

feralde to calculate the values in terms of one kg. and the

temperature in degrees C. This has been done in the

followinii' table:?

THER-MAL CAPACITY OF I KG. GAS, IX KG. CALS.

Temperature in Nitrogen. Carbon Steam
degrees C. Monoxide

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
200 ^7-3 50.0 100. 43-

1

400 88.0 100. 203 . 91.0
600 iH-O 1540 326.0 I4.TO
800 181.0 207.0 461.0 208.0
1000 2.^2.0 264 . 609.0 277.0
1200 284.0 32^.0 770.0 354
1400 334 383-0 943 435-0

*rndnstrial Furnaces and Methods of Control. Emilio Damour, p. 11.

Metallursrical Calculations. J. \\'. Richards.
tindustrial Furnaces and Methods of Control. Emilio Damour, p. 13.
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Bv plotting a curve from these data for each gas the

heat capacity of 1 kg. of the gas can be read off at once

for any temperature. This Ayas done in the woric under

discussion. For the purpose of illustration let us take

the figures obtained aboye for the weights of the gases, and

assuming that the gases left the kiln ot 620 ^C we would

liaye the following heat capacities, the atmosp!ieric tem-

perature being 20°.

2.09 X145 =303.05 kg. cals., heat capacity of CO2
0.453X326 ^147.68 kg. cals., heat capacity of H:0

0.453X80+0.453X537 =279.50 kg. cals., heat of vaporization of H;0

5.9 X154 =^08.00 kg. cals., heat capacity of N2

2.37 X 149.4=354.08 kg. cals.. heat capacity of air

i992.3i=total heat carried out by waste gases.

If the calorific power of the coal used is 6200, it is

evident that the heat lost by the waste gases must be

equal to^X 100=32.13 per cent. For every 100 pounds

of coal fired we thus lose in the waste gases 32.13 pounds.

The temperature, as has already been stated, was ob-

tained by means of the Le Chatelier thermocouple, inserted

into the flue close to the kiln. Corrections were made for

the atmospheric temperature. This was done by fastening

a thermometer to the junction between the platinum and

the copper wire. The correction is equal to 0.5 of the ther-

mometer reading where the atmospheric temperatuT-e does

not exceed 10 \ In very hot places the correct procedure is

to insert the copper junction in boiling water and to cali-

brate the couple under these conditions. The calibration

is to be made by means of the melting points of zinc, silver

and gold or copper.

in the losses due to the waste gases must be included

also the loss due to the escape of combustible gases. Under

the conditions of the kilns examine<l in this work the

amount of carbon monoxide found in the gases was very

small. Immediately after firing some of this gas was

found, but it disappeared in a few minutes. For this rea-
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son it \\'as not included in the losses incurred by the flue

gases. It seems that the hot mass of cla^' tends to promote
the oxidation of the combustible gases formed in the

furnace.

D. The heat required to raise the ware to the ulti-

mate temperature of the kiln Avas calculated from the

weight of the ware, its specific heat and the kiln tempera-

ture. The amount of water contained in the clay was
taken into consideration. Unfortunately, several import-

ant constants are lacking, such as the heat of dehj'dration

of clay and the heat of vaporization of the hygroscopic

water. Even the specific heat of clay is not known for the

higher temperatures, though it is usuallj^ given in text

books as being 0.2. Mr. J. K. ^loore, during some recent

work in connection with his thesis, found the average ther-

mal capacity of a burnt No. 2 fire clay between the limits

of 400-1100° C to be 0.235. At the time the calculations

for this work were nmde the specific heat of clay was taken

as 0.2, The heat of dehydration was assumed to be 200 gr.

calories per gram of water. No reliable data was obtain-

able on this subject. The latent heat of the hygroscopic

water which leaves in the neighborhood of 200' was taken

to be 176 according to the formula of Griffltlrs.

L=596.73—O.GOt.

Assuming then a clay, containing 2% of hygroscopic

and 7% of chemical water which is to be raised to 1120°,

Ave would have for 1 kg. of the dried clay the following

heat consumption, the atmospheric temperature being 20°.

The dehydration temperature to be taken as 050°.

Hygroscopic water 0.02X180X1= 3.6 kg. calories
0.02X476 = 9.5 kg. calories

Chemical water 0. 07 X .02X650= 9.1 kg. calorics
0.07X200 = 14.0 kg. calorics

Clay , 0.93X0.2X1100=204.6 kg. calorics

I kg. clay thus requires 240.8 kg. calories

E. As has been mentioned aboA'e, the heat absorbed

by the kiln and lost by radiation was obtained by differ-

ence.
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APPARATUS.

The apparatus used in this work consisted of the Orsat

gas apparatus, two tin gas samplers, supported by tripods

and painted with asphaltum paint, one tSiemens-Halske

milli-voltmeter and double throw switch, two thermo-

couples, one for the flue, the other for the kiln, two ther-

mometers reading to 100 "C and two to 300^, the latter

being used during the watersmoking period, and two Rich-

ardsou-LovejoT metal draft gauges, filled with colored pe-

troleum and showing a reading magnified four times.

The gas was drawn from the flue through %" pipes

plugged at the end and perforated around the side. The
pipe connected to the draft gauge was provided witli an

elbow so that the end of the pipe was parallel to the axis

of the flue and pointed in the direction of the stack. This

was found to be important, giving more consistent readings

than when the pipe was inserted at right angles to the flue.

DRAFT GAUGE.

The readings of the draft gauge were not necessary'

for the determination of the heat escaping through the

stack, since the weight of coal actually fired was used as

the basis of the calculations, but they were useful in indi-

cating the increasing velocity of the gases in the stack.

The draft gauge without a Pitot tube oannot be used to

measure the velocity of the gases except it is calibrated

against an anemometer. A Pitot tube suitable for the

purpose was not available, since the usual metal instru-

ment would soon be destroyed by the high temperature of

the gases and the time was too short for making a clay

tube of this kind.

With the Pitot tube the velocity of the gases in the

flue or stack is calculated from the relation.

' ^
do

where v=the velocity in feet or meters per second.
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g=;:tlie gravity constant, 32.14 ft. or 0.8 meters.

h^real heiglit of the petroleum column in feet or me-

ters, shown by the draft gauge.

d=^density of petroleum, in terms of water at 4^C.

d^ndensity of the gases at the temperature and pres-

sure of the stack or flue in terms of water at 4\

The relation between the real velocity as determined

by the anemometer and that calculated from the Pitot tube

is approximately 1.1—1.2, for the velocities in question in,

ceramic stacks. The Pitot tube velocities are hence to be

multiplied by this factor in order to obtain the real

velocity.*

Some erroneous conceptions are current in regard to

the meaning of the draft gauge readings. The value indi-

cated by the gauge does not represent the total magnitude

or "head" of the draft, but only that part of it which cor-

responds to the velocity of the gases and which is not avail-

able for pulling the gases through the furnaces and kiln.

The total head of draft which may be expressed in

inches or millimeters of water or air at 0° is the puliK ob-

tained by a stack, measured by the difference in the weight

of the hot gases occupying the chimney and tlie weight of

the same volume of air at atmospheric temperature. To
illustrate, assuming a stack 10 meters high and 1 square

meter in cross section at 273 ''C, with the atmospheric air

at 0°, we have a difference in Aveight as follows: The
weight of 10 cubic meters of air (volume of stack) at 0°C^
12.93 kg. The weight of the same volume of air at 273^^
0.105 kg. We have, then, as the measure of the total draft

tlie weight of 12.03-0.405=0.405 kg. This weight is dis-

tributed over the cross section of 1 sq. meter=10000 sq. cm.

The pressure upon 1 sq. cm. is thus 0.05 gram. This cor-

responds to a height of a water column of 0.05 cm. Ex-

pressed in terms of air at 0° it is 0.05X772-=501.S cm.,

water being 772 times as heavy as air at the same tempera-

*\V. D. Harkins and R. E. Swain. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, Vol. 29,

p. 970.
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ture. This head of 5.02 meters represents the total draft.

But only part of it is available for forcing the air needed

for combustion into the furnaces and ptilling out of the

kiln the gases produced. Part of this force is taken up by

the Aelocity of the stack gases and part of it by the friction

of the gases in the stack. The head available tor the kiln,

then, is equal to the total head minus the velocity and

friction heads.

The velocity head is calculated from the relation

—

»

Assuming the velocity of the gases in the above stack

to be 6 meters per second, the velocity head, h^, becomes

3G

h^^ ^1.84 m., in terms of air at 273 \

2X9.8
Reduced to terms of air at 0° this head becomes 0.92m.

According to Kichards the friction head, ho, of a stack is:

H
h..=1.9-K

d

where H=height of stack.

d=;diameter or side of chimney.

k=constant, whose average value=0.08.

Substituting, we obtain

10

h,=l .9— . . 08=0 . 15 meters.

1

The head of the stack thus availal)le for pulliug the

gases through the kiln=5.02- (1.81+0.15 >=rr3.03 meters

of air at 0°."

Experimentally, the total head of a stack may be de-

termined by suddenly dropping the damper and observing

the draft gauge reading instantly. The common idea that

the draft of a kiln is increased greatly as the stack be-

comes verv hot is not true. It is true that the draft in-
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creases np to a certain temperature but not beyon<l it, in

spite of the fact tliat tlie velocity of the <iases increases.

But as we have seen, increased stack velocity jueans in-

creased loss in available head. It must be remembered

that the draft of a stack is not measured by the volume of

the jiases drawn otf, but by the irc'ujht of «ias removed i^er

unit time.

We have thus the expression

:

QU= Sdl- 2gn.00366.L(ti-t2)
^^.^^^^^ If 0.tU366 ti

Qu==the weight of the gases removed per second.

S =cross section of stack.

d =density of the gases at 0^.

g =9.8m.m' 32.14 feet.

L =height of stack,

tj ^mean temperature of the gases in the stack in

degrees C.

t =temperature of the air in degrees C.

Since here Sd i 2 g 0.00366 L=constaut Ave may say

that Qu=K
^ I j;^,^36^ ^^

By differentiation or graphical determination of the

maximum value of Qu we find that the tem])erature at

which the greatest weight of gases is removed is at 273^ C.

Nothing is gained, therefore, as far as the avaiUihle draft

of a stack is concerned, by maintaining a m^'an stack tem-

perature higher than 273^ above the atmospheric tempera-

ture.

SEWEK riPE KILN.

The kiln in question was one of the older kilns on the

plant and was rectangular, its dimensions being : Length,

42 feet, width, 171(7 feet, height, 19 feet, inside measure-

ments. It was set with double strength 20 inch pipe,

nested with smaller sizes, and contained 120,460 pounds of

clay, all told, including rings, etc.
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In bnrniiig, 87,335 pounds of coal were used, which
liad the following- composition

:

Carbon 59 . 76%
Hydrogen . . .^ 4.08%
Oxygen and Nitrogen 10.72%
Sulphur 2.57%
Ash 11.74%
Moisture Ii .13%

The ash was found to show the following analysis:

Carbon 29. 17%
Hydrogen . 26%
Oxygen and Xitrogen 3-13%
Sulphur 3. 16%
Ash 68.99%
Moisture i . 55%

The calorific power of the coal was 6,020 calories, or

10,837 B. T. U.

The weights of the gases from 1 kg. of coal were

:

C0-^2. 070 kg.

H20=o.47S kg-

X-'=5.765 kg.

assuming perfect combustion. The weight of air re^piired

per kg. of coal is 7.48 kg. ; 3.42 per cent of carbon were lost

in the ashes.

The length of the burn was 129 hours. This was di-

vided into 10 periods of 12 hours and one of 9 hours. All

the analyses and other data were averaged on the basis of

the 12 hour period, care having been taken to make the

analyses representative of the average conditions.

In Fig. 1 we have represented the average coal con-

sumption per hour during the burn. Fig. 2 shows the

time-temperature curves of the kiln and flue. In Fig. 3

there are shown the average carbon dioxide and air per-

centages for each period throughout the burn.

HEAT LOST BY WASTE GASES.

In calculating the heat passing off with the waste

gases from the data represented by the above curves, the

mean flue temperature from the Ijeginning to the end of

each period was taken and the atmospheric temperature
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deducted. The heat carried out by tlie gases correspondino-

to 1 kg. of coal was then ealcuhited, as shown in the first

part of this paper. In the case of the sewer-pipe kiln the

waste heat of each period is given in the following table

:
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Adding up the pounds of coal which express the loss

of heat by the waste "ases we obtain 1G351 pounds. Since

the total coal fired was 87,330 pounds, it is evident tjiat

the heat escaping through the flue is equal to 18.6 per cent.

Fig. 4 shows the losses for each period of the burn.

HEAT REQUIRED TO BURN THE WARE.

Calculating the heat required to burn 120,460 pounds

of clay, as illustrated above, to a temperature of 1100°

there will be used 13,689,179 kg. calories, which equal

4987 pounds of the coal employed in this case. This cor-

responds to 5.71% of the total heat introduced into the

kiln.

HEAT LOST IX THE ASHES.

The carbon lost in the ashes amounts to 3.42% of the

coal. Since practically no available hydrogen was found

TRAN5 AM CEP 50C VOL X. BlEINI N OER-

F1G4-.

SEWER PIPE KILN.

%HEAT LOST BY WASTE
CASES IN TERMS OF MEAT INTRODUCED.
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in the ashes, the heat lost in this way evidently is 0.0342

X

8080 kg. calories per kg. of coal. Calculating this loss in

percentage we obtain 4.58%.

HEAT TAKEN UP BY THE KILN AND LOST V,Y RADIATION,

The heat coming under this heading is evidently ob-

tained by subtracting the sum of 18.6% +5.71% +4.58%
from 100 which gives us 71.1%, a very high percentage,

approaching the similar losses of open-hearth steel fur-

naces and must be ascribed to the poor condition of the

kiln.

In Fig. 5 the draft-gauge readings are plotted, ex-

pressed in draft gauge divisions and inches. The gauge
was frequently set to the zero point to allow for the evapor-

ation of the petroleum.
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Collecting- the data obtained in these calculations we
find the heat distribution to be as follows:

Heat lost by the fire gases i8.6 %
Heat taken up by the ware 5.7 %
Heat lost by ashes 4.58%
Heat taken by kiln and lost by radiation 71 . i %

100.0%
In burning 1000 kg. of ware there were used 4378341 kg. cals.

In burning i ton of ware there were used 3984200 kg. cals.

In burning i ton of ware there were used 1456.8 lbs. of coal

Temperature iioo°C.

During salting the fire gases were found to contain

15.6% CO2 and 2.4% Og. An interesting fact observed was
also that the temperature during salting rose 5^ in spite

of the fact that the reactions involved in salting are endo-

thermic, thus showing that there is no difficulty in main-

taining sufficient heat.

During the latter part of the burn some carbon mon-
oxide was found in the gases, but only for a short time and
in small amounts. The loss of heat due to this source was
hence neglected,

PAVING BRICK KILN.

This kiln was a 26 ft. round down draft kiln and con-

tained 357,264 pounds of burnt clay. The amount of coal

used was 121,928 pounds. The maximum temperature

reached was 1110 = C.

Analysis of coal

:

Carbon 60.15%
Hydrogen 4.15%
Sulphur 4-34%
Oxygen and Nitrogen 9-37%
Ash 14.09%
Moisture 7.90%

The calorific power was found to be 6231 or 11216 B.

T. U.

Analysis of ashes

:

Carbon 2i . 53%
Hydrogen o.ll%
Sulphur ^ ,. ... 1 .81%
Oxygen and Nitrogen 0.83%
Ash "JT . 30%
Moisture 0.08%

;
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Thus 3.03 "/f of carbon in the coal was lost with the

ashes.

From 1 ki>-. of this coal there would be evolved :

2.090 kg. carbon dioxide

0.453 ^g- steam
5.900 kg. nitrogen
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not considering- the sulphur dioxide and assuming perfect

conditions of combustion. For each kg. of coal tired there

would have to be introduced 7.6G kg. of air for theoretical

combustion.

The length of the burn was 204 hours.

The coal consumption per hour is shown in Fig. 6 for

each period of 12 hours throughout the burn. Fig. 7 gives

the time-temperature curves for the kiln (couple 'intro-

duced on top I and the flue as well as the draft gauge read-

ings. The latter are taken from the stack, and it must be
remembered that each division efpmls 34 inch and that the

readings are magnified four times. Each division thus
corresponds to 3-16 inch of petroleum, vertical height. In
Fig. 8 the COo and air contents of the gases are repre-

sented. From the air curve we observe that the shale is

not a diflicult one to oxidize, that the air content of the

gases is not excessive, and the heat losses are not so much
due to large air excess as to the high exit temperature of

the waste gases.
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HEAT CARKIEl) OUT CY WA8TE GASES.

Proceeding as before we can calculate the heat carried

out into the flue from the weight of coal fired per period,

the air content of the gases and the flue temperature, so

that we have the following results:
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Addiiiii the pounds of coal, whicli are equal to tlie heat
wasted by tlie fire gases, we obtain 36,454 pounds, which is

29.97r of tlie total ain(»unt of coal fired, or we may say that

the kiln shows a fine loss of 29.97^. Fig. 9 shows the heat
loss per period Graphically.
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HEAT REQUIRE!* IX HEATING UP THE WARE.

(Calculating the amount of heat theoretically necessary
to raise the clays to 1110 (', as shown above, we find that

this heat is equal to 13,778 pounds of coal, which is 11.3%
of the total amount.

HEAT LOST I'.Y UXI'.URXT CARHOX IX THE ASHES.

Since the carbon lost by the ashes is equal to 3.03% of

the coal, the heat lost in this way must be equal to

8080X0.0303=245 calories, or 3.9% of the calorific value
of the coal.
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HEAT TAKEN UP BY THE KH.X AND LOST BY RADIATION.

This uecessarilj^ must be equal to 100 — 45.1=-519%.

Summarizing, we have the following heat distribution :

Heat lost by the waste gases 29.9%
Heat taken up by the brick 11 .3%
Heat lost by carbon in the ash 3-9%
Heat taken up by the kiln and lost by racRation 54-9%

100.0%

In this kiln and under the conditions of the test car-

ried on

1000 kg. burnt clay required 2056230 kg. calories.

I ton burnt clay required 1871169 kg. calories.

I ton burnt clay required 660 pounds of coal.

Temperature iiio°C.

TERRA COTTA KILN. A.

This kiln was a muffle kiln, the muffle being 16 ft. in

diameter. The kiln was set with 42,423 pounds of green

terra cotta and 26,960 pounds of supports, kiln blocks, etc.

The coal consumed was 29,340 pounds, and the duration

of the burn was 67 hours. The maximum temperature

reached in the muffle was 1080 ^C.

Coal analysis

:

Carbon 66.78%
Hydrogen 4.81%
Sulphur 0.84%
Oxygen and Nitrogen _. 9.68%
Ash 7-59%
Moisture 10.30%
Calorific power 6716 cr 12090 B. T. U.

Analysis of ashes:

Carbon 20.92%
Hydrogen 0.06%
Sulphur °-^5%
Oxygen and Nitrogen 0. 53%
Ash "7-94%
Moisture 0.20%

Assuming theoretical combustion, the weiglit of the

gases developed from 1 kg. of coal is 2.39 kg., carbon diox-
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ide, 0.553 kg. steam, and 5.8 kg. nitrogen, the sul])hur being

neglected. The air introduced under the same conditions

would be 7.54: kg.

Fig. 10 shows the average coal consumption per hour

for each period of 12 hours. It is seen to differ from the

corresponding curve for the open kilns by the compara-

tively small fluctuations in the amounts of fuel fired, as is

to be expected from this type of kiln. The tinu^-tempera-

ture curve is jiiven in Fig. 11. The CO., and air curves of

TBANi. AM, CER 50C. VOLX. BLElNmQER

TERRACOTTA KILN A.

AVERAGE CARBON DIOXIDE

Am CONTENT OF FlREC3iA5E5.

Fig. 12 indicate strongly oxidizing conditi(ms throughout

the burn. The draft gauge readings have been rejected

owing to the rather unsatisfactory place at which the gauge
was connected to the flues surrounding the mufHe.

HEAT CARRIED OUT P.Y THE WASTE GASES,

Proceeding with the calculation of the flue lo.ss we
can tabulate the results as follows

:
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Period I 2 3 4 5 6

Kg. calories lost per kg. of coal 741 1 102 1476 1954 2622 2510

% of hear lest in terms of heating-

value of coal ii;o 16.4 22.0 29.1 390 37-4

Pounds of coal lost by waste gases
per period 396 876 1248 18^0 2214 1017

Ad(liii<> up the amounts of coal we have 7581 pounds,

which is 25.8% of the total amount of fuel used, 29,340

pounds. In Fig-. 13 the averaii«* heat losses per period are

shown Graphically.

HEAT KEQriIU:i) TO IIUKX THE WARE.

Calculating the heat theoretically required to luirn

the terra cotta and to heat up the supports, we find that

this amounts to 3,688 pounds, or 12.57% of the total heat

introduced.

HEAT LOST P.Y CARBON IX THE ASHES.

The carbon lost with the ashes amounts to 1.0% of the

coal. Tlius the heat lost in this way is (8080X0.016)^
6716X100=1.9%. In this kiln the grates were in excellent

shape, and this explains the low loss.

HEAT TAKEN UP BY THE KH.N AND LOST BY RADLVTION.

It is evident, then, that the loss must be equal to

100- (25.8+12.57+1.9 1=59.73%.
Summarizing, the lieat distribution is as follows:

Heat lost by waste gases 25 . 80%
Theoretical heat necessary to heat up charge 12.57%
Lost by carbon in the ashes i .90%
Heat taken up by kiln and lost bj"- radiation 59-73%

100.00%
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1000 kg. terra cotta under these conditions required

5113775 kg. eals.^1675 pounds of coal.

1000 kg. terra cotta plus supports: 3007205 kg, cals,

=985 pounds of coal.

1 ton terra cotta required 1524 pounds of coal.

1 ton terra cotta plus supjjorts 896 pounds of coal.

Temperature=1080 ° C.

In taking several samples of gas from the muffle during

the raising of the heat, 3% of COo were found.

TERRA COTTA KILN. B,

This kiln was constructed entirely differently from
the preceding one. Its inside muffle diameter was 21^6''', its

height 17 feet high in the center and 12 feet to the spring

of the arch. The charge consisted of 113,280 pounds of

terra cotta and 75,691 pounds of kiln stone."? and supports.

The fuel used amounted to 81,420 pounds of coal. Length

of burn, 115 hours. The kiln was well built and in excel-

lent condition. The maximum temperature was 1115°C.

Analysis of coal

:

Carbon 69 . 30%
Hydrogen 4 . 62%
Sulphur 1 . 64%
Oxygen and Nitrogen 9-94%
Ash 6.55%
Moisture 7-95%

Calorific power 6961, or 12530 B. T. U.

Analysis of ash

:

Carbon 20.53%
Hydrogen 0. 22%
Sulphur 0.51%
Oxygen and Nitrogen i .03%
Ash '/'/ . 40%
Moisture 0.31%

1.34% of carbon was lost in the ashes. 1 kg. of coal

resulted in 2.49 kg. carbon dioxide, 0.495 kg. of steam, and
6.97 kg. nitrogen, assuming theoretical combustion, and 1

kg. of coal required under these conditions 8.24 kg. of air

for combustion.
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Fig. 14 shows the coal consumption per hour as the

average for each period of 12 hours. In Fig. 15 we have
the time-temperature curves for the kiln and the flue as

well as the draft gauge readings. It is shown here that

the fire gases leave at a very high temperature and that

hence a large flue loss is to be expected. The difference
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in construction between kilns A and B is brought out

clearly by these curves. Fig. 16 illustrates the average

carbon rlioxide and air contents of the fire gases represent-

ing for each period. It is observed that in this kiln also

the conditions are decidedly oxidizing.

HEAT LOSSES DUE TO THE FLUE GASES.

The results of the calculations are again indicated in a
table, viz

:
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Fig. 17 shows the percentage of heat lost during each
period.

Adding up these amounts of eoal we find tliat the

pounds of coal lost hj the waste gases are equal to 40,478
pounds, or 57.1^ of the total amount of coal, 81,420

pounds.

HE.S.T KEi^riKED TO BURN THE WARE.

By calculation the theoretical amount of heat required

to burn the terra cotta and heat up tlie supports was equal

to 6514 pounds, or S^/c of the total amount of coal.

HEAT LOST BY UNBURNT CARBON IX THE ASHES.

Since the carbon lost to the ashes amounts to 1.34%,
the percentage lieat loss due to this cause is [(8080X
0.01 34 ) -f-6961 ] X 100=1.6%.

HE.\T TAKEN UP BY TIH-: KILN AM) LOST BY RADLITION.

This is equal t(» 100— (57.1+8.0+1.6 )=33.37r. This
item, therefore, is very small for this kiln, which speaks
well for its construction.

Summarizing, we have:

Heat lost by the waste gases 57. i%
Theoretical heat required for charge 8.0%
Heal lost bj' unburnt carbon i .6%
Heat lest to kiln and radiation 33-3%

1000 kg. terra rotta required 5002518 kg. calories.

1000 kg. terra cotta and supports ^07242^ kg. calories.

I ton terra cotta required 1439 pounds of coal.

I ton terra cotta and supports 884 pounds of coal.

Temperature iii5°C.

It will be observed that in spite of the largt; flue loss

in kiln B and the higher muffle temperature the elliciencT

is about the same as that of A, this being due to the larger

size and hence greater tonnage of B.

For the sake of completeness the writer desires to

quote the results obtained for a brick kiln,* burning hard

*The Clay JVorkcr. February, 1908.
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sliale Imildiiiji and sewer brick. This kiln was of (he down
draft type, 28 feet inside diameter, and contained 06,190

hrick, each weiohing' GVs pounds. The amount of coal con-

sumed was !>5,045 pounds, the J5. T. V. value l>ein<i 11162.

The summary of the heat distribution of this kiln was a<

follows

:

Heat lost by the flue gases 27

.

;i2%
Theoretical heat required to burn bricks 19.55%
Heat lost by unburnt carbon 3-51%
Heat taken up by kiln and lost by radiation 49.61%

100.00%

1000 ki»'. of brick recpiired 1,449,174 ko-. calories, or for

each ton of ware 468 pounds of coal were fired. The tem-

perature was 1100°C.

Comment on the work of this article is hardly neces-

sary since the figures themselves are the conclusions to be

drawn. It might facilitate comparison to arrange the ab-

solute quantities of lieat required in each case.

1000 kg. sewer-pipe 4378341 kg. calories

1000 kg. paving brick 2056230 kg. calories

IQOO kg. terra cotta, A 4640756 kg. calories

1000 kg. terra cotta plus supports 3007205 kg. calories

1000 kg. terra cotta, B 5002518 kg. calories

1000 kg. "terra cotta plus supports ^07242^ kg. calories

1000 kg. hard building brick 1449174 kg. calories

Expressing these values in poun<ls of coal per ton w(^

have

:

I ton sewer pipe 1457 pounds coal

I ton paving brick 660 pounds coal

I ton terra cotta, .A.* 1524 pounds coal

I ton terra cotta and supports 896 pounds coal

I ton terra cotta. B 1439 pounds coal

I ton terra cotta and supports 884 pounds coal

I ton building brick 468 pounds coat

In conclusion the writer wishes to acknowledge his

indebtedness to Professor C. W, Rolfe for having granted
the use of the funds and apparatus which made the work
possible. He also desires to express his appreciation of the

conscientious services and faithful cooperation of Mr. (\

*The coal used in A is inferior in heating value to that in B.
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E. ^leiTV, of the department of ceramics, Universit}' of

Illinois. He wishes to thank especially the firms whose
kind ooperation was enjoyed in every case.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Lait(/rnh(cJx : I wish to ask about the percent loss

of waste gases—I presume by that the speaker means both

the lost heat of the gases during the combustion of the

kiln and the heat loss by radiation, not only from the out-

side during the burning, but also during the cooling of tlie

ware through the stack. Did you attempt in any way tak-

ing the temperature on the outside of the kiln at the Aar-

ious points and times to determine Avhat the percent of this

loss was, this radiation of the kiln shell during the com-

bustion?

Mr. BIciningcr: I have made no attempt to do this

since this is a very difficult matter, no reliable data being

at hand to serve as the starting point of such calculations.

The German Government is endeavoring to obtain the

necessary facts by experimental researches. There is ab-

solutely no reliance to be placed on any data found in

handbooks concerning radiation. There are any number
of theoretical calculations on this subject, but they do not

agTee in their deductions.

Mr. Langcuhcck: I am glad the Gernum Government
is investigating this, for it is a matter of vital importance.

Firing a kiln is piling up heat in its shell, and we usually

tlmk only that the inflow must be greater than the outflow.

At the same time a large and increasing amount of heat

is being radiated on the outside; and while, relatively, fire

lirick work is a poorly conducting substance, y^^t it is by

no means as poor as it ought to be; and this is one of the

gross defects of our kilns. We simply go on building kilns

of fire brick instead of more effective insulating matiM-ial,

instead of using hollow brick. The saving, entirely, aside

from the possible saving in fuel, is in the steadier accumu-
lation of heat in the kiln l»v a lessened radiation froiti the
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outside. The only larger practical work I have attempted
along this line was in building a kiln at the Mosiac Tile

Co., in Zanesville, Ohio, where I left an air space between
the fire brick lining and red brick outside, and 1 held the

fire brick lining in place by a header brick which extended
an inch or an inch and a half beyond the red brick. But I

was not able to follow it up properly and cannot give you
any data, because the question is too difficult, as Mv. Blein-

inger says, and it was a yery insignificant trial to make.
But I believe if pottery companies will make up their minds
to pay a little more for hollow fire brick and put up their

kilns of them, it will be worth while.

Another question I wish to ask. In pointing out the

loss of fuel in firing, in the beginning, Mr. Bleiniuger says

that it is necessarily much greater than in a boiler. Is

that your idea?

Mr. Bleiiiiiif/er: Yes, sir, not in the beginning so

much as later on.

J7r. Laiifjcnheck: I can understand that the greater

the temperatures the greater the loss by radiation and
gases might be, but your statement might be subject to the

misinterpretation, as that a high temperature apparatus
like a kiln is more wasteful in its work than a low temper-

ature apparatus like a boiler. When we introduced gas at

the Mosaic Tile Co., it proved more economical to fire our
kilns with gas than with coal but not our boilers, and we
returned to coal for firing the boilers. The kiln as an
apparatus is much more economical of fuel, in my exper-

ience, measured by dollars and cents, than boilers, because

the latter in its work chills the fire gases below the com-
bustion temperature, the former does not.

Mr. BJriiiiuf/rr: I was referring to the effect pro-

duced. In the boiler you are getting effect jueasured by
water evaporation ; in the kiln, by the burning of the ware
to a certain tempen^ature. From this standpoint it is more
economical than the kiln.

Mr. LanfjoihccJ: : I wanted to bring out what might
be misinterpreted in that point.
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Mr. Whcclrr: We certainly are deeply indebted to

^Ir. Bleiniuger for this very valuable contriltntiou, show-
ing what we do not know. He has i)ut a niauniticent

amount of work there, and the facts are very clearly and
concisely stated.

I will ask one question to brinji out one point more
clearly. Were those kilns selected under normal condi-

tions, with the common, everyday firing, oj' were they

sj>ecially fired by expert workmen, and \viis there any
handling of the kilns? I will also ask Mr. Bleininger, in

that loss which he ascribes to radiation and kiln loss,

whether he attempted to roughly differentiate between the

external shell loss and what might be safely deducted as

not external radiation? If he could give us a hint on that

it would l>e greatly appreciated.

Mr. Bleiiriur/er: I have not attempted to do this.

But in one case where the conditions were favorable, where
the air was being drawn out of the kiln by a fan, we at-

tempted to measure the heat retained in the kiln. We in-

serted a pyrometer and later on thermometers into the

goose-neck, and knowing the pressure exerted by the fan

we were able to roughly calculate the velocity. I have not

finished the work, but we shall be able to calculate the

weight of the air and the temperature, and therefore

roughly the heat taken by the fan from the kiln. In other

plants the conditions have not been favorable.

Answering the first question, I will say that the con-

ditions were the ordinary conditions, no expert help being

employed. I asked the superintendents to take no special

precautions, but to let things go on in their usual way.

Mr. Merry can tell us how he found conditions.

Mr. Merrj/ : As to whether the kilns were tiie average

or not, I think the sewer pipe kiln was the worst on the

yard. The others were about the average kiln.

Mr. Auhrey : I will ask Mr. Bleininger what he cal-

culates the heat retained by the ware? Is that heat taken

to perform the mechanical action in the clay ware?
Mr. BJciini)f/rr: The calculated heat includes that

J
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required for the expulsion of the mechanical water, the

raising of the heat of the clay itself from the atmospheric

temperature to the final temperature, and that taken by
the expulsion of the chemical water. We have no accurate

figures in regard to the heat of decomposition of the hy-

drous clay suhstances. T have assumed it to be 200 calories

per gram of such water.



THE FUNCTION OF A.LUMINA IN A
CRYSTALLINE GLAZE.

BY

WoLSEY G. Worcester^ Columbus, Ohio.

In studies on crystalline glazes, and in articles that

have appeared in the transactions of this society and in

the various trade journals from time to time, the writer

has noticed that in almost every case, our American inves-

tigators as well as the French, have used a type of glaze

in whicli aluminum oxide is absent, while most German
formulcT call for its use.

It has also been observed that 0.05 e^iuivalents alumi-

num oxide appears to be the amount that our German
co-workers use most frequently.

Seger* says that the introduction of alumina to a

glaze lias a tendency to obviate the faults that are to be

expected in a glaze free from alumina, i. e., tendency to

devitrification, and the running off or soaking in of the

glaze.

Langenbeckt says that it is the alumina and similar

elements which tend to keep the glaze from devitrification

in the protracted glost-fire.

Why do the Germans use alumina in their glazes? Is

it to promote the growth of crystals, or to produce a cer-

tain type, or for mechanical reasons, such as producing

less flow in the molten glaze or causing the glaze ingre-

dients to float better and stick to the body more strongly,

without dusting?

After diligent search to find data on the question, and

failing, the writer decided to study the real function of

alumina in a crystalline glaze.

In a few short experiments it has been the object to

*Vol. II, p. 5/0. tChemistry Pottery, p. 51.

450
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try aud show, if possible, whether alumina hinders or pro-

motes the growth of cr^'stals.

PRELIMIXAEY STUDY OF HEAT TREATMENT.

Realizing- that it would l)e unwise to start upon this

investigation without first studying the heat treatment

required for glazes of this type, and proving that such

glazes could be reproduced from time to time with some
degree of certainty, four glazes were taken as standards,

not for any special reason other than that they had all

produced crystals of good size and shape.

The heat treatment for three of these standard glazes

was known, while as to the fourth, nothing but the percent

of composition could be obtained.

The glazes were as follows

:

.3 Xa.O

.- ZnO
1

1.5 SiO.*

.-1 K.0

.6 -MnO
"1

1

.75 SiO.*

.33 KXaC

.66 ZnO
I

1

1.24 SiO,*
.29 TiOo

• 30 K=0
.70 ZnO

\
i

1.70 Si02t
.29 TiO.

In the case of No. 2, the black oxide of manganese
was used, but by later information it has been learned that

Purdy used the carbonate. This explains the failure to

reproduce his type of crystals in the glaze of the same
formula.

In the case of No. 3 0.15 of the KNaO was from
KNO,, while 0.18 was from NasCO^.

The titanium for this work was furnished by the Foote
Mineral Co., of Philadeli)liia. Two grades being used, one
known as their Ceramic Iron-free Rutile, the other, as

Standard Rul)y Rutile, or TiOg. As to the results obtained

by the use of either grade, the writer has been unable to

detect any ditference.

*Purdy, Trans. American Ceramic Societj'. Vol. TX, p. 378, 380. 400.
tGates, Trans. American Ceramic Society. Vol. VII. p. 44.
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After weigliiiio; out and iiiixinc, the various ingred-

ients for each ghize, the entire batch of each glaze was
placed in a large-size Hessian crucible, and fritted, one
at a time, in a pot furnace fired with natural gas and com-
pressed air.

The fritting was allowed to proceed until bubbling
bad ceased, and the fritt could be easily poured out of the

crucible into a bucket of water. The fritt was then placed

in a ball mill and ground until it easily passed a 150 mesh
sieve.

Each glaze Avas now put into pans and evapiU'ated to

dryness, passed through an 80 mesli sieve several times to

insure an even mixture, and was then put into glass jars

for use.

AVhen ready to prepare trials, a small amount was
taken out into a saucer and worked up with a gum traga-

canth solution to a thick slip. Then by means of a soft

brush it was applied to 1V2X3 inch vitrified white tiles in

a thick coating.

The trial pieces were now placed in small setters, and
when ready to fire it was deemed best to use a coke-coal

fired kiln, to folow as closely as possible the temperature
curve of I'urdy*

A pyrometer was used, and with only slight variations

Purdy's curve was reproduced very closely up to the max-
imum temperature of 1200 (\, l)ut our kiln being of a

small up-draft type, the cooling could not be followed at

the proper rate.

Results of Burn 1.

Glaze Xo. 1 had become bright and clear, with two
small star-like crystals of the common variety produced
by zinc glaze, and about i/s inch in diameter.

Glaze Xo. 2 had produced the best crystals of the

burn. They were of several forms, the most pronounced
being as per cut Xo. 1.

*American Ceramic Society, Vol. IX, p. 336.
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"TRANS. AM. CER.50C. VOL X WORCESTER .

CUTE. SHOWING TILE WITH Z.INC SILICATE CRYSTALS.
GLAZE N2.500 CONE 1-2

SHOWING MANGANESE CRYSTALS. GLAZE 2. BURN 1.
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All were black with an iridescence over most of the

surface.

Crlaze Xo. 3 gave very slight traces of crystals of the

typical fan-shape variety produced by zinc where the glaze

had run thin.

(xlaze Xo. 4 gave results similar to Xo. 3.

The conclusions drawn from this burn seemed to in-

dicate that while the glazes did not crystallize in a very

jnarked way, tliey gave good indications of crystals at

least.

The heat treatment, or rather the cooling treatment,

had not been conducive to the best growth of crystals. And
further, it was thought necessary to use a kiln in which
the cooling could be conducted slower or, if found neces-

sary, the rate of cooling could be changed from time to

time. It was also noted that the glazes had given the best

indications of crystallizing where they had run most freely.

In order to correct the cooling conditions, a second

burn was now undertaken ; it was thought best to apply
the glaze on vases as well as flat surfaces, iA order to en-

courage flow.

^'S hen the trials were ready they were placed in ordi-

nary' saggers, which had been washed with a raw lead

glaze inside, and were fired in a ''Kevelation" kiln equipped

with natural gas for fuel instead of oil.

Purdy's curve was again closely followed, and the rate

of cooling was regulated by shutting olT a small amount
of the gas supply at intervals of each hour, until it was
thought that the glaze had cooled to a point where the

crystals could not longer grow.

Bcs lilts of Burn 2.

This burn proved more satisfactory than the previous

one by producing more and larger crystals.

In the zinc type, glaze X'o. 1 applied on a small vase

gave numerous star-like crystals of snow whiteness float-

ingin a clear colorless matrix. Where applied on small

individual butter plates, it produced a matted mass of
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fine needle erystals, some tlireee-foiii'ths of an inch long.

In glaze No. 2 a more pronounced type of the manga-
nese crystal was obtained.

In Xos. 3 and 4 representing the zinc-titaninm mix-
ture, a nice showing of crystals was produced, which pre-

sented tlie appearance of having been dwarfed or stunted

in their growth, .possibly by cooling too fast at the point

where development takes place.

It Avas evident that some condition necessary to the

growth of the crystals had not yet been produced, and
hence the growth of the crystals was still rather feeble.
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Riddle's cooliiiji cui-vc,* and Mellor's,t shows that there

should he a period during' the cooling- where the crystals

develop tin* l)est, and that if the proper time or tempera-

ture could l»e found in the present instance it would only

r»e necessary to hold the heat at that point until the crys-

tals had attained their best growth, and then cool in the

ordinary way.

This was accomplished by Inirning up to the point

where the glaze was very fluid and then cooling slowly,

drawing trials at intervals of about every -5 (.' until the

point was reached where the crystals began to appear. The
heat was allowed to drop another 25 degrees rather

*Trans. American Ceramic Society, Vol. VIII, page 345.

tTrans. English Ceramic Society. Vol. V. page 89.
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«|iii(kl,v, the wiiter tliiiikiiiu' rliat a slow coolinj:, at the

point where the crystals begin to appear «;r form would
have a teiidencv to start too many of them urowiiiii. So it

was deemed best to eool (piickly at this jjoint, only allow-

inji a few crystals to start and then cool slow, allowing

them to iiTow. This was carried ont as near as possible,

with the following results:

RrsiiH.s of Jiiirii 3.

Glaze No. 1 on a vase produced a tine large crystalli-

zation over the entire surface.

Glaze >^'o. 2 did not develop crystals to any great

extent, but some very interesting specimens of the three

pointed star-type and of larger size than before were ob-

tained.

Glazes Nos. 3 and 4 were applied on a small butter

dishes, and developed into a mass of perfect fan-shaped

crystals, the coloring and luster of which were very beauti-

ful. The color was a dark straw yellow, with borders of

reddish material around the crystals of Xo. 4.

Also see curve for this burn marked No. 3 on plate

No. lA'.

TRANi. AM. CtR. SOC VOLX. PLATENO.iy. WORCESTER
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Results of Burn 4.

A fourth burn was uow uuide, at a flual temperature

lOO'^r lower than Xo. 3, thinkinj; that possibly it would
not be necessary to go so high. The cooling was varied

somewhat, dropping a little lower from the finishing heat

and then holding the temperature two hours instead of one.

The results of this burn, marked 4, plate V, were not

to be compared with those of burn No. 3 for beauty. There
were well formed crystals, ])ut they lacked the sparkle of

those of the previous burn.

The lesson drawn from this burn was as follows:

In a glaze of this type it is necessary to carry the burn
to such a point tlmt the glaze becomes very fluid, in order-

that all material in the glaze may come to a state of com-

plete solution, then, when the cooling takes place, the

crystallizing ingredients can easily separate from the bal-

ance of the glaze, and continue to grow until they are used

up, or the temperature has dropped to a degree where the

glaze stiffens to a condition where further growth is

impossible.

It will be seen that in the case of crystal glazes on

vertical walls, that it is very necessary to cool xorj rapidly

for a short time after the maximum tem])erature has been

reahed, in order to prevent the glaze from draining off the

ware completely.

Results rjf Burn 5.

It was thought advisable to cai-ry out another burn
similar to Xo. 3, to see if the results could be duplicated.

About the only difference in the two burns was in the time

consumed in reaching the highest temperature, burn X'^o. 5

taking about three hours less in reaching the maximum
temperature. It had been the opinion of the writer that it

did not make very much difference on a glaze of this type

as to the time of heating up.

The results of burn X'o. 5 were in every ^^•ay similar

to X'o. 3, the crystals being of good size and well developed.
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CRYSTALLIZATION EXTKRIMKNTS WITH ADDITION OF ALUMINA.

It was now tlioiiulit that the real work (oiild be under-

taken, as the composition and habits of p'owth of four

glazes was pretty well established.

A small series was planned, Table I, to show if pos-

sible what the nature of the etfect of alumina would be

on a zinc-titanium glaze.

TABLE L

No. K2O ZnO Al20,i Si02 TiOa Remarks

A 1

1 0.30 0.70 0.00 1.70 0.24 All Fritted

A-

1

1
0.30 0.70 .01 1.70 0.24

A-2 0.30 0.70 .02 1.70 0.24 .

^'^ 1
0.30 0.70 03 1.70 0.24

1

A-4

A-6

0.30
0.30

1
0.30

0.70
0.70
0.70

.04

• 05
.06

1.70
1.70
1.70

0.24
0.24 1

0.24 i

.From Xo. 4 and

'Blended

A- 10

A-7
A-8

1
030

j

0.30
0.70
0.70

.07

.08
1.70
1.70

0.24
1

0.24
!

A-9
A-io

0.30
1 0.30

0.70
0.70

.09
O.IO

1.70
1.70

0.24
1

0.24 1

1

All Fritted

As will be seen by the table, this series was i)repared

by fritting the two extremes and then blending the inter-

mediates.

The A-10 fritt was exceetlingly hard to fuse, in fact,

it did not come a point beyond a good slag of a stony

nature.

After tlioroughly blending these glazes tliey were
applied to small vitrified porcelain tile and fired in the

usual way, following tlie curve of burn No. 3. as near as

possible.

Results.

By referring to the cut, Fig. 5, it will be seen that

glaze A-1 has productsl at one end of the tile fan crystals

of good size. No difference can be seen between the crys-

tals on this trial piece and those of the regular zinc-titan-

ium t^'pe.
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A -2 had changed very materially from the regular

fan type.

Instead of having a growth of a few fan crystals the

entire surface of the tile is made up of needle crystals, very
fine and greatly interwoven one with another.

A-8 is very niuch^ the sanie^^s A-2 except that there

are not so many crystals. The glaze matrix seems to be

more dry and stony.

A-4. This glaze has the texture of a semi-matt, but is

entirely free from any crystals so far as the eye can detect.

A-5-6-7-8 can be described together. They all present

a semi-matt appearance, smooth to the touch, and have
no signs of crystals. Their color is gray with tinges of

yellowish green.

A-9. This glaze has semi-fused, but was evidently not

soft enough to run smooth. There are still remaining in

its surface small pits or bubbles. No signs of crystals are

visible.

A-10. The glaze of this number is void of crystals,

and while it is vitrified it is only glossy, and at one end
of the tile it is dry and full of pin holes.

CoiiclKsioiifi.

This set of trials seem to show us that alumina has
changed the type of crystal from tliat of fan shape to

needle crystals.

Also that 0.04 alumina in the glaze has so changed it,

most likely in a physial way, that further crystallization

is impossible at the temperature used. It is not at all

unlikely but what this entire series would develop crystals,

if it were possilde to attain the proper heats to produce
fluidity of the glazes.

This burn, also, showed very clearly that it would be

very inconvenient to take for the starting point of our
future work glazes requiring such high temperatures to

mature as those used up to the pre.sent time. (About
Cone 12).

A new series was therefore planned, with the object
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of produciiiii a lihizc, lia\iii<2, a ineltiiiii point low (Miouiili to

enable us to use 0.1 aluiuiiia aud still melt at Cone 10.

It was decided at this point in the work to dev(»re the

stiuh' to a simjde zinc iilaze in order not to have too many
elements present at one time, that mioht affect tlie jivowth

of the crystals.

A glaze was ])repared of the following formula :

.77 ZnO ^
^-^ -^'^•'^'^

I .20 B.O3

And after fritting the entire batch, it was ground to

pass a 150 mesh sieve, then evaporated to dryness and
pas.sed through an 80 mesh sreen several times to insure a

proper mixture. A part of this mixture was made into a

slip condition by the use of gum solution. Tiles were
now prepared by a})plying the glaze with a brush.

At the Siime time a nundjer of cones were made from

the glaze. When the kiln was set three of these cones were
placed where they could be watched, the idea being that

when they melted down it would give a warning that our

glaze was reaching maturity.

This occurred close to Cone 1. The temperature was
maintained at this ]M>int, trials being drawn at intci-vals

of one-half hour, and at the third draw, the glaz(» h:ul be-

come clear and fluid.

From this point, the kiln was allowed to cotd rapidly

for one hour. The temperature at the end of that time was
held for another hour and the kiln was then closed.

Cut No. () shows the results of this burn very nicely.

Crystals of fairly good size have l)een formed. It will be

seen that around the edge of the tile we have a border of

needle crystals, while the central area of the tile shows
the star-type.

Taking into consideration the temperature at which

this glaze matured, and the ease with which it developed

crystals, it was thought safe to plan future work with this

as a basis.

In considering the problem, the (luestion arose as to
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how the alumina would act, if derived from different

sources. Hence a series was planned as follows:

.33 Na.O) ,,Q f .20 B.O,

.66 ZnO / °° ^^'^' li.6o SiO.

To

.66 ZnO / °-^ ^^'=^=
) .20 B.O.

GROUP I.

No. i Na20 Si02 B2O.S Remarks

520 0.33 0.66 0.1 I .60 0.20

SI8 0.33 0.66 O.CQ 1.60 0.20
..i6 0.33 0.66 0.08 1.60 0.20

514 0.33 0.66 0.07 1.60 0.20

512 0.33 0.66 0.06 1.60 0.20

510 0.33 0.66 0.05 1.60 0.20

508
1
0.33 0.66 0.04 1.60 0.20

506 0.33 0.66 0.03 I .60 0.20

504 0.33 0.66 0.02 1.60 0.20

502 0.33 0.66 O.OI 1.60 0.20

500 0.33 0.66 0.0 1.60 0.20

All Fritted

Alumina introduced
clay which was fritted

part of the total batch.

All Fritted

from
as a

GROUP II.

Remarks

All Fritted

All alumina used in this

group was derived from the

oxide fritted as a part of the

batch.

All Fritted

1
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GROUP III.

No. KNaO ZnO AI2O3 Si02

1 .60

B2O3

0.20 1

Remark.s

560 0.33 0.66 0.1 All Fritted

558 0.33 0.66 0.09 1.60 0.20 1

556 0.33 0.66 0.08 1 .60 0.20
1

554 0.33 0.66 0.07 1.60 0.20
[

552 0.33 0.66 0.06 1.60 0.20
1

All alumina in this group
550 0.33 0.66 0.05 1.60 0.20

!

was derived from feldspar

548 0.33 0.66 0.04 1.60 0.20 fritted as a part of the batch.

546 0.33 0.66 0.03 1 .60 0.20

544 0.33 0.66 0.02 1.60 0.20
1

542 0.33 0.66 O.OI 1.60 0.20
1

500 0.33 0.66 0.00 1.60 0.20
1

All Fritted

GROUP IV.

No. Na20 ZnO AUOs Si02 B2O3 Remarks

580
578
576

574
572
570
568
566

564
562
561

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

o.i

0.09
0.08

0.07
o.o5
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
O.OI
0.00

1 .60

1.60
1.60

1.60
1.60
1 .60

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.40

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

All alumina derived from

clay added as a raw addition

to the fritted batch.

All Fritted

The above group, containing; raw elav for the source

of alumina, was made bv preparing the following fritt, in

order not to introduce too much silica upon the addition

of the raw clay

:

.66 ZnO \

U.40 SiOc
) .20 B;0.,

After fritting, one-half of it was taken and to it was

added .10 equivalent AUOo from raw clav, giving us the

formula

•33y^[ 0.10AI.O.
.66 ZnO \

U.60 SiO:
) .20 B:0.
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The clay was groiind with the fritt iu a ball mill until

all passed a 150 mesh screen.

In making- the blends for the four groups, the parts of

each extreme were carefully weighed out and dry mixed,

then made into a slip by the use of gum solution, and again

mixed, producing what would seem to be a very intimate

mixture.

These glazes were then applied to small li/o"x3" white

wall tile, by means of a brush, dipping having been found

to be very difficult.

They were then placed in tile setters, holding eight

tile each. The entire four groups were placed in the

Calkin's Kevalation kiln and fired with gas, giving the

curve shown l)y Plate VII.

Results.

Group I. All alumina derived from clay fritted di-

rectly into the glaze, No. 500. This tile has an area of

about one-fifth of its surface that is made up of fine needle

crystals. The lialance of the surface is a dry devitrified

coating containing some large open bubbles near the edges.
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GROUPI

CONTAINING AUO. FROM CLAY FRITTED WITH TME BATCH

NO. AUO, REMARKS

520

519

516

514

512

510

50ft

506

504-

502

500

wm//^

0.10

O.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

0,05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

O.OO

Some VERY Beautiful STAR

And Fan-Like Crystals

AREAaiSCOVEREO WiTri A

Sort Of Opalescent Enamel.

Tile Almost Covered With

Crystals, Only A Small

Corner Of Semi Matt

Remaining .

Same As 512 Except That

White Enamel Area is

large, crystals Are Of

A Fine Pearly Luster.

Smaller Area Of Crystals

But Are Very Nicely

Formed . Balance of '^

Glaze Ratmer Rough.

Very Beautiful Crystals

Only Small areanot Covered

alsoHasSmall Patch Of

White EnamlL Like Glaze

Less Number OfCrystals

Than 508 But larger.

Rest Of GuZE Semi-Matt

SoM^ Well Developed Bar

Ano Fan-Shaped Crystals,

Balance Of Glaze Nice

Semi -Matt.

a Number OfVery Nice Star

Crystals Blending Off

Into Fine Bar -Crystals

Rest Of Glaze Semi-Matt.

Same as 50^.

VERY Small areaOfCryst^.

Balance Of Glaze Badly

Broken ByBubblesAnpAbout

asemi-matt Texture.

Has SmallArea Of Needle

Crystals, Balance OfGuee

Rather Dry And Harsh

Broken By A Few Bubbles.

A. C. S.—21
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Tlio small area of crystals gradually blends from
crystals one-quarter incli long to smaller and smaller ones,

which finally disappear in the devitrified coating. Xo
doultt if this latter surface could be examined with a glass

it would show crystailization.

No. 502.—Shows an irregular devitrified coating,

badly broken by bubbles, more especially near the edges.

On one tile there can be seen three small areas in which
fine needle crystals are just breaking through the surface.

No. 504.—This number appears very much like 502,

badly devitrified, showing a few small crystals. At the

bottom of the larger bubbles can be seen needle crystals

radiating like the spokes of a wheel.

No. 50().—At this i)oint we reach a condition where
the crystals, of a shape resembling the little flower known
as Spring Beauties, appear. About one-third of one tile

is covered with crystals. The balance of the tile is of a

rough or crjstalline surface. The other tile of this number
shows but a faint sign of crystals, but the surface Avliere

not blistered has a fine soft matt finish, showing a slight

dapple marking.

No. 508.—One tile in this set shows good crystalliza-

tion over about one-third of its surface, the balance being

of a soft matt nature. The other tile of this number is

somewhat blistered, but the main surface of the tile is

matt. Crystals only apear in the bubbles.

No. 510.—On both tiles of this number we have an
area equal to about one-quarter of the tilt, that has pro-

dued crystals of a size large enough to be seen. The bal-

ance of the tile has blistered slightly, but for the most
part is matt.

No. 512.—One tile in this set has produced fine crys-

tals over the entire surface, except for a very snuill area

at one corner.

It can be seen that there is a border of fan crystals

pointing inward, while the central area seems to be of a

second or finer growth of crvstals, verv soft and closelv
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blended together. The other tile of this luiinber has not

developed crystals, at least not to the naked ej'e.

No. 514.—Both tiles of this niinil)er have developed

crystalline areas equal to about one-half the surface. The
crystals are well formed of the fan type. The rest of the

surface is matt, but not so smooth to the touch as the ones

lo\ver in alumina.

Xo. 510.—One tile in this set has developed a large

growth of crystals over all its surface, except a small por-

tion at one end. This tile, like the one in 512, has a sec-

ondai-y growth of crystals. In the central ijart of the crys-

talline area there is to be seen a small space of white

enamel-like material. This white substance, in the writer's
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inind, is the same as that entering into the completed crys-

tal, but the cooling- dropped below the point where it could

be absorbed by the growing crystals.

The other tile has its entire crystal portion made up
of line needle crystals, just breaking through the mass of

glaze. The surrounding glaze is a fairly good matt.

No. 518—One tile of this number has developed a

fine growth of crystals, all but one snuill corner of the tile

being highly crystalline. The central area of this tile is

made up of soft delicate crystals. The other tile has crys-

tallized into large fan crystals over about one-third of its

surface, the balance being matt.

Xo. 520.—Both tiles in this case have developed good
crystals, one somewhat better than the other. The tile

represented in the cut shows an area of about three-fourths

of a square inch, that is made up of the white enamel-like

material, spoken of before.

The area of the other tile not covered by crystals is

of a rough matt texture.

Conclusions.

The conclusions to be drawn from this group as a

whole seems to point to the fact that aluminum oxide in

amounts of .03 equivalents up to 0.1 equivalents at this

temperature. Cone 10, is beneficial, either in promoting
the growth of the crystals, or, in holding the glaze from
devitrifying and becoming dry.

The l>est crystals appear in Xos. 512, 514, 516, 518,

520, with 518 showing about the best distribution of crys-

tals.

Group II. Alumina derived from aluminum oxide

fritted into the glaze.

No. 522.—On one tile this glaze has become a dry
devitrifled coating, badly blistered, but in a number of

broken bubbles a few needle crystals can be seen.

The other trial shows a much smoother surface, with
only a few bubbles, wliile at several points on the snrfa«e
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Crystals Not Quite 5o

WellDevelopeo But MORE
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As 536

Most Of Tile Covered By

Beautiful Pearly Crystals
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SameAs5Z4.
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0.05
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0.05
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Area Of Crystals Made

Up Of A Mass 0f5mall Fan-

Crystals Rest Of Glaze

Nice White Matt.

5ameA55ZB.

Small Area Of Fan-Crystals

Rest Of Glaze Broken By

Few Bubbles. Has Nice

Matt Texture.

Same As 524.

Crystals Appear In Open

Bubbles Only. Balance

Of Glaze Nice Soft Matt
But Many Bubbles

Slight Showing Of

Crystals, Balance

Of Glaze Matt.

0.00 No Crystals Semi-Matt
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small patches of needle crystals can be plainly seen, as

well as appearing' in the open bubbles.

No. 524.—The trials of this number show about the

same difference as in 522, one being somewhat dry and
rough, but in a few open bubbles some crystals are to be

seen.

The other trial has its surface broken by several large

bubbles in which crystals can be noted. The rest of the

glaze is a soft matt texture.

Xo. 526.—In all respects the two trials of this number
are the same as 524.

No. 528.—In this set, one trial has developed a small

area of crystals, covering about one-quarter of its surface,

balance being matt. The other trial does not show any
crystals on the surface, but one large open bubble shows
a few needles.

No. 530.—One trial has produced a small patch of

ci'ystals near the center of the tile equal to about one-fifth

of the total area; the surrounding area is matt, while on

the edge and end of the tile the glaze is breaking bright,

with extremely small crystals projecting out into it from
the neighboring matt portion. This seems to point in the

direction that the denitrified or matt surfaces are crys-

talline.

The other tile of this number is a tine soft matt, a few

blisters on the border. One open bubble shows a few small

crystals.

No. 532.—In this set, one trial has developed crystals

over about one-third of its area, large crystals gra<lually

blending out into the surrounding mass of matt glaze.

The other trial of this number has a small are of

rather fine needle crystals. One open bubl)le shows crys-

tals on the inside. The balance of the glaze is of a nice

soft matt texture.

No. 534.—The best tile of this number has a mass of

crystals over about one-half of its area. These crystals

seem to grow smaller and smaller from the area of greatest
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growth, until tliev soften out into the sorroundinji- matt
ghiize.

The second trial does not sho^^' any crystals to the eye,

but is a fine soft matt. There still remains one bubble in

this glaze.

No. 536.—In this number we get our first strong de-

velopment of crystals. The tile represented in the cut
has become crystalline oyer its entire surface except for

a small part at one corner. In this tile we haye the same
growth of extremely soft crystals inclosing a small area
of the white opaque glaze, similar to 51G spoken of before.

The other tile is a fine matt, a little rough in texture,

without any signs of crystals.
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No. 538.—Both tiles of this uuinber show a strong-

growth of crystals, covering all but about one-fifth of the

area. The crystals are all pointing to the center of the

tile. The outer ring, so to speak, is made up of large fan

shaped crystals. These in turn are fringed with a border

of very fine silky crystals. This border in turn surrounds

a small area of the milky opaque glaze.

No. 540.—While the crystals in this set are not as

well developed as in 538, thej are well distributed over

both trial pieces, forming about one-half the surface. The
balance of the glaze is a rough matt, very evidently broken

by a crystalline structure.

Couchisions.

In comparing this group with the previous one, it can

be seen that the crystalline development in this group is

not quite so pronounced as that of Group I. AYhile there

are just as good crystals, there are not so many of them.

In Group I we have, in both sets of trials, noticeable

crystalline development on twelve tiles, while in Group II

we have only ten. This small difference might have been

caused by a different rate of cooling at opposite ends of

the kiln.

It will be noticed that marked development of crystals

begins at about the same point in both groups. At .03

equivalents alumina in Group I and at .04 equivalents in

Group II.

It is also quite noticeable that we get our best crys-

talline development in both groups at about the same
alumina content, namely, at 516 and 518, Group I, and
at 536 and 538 in Group II, vnth .08 and .09 alumina con-

tent respectively.

We obtain the same devitrified coatings, badly pit

marked by open bubbles, at the low alumina content in

each group.

Group III. Alumina deriAcd from feldspar fritted

into the glaze.

No. 542.—Both trials of this set are somewhat devitri-
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fied, with imnierous open bubble-:. On each trial there

appears a small patch of fine needle crystals. The border

of each tile shows the "laze to be bri<!,ht or gloss3\

No. 544.—One tile in this set has become rough and
devitrilied, without any showing of crystals. The other

tile still has patches of bright clear glaze in which star

crystals have formed. Evidently it is necessary for us to

have a fluid matrix for the crystals to grow in.

Xo. 540.—The trials in this case show a slightly more

crystallizing tendency than 544. Both tile« show patches

of crystals surrounded by a matt matrix. The latter being-

blistered quite badly. ^Sonie crystals appear in the open

bubbles.

No. 548.—One tile of this number is nearly covered

with fine bar and star-like crystals intermixed with a de-

vitrified coating, a few bubbles appearing in this coating.

The other tile is a soft matt, spoiled in part^.by a num-

ber of bubbles, shoAving a few very fine bar crystals.

Xo. 550.—This number has produced very fine crys-

tals on both tile, covering about two-thirds of the surface.

There is a marked difference in the crystals on the two

trials. In the one case the crystals are of the star or

flower type, that is, the bars radiate from a common center

in all directions equally. While on the other tile they are

only parts of stars shooting forth from the surrounding

glaze matrix. Seemingly after these had attained a length

of about one-half inch, the ends of the crystals spretd out

into a fine delicate mass of crystals, so fine in fact that

this area becomes almost opaque.

X^o. 552.—Both tile in this set have formed good areas

of crys1:als, equal to about one-half the surface of on^^, and

about one-third of the other. The tile with the most crys-

tals has a matrix of glaze surrounding the crystals, that

is largeh' crystalline, for they appear very lightly over

most of the surface. In the case of the other tile, the sur-

rounding glaze is a nice smooth matt.

X'o. 554.—At this point the crystals appear in great

profusion, overing the entire tile in one case, with crystals
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of a beautiful pearly luster. The other tile has well de-

veloped crystals oyer nearly all of its surface, but they are

for the most part small ueedle crystals. At one corner of

the tile there is a small area of bright clear glaze into

which the needle crystals liaye spread out like fans.

No. 556.—The crystals in this set haye made a strong-

growth on both tile. They are like beautiful pearl, sur-

rounding a small area of glaze, and haye the appearance

of opalescence. Very little of the glaze remains in a matt

condition.

No. 558.—This pair of trials is yery nincli the same as

556, except that on one tile there has developed an area of
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milky opalescence etjiial to about one-tbiid of the tile, the

largest area of this material so far seen.

No. 560.—At this number of the group we still have

a line development of crystals. On the one tile represented

by the cut we have a peculiar set of conditions. At one

end and side of the tile we have a narrow border of rather

dry devitrified glaze, and bordering on this is a beautiful

development of crystals, extending almost entirely around
the tile. Inside of this band of crystals is an area made
up of a clear glaze, and also a fine showing of opalescence.

The other tile in this set has developed crystals over about

two-thirds of its area, but does not show the variety of

glazes or conditions on the one just described.

('oncliisions.

This group has produed more well developed crystals

than either (iroup I or II. There is also more uniformity

in the two trial pieces of the same nundier.

A very noticeable feature is the fact that our very best

crystals begin to appear at .05 equivalents alumina. The
amount that most German formula^ call for.

All things considered, the use of spar as the sourc(?

of alumina seems to be the most favorable.

There is less bubbling, smoother glazes and better

crystallization. It may be due, in part, to the small

amount of K2O brought in by the spar, acting Avith the

NaoO and forming a better flux, or in other words a more
fluid glaze has been produced, in which the crystals could

grow with less resistance. This latter point, in the writer's

mind, is very important for tlie production of well-devel-

oped crystals.

(iroKp IT. All alumina used Avas derived from clay,

added in the raw condition to the other ingredients of the

glaze, which had previously been fritted.

A very noticeable difference is to be seen in this group

when compared with the other three, and that is, that the

order of best crystallization has been reversed from the

hiiili alumina end to the low alumina end of the series.

!l
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W'heu this jj^roiip was first seeu it was thoiiglit that some
error had been made, either in the mixtures or numbering
of the iirouj), so an entirely new sot was blended and fixed

over, the tirinjj; conditions beinn followed as near as pos-

sible to that of the previous burn, but there was found to

be about one cone dilference in the two burns. The first

burn reached Cone 10 while the second firing only reached

Cone 9 with 10 s:tarted. 8o in writing up this group it has

been thought best to compare the trials from the two burns.

•Xo. 561.—This glaze having 1.40 instead of 1.60 equiv-

alents silica has only crystallized as a border or fringe

around a small area of clear glaze ( cau.«ed by a drop of

raw lead glaze from the setter). The crystals are rather

small, starting as bars and spreading out into fans. The
balance of the glaze is a rather dull rough matt.

The trial of the second firing shows a Aery decided

improvement in crystals. Except for a small border on

three sides of the tile, the glaze has crystallized completely

into numerous bar crystals, crossing and recrassing each

other in various directions, producing a very beautiful

pearly luster. This trial would indicate that a little less

heat than Cone 10 is better for this glaze.

Xo. 562.—Trial one of this set has developed crystals

over about onedialf of its area. These crystals seem to have

their origin in a rather semi-vitrified coating. The crys-

tals start as bars, gradually dividing or spreading out until

they have attained a length of about one-third of an inch,

then they shoot out, like the fianie to a large gas well, for a

half inch more, ending in a rather opaque glaze.

The second trial of this set has become crystalline

over about one-half of its area. The crystals in this case

are of the bar type, reaching nearly across the tile. The
marginal part of the glaze is of a matt nature, soft but

breaking rough near the crystal area.

Xo. 564.—Trial one of this set has an area of crystals

equal to about one-third of the tile. The crystals, as in

562, start to grow from the surrounding vitrified coating,

and have attained a length of onlv about one-third of an

I
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inch when they meet otlier crysrais which have grown from
one edge of the tile.

In bnrn two of this ghize about one-half of the tile is

crystalline but the crystals, instead of spreading out and
forming fan designs, have run aross the surface of the

glaze in straight bars. The balance of the glaze is of a
dull matt surface.

Xo. 560.—This trial has attained the best development
of crystals in this group. The crystals have.grown inward
from the margin of the tile to a distance of one-half incli

as bar crystals, then spreading out into fan shape, and
finally breakiug fcnth into a shape similar to a clover leaf,
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having the tiiif delicate veins or markings of a leaf of

that kind.

The second trial of this number has not developed any
marked growth of crystals, but the entire central area of

the tile is composed of a mass of tine needle crystals, sur-

rounded by a semi-matt glaze.

No. 508.—This glaze has developed an area of fan

sihaped crystals surrounded l»y a mass of fine needle crys-

tals, and these in turn by the same semi-matt glaze of the

last number.

Trial two of 508 has crystallized over a small area

equal to about one-quarter of the tile, as in the other glazes

of this group and burn. They have only developed bar-

type crystals. The balance of the glaze is of a matt nature

by rough.

No. 570.—Trial one of this set shows an area of well-

developed crystals equal to about one-fourth o the tile area.

The main part of the glaze is a dull matt from which the

crystals seem to grow as bars until they spread out into

fan shapes. The other trial in this pair is slightly blis-

tered at one end. A small area in the central part of the

tile has just a slight showing ot crystals which are sur-

rounded by matt glaze.

Xo. 572.—Both trials in this case show a slight blis-

tering or bubbling. The first burn trial shows a mixture

of bar, star and fan shaped crystals, growing out of a mass

of fine needle crystals, and these in turn, as in previous

glazes, disappear into a semi-matt or matt glaze. The
other tile shows a small area of fine needle rystals sur-

rounding a mass of bars, the latter being gre-atly inter-

woven. The surrounding matt on this tile is of a some-

what softer texture than its mate.

No. 574.—In the ase of both tiles of this nund)er we
find the surface of the glaze broken by uumerous bTd)bles.

The glaz(^ is semi-matt, softer in the Cone 9 burn, with no

signs of crystals, while the other trial is somewhat rough.

It shows a very small area of fine needle crystals.

No. 570.—A small area of bar crvstals are to be seen
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Oil both trials, the Cone 10 trial showing the best. Many
of the bars have opened into fans. The suiTOimding glaze

in both cases is rongh and stonv to the tonch, and marred
by blotches and open bnl»bles.

No. 578.—Trial one in this set shows a faint trace of

needle crystals over a small area, the balance of the glaze

being of a dull rough linisli, somewhat broken at places l)y

open bubble*^. The other trial shows a very nice, fairly

soft matt glaze, but around the edges of the tile it is

spoiled l)y small blotches or puffs.

No. 580.—This glaze, with the highest amount of al-

umina added as i*aw clay in the first burn shows strong

traces of fine needle crystals breaking through the sur-

rounding mass of semi-matt. The other burn shows the

glaze to be badly defaced by V)ubbles, some open and others

still under the surface.

The main part of the glaze is matt, but at the edges

of the tile with a low power glass small needle crystals can
be seen.

(hiicidJ ( 'oiicliisions.

In the groups where the alumina was fritted with the

balance of the glaze, spar has proven the best source from
which to draw the alumina. As menti<med before, this is

no doubt due to the fact that we have a wider range of

fluxes present, causing the glaze to become more fluid and
hence a better medium for the crystals to grow in.

Aluminum oxide, fritted into the batch, seems to be

the next best source from which to obtain the necessary

alumina, and, lastly, that of clay fritted as a part of the

batch.

The best source fonnd, liowever, fr(»m which to draw
the alumina, was that of clay, added raw to the glaze. We
have a wider range of glazes from which crystals have de-

veloped, but at the same time they are no better than those

of the other grou])s. One other i>oint to be observed is the

fact that this gi-oup has but v(*rv few glazes showing bub-

bles, while the (sther groups show large* amounts of them.
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This plienomeiioii can no doubt l)e attributed to the use of

gum solution in the first tliree groups and none in the last.

The addition of .03 equivalents alumina in the form

of raw clay was found to be sufficient to cause the glaze to

float well, and to adhere firmly to the body. This latter

point is possibly the strongest (me in fayor of the raw clay

addition.

It was found next to impossible to apply the other

glazes without the use of gum solution.

The most noticeable and perplexing difference in this

work is the fact that if we fritt our addition of alumimi

it causes crystals to develop best from .05 equivalents al-

umina up to the linut used, namely, 0.1 equivalent, while

in the ease of Group IV our best crystals begin to appear

at the low end, 0.01 equivalents alumina, and continue on

up to 0.06 equivalents.

It will be noticed that in both cases they overlap at

0.05 equivalents, tending to show that the formula calling

for 0.05 efpiivalents are about midway in the field, and
would be within the field of crystals in either case.

An interesting question is, why has alumina produced

these dilfcrent results—a high amount required in one

case and a low amount in the other?

In the writer's mind it could possibly be explained

in this way: In the case of Groups I, II and III, where

all material in the glaze has been previously frittetl, upon

burning in the kiln, it melts or becomes fluid quite easy,

say at cone 5 or 0, then by the time cone 10 has been

reached the glazes low in alumina have become over-firtnl

and devitrified, but the high amounts of alumina have

held the glaze from melting early, or have at least pre-

vented devitrification.

Now in the case where alumina was added from raw
clay, what conditions have we? We have a mixture that

is not as intimate or perfect as in the case of all fritt.

Upon burning this mixture of clay and fritt, what
has to take place before we can expect the crystals to de-

velop? Is it not necessary to carry the heat to such a

1
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degree or extend the time to a point where the (lav and
fritt can reach a .state of complete .solution?

It i.-: not reasonable to exjject to accomplish this as
quickly c>r easily as in the case where this work has pre-

viously been done by the fritt furnace.

Now turning- to the results obtained in the work, it is

only naUiral that we would expect to see the glazes lowest

in alumina mature first. The temperature of cone 10, in a

short fire, has only been able to bring the mixture of clay

and fritt into a state of combination up to the point where
we reach 0.06 equiyalents of alumina. Aboye this amount,
while the glazes are nearly yitrified, they are yet in a state

of latent fusion, or, just the opposite of the condition of

the glazes of Groups I, II and III at the low alumina end.

In conclusion, it may be said that while the use of

alumina does not seem to accelerate the growth of crystals,

it does act as an agent to arrest the action of the heat on
the glazes, g:iying them a wider range of usefulness. The
u.se of alumina from raw clay is to be recommended, not

only on account of its mechanical properties, l)ut becau.se

it tends to hold the glazes good oyer a long firing or a cor-

responding high fire.

I wish to acknowledge my thanks to Prof. Edward
Ortou, Jr., to whom I am indebted for the opportunity to

carry on this inyestigation, and I also wish to thank Prof.

R. C. Purdy for his yalualde suggestions and interest

taken in the woi'k.



TESTS OF ASSAY CRUCIBLES, WITH NOTES ON THE
TYPES OF CLAYS SUITED TO THEIR

MANUFACTURE.
BY

Edward Okton. Jr.. and H. B. Henderson.

The following investigation is the outgrowth of a

commercial commission. Two clays were submitted for

tlie purpose of making crucibles, and instructions were

given to find whether either clay, or any mixture of the

two clays, would make a good crucible for the assay trade.

This involved a consideration of the work which as-

say crucibles are called upon to do, a study of how well

existing l>rands of crucibles are able to meet these obliga-

tions, and a study of the materials and processes necessary

to the production of a crucible which would be able to

meet them on their own ground. The work has grown far

beyond the scope of the original commission, and has been

pursued as ,an investigation for the interest that attaches

to it, and because the subject seems to have been but little

considered by others.

The ^Vorl{ of an Assai/ Cnirihlr.

Assay crucibles are used by the hundreds of thou.sands

annually in all of the great mining districts of the world.

The ores of gold, silver and lead are tested by the old

fashioned fire assay more often than by any other way.

In addition, copper, tin and a number of others are occa-

sionally determined by this method. There are also other

fields of usefulness to which crucibles are put, but as a

rule the manufacture of crucibles for the ordinary melting

of metals, alloys, frits, fluxes, etc., is a separate line from

the manufacture of assay goods.

An assay crucible must meet the following require-

ments:
484
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1. It iimst be refractory eiiouiih to stand tlie heat of

a bright, sharp coke fir(^, in which it is phiceil and often

times nearly buried. In modern work, the old coke fur-

naces arc largely replac(Ml by single or double muffle fur-

naces, in \\iiich the extremes of temperature vary very

much less. A coke fire when freshly replenished is often

very cool, and yet by the end of the melt, it may be so

white as to make it difficult to see the crucible.

Viewed from the standpoint of a refractory material,

the demands made on assay crucibles are not very severe.

Any good No. 2 tire clay ought to be able to meet them,

so far as resisting the actual fusing action of the fire is

concerned. The shortness of the exposure to heat, and the

vei'3' limited number of fusions to which the ware may be

assigned, makes fire failure very rare.

2. It must l)e able to resist the solvent action of

strongly basic tiuxes, high in lead and soda, at least to a

degree that will permit one, sometimes two and sometimes
three fusions to be made witliout leaking. The corrosion

produced on a good crucible should be general and equal

all over the slagged surface, rather than local, and should

leave the surface smooth, and not pitted and eaten into

cavities, in order that the melt may pour out clean, and
not leave material adhering in the hollows.

3. Jn must endure severe temperature changes with-

out cracking, for it is ])ut with its cold charge into the full

heat with very little or no preparatory warming, and when
the fusion is complete, it is taken out and poured at on( e

and allowed to cool in the open air, when it is recharged

and used a second and sometimes a third time. Fusions
most commonly go through where tlie slag l)egins to bur-

row into a crack caused by sudden heating or cooling, and
very fe\^• brands of crucibles will stand more than two
severe fusions irith sdfcti/ if rapidly heated and cooled,

because of failures from this cause.

4. It must l»e liglit but hard and strong enough to

stand nesting and crating and transportaticm witli insig-

nificant losses from breakage. Often times, in fact very
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coiunioiilv, tliov must be transported over had roads, iu

wagons or on pack animals, so that transportation is an

important eh^ment in the cost of the crucible, and heavy

breakage would be unusually obnoxious to the purchaser

under these circumstances. The clay must have toughness

enough t<. stand the jars and jolts of travel without undue

thickness or weight in the Avails of the crucible. Extra

weight is a very severe limitation.

There are other smaller points which are of influence

in the crucible trade, and which help to sell the output

—

color, shape, freedom from iron pimples, etc., but none of

these are of serious influence, if the other points are ade-

quately met.

DcrHopinriif of the Method of Trstinr/.

In the al>sence of a standard method of testing, or in

fact any method of previous work in this line, we under-

took to develop a method based on use. As is usual in test-

ing operations, it was the endeavor to make the conditions

considerably more severe than those of ordinary service,

in order that the resisting powers might be taxed to the

utmost, and the Avares Avhich Avere barely good enough

might b':^ separated from those Avhich had reserAes of

strength still left. In dcA-eloping such a method of testing

the follo^\ ing experiments were made :

1. TJir Cnirihles to he Vsed. The DeuAcr 20-gTam

assay crucible produced by the DeuAcr Fire Clay Co., of

Denver, Colo., Avas used, as these Avere carried in stock

in large quantities in the chemical storeroom of the Uni-

versity for the use of the classes in assaying. They could

thus be obtained at Avholesale rates, in any quantity, and

at a moment's notice.

2. The Slar/. Assay slags are empirical mixes of

strong fluxes which are designed to fuse easily and quickly

themselves, and also to dissolve the ore which is ndxed
TN'ith them in the charge. In effect, the assay slag is a fiery

solvent, Avhich dissolves the ore into a thin watery silicate,

and in that condition applies the reagent needed for the
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separatiou of tlie metal involved. It parallels exactly the

soliitioii of the ore in acids, and the ])recipitation of the

metal from the solution, as is familiar in tlie ordinary

processes of chemical analysis.

The rea.iicnts commonly used are lithar*;e or PbO,

bicarbonate of soda, carbonate of potash, borax. Hint, nitre

or saltpetre, ar^ols or crude tartrate of potash, oxide of

iron, and a few others. Without iioiui* into the theory of

fluxing, it may be said that silicious ores are usually given

plenty of Ijasic fluxes, basic ores are given plenty of silica

or l)oric acid or both, ores containing lead are dissolved

in a reducing slag, using argols to separate the metal and

prevent its volatization, while sulphi<le ores are scorified

A\ith slags made oxidizing with nitre to burn out the

sulphur.

For the purpose of this test, two very simple slags

were proposed

Xo. I. N"o. 2.

Litharge 2 Carbonate of potash 4
Bicarbonate of soda i Bicarbonate of soda 4

Borax glass 2

3 Argols . I

Ferric oxide 2

13

Of rhese, No. 1 was used almost exclusively, as it was

found much sujterior in corrosive power to No. 2. This

No. 1 slag was powerfully basic, and capable of dissolving

silica from any source at an extremely rapid rate. The

idea was to use a slag whose power to attack the clay of

the crucible would be at the maximum, and thus observe

which crucible could best withstand it. In the prelimi-

nary tests, it was found in every case that where No. 1

would not destroy the crucilde. No. 2 would not do it, and

under conditions where No. 2 failed to destroy the crucible.

No. 1 succeeded better.

Detenu illation of the Proper Duration and Proper Tem-

perature for the Corrosion Test.

No exact directions could be found as to the proper
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temperature at wliicli assay work should be carried out.

Accordinf^ly the following series of tests were made, melt-

ing 250 grams of raw slag in each crucil)le for the length

of time indicatwl, and pouring the slag as clean as possible,

and after cooling, weighing the crucible to determine its

loss by solution.

The test on following page shows:

—

First. There is no important change in rate of solu-

tion at Cone 5 (1230 C) over Cone 1 (1150°C). At Cone

3, the slag is fluid enough to pour well, and becomes fully

fused in ten minutes, and engages in action on the crucible

walls. At Cone 5, there seems little, if any, difference, and

certainly no definite advantage. Cone 1 was selected as

the temperature for future tests, as it seemed to the eye

to be about the same temperature used in the regular prac-

tice of assaying, and no advantage had been found by use

of the higher temperature.

Hccoiid. There seems to be no strongly marked losses

in weight from increased periods of solution, above 30

minutes. Below 30 minutes, the losses were lower, but

above 30 minutes the losses fluctuate. Therefore, the 30

minute period was adopted for future tests.

Condition of crucibles after test. The records of mere

losses of weight by solution of the crucible walls, by a

given weight of slag, in a given time, at a given tempera-

ture was the fundamental idea of the preceding work. It

was early found that the percents loss did not give all the

facts necessary to the judgment. The condition of the

crucible, the nature of its corrosion, and notes explaining

inefjualities of corrosion, were necessary from the very

first. In the above tests, the first ten crucibles exposed to

test 5 of 30 or more minutes, did not perforate. All showed
corrosion less at the bottom, and most deeply from the

middle to the top, where the surface of the slag was froth-

ing, and rising and falling. At the bottom, where the

fluid slag lay quiet, the surface of the clay was not <leeply

corroded. Cracks which had been formed in the molding
of the crucible, but which were not visible before the test.
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I'I
^

|,_ 1

Duration

of

Test

(minutes)

Temperature

express

.d

in

Cones

Pyrometer

Reading

in

Millivolts i

I

2

3

4
5
6

256.2 243.8

259.6 239.0
255.4 230.5
257.2 229.3
266.3 241.8
259.9 231.

1

12.4

20.6
24-9
28.

9

24.5
28.8

15.0

22.5
30.0
37-5
45-0
52-5

Cone I

or
ii50°C
ii5o°C
ii50°C
ii50°C
ii50°C
ii5o°C

Made in up-
draft kiln.

Oct. 9, 1907.

7

8

9
10
II

!

246.9 266.3 gain

19-4
258.2 243.2 1 15.3
247.0 221.6

1 25.4
269.5 243.7 1

25.8
278.3 246.1 1 32.2

15-0

22.5
30.0

37-5
45-0

Made in gas
blast f u r n a c e,

cone I melting in

10 minutes.
Oct. 10, 1907.

12

13

14

15
i6

17

i8

19

258.5

258.0
257-5
265.0
255-1

255-1

256.5
245.0

242.5

245-5
237-6
257-3
238.0

258.4

226.9
217.2

16.0

12.5

19-9
8.2

17.1

6.7

29.6
28.8

150

15-0
22.5
22.5
30.0

30.0

37-5
37-5

Cone 5
or

I230°C
I230°C
I230°C
1230°

C

I230°C

I230°C

I230°C
I230°C

Oct. II, 1907.

11.40
11.30
1 1 . 30
11.40

t Fell over and
11.40 ', split slag. Tests

( no good.

( Placed in front

11-35 ] 5 minutes, then

11.35 1
1
moved back.

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
2/
28

255-0
259.4
278.2
262.7
259-1
255-2
245-1
243.2
244.1

224.0
227.0
255-9
230.4
227.8
227.5
196.3
191-5
220.7

31.0
32.4
22.3
28.3
31-3
27.7
48.8
51-8
23-4

45-0
45-0
52.5
52.5
30.0
30.0
180.0
180.0
22.5

II
.
40

1 1
.
40

1 1
.
40

11.40
11.40
11.40
11.40
11.40
11.40

1

*

*

*The contents of these crucibles were still inside at two hours, and
were escaped completely in three hours. It is not known at just what
time the slag cut through the crucible walls.
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were invariahlv sliowii to exist by the corrosive eating of

the shig. In no case did these cracks let the shig through

in 30 minntes. In order to see how long a crucible would
stand a continuous exposure to slag, a three hour test Avas

run, but the moment of perforation escaped our attention.

It had not perforated in two hours, but had run out and
disappeared in tliree hours.

The failure of the slag to rapidly corrode the sidcKS

and bottom of the cruciV)le l)elow the level of the surface

of the slag excited attention at once. Xo adequate expla-

nation can be given for this, but it is a widely observed

fact; glass pots, glass tanks, open hearth furnaces, in fact

nearly all kinds of furnaces where slags are at work, do
their corrosion on the level of the surface of the slag and
a little above. Where the slag immerses the surface, the

cutting is much slower.

Effects of repeated treatment. In as much as one treat-

ment of 30 minutes was not sufficient to destroy the cru-

cil>les, and neither lengthening the periods, nor the use of

higher temperatures, seemed to have much effect, the use

of repeated treatments was next tried on a batch of six

crucibles. The slag from the first fusion was poured off

clean, the crucible cooled in the open air, weighed, filled

again with a fresh batch of 250 grams of slag, and given

a second treatment like the first. The results follow

:

T.\BLE No. 2.

h M _
3 X 3 _

^^i s „
Reacl-

ivolts

o "3 _L, = £
^ «

2: X Ss Remarks

"H •- H - X-= « ^3 S .j._

r-i E .=

2 =*

^ ^US ^^-= 2 2 2

29 239 -9 214-5 178.5 25-4 36.0 61.4 II .00

30 242.8 218.0 i8q.o 24.8 29.0 ,53.8 II .00 Equals
31 256.8 200.9 194.0 25 -9 36.9 62.8 11.00 Cone I

32 244.0 220.2 187.0 2,^.8 33-2 570 II .00 Di-

33 246.5 225.2 196.2 21.3 29.3 .=0.3 II .00 li 50° C.

34 240.2 223.0 174-2 17.2 48.8 66.0^ 1 1 . 00
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29—81ii^litly i»uii(turcd, through bottom.

30—rut through on cracks in two i>hic('s. Slag

drained out at both.

31—Cut out without crack, liigh up. No drainage to

count.

32—Cut out at a crack. Not niucli h>st by drainage.

33—Cut out at crack, low enough to lose some slag.

34—Sound. Boiled over, but did not perforate.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that the second

treatment is more severe than the lirst, tlie crucible losing

about 10 grams more. Also, only one out of six crucibles

endured the second treatment without being perforated

by the slag. The cutting out was along cracks in four out

of six cases. These cracks may have been formed in the

die when the crucible Avas first made and thus have the

title of structural cracks, or they may have been due to the

very rapid cooling after pouring the slag the first time, or

they may have been due to the sudden heating of the cru-

cible when placed in the furnace. The two latter causes

are often powerfully apparent.

Tliere Avas a considerable amount of boiling over of

the slag in these tests. 250 grams seemed only about right

in volume, after the slag had settled doAvn, but while active

and frothing, there was slobbering in nearly every case.

In numy cases, the slag Avhich boiled over dissolved out

the sand bed from under the crucibles and allowed them

to tip over, spoiling the te.st. To get around this trouble,

the amount of the slag was reduced to 150 grams.

Hpecipcutions of the standanl test. As the result of

the foregoing exi)eriments, the following conditions Avere

adopted tentatively as the standard test

:

(a) vSix crucibles to be used in each test.

(b) 150 grams .slag powder (2 parts litharge, 1 part

sodium bicarbonate!.

(c) 30 minutes exposure in furnace.

(d) Temperature to be that of the melting of Cone 1,

or about 1150', maintained constant by the use of pyro-

meter.
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(e) The slag to be poured out as clean as possible,

and the crueible oooled in the open air, weighed, examined,

recharged, and given a duplicate treatment.

(f ) The standing to be determined, (1) By the pro-

portion of tlie crucibles that stand the two treatments un-

perforated. ['2) By the relative losses in weight bv solu-

tion in slag. (3) By the character of the corrosion, i. e.,

whether smooth and uniform, or pitted and rough.

Apitlication of the Test to Commereial Brands.

In order to establish the grade of excellence or the

degree of resistance which the best grades of assay cruci-

bles would otter to the test as abo^e defined, a quantity

of crucibles was obtained from all the makers of whom we
could get the names in America, and the supply houses

were also searched for foreign products in this line. The

following is a list of manufacturers whose crucibles were

obtained

:

1. Denver Fire Clay Co., Denver, Colo.

2. Standard Fire Brick Co., Pueblo, Colo.

8. Utah Fire Clay Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

4. The Morgan Crucible Co., Battersea, Wales,

England.

5. The Beaufay Crucible, France.

6. The Hessian Sand Crucible, Germany.
7.- The Dixon Plumbago Crucible, Jersey City, X. J.

8. J. H. Gautier & Co., Jersey City, X. J.

The last four of these brands were not tested in the

comparative test, because they were different from the

others in shape, size, weight, and thickness of walls, and
were thus not capable of a close C(nui)aris(>n. The first

four varieties were all closely alike in shape, size and
weight of walls, and are all extensively used for this pur-

pose in this country. There are a few other makers of

crucibles, or makers who have at one time or another made
a few and put them on the market, but the number is small

and the output is certainly local.

Six of the crucibles of the first four makers in the

above list were now put through the slag test as defined
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above, in batches, one of each making- a batch. Thus, if

tlie furnace conditions were varvino-, eacli make jiot ap-

]>r()priate share of the variation,

TABLE III.

Denver Fire Clay Co.'s 20 gram "Colorado" shape Crucibles.

10 ., .^ .

M = SI £1 : i

^
.-•x:

.- -x: •f ^s •c b-.

Condition after second treatment

^ li S .? s .2f t =<
= - -

3
z ^- s " ^ «-

>J
jl h

I 245.0 235-3 217.5 9-7 17.8 27-5 Sound
2 242.5 229.2 213.5 13.3 15-7 29.0 Perforated

3 245.5 231.8 223.5 13-7 8.3 22.0 Perforated

4 25Q . 2.14.4 221 2 14.6 23.2 37-8 Perforated

5 2.16.0 23-' -4 209.5 13.6 22.9 36.5 Cracked, not quite per-

forated.

6 253.8 242 8 213-9 II.O 28.9 39-9 Cracked, slightly punc-
tured.

Av. 12.6 19.4 32.1

Standard Fire Brick Co.'s make from Pueblo, Colorado. Same shape and
capacitN^

I 2^6.8 232.2 ', 2l\ .2 14.6 25.0
2 247.0 233 -2 218.5 13.8 14.7

3 241.6 230.7
I

205.- 13-9 25.2
1

4 246.2 232.7
i
210.5 13.5 22.2

(

5 234-4 221.4
j
196.0 13.0 25.4

j

6 262.

8

247.8
f
221.8 1 15.0 26.0

i

Av. 246.9 !
Ave'gel 13.9 23.1

1

35.1 1
Sound

28.5 Perforated
39.1 Perforated

35.7 I

Perforated

38.4
I

Perforated
41.0

f
Slightly perforated

Utah Fire Clay Co.'s make from Salt Lake City. Utah.
shape.

Sound.
Sound.
Sound.
Sound.
Sound,
Sound.

Same size and

I 250.0 232.5 208.5 17.5 23.8 41 3
2 245.0 225.9 2C0.6 19.1 25-3 44 4
3 241 -.5 233.5 195-7 8.0 37-8 45 8

4 251.0 231.8 201 .6 19.2 27.2 4b 4 1

5 250.5 233.7 206
.

5

16.8 27.2 44
6 250.6 231.2 207.6

16.

1

26.6

27.9

_43_

44 I
1

Av 248.1

Morgan Crucible

3

4
5

6^

Av

285.5
290.0
279.0
290.6
280.7

288.7

285^7

263.3
265.5
276.5
265 .

Co.'s
"

245-5

2-10.0

2--'3.7

237-7

272.6
I
24-1.9

Battersea" make, 20 grain, "Colorado" shape.

Perforated.
Perforated in tirst trial.

Perforated.
Perforated.
Cracked, not quite per-

forated.

Sound.

17.0
26.7

23 40.0

13-5
I4-I

25-5
22.8

39-0
36-9 !

JI5-7
27-3 43-0

'16.1

17.2

28.8

25-5

44-8

40.7
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Using one crucible of each kind and lOO gram Slag Xo. 2, instead of

150 Slag Xo. I.

Denver .

Standard
Utah ...

Battersea

X'ot badly
corroded

111 leaoliiiiii' a conclusion on the relative performance
of these crucibles, the method described above was as

follows

:

TABLE IV.

resist-

eat-
limit

in

uantity

le

dis-

two
ts

Rank Name of Crucible
Percentage

ing

two

t

meiits

wl

Perforatic

Average

Q

(if

Crucib

soiled

in

Treatmei

Character of Surface left

by the Slag

I Utah 100 44.1

32.4

Smooth and even.

2 Denver 16 Smooth, even, some
cracks & adhering slag.

3 Standard 16 36.3 Smooth and even, some
cracks.

4 Battersea
1 16

1

40.7 Sand pitted, some
cracks.

With this table as a sort of standard or guide as to

what the performance of an assay crucible should be when
put through this test, the preliminary work was completed,

and we were ready to attack the real object of the investi-

gation, viz., the discovery of what types of clays are best

suited to this purpose.

Exprriiiioital Manufacture of Assail Crucibles from Test

Clays.

A number of clays were selected from various sources.

A wide variety was purposely employed, in order to dis-

cover if possible what influence the composition and phy-

sical structure of the clay and its preliminary treatment,

might have on its resisting power to the peculiar strains

developed in assaying, or by the test we have previously

outlined.
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T\w f(>ll()\viiij»- is a list of the elays iiiid luixturcs em-
ployed with a descriptiou of tlie peculiarities of each.

(A) This clay Avas suposed to act as a binder or

plastic clay to B, which was supposed to he a promising-

material for crucible manufacture. A\'hen worked up with

water is fornied a u'ood plastic body with sufficient bond-

ing- pstwer and ratlier tending- towards sticlciness. It had
to be worked rather stiff in order that the crucible would
not stick in tlie die. The drying and burning shrinkage is

about 5.5% when burnt to Cone (3. The body is still (juite

porous and can be easily scratched with steel. It burns to

a good buff color, showing numerous iron sjxn-ks. A par-

tial chemical analysis of a Inirnt sample shows:

Silica (total ) 60.35 of which 24.66 was free sand.

Alumina and Iron Oxide. 37.91

98.26

This analysis indicates a clay containing very few

fluxing elements, which its behavior bears out, in part

at least.

(B) This clay was a gritty, sandy material of low

plasticity. It could only be made into ci'ucibles by tem-

pering it to about the degree used in dry pressed brick

or tile. It burns to a good buff color at Cone C). Tlie body

at this temperature is soft and quite porous, easily

scratched with steel. Its total shrinkage at Cone 6 is

1.0%. A partial chemical analysis of the <-lay after burn-

ing gave

:

Silica (total) 82.49 of which 68.05 was free sand.

Alumina and Iron 16.07

98.56

These figures indicate a clay consisting very largely

of sand, bound together with a little clayey matter, and
such a clay could not be expected to form a dense or rea-

sonably impervious body at any temperature in reasonable

reach, or in fact much below its final fusing point.

(C)—Composed of two parts by weight of (A)
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aiul <»iu' part of (B). The clays, blended dry by passing

tlii(in<:h a screen several times, were Avet up and made
plastic. This mixture Avorked <iuite well in the die. The
tendency to stick had disappeared and the excessive lean-

ness of ( B ) had been improved. When burnt to Cone 6,

the total sln-inkage is about 4.07c. The body is still quite

porous, easily scratched with steel, and of a good buff

color.

(D)—Composed of one part of (A) and two
parts of ( B I . They were blended by passing through a

screen several times. When worked up with water, it

developed a little plasticity but not enough to work well.

It therefore had to be worked in a condition approaching

the dry press process. The total shrinkage at Cone 6 was
about 2.09c- The body was quite porous, and could be

easily scratched with steel.

(E)—A flint lire clay, from near Canal Dover, Ohio.

This is a very hard stony clay, with sharp conchoidal frac-

ture. It has practically no plasticity by itself, and cannot

be made into any product without some sort of binding-

agent. The s*ame vein has been used as the principal

ingredient in glass pots, glass tank blocks, and similar

refractories for a long period of years at Mineral City, O..

a nearby point, and has enjoyed a good reputation for flro

brick and common refi*actories for many years at Canal
Dover, 8trasslmrg, Parral, and other points in the north-

ern part of Tuscarawas County, Ohio.

This clay Imrns to a beautiful light buff color, nearly

free from specks of iron, shrinks considerably in firing,

and has a good degree of refractoriness, though not the

very highest.

The clay was made up into crucibles as follows : The
flint clay was run through a jaw crusher and crushed to

about a quarter mesh, then put into a ball mill and ground
till it would pass a 20 mesh screen. An equal weight of a
plastic fire clay occurring in the same deposit with th<?

flint clay was treated in the same manner. The two clays

were then blended by passing through a screen several
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times. The mass was then wet witli water- and allowed to

stand a day when it worked up into a fairly i^lastic mass.

The clay had to be worked rather dry and required con-

siderable pressure to get a crucible free from cracks. When
dry the crucibles were (piite tender, but when burnt to

Cone 5 they shrank about 5.0% and formed a very porous

and sufficiently strong' body, easily scratched with steel.

A partial analysis of the burnt body showed

Silica 60.01
.\lumina 38.89

98.90

(F)—A plastic No. 2 fire clay from Uhrichsville, O.

This is a very plastic butt-burning clay found in large

quantities in that vicinity, where for many years it has

been used for the manufacture of sewer pipe. It is espec-

ially suited for this kind of ware, and the result has been

a large output of extra quality.

A selected sample of this clay was made into cruci-

bles as follows

:

It was first ground to pass 20 mesh, and a part of this

placed in saggers and calcined to Cone 9. Equal parts

of the calcined and raw were then blended together. The
mixture worked up to a good plastic mass. This worked
very easily, and no difficulty was experienced in making
crucibles free from cracks and flaws. It dried without

cracking to a tough hard body, that could be safely

handled. On firing to Cone 1, a very porous highly ab-

sorbent yet sufficiently strong body was produced, having

a total shrinkage of 2.9 Vr. A partial analysis shows the

following:

Silica 66.53
Alumina 33-99

100.52

(G)—A plastic Xo. 2 fire clay from Nelsonville, Ohio.

This clay is extensively mined at Nelsonville, and has been

used in the manufacture of paving brick, sewer pipe and

A. C. ,S.—22
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tire i)r()t>tiii<j;. It vitritiu.s at Cone 0-8, foriniii}^ a deii.se gray

body and swells from over firing at Cone 12 or below. It

contains a great deal of concretionary iron grains, Avhich

form black specks or blisters, according to the temperature

attained. It shrinks only moderately in firing, and has

a good vitrification range.

The clay was made into crucibles as follows

:

A quantity of the clay ground to 20 mesh was calcined

in saggers to Cone 9, then mixed with twice its weight of

similarly ground raAV clay, and passed through a screen

several times to insure thorough blending. This was then

wet and worked to a good plastic mass and made into

crucibles. Xo difficulty was experienced in working the

clay in the crucible die, and a product free from cracks

and flaws was easily obtained. The crucibles were dried

and burned to Cone 1, producing a strong very-porous,

highly-absorbent body having a total shrinkage of 4.4%,
and having the approximate composition

—

Silica 64 . 57
Alumina 3 1 • 69

96.26

(L) This batch of crucibles was made from Nelson-

ville Fire Clay and clean glass sand in the proportion of

20% sand and 80% clay. This clay was ground to pass

20 mesh. The sand was made to pass a 20 mesh, and to

lodge on a 40 mesh screen. The clay and sand were mixed
and blended thoroughly b;\' passing through a screen sev-

eral times. The mixture was then wet, and worked to a

mass sufficiently plastic for the manufacture of good cru-

cibles, and no difficulty was experienced in producing

ware free from defects of manufacture. The crucibles

were burnt to Cone 1, producing a porous body of liigh

absorption, and having a total shrinkage of 4.47r. The
composition of this body was calculated from the compo-
sition of G, and sand (pure silica).

Silica "I -65
Alumina .^5 • 30

96.93
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(H)—A so-calleil "PlKdciitc" (May, from near Ver-

sailles, Mo. This clay was selected on the streii«i;tii of a

chemical analysis, which indicated it to l)e very high in

alumina. The clay occnrs in rather dense masses; it is

easily crushed, breaking with a dull earthy fra<-ture, and
when .uround in a wet pan develops suflReient plasticity to

be easily wctrked. It has a very hi<;h fire shriidaijic, and
fuses between Cone 34 and 35. Crucibles made from this

clay were very free from structural tlaws, and exceedingly

smooth and talc-like in appearance, but when fired to

Cone !, the total shrinkage was ]3.3'/f, and only a few
were obtained free from cracks. The body was dense and
the absorption low. The composition was found to be as

follows, on a l»iirnt sample:

Silica 51-75
Alumina 45-95

97-/0

(I)—This batch of crucibles was made from the above

Pholerite elay, o()^/r of which was adde«l as grog. The clay

was ground to pass 20 mesh, and a (piantity placed in sag-

gers and calcined to Cone 12. Equal parts of the raw
and calcine<l material were thoroughly blended. When
worked up wet, it developed sufficient plasticity to be

worked up into crucibles without difficulty, though they

were quite tender when dry. When fired to Cone 9, a very

porous and exceedingly absorbent l>ody was produced, yet

it was hard and strong enough to meet ordinary require-

ments. The total shrinkage at Cone 9 was only 1.4%. The
composition was the same as 1 1.

(J)—A plastic fire clay from near Versailles, Mo.
This is a very ])retty Xo. 2 fire <lay, which stands Cone 31,

and has good plasticity and bonding power.

A portion of this clay, ground to 20 mesh, was cal-

cined in saggers to Cone 12. A blend was then made,

using 50% raw and 50*/^ calcined material. The day still

worked exceedingly well, and would stand a much larger

dilution than o()% of non-plastic material. Crucibles free

from Haws and cracks were easily produced, and when
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burnt to Cone 9, produced a rather dense and very absorb-

ent buff-colored body, having a total shrinkage of 5.1%.
The composition of the burnt body was:

Silica 63.95
Alumina 33-63

97.58

(K)—A plastic No. 2 fire clay, from Crooksville, O.

This was an ordinary stoneware pottery clay, which had
been washed and fllter-prei^sed. It burns to a beautiful

buff body, free from iron specks. It vitrifies hard and
Avater tight at Cone 8 or a little below, but stands about

Cone 8 before actually fusing. Used by itself, it shrinks

too much and makes a very dense solid crucible. Crucibles

were made from the raw clay and fired to Cone 1 with a

total shrinkage of 7.1%. The composition of the burnt

crucibles showed

:

Silica 67.61
Alumina 28. 57

96.18

(O)—A washed plastic firec lay from the Christy

Fire Cla}^ Co., St. Louis, Mo. This clay is much used as a

bond clay for glass pots and similar high grade refractor-

ies. It is a very pretty No. 2 fire clay, with excellent plas-

ticity and bonding power. It fuses at Cone 30 or a little

higher. Such clays are in demand in the refractory ma-
terial trade. A batch of cr\icibles was nuide from tlie raw
clay, which worked well, producing an exceedingly smooth
and uniform crucible. They were burnt to Cone 4, pro-

ducing a rather porous body with a fair absor])tion and a

total shrinkage of 13.0%. The analysis of the burnt body
shows

:

Silica 62.21
Alumina 34-39

95 'o

(:M)—Tlie Christy Fire Clay, half raw and half cal-

cined. The dry 20 mesh clay was calcined to Cone 1) in

saggers, and blended with an e(iual weight of raw chiy in
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the manner previously des(ril)e(l. The mixture worked
exceedingly well in the cru<il>le <lie, producing a very uni-

form crucible, free from defects. When hurnt to Cone 4,

the body becomes rather dense, but has a high absorption,

and a total shrinkage of 4.4%. Its composition has not

changed l)y this treatment, and may be found above.

(X)—The Christy Fire (May (4( parts, sand (1)

part. Clean white sand, that would jjass 20 mesh and
lodge on 40 mesh, was used. The l»lend was made in th(?

usual way. The sand did not atfect tlie plasticity to any
great extent, Imt the crucibles were not as smooth and
strong as those made with the larger percent of nou-plastie

introduced as fine grog. When fired to Cone 4, it becomes
rather dense, and has a shrinkage of o.l^/r . The calculatwl

composition was

:

Silica 69.76
Alumina 27. =,1

97-27

(IX)—A Xo. 2 fire clay from X'elsonville, Ohio, as

described under C The crucildes from this clay were

made from the raw material only. They were fired to

Cone 1, and formed a fairly dense body Avith a total shrink-

age of 6.8%.

Form in f/ of the CnicihJes.

The various clays and mixtures were ground, tem-

pered, mixed and prepared as described in the preceding

paragraphs (A-IX"). When ready, they were molded in a

cast iron die, the i)lunger of which is operated by a screw.

Around the circumference and extending through the rim

at the top of the plunger, which forms the top of the cru-

cible, is a series of vent holes which permit the excess

material to flow out. The circular bottom of the die was
moveable, thus pennitting the crucible to be forced up and
out of the die.

If the clay is too wet, no difference how non-plastic,

it has a tendency to stick to the plunger and leave the die.
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On account of the air pressure, it cauuot be removed with-

out marring and frec^uent cracking, which renders it

worthless. The remedy to be applied in every case is to

decrease the tempering water. When tempered just right,

the plunger will pull out of the crucible, and it can then

be easily forced up out of the die.

There is one defect in crucibles made in this way. The
flowing of the clay through the vent holes at the top of the

plunger leaves a weak structure at the top of the crucible,

and at those places it has a tendency to crack in drying.

While the cracks did not go deep enough to affect the

results of the test, they mar the appearance of the crucible

and would undoubtedly occasion loss in transportation.

Drijing. The crucibles, as made, were set on pallets

and air dried. Xo difficulty was experienced in this part

of the operation.

Burning. This was done in an updraft test kiln. The
crucibles were set by placing one on top of another, top to

top, and bottom to bottom. The firing temperature was
based on previous tests, or knowledge of the clays' parti-

cular properties. The idea was in all cases to keep well

below the vitrification temperature of the clays to be fired.

The Test of the Various Experimental Crucihles.

The method of testing was exactly as described in

connection with the regular manufactured brands. The
following tables contain the details of the test

:
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TABLE V.

Batch A. Foreis^n, Plastic or Surface Clav.

Batch B. Foreign Fire Clay. Very sandy.

341.0
323 -5

329.6
321.5
313-2
323-5

Av.
I
323.4

3.33-7

313-8
322.4
312.5

305-5
314-5

317-0

275.6

275.6

3

7

7 29-9 37.6

3

4 29.9 37-6

All rejected after first

test.

Batch C. Two parts foreign clay "A," one part foreign clay "B.'

I 279.2 268.0 252.0 II.

2

16.0 27.2 Punctured.
2 273.2 260.7 239-3 12.5 21.4 33-9 Punctured.

3 268.1 259.0 233-4 9-1 26.6 35-7 Good.

4 278.3 266.4 245-5 II.

9

20.9 32.8 Punctured.

5 264.7 252.5 227.6 12.4 25-7 38.1 Punctured.
6 274.7 260.4 240.8 14.3 19.0 39-0 Punctured.

Av. 272.8 261.

1

239-8 II.

9

21.6 34-4

Batch D. One part foreign clay '"A," two parts foreign clay "B."

I 296.2 289.8 6.7
2 278.1 269.1 9.6

3 294-5 285.0 258-3 9.5 26.7 36.8 Punctured.

4 293-2 285.4 7.8

S 278.0 266.3 240.5 12.7 25.8 38.5 Punctured.
6 295.8 284.2 258.0 II.

6

26.2 37.8 Punctured.

Av. I 289.3 279.9 252.3 9.6 26.2
1 37.7

i
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Batch E. Flint fire clay one part, plastic bond clay, one part.

£ -
s

^ X

^ ^
Weight

after

Sec-

ond

SlilB

Test

.s

S 0.

2 5

ill 2 '^

Remarks on Coilition

at End of Test

I

2

3

4
5
6

251.0
240.0
247-5
247-7
247 -3

238.5

245.3
234-6
246.1
240.5
242.2
242.0

230.6
228.5

5-7
5-4
1-4
7-2
5.1

3.5

14-7
6.1

....

20.1
11-5

Punctured.
Punctured.

Av. 245.3 241.8 3-5 10.4

Batch F. Uhrichsville Sewer Pipe Clay, one part grog, one part raw.

I 261.0 248.3 226.0 12.7 22.3 35-0 Punctured.

2 262.0 251.0 226.6 11. 24-4 35.4 Punctured.

3 258.5 249-9 225.7 8.6 24.2 32.8 Punctured.

4 272.8 261.5 234.2 II.

3

27-3 38.6 Punctured.

5 273-7 202.2 236.7 II.

5

25.2 36.7 Punctured.

6 267.2 258.2 231.0 9.0 29.2 38.2 Punctured.
•

Av. 265.8 TO.

7

25.4

Batch G. Nelsonville Fire Clay. One part grog, two parts raw.

I 260.3 255.7
1

223.5 4.6 32.3 36 8 Punctured.

2 257.8 247.3 226.6 10.5 20.7 31 2 Punctured.

3 261 .2 254.5 226.5 6.7 28.0 34 7 Punctured.

4 257.8 246.3 221.0 22.5 25.3 36 8 Tipped over 2nd heat.

5 255 -9 245.4 218.2 10.3 27.2 37 5 Punctured.

6 258.5 250.5 8.0

7 257.8 241.6 218.5 16.2 23.1 39 3 Punctured.

Av. 257.0 n.3 26.1

Batch H. Pholerite, raw.

1

2
235.5
235.5

275.0
272.0

39-5 ...

36.5 .-••

All punctured in

heat.

first

3 228.2 272.2 44.0
1

....

4

6

233.2
238.8
228.3

203.2
298.0
255-4

60.0
59-2 ....

27.1 .... ;;;;

Av. 233.2
1

1

44.4
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Batch I. Pholerite, one part raw, one part calcined.

o

d

is

1 =

Mi:
- -r^

SI

i S

1

.5

If

11

Remarks on Condition at

End of Test

I

2

3

4
5
6

290.5
266.5
301.8
299.7
293-6
278.0

288.3

386.5
354
422.0
376.5
410.5
365-0

96.0
88.5
120.2
76.8

116.

9

87.0

All punctured in first

heat.

Av.
j

97.6

Batch J. Plastic Fire Clay from near Versailles, Mo.

I 25.^-5 239-4 215.2 14.

1

24.2 38.3 Good.
2 245.6 233 3 208.2 12.3 25-1 37-4 Punctured.

3 252-7 240.2 212.5 12.5 27-7 40.2 Good.

4 246.4 234-5 206.6 II.

9

27.9 39-8 Good.

S 249.7 237 -7 210.0 12.0 27.7 39-7 Good.

6 242.7 234-2 205.0 8.5 29.2 37-7 Good.

Av. 248.4 II.

9

26.9 38.8

Batch K. Crooksville Stoneware Clay. raw.

Av.

251.6 237-8
247-8 235.7
247.4 234-2
244-3 233-6
244-7 230.6
242.3 226.5

246.3
j

13-8
12.

1

13-2
10.7
14.

1

15.8

13-3

All punctured
heat.

first

Batch L. Xelsonville Fire Clay four parts raw, sand one part.

I

1

319.0
1
305.5 286.0 13-=^ 19-5 33-0 Punctured.

2 292.6 1 277.8 260.6 14.8 17.2 32.0 Punctured.

3 293.2
1
283.5 256.0 9-7 27.^ 37-2 Good.

4 290.2 1 281.0 257-4 8.2 23.6 31.8 Good.

5 292.2
1
282.0 257 -5 10.2 24.5 34-7 Good.

6 307.6 1 299.8

1

7-8 ....

22.4

....

33-7Av. 299-1 1

!

10.7
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Av.

Batch ^ [. Chri. ty Fire Clay, one part raw. one part calcined.

u .a „ i- .Sa

3 ^ 1 « 2 M i«
Remarks on Conditions

"o = — 4- -= •" .5
'^

= 1 -J r-
at Knil of Test

Z ?" "*
is p^ H =

I 263.8 256.5 233-5 7-3 23-0 30.3 Good.
2 274.0 271 .2 248.5 2.8 22.7 25.5 Good.
3 254-0 245-8 224.0 8.2 21.8 30.0 Good.
4 264.2 255-8 233 -

2 «-4 22.6 31-0 Good.
5 258.7 253-3 234-3 5-4 19.0 24.4 Good.
6 254-7 247-2 225.7 7-2 21.8 29.0

261.5 6.5 21.8 28.3

Batch N. Christy Fire Clay four parts raw, sand one part.

All failed in first heat.255-4
268.1

293-6
259-5
267.0
282.8

247-5
265 .

2

290.0
255.0
262.0
281.6

7-9
2.9
3.6
4-5
5-0
1 .2

Av. 271.0 4-2

B atch 0. Chris y Fire Clay, raw.

I 241.2 236.5 215.5 4-7 21.0 25-7 Punctured.
2 244-5 239.3 216.6 5-8 22.7 28.5 Punctured.

3 236.2 227.5 210.0 8.7 17-5 26.2 Punctured.

4 220.8 223.5 207.7 6.3 15.8 22.1 Punctured.

5 236.0 225.0 205.6 II .0 19.4 30.4 Puncture<l.

6 239-5 231.2 212.8 8.3 18.4 27-7 Punctured.

Av. 237-8 1

1

7-4 19.

1

27.2

Batch IX. Nelsonville Fire Clay, raw.

266
.

7

267.7
26^.2
278.3
261.8
264.3

25 1
.
5 22S

.

5

253.2
I

237.0
248.6
262 .0 I

248.0 1 22:i.2

250.5 1

Av. I 267.0 I 14-7

2

.5

.6

23.0
16.0

38.

30.

.3

.8

.8

24.'8 38.'

Punctured.
Punctured.

Punctured.

21.3
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TABLE VI

Composition of Batch

Used in Making
2"".

E S

Physical Properties of

Crucibles
Results of Slag Test Averaged

from all Trials

c
o

^^

ll
.r: 3

Ahsorbtion

and

Porosity

Shrinkage

in

percent

^

_ 1

P £ £

Is

> i> tn

> —

B. ii

•~ .5

ill

A Foreign Surface Clay .

.

6
(

10.0% 5.5 Poor 252.0 5.4 15.9 2

B Foreign Sandy clay- • • ( 6
1

6.7%i Fair 325.4 8.4I29.9
1

6

C Two Parts A. 1 part B.
' 6

[

1

12.7%! 4 Good 272.8 II.

9

21.6

D One part A, 2 pans B- \
6

1

I0.0%| 2

[

Good 289.3 9.6 26.2 3

E Dover Flint 50 per ct-

Dover Plastic 50 per ct-

1

1 5
1

I2.0%| 5.1

1

Fair 245-3 3.5 10.4 4

F Uhriclisville S. P. Clay
Raw 50. Grog 50 perct.

1

' I

1

13.6%! 2.9 Extra 265.8 10.7 25.4

G Nelsonville F. c. Raw
66?^, Grog SJ'/i perct.

1

1 I

1

io.o%| 4.4
1

Extra 257.0 11-3 26.1 I

H Pholerite Raw . . .

.

i 9
1

6..7%
!

13.

3

Fair 22,2>.2 —44.4 6

I
Pholerite Raw 50 perct.

Grog 50 perct

1

' 9
1

12.3% 1-4 Good 288.3-97.6 6

J

Mo. Plastic Raw 50.

Grog 50 perct ' 12.3% 5-1 Extra 248-4 II.

9

26.9 1

K Crooksvill Stoneware
Ciav Raw I 11.6% 7.1 Extra 246-3 13-3 6

Nc::oiville Clay and
L and S md. Raw Clay

80. Sind 20 perct.
' I 4-4 Good 299.1 10.7 22.4 I

M Cristy Fire Clay
Raw 50. Grog 50 perct. 4

1

i4.o%i 4.4 Extra 261.5 6.5 21.8

N
Cristy Fire Clay and

1

1

Sand. Raw Clay 80.

Sand 20 perct
^ 4
1

1

1 5.1
1

Extra 271.0 4.2 .... 6

O Christy Fire Clay. Raw
1

'

1

7.o%|i3.o
1

Extra 22,7.^ 7.4 19.

I

IN Nelsonville Clay. Raw I io.o%l 6.8 Good 267.0 14.7 21.3 3

Utah
1

I3.5%|....
1

Good 248.1 16.1I27.9

Denve r ii.i%|....
1

Extra 248.6 12.6 19.4

Pueblo
!

1

I5.3%i....
1

Good 246.9 13.9 23.1

Batters ea

1

1

7. 0% Extra 285.7 17.2 25.5^ .\J /o .... I
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TABLE VI.

509

•

C "tr.
,, Remarks on Cause of Failure
£ ~ r

'G •- ^
3 _c i
^ 1 —

= £*, o ,5; £

2 2 Loss about equally divided between corrosion and cracking.

Failure due to silicious composition and cracking.

5 I Corroded deeply, but failure due chiefly to corrosion along
cracks.

3 Failure due to silicious composition and corrosion along
cracks.

2 Corroded very deep and made a thick mushy slag that would
not pour out clean. Very bad work.

6 Loss by deep regular corrosion.

5 Corrosion quite uniform witli some tendency to corrode in

cracks.

Corroded very deep and made a thick mushy slag that would
not pour. Tendency to crack.

Corroded very deep and' made a thick inusliy slag that would
not pour.

o -' Shows slight tendency to corrode in cracks but not bad

except in one.

Failure by cracking.

2 ' Deeply corroded by pitting or solution of sand. Very little

tendency to corrode in cracks except in the bottom.

O 6 Xo cracks or deep corrosion.

Deeply pitted by solution of sand. Xo tendency to crack.

6 Strong tendency to corrode in cracks but very slight corro-

sion elsewhere.

3 Failure is due chiefly to corrosion in cracks.

o 6 Deeply but uniformly corroded. Xo tendency to crack.

5 I Deep but uniform corrosion. Failure due to corrcsion along-

cracks.

5 I Deep but uniform corrosion. Failure due to corrosion along;

cracks.

4 I Solution of sand grains leaving rough pitted surfaces. Strong

tendency to corrode along cracks.
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The mass of data presented in these tests is so great

tliat s(Miie condensation is necessary in order to compre-
hend it iind i^rasp tlie distinctions which exist.

Tlie following- table has been prepared for this pur-

pose. For purposes of comparison, the data of the tests

of the commercial products obtained on the market is re-

])roduced in the later end of the table:

In addition to the data already' tabulated, the follow-

ing iigures on the silica—alumina contents of the cruci-

bles, after tiring, is interesting and useful in giving an
insight into the causes of failure.

Suiiuiiari/ of flic rcsiiUs on the Evpirimental Crneihles.

The data marshalled in the last two tables now begins

to show some light on the situation.

We observe:

(1) That clays very high in alumina, i. e., consisting

of the purer fire clays, or kaolin-like minerals, ot¥er A'ery

poor resistance, when used for assay crucibles. They do

not show high losses from solution, but they puncture

early, which is the worse evil of the two. The cause of the

apparently low losses by solution is not that the clay is

not attacked, but that the slag produced is so thick and
ropy, and so encumbered with undissolved matter, that

it will not pour out well, and leaves much slag adhering

to the interior of the crucible. The thickness of this slag

is probably due to the excess of alumina set free by the

appropriation of the silica by the oxide of lead in the slag.

livery clay high in alumina made this kind of slag, and
it was not made l)y any clay not higli in alumina.

(2) That clays very high in silica, especially when
present in the form of coarse sand, resist the slags very

poorly. The sand grains are dissolved out, leaving the

structure honeyi-ombed. The clay grains, standing up
behind the general level of the surface, produce^ a very

rough, coarsely granular surface. The slags produced are

fluid, and pour out well, with no adhering lum])s. The
crucibles highest in sand were glazed all over the exterior.
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with ii perfect coating of glass, when the first fusion test

was completed, without having boiled over at all. They
literally sweated the lead slag through their pore systems,

and were entirely unfitted for a second trial, or for use in

actual practice for even one operation, on account of tlic

loss of slag through the crucible walls.

TABLE VII.

chemical Analysis

Composition of Batch

<^ SiOj

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

IN

Utah

Denve r

Pueblo . .

Batters ea

Foreign Surface Clay.

Foreign Sandy Clay. •

Two Parts A c .S

One Part B
I «l

One Part A -^ E
Two Parts B J O

(^

Dover Plastic 1, Dover
Flint 1

Uhrichsville Raw 1,

Grog 1

% AljOa

Nelsonville Raw 2,

Grog 1

Pbolerite Raw

Pholerite Raw 1,

Grog 1

Mo. Plastic Raw 1.

Grog 1

Crooksville Raw

Nelsonville 4. Sand I. .

.

Christy Raw I. Grog 1

Christy 4. Sand 1

Christy Raw

Nelsonville Raw

60 35

82.49

67.72

75.11

60-01

66.53!

64.57

51.75

51 75

63.95

67.61

71.65

62.21

69.76

62.21

37.91

16.07

30.62

23.35

38.89

30.99

31. 69

45.95

45.95

33. 63

1:9.57

25 80

34.39

27.51

34 39

Behavior of Crucible in Slag Test

Slag was slightly thick. .Attacked chiefly along

cracks.

Thin fluid slag that ran through the body.

Slag sufficiently fluid.

Thin slag, solution of sand corroded chiefly along

cracks.

Thick ropy slag, could not be poured.

Deep irregular corrosion.

Corrosion uniform, fluid slag and tendency to cor-

rode along cracks.

Thick ropy slag that could not be poured.

Thick ropy slag that could not be poured.

Thin fliuid slag, slight tendency to corrode. Only
one showed cracks.

Not much solution. Good slag but failed from

cracking.

Solution of sand cause of failure. No cracks except

in the bottom.

Uniform corrosion. Good Slag, no cracks.

75 65 22.13

64.21 33 41

69.29 28 55

74.971 23.93

Failure due to solution of sand.

Very slight corrosion except in cracks. Failure due

j

to cracking.

jGood slag but failed chiefly from corrosion along

I

cracks.

Good Slag, poured out clean. Deeply corroded,

I

but uniform.

Good slag, deep but uniform corrosion. Failure

due to corrosion along cracks.

Good slag, deep uniform corrosion. Failure due to

corrosion along cracks.

Good slag, tendency to corrode along cracks. Fail-

ure dee to solution of sand.
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.Mixtures in whicli a little sand Avas added to an
otherwise good clay, showed these symptoms more or less

clearly developed, according to the quantit}^ of sand used.

Clays in which very tine silica was added showed a

liigli rate of loss by solution. The fine grains of silica

dissolved like butter, but as they were so tine and so evenly

distributed, their solution produced no holes or pits and
the surface left after pouring out the slag was smooth and

even. The tine flint also seems to have enabled the crucible

to stand sudden changes of temperature, both in heating

up and cooling down, without cracking.

(3) A^itrifying clays, which made a tight dense body,

generally resisted solution in the slag beautifully. But,

on placing in the furnace or in removing from the furnace,

they cracked in every case, and either in the first or second

test, the slag found its way out through the cracks and

ruined the crucible. The point of dense vitrification of a

clay should, therefore, be well above the temperature of

Cone 1, at or below which assays are supposed to be made.

(4) Vitrifying clays, Avhich used by themselves in

tlie raw condition, form a hard dense porcelain-like body,

nmy be opened up and made p(n'ous, and able to resist

temperature changes, by the use of some chamotte or grog.

In our experiments, grog made by calcining the same clay

was always used. Wliere a tight dense-burning clay was
thus properly opened up by grog, and fired to just the

riglit point, a body was obtained which resisted solution

neaily as well as the raAv body alone, and which resisted

cooling and reheating very much -Ijetter. The most suc-

cessful results were obtained in this way.

(5) A comparison of results of our manufacture

with results obtained from commercial varieties tested un-

der exactly the same conditions shows: (M) Christy Fire

Clay, one part raw and one part grog, (Mpial to the Utah
crucible and better than the other three connuercial

brands. (C) Composed of two parts (A) and one part

(B) is equal to the Denver and Pueblo crucibles, and
better than the Battersea, while (F) the T'hrichsville clav,
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one part raw and one part grog', and (G) the Nelson vi lie

clay, two parts raw and one part grog', are close coni])eti-

tors to the Battersea.

The theory of crucible body construction seemed from

the preceding results to be something like this:

First. Use a clay of neither excessively high silica or

excessively high alumina content. In short, use clays of

the constitution of the ordinary No. 2 fire clays as they

occur in the coal measure formations. A really refra<tory

clay is not wanted and will not give good results, any more
than an exceptionally sandy one.

fiecond. Use grog made from the same clay. Burn
it hard, or so near to vitrification that it shall become as

nearly insoluble in the molten slag as possible. We have

no evidence that grog made from other clays would not

answei- the purpose, l)ut it would seem the safer course

to introduce no new mineral combinations or grains of

different coefficient of expansion, when the grog oi the

same constitution as the plastic clay can be so easily

prepared.

Thin]. The proportion of grog and raw clay to be

used, and the fineness of grain of the grog, and the nature

and duration of the pugging process, the method of the

manufacturing process, and the degree of hardness to

which the crucible should be fired before use, are all de-

tails to be settled and worked out for each clay. The object

to be sought is to ])roduce a body of as dense and solid a

structure as possible while still retaining ability to heat

up and cool quickly without cracking. Density gained at

the expense of power to stand heat without cracking would

be worse than useless.

i^i'cond f^pt of /J-rprri III cuts.

In order to put these conceptions to the test, we de-

cided to make up a new batch of crucibles from various

clays which we had availal»le, giving each such treatment

as we thought most suitable, and then to subject our new
product to a competitive test with the commercial brands,
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not only liy the slag- test here developed, but also by actual

use by an assayer, on an ore of known value.

Tlir Ma II II fact arc of the Test Crucibles.

Six clays of the Xo. 2 fire clay class, which had given

varyinii kinds of results in the preceding work, were se-

lected, and were made up into crucibles, as follows:

NeJsoiirillr Firechiij, Nelsonville Ohio. (See de-

scription in preceding section. ) An effort to work in the

maxiniuni amount of grog was made, three batches being

made. These were marked A, B and I, respectively. A
contained 50 9^ grog, l>ut the results were bad and no satis-

factory crucible could be gotten. This l)atch was dis-

carded. B contained 331/3% gi'og, prepared as in the first

series. I contained 33%% grog. The source of this clay

was different from B, but both were samples of the Xel-

sonville fire clay. The process of manufacture was the

same as has already been described.

CrooksriI]c t<toueiL-ure Chii/, Crooksville, Ohio. (See

description of clay in preceding section). An effort was
made to get 50% of grog into this clay, in order to cut

down its tendency to form a hard vitrified body, and there-

fore one likely to crack, but the attempt failed by the

plastic process. The material was too harsh and weak,
lacking plastic bond. Success was attained by the semi-

dry process, using the clay in little pellets of such a mois-

ture content that they would weld up in the die under the

pressure of the screw. This series was marketl D.

VhrichsvUle Fire Clay. Uhrichsville, Ohio. (See de-

scription in the preceding section). No more than 33%%
grog could be used with this sample, which was taken from
the dry pan as it Avas being prepared for sewer pipe. A
series of crucil)les was prepared with this composition, and
were marked H.

Dorer Flint Clai/. (See description in the preceding
section). This clay consisted of 50% of the No. 2 plastic

fire (lay used as a bond. No grog was used, as the fiint

clay operates like grog to all intents and purposes, except
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that it shrinks in firing-. These crucibles were left over

from the preceding work—no new ones were made for

the second series. They were euterd only in the assay

test and only two were used.

(liri.sti/ WasJicd Pot CUiy, St. Louis, ^lo. (See descrip-

tion in the preceding section). This clay would carry

50% grog and stand manufacture by a plastic process. Its

fine bonding i)owcr permits this. It was made up in the

first series and marked C.

YcrsaiUcs, Missouri, Plastic Fire CJai/. (See descrip-

tion in preceding section). The bonding power of this clay

is also exceptional. 50% of grog was successfully carried

by ordinary plastic processes. 60% was used by blunging

the clay to a cream, incorporating the grog, drying the

mixture down to stiff mud consistency and finally molding.

The two series were nmrked F and G respectively.

These various batches, viz., B, C, E, F, and H, to-

gether with the Battersea, Pueblo, Utah, and Denver cru-

cibles, were put through the same slag test as described

in the earlier part of this paper. The results are as fol-

lows :
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TABLE VIII.

Composition and

Designation of

Crucibles

Battersea

(English)

Marketi "b"

^f

^
^

e2
^^ 2 „

=

§2 2U
au r- o Ob.—

Condition of Crucible

after Test

Utah Fireclay

Company
Marked '

'

Standard Fire

Brick Co.

Pueblo, Col.

Marked "p"

Denver Fireclay

Company
Denver, Col.

Marked "d"

Av.

Av

Av

290.6

306.5
279-5
292-5
286.0
289.5
291-5

292.0
263.0
276.0
270.0
275-0
277-0

247.0
232.5
2330 215
232.5
248.5
232.5

14.

233 8 16.

t6

241 3 16.

247 614.
. 14.

230.5 20I.31I6.5

1. 237.1

I

2

3

4
5

6

252.0
243-0
243-5
236.5
253-0
253-5

1. 246.8

2I5.2II89.5
186.2
I8Q.5

29.2

28.7
27.4

216.0
232.5
215-5

239-3
228.0
228.3
223.0
237.0
239.0

289.4
268.5
246.0
'258.5

I286.5

281.0
247.0
232.8
244.8
275.7

6 1256.2 1 243.8

I I

Av. I267.5

205.0

29.2
17-3 25-7
17-5 29-3
16.5 26.5
16. 0127.

5

192.6 17.0122.9

211. 8 12.7127
194.0 15.034
202.5
199-5

195-5

15-2125
i3-5'23

16. o| .

.

14-3I44

262. 6| 8.4I18.4
2l8.0|2I.5j29.0
206.0114.2 26.8
219.0
252.5
212.6

13-7,25-8
10.8123.2
I2.4i3J .2

45 .7 P'nctur'd

. . . . Cracked

44-7
41.9

44.1

((

Sound

.<

45-7
43-0
46.8
43-0
43 - J P'nctur'd

39-9! Sound

43-6

40.2 Sound

39.0 P'nctur'd

41 .0 Sound

37-0 P'nctur'd

• • • - Cracked

58.8 P'nctur'd

43.2

26.8
50-5
41 .0

39-5
34-0
43-6

139-2
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TABLE VIII.

517

Composition and

Designation of

Crucibles

Nelsonville Fire-

clay % raw, 1

3

grog. Burnt to

Cone 1.

Christy Fireclay

h raw, J grog.

Burnt to Cone

4.

^^

289.8
308.5
283.3
267.5
267.3
261.0

Av. |279-5

Av.

Crooksville l I

Stoneware Clay ^

i Raw, h grog.
^

Burnt to Cone
5

1. 6 270.3

257.0
256.8
245-5
260.2

257.2
260.5

H 3

i=0

275 .

290.4
267.0
251-5
249.7
245.5,

•S .1

244.0 i4.8'3i.o
261 .0 18.

I

245-7,16.3
230.0I16.0

18.6

|i5.S

248.0
242.0
236.5
250.8
242.0
248.6

256. 2I

272.2 263.1
280.0 266.2
262.5 255.2
276.0J259.8
262.0

Av.

Versailles, Mo.,

Plastic Fire-

clay, \ raw, I

grog. Burnt

to Cone 5.

270.5

272.7 257.0
256 . 5 ! 240 .

s

263. 6| 248.

8

255.5^243.7
269.5255-8
250.0I232.2

Av. I261.3

Uhrichsville

Sewer Pipe

Clay, ^3 raw,

^3 grog. Burnt

to Cone 1.

29-4
21.3
21.5

221 .61 9.0 26.4
214. 6114.8128.

4

215.3 9-0121.2
227.5
220.4

9-423.3
I5.2J2I.6
II-9I25-3

9-1
13-8

7-2
17.2

229.0I15
215-5I16
220.5[l4
2i3-5|ii

22,1.2'ii

213-7U7

7 28.0

Condition of Crucible
after Tests

1 E

55

45.81 Cracked

47-5!
37-6|

37-51

42.1

35-4
43.2
30.2

i2.7
36-8

Z7-2

35-9

43-7 "-'"""^

41 .0 . .

8 28.3 43. I Cracked ^
8 30.2142.0 Sound

7124. 6138. 3 Cracked

8I18.5I36.3 Sound

140. 7l

1 I258.0I244.O 219.0114.025. 0I39.O Cracked

2 I281 .1I265.7J236.O 15

3 [257-8 244-0I214.7I 13

4 I281 . 81267. o!239.o[i4

5 [279.0 266. 0J238.6|i3
6 I273.8I256.5I229.0I17

4 29.7145.

I

8 29.3143-

I

828.042.8 " ....
27. 4I4O. 4 P'nctur'd

3l27.5l44.8i

Av (271.9! 42.5
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The results of this test are summarized iu the follow-

ing table

:

TABLE IX.

Name of Crucible

I Utah 83 i8.3 One puncture on second heat. General con-

dition : deep, regular corrosion.

2 Christ}' 50 13-9 Three punctured on second heat. General
condition: corrosion deep, uniform.

3 Denver 50 14-7
Two cracked and one punctured on second

heat. General condition: corrosion deep
along cracks, otherwise uniform.

4 Versailles 50 15-5 Three cracked on second heat. General con-

dition: little corrosion except along cracks.

5 Standard of Pueblo. 50 i8.5 Three punctured on second heat General con-

dition is good with somewhat irngular

corrosion.

6 Uhrichsville 15-5 4 cracked and two punctured on second heat.

General condition : deep uniform corrosion.

7 Xelsonville 14.6
,\\l cracked. 2 on first heat, 4 on second.

General condition: resisted slag well but

cracked badly.

8 Battersea 15-3
? cracked first heat, 2 cracked seco[id heat.

One punctured second heat. General con-

dition: irregular corrosion, pitting A crack-

ing.

9 Crooksville All cracked on first heat. General condition:

resists slag well but not the temperature

change.

The results here reached do not vary widely from
what was developed in the first work. Of the four manu-
factured brands, the general order is about the same, Utah
leading and Battersea being the poorest, while Denver and
Pueblo are second and third as before.

The interjection of the test crucibles of our own man-
ufacture brings in some new features however. The Christy
comes in next to the head of the column, Avhile the Ver-
sailles, Mo., clay is also of the same grade as the Denver
and Standard. The Ohio fire clays do not show well, none
of them standing two heats, chiefly on account of cracking.
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Their solution losses are not excessive, but either the exact

method of handlinu them has not been discovered, or the

inherent inability of the clay to withstand severe chaniics

of temperature without cracking- is the cause of their fail-

ure. Poor as they show in this test, they are about of the

Battersea grade. '

The Assaijcrs Test.

Two crucibles each, of twelve different sorts, were
furnished to Prof. X. W. Lord, of the Department of

JNIetallurgy of the Ohio State Tniversity, with the request

that he delegate a competent person to test them. He
appointed Mr. P. F. Theol)ald, E. M., who took the work
up and carried it through as shown in his report. The
crucibles were all identified by numbers only.

Prof. Edward Orton, Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Sir:—I respectfully submit herewith the follow-

ing report on tests of assay crucibles:

Twenty-four crucibles were furnished me, and I made
the tests of these crucibles using the same method, ore,

flux, heat, etc., for all.

All were used repeatedly until they were disabled in

some way or other. Most of the crucibles were disabled

by cracking, while those that did not crack were eaten

through so that they leaked.

The charge used in the crucibles was as follows:

Ore Vi A.T.
Lead Flux 35 gnis.

Litharge 20 gms.
Flux Cover 5 gms.
Borax 8 gins.

Xails 3 gms.

The ore used was a silicious gold and silver ore, with

about 10 Vr iron pyrites, and a small auHMiut of base.

The lead flux was of the following <-omposition :

Xa H CO: 16 parts

KiCOa 16 parts

Borax 8 parts

Flour 5 parts

The following table shows the results and behavior

of the crucibles throujihout the test:
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Tlio table sliows tliat crucil>les No«. 20 and 23 held out
for 14 rniis alrliougli they were badly eaten after the

tifth run.

It is also shown that crueible No. cracked at the

end of the tirst run.

CONCLUSION.

The test shows that the results for all the crucibles

check <]uite closely with one another for the first run.

After the first run, most of the results do not check very

well, due mostly to the crucibles being eaten and worn,
causing ridges and pockets to be formed. The pockets

formed were usually first noticed in the bottoms. These
pockets usually held some lead and slag, and therefore the

crucibles did not pour clean. The lead remaining in the

crucibles caused the following results to vary considerably

at times, according as the lead stuck or came out with the

charge.

Crucibles Xos. 20 and 23 checked very well for the

fourteen runs with a few exceptions.

Respectfully submitted,

P. F. Theobald, E. M.

The data obtained from this report of ^Ir. Theobald
is of great interest. It shows:

1st. That \\liile most assay crucibles will stand at

least two heats, and many will stand more, it is unwise
to de])end on a ciiicible which has once ])een used, for any
results of importance. As nearly all assays are of im-

portance and the necessity of exactitude is nowhere greater

than in this business, the use of crucibles a second time is

always nu)re or less of a risk, and should be confined to

duplicate determinations, checking other work, etc.

2nd. It appears from a study of the figures that a

prime source of the low figures in second heats is in the

pitting and roughness of the surface of the inside of the

crucible, and consequent inability to pour the slag out

cleanly. This i>laces stress on the maker of as.say crucil)les
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to make tluMu so that tliey stand the corrosion of the slag

Avith smooth walls rather than pitted and pocketed. This

is of much more importance than ability to run many
heats, since assayers would not ordinarily be willing to

use crucibles more than twice in any case.

3rd. It also places the assayer under stress to secure

in every case a fluid, clean slag, which does not stick in the

sides or in holes in the crucible in pouring. A thick ropy
slag is an almost certain invitation to loss.

4tli. On the question of the relation of composition

of crucible to resistance to cracking, resistance of solution,

and all aroun.d effectiveness, the light shed is not very

satisfactory.

Bringing the names of the crucibles with the numbers
used in the assayer's report, and arranging in order of

excellence, so far as can be determined, the following table

has been assembled

:

TABLE XI.

NAME AND COMPOSITION

Dover Ohio Cla\'

J<2 flint fireclay, ^ plastic fire clay
Utah Fireclay Co
Commercial ."

Denver Fireclay Co
Commercial
Standard Fireclaj' Co
Pueblo, commercial
Versailles, Mo., Fireclay
60% grog, 40% plastic

Christy Fireclay Co
Versailles, AIo., Fireclay
50% grog, 50% plastic

Uhrichsville, O., fireclay

Xelsonville, stock clay

I
Nelsonville, brick clay . . . .

( ' Battersea

7 I
Crooksville, stoneware clay

22,

24
20

19
22
21

18

17
10

9
3

7
8
12

II

2

I

13

14

15
16

5
6

14
8
14

5
II

19

19

9
4
2 6

3

3
2 5

3
2 5

3
2 5
2

2 4
2
2 4
2

I 3
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I\eviewin<i hero the theories with which tlic second

series was he<;uii (page 35) we find:

Fir^t. The theory that excessive ahnniiia or exces-

sive silica in a crncilth' clay is injni-ious is n<)t overthrown,

for no' excessive mixtures were tried in tlie second series,

but it is certainly not strengthened any. The two clays

which giv(^ the remarkable runs of 14 heats each, and
which h<dd first and second place in the table, are respec-

tively the highest in alumina and highest in silica of the

entire list of clays under test.

I^rcoiul. The doctrine that almost any No. 2 fire clay

mixed with hard-burnt grog of its own make, and properly

prepared as to proportions, mechanical structure and tem-

perature of firing, will make a good assay crucible, is also

neither overthrown nor strengthened. Out of six cla^^s

tested, made up into eight different l)atches of crucibles,

only one clay failed to give two good commercial assays.

Also, out of twelve batches of crucibles, three commercial

brands out of four hold places well to the top of the col-

umn for durability under use, while of tlie eight home-

made test batches, only one attained high rank, (the Dover

clay, which stood first ) while five of them stood at or near

the foot.

The Dover clay, which gave the most remarkable per-

formance of 22 heats out of two crucibles, contains no grog

whatever. Its flint fire clay component, however, acts like

grog, both in drying and after firing. It probably does not

act like grog during its first firing process, for the flint

clay grains shrink notably, while grog seldom does. After

firing, howcA-er, the flint clay grains are more or less

cracked and shaky from excessive shrinkage, and tend to

give the clay body a chance to expand and contract sud-

denly without cracking, by reason of this very looseneoss

of structure. It does not appear, therefore, that the Dover

clay is to be regarded as a disproof of the general proposi-

tion of the necessity for grog in the crucible clay body.

Third. The proi)osition that the proportions, treat-

ment, manufacture and burning of the crucible body from
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auy giveu No. '2 tire clay, are uot matters of rule but of

careful study and experiment, aud that each clay is a new
proposition to be worked out hy itself is abundantly sup-

ported by the second test.

Fourth. Regarding the merits of the mode of testing

devised in the earlier part of this article, and the test of

actual use in tlie hands of a competent assayer, it is inter-

esting to note that the results are about the same from

both methods. If the crucibles be given ranks in each,

based on the way in which they bore themselves, the data

shapes up about as follows

:

TABLE XII.

SLAG TEST

Relative

Order 1st Series

6 crucibles of each

2nd Series

6 crucibles of each

ASSAY TEST

2nd Series

2 crucibles of each

I

1

Chri.^ty L>ah Dover
2 Utah Christv Utah
3 Denver Denver Denver
4 Standard Versailles Standard
^ Versailles Standard Versailles

6 Battersea Uhrichsville Christv

7 Uhrichsville Xelson\ille Uhrichsville
8 Xelsonville Battersea Xelsonville

9 Dover Crooksville Battersea
10

1

Crooksville Crooksville

It will be observed that Utah is always first or second,

that Denver is always third, that the Standard and Ver-

sailles compete for fourth and fifth places throughout.

Also that the same five clays bring up the rear in all three

comparisons.

co^'CL^SION.

The investigation sought to do two things—to find a

mode of testing assay crucibles and to determine what type
of clay is suited to their manufacture.

Whether the method of test which has been advised
here will approve itself to chemists or ceramic engineers

after further trial and use is an open question. It cer-
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taiiily seems to offer a fairly simple and workable ])lan.

Jts results seem, in this instanee at leasl, to coineide fairly

well with sueli classifieation as actual use would give. To
be sure, the conclusions here drawn (lepend on too littlo

evidence, and too few ti-ials to be i-ej^arded as more than
tentative, but until Itettcr ones are available, they are

entitled to consideration.

On the second point, the conclusion is reached that

clays suited for makinji- assay crucibles are i-ather common
and easy to find. They need not be extremely refractory,

nor can they be very easily fusil)le. They should not 1)6

excessively silicious, nor excessively aluminous. They
must l)e worked with plenty of groii" <>i' equivalent, in order

to stand sudden and severe changes of tem]M'i'ature. The
details of their manufacture is a special ])robl(Mn to be

worked out for each clay. What the exact quality or

cond)ination of qualities is, which makes one clay superior

for this purpose to another, has not yet l)een established.

There is no method yot known how to tell a crucible clay

except to make crucibles of it and prove their quality.



DISCUSSION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
SOCIETY'S COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERATION—
ESPECIALLY THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS

TO THE STATE GEOLOGISTS.

PROPOSED BY

Heixrich Ries, Ithaca, X. Y.

In proposing tlii.s subject for discussion before the

society, it was not done with the intention of advancing

any personal yicAvs on the matter, but rather with the

object of obtaining an expression of opinion from members
of the society outside of the committee, and the fact that

the report has been puldished in sufficient time for mem-
bers to haye read and digested it, makes this possible.

The subject is an exceedingly important one, and in

view of the fact that the committee was not unanimous
on all points, I believe it all the more desirable to see

what the general opinion of others is on the several points

involved in the report.

Some state geologists appear to be rather alarmed

over the long series of tests proposed, and have inquired

whether it is necessary to go through all of them in order

to find out what a clay is good for. Many ask whether the

committee cannot recommend some preliminary tests,

which will enable them to determine without much trouble

whether a clay is worth further testing.

A second disturbing fact is the apparent cost and size

of the equipment necessary in order to test the clays.

I think all of us, hoAvever, are agreed that survey

reports dealing with clay should be as complete as pos-

sible, in order to make them of value to the practical man,
and the question which to my mind may be debatable is,

whether the committee report places proper emphasis on

all the points considered, and whether it has omitted any
essential details.

526
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Ainoiiji- the points included in the state recoiimicnda-

tious, on whieh it seems to nie there is eause for discussion,

are the questions of burning and chemieal analysis. With
regard to the former, one mar question whether the con-

struetiou of a curve such as that suggested, will he of

juucli value to the average clay worker, interesting as it

might perhaps appear to a trained ceramist. Its develop-

Jiieiit, however, calls for no burning test above Cone 11,

while that is by no means the highest heat reached in the

ceramic industry. Should not the recommendations, there-

fore, call for a burning test at higher temperature? In
the case of refractory clays, a high temperature test is

called for by most practical men, and although the curve
above refererd to is said to enable us to class a clay as

refractory, it does not tell us what its fusion point is.

It will also be of interest to get the views of the

society at large regarding the value of a chemical analysis.

If it is of value only in certain cases, would it not have
been Avell to mention these?

I do not doubt that there may be other points which
may be suggested by others, and I hope the society will

discuss the matter in full.

I



NOTE ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COM-
MITTEE ON CO-OPERATION WITH

STATE GEOLOGISTS.

S. Geijsbeek^ Seattle, Wash.

Tlie recommendations as submitted are Aery good to

a great extent. They have, however, some defects to which
I wish to call attention.

They recommenil that these Surveys go to a very large

amount of work in order to test a clay, without any assur-

ance whatever that these tests will be of value as far as

the tested clay is concerned. It would have been far better

to recommend first a fire test to determine whether it be

advisable and deemed economically of value to go to the

presci-ibed tests in order to get at the different properties

of the clays. If Surveys go to all the trouble and expense

to test clays, according to our recommendations, and then

find that only about 75^^ of the clays tested have any value

for clayworkers, they will throw cold water on our recom-

mendations.

Under the heading "Properties of Clay,'' I do not find

that the tensile strength test has been recommended. This

test has certainly a great value in the determination of the

physical properties of clays, as it is a good indication as

to the bonding power of such clays.

Another point in which the recommendations are

totally lacking is the tests in regard to the refractoriness

of clays. One of the first questions one is asked in regard

to the testing of clays is how high a heat will it stand. The
committee only recommends vitrification tests to Cone 11,

a temperature sufficient for low grade clays, but which
will give us no indication whatever as to the refractoriness

of high-grade clays.

A fusion test is, in my opinion, j\ist as essential as a

528
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viti'iticatioii test, and should be iii((>i-])()rat(^<l in (he recom-

mendations.

The eon(h'mnation of the hilxu-atory test kiln is a
step ill the ri«>ht diieeticm, and if earried out, will help

greatly in the determinaticm of the value of elays. I hardly

think there has been enonj>h provision nuuh' regard in j>- the

eheinieal analysis. U'liile Ave all know that the chemical

anah^is will not uive us eiiou.uh data to judge the value

of clays, it will give us a strong i)oint in determining some
features which could not he otherwise determined. The
total absence of the mentioning of the rational aiia]3^sis

is another defect in the work of the committee.



NOTE ON REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERA-
TION WITH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

BY

R. R. HiCE, Beaver, Pa.

Personally I am glad that Dr. Ries has placed this

subject for discussion before the Society. Since the report

of the committee was made I have talked and corresponded

with a number of State Geologists who are interested in

this subject, and one of the inquiries relative thereto was
in reference to the matter of field analysis, which in some

states, at least, would be most valuable, if such a scheme

can be devised.

In some of the states Ave find all kinds of clays—fire

clay, plastic and non-plastic, sedimentary and residual

clays, fossil clays of past geological ages and clays of

recent deposition, shales and glacial clays of infinite var-

iet}', etc.—while in other sections of the country we have

clays that are suitable for nothing but the most common
products. For these reasons the State Geologists do not

have in all cases the same problems, and for the same rea-

sons portions of any scheme of testing will not be appli-

cable in every region. The tests must therefore embrace

much that would be unnecessary in some sections, and, in

the absence of such information as is suggested in the

recommendations to the U. S. Geologists, any general

scheme will undoubtedly omit some tests which should be

applied, to higher grade clays especially. At the same
time it must be expected that the State Geologist will very

properly raise the question whether or no he should ytomt

out the special adaptability of any particular clay to the

production of any special product. The question raised

by Dr. Lane, of the possibility of field tests which would
eliminate much useless material from further study, seems

530
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to iiie most valuahle fioiii the view of the ji'eohjj'ist, and
it is eei-taiiily of no advantage to the ceramist to have a
lot of useless work done in the laboratory. Dr. Lane has
liad a detailed study of the waters of Michij^an under way,
and the field analysis of water has rendered possible such
detailed work. Few of us, perhaps, appreciate the peculiar

advantage of a small pocket case, filed with reagents in

tablet form, over tiie ordinary laboratory water analysis;

but the tablet has not rendered laboratory work unneces-
sary. The entire state of Michigan is covered with glacial

deposits with a vast numl)er of gla<ial <lays, most of which
are calcareous. Many of these are absolutely useless, yet

in the field one cannot determine the fact.

l)r Lane asks, ''Cannot a test be devised that will at

once show the uselessness of some of these clays?" It cer-

tainly seems that something might be done in this line. A
small portable furnace might be valuable as part of such
equipment.

In the recommendations made to the State Geologists

chemical analysis was purposely omitted. None of us

really place much value in analyses as they are now nuide.

I had a case of this kind before me recently. A clay had
been analyzed and the report started out with the state-

ment "no soluble salts present.'' Then followed the tabu-

lated result of the work showing CaO and MgO present,

closing with a percentage of 8().;. Now I do not

imagine that SO., was lying around loose in the clay

in an uncombined state in the presence of lime and
magnesia, nor do I think if combined with lime or

magnesia there were no solul)le salts present. As now
made, a chemical analysis makes practically no attempt
to show the various chemical compounds present, and until

we have this knowledge and the amounts of these com-
pounds, which ai-e the constituents of a clay, we cannot
expect any real advantage from chemical analysis, an<l

only when we have the knowledge of the compounds pres-

ent can we make a proper rational analysis. In this we
are in tlie same position as the student of fuels. Ultimate
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aiialyse>>; of fuels liavc been made iu eouutless uumbers,

but their value is relatively small, and today the demand
is not for the percentai^e (»f i\ O, II, etc., but the propor-

tions of the various Imlro-earbon compounds present. I

fully believe the proper study of the technics of clay analy-

sis will result in such imjtroved and changed methods as

will give the desired information.

Another test omitted iu the State recommendations
was the tensile strength test. The value of this test seems

to me very doubtful. \Mien made on a clay it shows the

combined effect of several properties; cohesion, adhesion,

etc., which are affected by the size and also by the shape

of the clay particles, and consequently the result of a

tensile strength test cannot be used as a factor for any
other sized particles of the clay, nor as a factor represent-

ing the bonding power of the clay when grog of any kind,

size, or shape is used.

The fact that most clays coming to the view of the

State Geologist are of low grade must not be overlooked.

I must agree with Prof. Bijins that it is rarely we need
to go beyond Tone 10. By far the greater nund)er of clays

will fail at a low heat. Again it is the object of the Geo-

logical Survey, I take it, to only point out such facts as

show the inherent (jualities of clays, leaving the manufac-
turer to determine the use for any specitic purpose.

We at present have very little real knowledge of clay,

and it must be said that we are confronted with the prac-

tical proposition that the present unsatisfactory state of

the knowledge of clays is du^ largely to the want of. har-

mony among clay workers. Nothing is more needed than
a determination of the proper tests to apply to clay. Old
as the industry is, and as diversified as it has become, we
must all agree that we have practically no real knowledge.
We are in the same jiosition as the iron industry was not
many years ago, but it has advanced Avith vast strides,

while in ceramics we are still in hailing distance of our
position of nmny years ago. Our knowledge of higher
class goods is rapidly increasing, but regarding the foun-
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(lalioii, the clays themselves, we have been at a stand still.

This is not as it oujilit to be. Standing so near the top of

the niannfactnrinii indnstries, it is not i-iulit that we

should be eonii>elle(l to admit that we hardly know what

a prodnct will be until it is out of the kiln. Vel such is

the case, and no real ]>ro_!.iress will l»e made until the <-lay

people lict tom'ther in some hai-monious manner. If the

clay industries ])ut n]t the demand for the critical study

of the subject its inipoi-tance demands, and are a unit in

demandinii of ('on^ress that a pro])er appropriation be

made, of a similar mai;iiitude to that nuule for the fuel

tests, then we may exi)ect results, and the (piestious daily

arisinji- <'an be solved; but, in the absence of a united fnuit

toward Congress, Ave can only look for such work on behalf

of the United States as is required to meet the demands
of the several departments, and these are larucly met by

testin_u- the tinished i)r(tducts for strength,—and not such

studies as point (uit the defects of methods of manufacture

or faults inherent in the materials used, or how these may
me met and corrected. A start by the T'. S. Survey in

testinii of (day jj^oods will be made this year, but the present

views of ConiiTess, as expressed in the limitations of the

appropriation Itills, are not to encouraiie any real study,

but these conditions ccuild be easily met if the clay work-

ers would hold loiiether.

DISCUSSION.

( None of the authors of the precediiiii "Notes"" were

present at the meeting-. Prof. Parnudee f-ead the com-

munication from Dr. Kies, and Prof. Orton read that from

Mr. Geijsbeek and stated that he had received from Mr.

nice, then in Florida, a letter in re«ard to the imiuiry of

Dr. Lane u])on the «|uestion of how far field tests can be

used in determininu the value of clay. The note from Mr.

Hice, printed above, has l)een sent in since the mee!;in.ii\

It has been necessary, on account of the limit placed

upon the nund)er of pa.ues in this volume, to abfidfje con-
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siderably the discussion that folio \Yed the presentation of

this subject.—The Editor.)

Mr. Orion : There is, in the last part of the program,

the title of a note by Mr. Hice, '"How far can Field Tests

be used in Determining the Value of Clays?'' I request

your indulgence, if I bring the discussion of this question

in at this time. This question really is by Dr. Lane, State

Geologist of Michigan. It is one of the first fruits of our

co-operation committee's work. He has brought in a prac-

tical query from the standpoint of a man who has work
to do. He wants light. Dr. Lane's problem is about the

same as those indicated by Mr. Geijsbeek and I think by

Dr. Ries, viz., how much of this work of testing clay sam-

ples should be done on samples of which we know nothing?

How far does it pay us to make these long investigations,

when, as Mr. Geijsbeek inita it, seventy-five percent are

*'no good" when tested?

Dr. Lane evidently has run into this practical prob-

lem because they have in his state, he says, a large percent-

age of drift clays whose value is limited to soft mud com-

mon brick and drain tile. He says, "Must my men go

into the field, sample these clays, send large quantities of

them to the survey station, and put them through the

formal test recommended by your committee to determine

their value? Can we not have a ""field test" on the sample,

made either in the field or at the village or hamlet at which

the sampling expert will stay the next night? May we
not by some such a test, have sufficient warrant to send

them in to the station for further investigation, or to

reject them altogether?

Mr. Hice wrote me that in his opinion it would be a

simple matter to devise a rough apparatus by which the

content of free carbonate of lime in a clay could be de-

termined in the field, and information obtained which
would throw the clay out at once, or entitle it to fullei'

and better test.

Mr. Hice also propounds the question as to what
the members of the society may think of a portable gaso-
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leiie iniiffle-furiiace in wliieli short tests could be made,

setting it up anywhere, and getting results in two or three

hours sufficient to warant throwing a sample out, or carry-

ing the investigation further,

Mr. .Stovcr: If any way can be devised of doing the

preliminary work within say twenty-four hours, as sug-

gested, so we can tell whether the clay has any c(unmercial

value at all, it seems to.me it would be a very important

point for the state surveys to have that information. But,

assuming that you have reached the conclusion that you

have a highly refractory clay that will make a fire brick,

do the members believe that Cone 11 will be a high enough

fire for a clay which has gone through the preliminary

test and tested out as a fire clay? I do not believe it is

high enough. So I will ask, as much for information as

anything else, why not in cases where it is assumed that

you have a highly refractory clay accept the German
Standard and fire, say, up to Cone 27, and give a full

report? In any case, when the first test has been devised,

I can see no reason why both the chemical and rational

analyses should not be given.

Mr. Fox: I had occasion in Illinois to test quite a

number of clays sent in from different parts of the state

for the State Geological Survey. As was said by Mr.

Geijsbeek, about seventy-five percent of these clays sent

in are exceedingly poor grade. . So far as a test for the

calcarious clays is concerned, I think it will depend largely

upon circumstances. Sometimes in the field we find lime

in lumps large enough and in quantity enough to condemn
the clay at once. On the other hand we have had clays

sent in that, so far as an examination would show, nothing

could be told about the value of the clay for the manufac-

ture of ware, so far as the lime content was concerned.

The question as to whether or not we can readily

test clays which may be more refractory, I may say the

indication process is quite simple. We used for these pre-

liminary tests an ordinary gas kiln, gas and compressed

air. The samples were made up in the form of Seger cones
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and wc'i-r Hi(»initc<l on placcjues with the standard Seger

coues, distributed in such a way that when the clav failed,

the cone at which it failed would also be indicated. I found

with a small furnace it was possible to carry the burning

test in not more than six or eight hours up as high as

Cone 30. For our common shale clays, we can begin, say

with our placque set AA'ith Cones 1 to 10, and our second

burn carrying us from ten usually to the failing point of

the clay ; and with our small furnace the heat can be raised

rapidly so the tests can be completed in from two to eight

hours, depending on whether two or more burns are neces-

sary.

.)//•. Hi II lis: I have had this matter under some con-

sideration, and I have read the report somewhat carefully;

and I think upon the whole I agree with the view that

some further recommendations be made, as suggested by

Dr. Eies and ^Ir. (xcijsbeek. It is only rarely that we
want to go beyond Cone 10. Refractory clays are not so

abundant as they might be. It is true that probably ninety

percent of the clays can be condemned or partially ap-

proved with a very simple test.

Now, as to the possibility or practicability of a field

te.st whicli will be available in the hands of the field man,
I rather fear that unless he were an especially trained clay

man, there would be some difficulty ; because we all know
how very high in the examination of clays the personal

equation is. Those who are always handling clays can
come to more reliable conclusions than those who approach
the questi(m from a geological standpoint, and the geolo-

gist who does the ordinary field work is not an especially

trained clay man. I do not know whether they are putting
specially trained clay men in the field, or giving the work
to those who are undertaking geological studies simply.

I think the idea of a portable gasolene furnace is prob-
ably better and more satisfactory tlum a portable quanti-
tative analytical outfit. The recommendation of the gaso-
lene furnace, at the same time, does not chime with the
committee's recommendation as to the abandonment of the

I
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coiiiinoii laltoratorv kiln. And if the liiltoratorv kiln is

condcnined for its work, can we devise a j;as(dene fnrnace

which will iiive better resnlts in the field tlian this does

in the laboratoi-.v? I shonld like to see hurniiiii tests car-

ried ont tentati\"ely in the field, hut 1 do not see how we
can expect to arrive at satisfactory resnlts hy the nsc of

a very small ftirnace in the field, or resnlts dilTcrcnt from

those which have 1(m1 to the condcMnnation of the common
laboratory kiln. It has been ratlnn- interestin^j, as showing

the differem-e of (ti)inion or the uncertain state of opinion

on this subject, to hear (tbjections raised, on the one hand,

that state _«i(M»l ovists are being put to too great expense;

and, on the other hand, the suggestion that tests should be

carried higher than Coiu' 11. The suggestions to the

National (Tovernmeiit are admirable, I think, <»n the

whole; but in regard to the suggestifms to state ge(dogists

I think we will rather scare them into doing no work by

the fact that tln^ s])eiitications laid down are so iieavy that

few will fe(d able to undertake work of that character and

scope.

Mr. Mofjic: I believe that the porosity ami s]»ecitic

gravity d(4erniination, as determined on picN-es burned at

differcMit t(Mn])eratures, furnishes the best means of judg-

ing the commercial ]>ossil>ilities of a clay.

In regard to the gasolene kiln f(u- high tem]»erature

work, I would say that I do not believe it is reliabh' enough

to base a scientific opinion as to the refractoriness of a

clay. ^ly reason for this is that the gas tlanu* striking the

cone causes it to bend at a temjM'rature far l>eIow its cor-

rect melting point. Such a kiln should, 1 believe, be used

only in preliminary work.

Mr. Ydfcs: 1 think the analyses of the clays should

be the clay workei-"s guide. The analysis is what the

]>ractical clay worktM- goes by. The next te>V '^ fhe luirn-

ing in the kiln. I would like to know if a man can get

satisfactory results l>y this testing? A man ]tuts a ]»iece

of crtide clay in a fui-nace and burns it and gives his opin-

ion, but I would not think much of that test. What we
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want is the analysis. If it is woTth doing, it is worth

doing well.

Mr. Fo.r: 1 think the gentleman Avho just spoke is

under some misapprehension as to the method of sampling

the elavs to })e tested.

I agree with the proposition that anything worth

doing is worth doing well,—yet I have yet to be convinced

that the chemical analysis of a clay will tell even the prac-

tical clay man very much of the qualities of the clay. I

claim in some respects to be a practical clay worker my-

self; but if 1 were going to rely on any one thing it would

be upon the pyrometric test of the clay, rather than upon
the chemical or physical conditions of the materials, be-

cause there are so many things in the clay mass that we
cannot possibly get at in any other way than by a pyro-

metric te.*5t.

The use of a small kiln, which seems to be the point

under discussion, is not for the final determination, but

simply for weeding out the materials that are useless; and
when it comes to the examination of the small number
which will pass the test of the small kiln, then it is worth

while to go into the more elaborate tests.

I am inclined to think it would be better to have the

samples sent to the laboratory rather than try to make
these tests in the field. Any survey which goes far enough
to send a man into the field to collect samples will cer-

tainly not object to i>aying the small amount required for

expressage to send the samples to the laboratory, where
they could be much more satisfactorily treated.

j\fr. Purdi/: If we omitted high temperature tests

for fire clays, it was a mistake. The fact remains, however,
that all clars which stand Cone 26 are not refractory in

sense of being a No. 1 fire clay and serviceable in wares
reipiiring open structures. In our tests Cone 11 happened
to be the maximum cone to which vitrification rate was
tested. It was not intended tliat the test be limited to

Cone 11.

As to the chemical analysis, what I said as to the
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refractoriness of clay will also apply to the chemical analy-

sis. We cannot tell much from the ultimate chemical

analysis, for instance, as to vsuitability for pavino- brick

manufacture.



PORCELAIN FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

A REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION OF THIS PAPER, BY EDWARD
ORTON, JR . IN VOL. IX.

BY

A. S. Watts.

In Vohiiue IX of the Transactions of this Society,

tliere ai)i>canMl under the head of Discussion, in my article

on "Poi'cehiin for Electrical Purposes," an article or criti-

cism from the pen of Professor Orton, to which I wish to

make reply.

(1) Professor Orton says in his opening' statement:

"Mr. Watts has perhaps shown that discretion is the

better part of yalor in not attemptin<> to deduce conclu-

sions from the foregoing eyidence, for there is much that

is contradictory in his figures eyen when correlated and
reduced to their lowest terms." In rebuttal, I call atten-

tion to page 608, on which I state specifically that the table

offered compares maturing temperatures with dielectric

strength, and these ar(^ compared and a statenunit made in

the lines immediately following. The aboye remark was
obyiously unjust, for I did draw a direct conclusion from
the data offertnl.

Further, the second part of my article, which was the

portion calling forth Professor Ortou's discussion, was a
note added as an afterthought and was not offered as con-

clusive evidence, l)ut merely as additional evidence to show
that the dielectric strength of porcelain increased as vitri-

fication increased, even past the point where warping de-

velops to a pronounced degree, thus justifying the state-

ment elsewhere set down, that we cannot expect maximum
tensile and abrasive strength and maximum dielectric

strength in the same porcelain. This fact is not only shown
in the data offered, but the conclusion is stated in so many

I
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words on pajic (508; hence, tlie statement tluit 1 did not

draw conclusions is erroneous. In fact, l*rofessor Orton,

after studvini* the <hita offered, on \n\\xi' ^n."), reaches a

conclusion which is almost identically the same as my
statement made on pa<j;e 608,

(2) He next states that "A ]»art of this ditficulty

comes from the structure of the series itself, in which there

are too many variables."

This statement is also misleadinu'. l*rofess(U' Orton
has luner, so far as 1 know, constructed a series in which
there were as few variables as in this series. He always
taught in his class work to form series by substitution,

which necessarily introduces tAvo variables. In the series

preseutetl in my table, the porcelains run from 0.15 lU),

ALO,, 5.5 SiO./to 0.50 RO, ALO,, 5.5 SiO., in which cmly

the li() varies. Further, it is plainly apparent, that the

whole variation is in KoO ahme, which runs from zero u})

to 0.35, and in e(|ual steps of 0.025 equivajent each. Can
a series be made with less variables than tliis? Does tlie

fact that 1 have chosen to vary by ailditimis to a formul?.,

instead of by suhstifiition in a formula, make my work
fairly open to Professor Orton's charjuc of too numy
variables?

( 3 ) He next says that one end of the series "is fluxed

with lime alone, and A\ould not be seriously ex])ected t )

produce desirable results." It seemed to me advisable to

extend this end of the series to zero K^O, since in tlu*

formati(ui of the series with .15 CaO constant, this was
one of the natural extremes. In fact, it is almost invar-

iable in the formiujLi of a series of ceramic mixtures to dis-

cover the effect of one or other of the in<iredients, to carry

the extremes well l)eyond the ])()int of favorable results.

How else can the ai-ea of permissible variations be know'%
except by pushinu the variations beyond the jHTmissible

and by the very failures ])rodnced, sliow that the b(»unda:y

has l)een passed?

(4) "On to]) of this comes the consideration of tl e

behavi(U' of these bodies at three ditferent temperatui-e.s."
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says Professor Ortoii. On page 608, in introducing the

data, I stated that I was ottering a table in which the di-

electric strengths were comparable with the maturing tem-

peratures. To do this it was necessary to cover the range
of temperatures between Cone 6 and 12, and I said in

explanation that the same phenomena were observed in

this set of trials as were noted in the former paper on this

subject, etc. A^'as this firing at three different tempera-

tures an error, which, as Professor Orton implies, makes
the paper less valuable or more difficult to understand?
Eather, does it not furnish exactly the data intended; i. e.,

enable us to compare the dielectric strength with the ma-
turing temperatures?

(5) Lastly, Professor Orton rather condemns me for

not going further into the interpretation of the data of-

fered, and proceeds to endeavor to interjjret it for me.

However, he ends up (as I could have warned him he

would) by stating that "flaws are so hard to detect and
are such a fruitful source of error that only by resorting

to an average of a number of tests can we learn anything

reliable as to tendencies." This last stateuient is correct,

and it is a justification of my course in not attempting to

deduce conclusions of importance in the case, for the ver^'

reason that he gives, viz., there was not a sufficient number
of tests to give us the necessary averages for reliable?

conclusions.
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Further Discussiou by Edward Orton^ Jr.

Iveplvino; to Mr. Watts' second note on this subject

in wiiich he takes exception to some of tlie points of my
first discussion, I may say tliat in item (1) Mr. Watts un-

doubtedly lias the best of the argument. On page 608, he

does announce the purpose of forming the series on page

609, and immediately after, does in an informay Avay an-

nounce that the results made good their purpose. I was
mislead by his last sentence, on page 611, in which he sa^s

"Any attempt to discuss the foregoing would make too

lengthy an article, and I, therefore, have decided to offer

the data and leave the interpretation to you.'' From this

sentence, I naturally concluded that Mr. Watts did not

himself think he had deduced conclusions from his data,

and did not hunt back in the earlier portiims of his article

to find them. An effort to interpret the data seems to be

partially invited by Mr. Watts' own words, and their pub-

lication without interpretation either by the author or

someone else, seemed at the time and still seems to me to

be scarcely worth while.

(2 ) On the question of the method of forming series,

whether by substitution or addition, much may be said.

3Ir. Watts is right in criticising my statement of the

iiiiinhrr of variables. My statement was loosely made and
is not technically exact as all statements ought to be, es-

pecially when made in criticism of another's views. But,

while technically inexact, I still think that I was right in

the broader sense—for his a<J<li1ionH have produced a series

of such very wide range of properties, that it has to all

intents and purposes made close comparison impossible,

and that was what my statement meant. I should liaAo

said "in which there is too Avide a variation'' instead of

"too many variables."

543
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Oil tliis (|ii('sti<)ii of scries h\ substitntioii vs. series

by addition, it may be said that the former does necessarily

inyolve two variable iiieiiibers, but a body or i^laze of more
or less practical type is assured at all points between the

extremes, if the latter are well desi.uned.

Take for instance Series I of porcelains:

(!) 0.35 K2O 0.15 CaO i.oo AUO. 5oO SiO.
(2) 0.30 KoO 0.20 CaO I. GO ALO:; 5.50 SiO.

Series I (3) 0.25 K2O 0.25 CaO i.oo ALO:; 5.50 SiO:
(4) 0.20 K2O 0.30 CaO 1.00 AloO:: 5.50 SiO"
(5) 0.15 KoO 0.35 CaO 1.00 AW, 5.50 SiOi.

in which substitution is practical l>etweeii K^O and CaO,
versus Series II

:

(1) 0.35 KjO 0.25 CaO 1.00 ALO:i 5.50 SiOs
(2) 0.30 K2O 0.25 CaO 1.00 ALO-, 5.50 SiOi

Series II (3) 0.25 K2O 0.25 CaO i.oo ALO:; 5.50 SiO^
(4) 0.20 K2O 0.25 CaO I.oo AUO:, 5.50 SiOi
(5) 0.15 K2O 0.25 CaO I.oo AUO:; 5.50 SiOj

ill wliicli tli(^ chan«>es are by suhfracfioii from and not

.siih-stitiifioii ill the formula.

The eijuivalents of the four materials from Avhicli

these two series of bodies would 1)e compounded, are as

follows

:

SERIES 1.

InQTedient

Spar .

.

Whitinc
Clay .':

Flint .

0.35
0.15
0.65
2. 10

0.30
0.20
0.70
2.30

0.25
0.25
0.75
2.50

0.20
o. 30

0.80
2.70

Oxygen Ratio

0.15
0.35
0.85
2.90

I :3.i4 I :3.i4
;

1:3.14
!

i :.3.i4 i -SU

SERIES II.

Ingredient

Spar
I

0.35
Whiting

] 0.25
Clay

I 0.65
Flint

I
2. 10

Oxygen Ratio
| i :3 .07

0.30
0.25
0.70
2.30

I :3.io

0.25
0.25
0.75
2.50

0.20
0.25
0.80
2.70

0.15
0.25
0.85
2.90

1 -.3.14
I

I :3.i9
I

1 -.^^.27,
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An iiisi)(Mti()n of these* two tables of e(|nivaleiits shows
that th(* latter has the advantage l),v havinji: three variable

ingredients instead of four, but has a variable (txygeu

ratio, while the foi'iner has four variable iii^^reiliciits and a

fixed ratio. All of which shows that absolnte eliniiuation

of variables is iuipossilde, ami that the system of series

construction which 1 iicnei-ally use and have taujiht for

some years, is after all as little open to oltjection as any
that can be framed. I have myself oecasionally made
series hi/ (uJditioii, but for nearly all ])ur])oses ]>refer the

substituti<ui method.

In both of the above series, the object planned was to

expose the tendency or characteristic behavior of f'aO vs.

KgO, and as before stated, I think this can best be done
by keeping- the oxygen ratio constant and the general type

of the body the same. Xow, if the object had l)een to show
the effect of changing the fusibility or maturing tem])era-

ture, then it would have been equally easy to maintain

the Ii() ccmstant and vary the oxygen ratio, thus obtaining

a very simple and easily comparable series of trials.

My objection to Mr. Watts' series, was that as it was
constructed it gave a series of poroelains in which hoth

iiiafiiriiif/ femiKrafiirc ami I'O eoiisfitiifioii were varied at

the same time, and it was therefore ditticult to say to whieh

variation the phenomena were du<\ In this sense, my
( riticism was perfectly just. On the face of it, Mr. Watts'

series has one variable while in effect it has two.

(3) Regarding the third point, viz.. the use of CaO
as the sole IJO in (Uie end of the series, 1 think that Mr.

Watts" defense of his position is entirely adecpiate. There

was no hope of making a useful ])orcelain of the composi-

tion

.1.") CaO I. ALO;. 5.5 SiO,.,

but yiv. AN'atrs knew tliat as well as any one, and if for

tin* ])ur])ose of carrying out the symmeti'y of his seri<'s

and of pushing it clearly outside the limits of i)ossible use,

he chose to go down to all lime and no potash, no criticism
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can properly be made of him for it. In fact, no serious

criticism was made of it in my former remarks. What I

said on this point was in the same connection as the matter

discussed in section 2, and was chiefly a commentary on
the wide extent of his series and the consequent difficulty

of interpreting its results, rather than on the use of CaO
alone.

(4) On the fourth point, Mr. Watts is unqualifiedly

right and I was equally wrong. The use of the three tem-

peratures was necessary to the development of the facts

which he had announced at the beginning of this portion

of his piper, (p. 608), and as I have repeatedly used the

same expedients in my classwork, and in investigation

work, it is difficult to see how the statement could have

been allowed to creep into j^rint, except from inexcusable

haste and lack of careful editing.

( 5 ) I differ with Mr. Watts as to the point made in

his fifth topic, and in fact the whole matter has arisen

from just this difference in point of view, I think Mr.

Watts' data are valuable (in spite of the various criticisms

which I have made of it) ; the facts brought out are good,

and are worth while. I thought he should have inter-

preted the data, as he could have done it better than any
one else could possibly do. But in his last words, he speci-

fically' threw this task on others. Rather than let the data

go un-analyzed, I wrote a digest of it myself. The fact

that my conclusion, reached without any pretensions to

expert knowledge of the electric porcelain field, should

have checked his own expert views, seems to me a sufficient

justification for the labor expended on it, and justifies my
contention that the data was worth interpreting and that

Mr. Watts was the man to do it.



A STUDY OF A TYPE OF MATTE GLAZE
MATURING AT CONE 2-4.

BY

Edwaui) Oktox. Jr., Columbus, Ohio.

The followiiio- study was beguu iu connection with
class work in the Ohio State University, but has been
continued as occasion has permitted for the past year or

so. The intention in the beginning- was primarily to work
out a satisfactory formula for a matt glaze to mature at

the temperature range indicated iu the title, and incident-

ally to show the relation which such a glaze would bear to

equivalent l»riglit glazes. As the work progressed, how-
ever, it has led into a study of the causes of the matte
quality of the glaze, and something of the limits of compo-
sition which glazes of this type may have v.-ithout losing

their commercially desirable quality.

The reasons for choosing this particular tem])erature

range are 1st, that the heat is high enough to permit the

formation of matte glazes of durable and permanent char-

acter. There are some matte glazes of attractive appear-

ance on the market which are so very basic in character,

and composed of compounds so slightly combined by heat,

that they are attacked by damp air and efflorescence, and
become coated with saline incrustations. Sncli glazes are

a reproach to their maker and to ceramic chemists in gen-

eral. They are totally lacking in dignity as a ceramic

achievement, and should be eschewed by all conscientious

workers in this field. There are other low temperature

matte glazes of reasonable permanence and undeniable

beauty, whicli are matte by virtue of their strong tendency

to crystallize, either in visible or microscopic crystals.

These are much less common and are usually still easily

destructible glazes, tin nigh not decomposed l)y atmospheric

action.

547
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1*11(1. The hear raiiiie is not so liijL»h us to make the

use of oi-diiiary cohn'ants difficult, or to make the glaze

hard to keep in its jilace or in its matte character.

3rd. There is a lieuuine need of matte glazes iu a

number of industries at the heat range of Cone 2-4. They

should l)e cheap, and therefore lacking in lead, or boric

acid. They should be resistant to weather, or to ordinary

cleansing media, and impervious to Avater. The makers of

terra cotta, rooting tile, enameled brick, heavy sanitary

goods such as bath tubs, sinks, etc., and makers of art

pottery, tiles, architectural faience and others all need

such a glaze for porticuis of their ware.

Having at that time no specific formula of satisfactory

character as an objective, and no previous experience in

the production of such a glaze, it was decided to start off

with a bright glaze of known character, and by systematic

alterations carry it into the field of matteuess. When
finally reached such a result would have the additional

merit of having in a measure explained its own raisoii

d'etre.

The type glaze from AA'hich the experiments began was

0.4 PbO ]

°-^
r'?. k-35 Aia, 2.56 SiO.

0.2 CaO -^^ ^

0.2 ZnO J

which matures as a bright handsome glaze at fr(mi Cone 2

to Cone 6, and which has been used on enameled bricks

Avith good results.

Series I.

The first expedient tried was the gradual redui tion of

free silica.

The following glazes were nunle, using the RO ele-

ments constant as in Xo. 1.
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No.
of the

Glaze
RO Elements AW:'. Si02

I

O. R. Clav

I 0.40 PhO ]

0.20 KiO L

0.20 CaO [

o..;o ZnO J

0.35 2 . 560 I :2.5oo .15

2 0.35 2 . 306 1 :2.250 15

3 0.35 2.0^0 I :2.ooo • 15

4 0.33 1-793 I :i .750 • 15

5 0.35 1.647 1:1. 627 15

6 0.35 1
1.500

1

I -.1.460 15

No. represents the lowest silica that can be ji'otten,

while still using- the original amounts of fel(is])ar and clay.

Hy cutting- these also, the following additions to the series

were made:

No.
of the RO Elements Al20;i SiOj 0. R. Clav

Glaze

7 0.40 PbO 1

0.20 K.O l 0.30 1 .400 1:1.47 0. 10

0.20 CaO
0.20 ZnO J

8 . 0.25 1 . 300 1:1.48 0.05

9 0.20 1.200 I :i.50 0.00

Greater reductions in silica could not he made while

retaining- the same original K() elements. Wy changing

the latter to a small extent, the following extension to tlie

series was ])roduced :
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No.
of the

Glaze

RO Elements AI2O3 SiOo R. C. Clay

10 0.416 PbO ]

0.150 K2O l

0.216 CaO
1

0.216 ZnO J

0.15 1 .10 I :i.5i 0.0

II
" 0.15

0.15

1 .00

0.90
1:1.38
1:1.24

0.0
0.0

12

13 0.433 PbO 1

o.ioo K.O L

0.234 CaO
(

0.233 ZnO ,

O.IO 0.80 1:1.23 0.0

14
" O.IO 0.70 I : I . 07 0.0

15
" O.IO 0.60 I :o.92 0.0

These glazes were all componiided in small quantities,

ground and applied to white wall tile Sxiyo inches, and

fired to Cone 4, in a test kiln requiring about 14 hours for

a run up to this temperature.

These glazes, beginning with Xo. 1, form glassy, bril-

liant surfaces, but are very thick and yiscous. They will

not hold and coyer the surface completely. Also, they do

not dissohe their solids completely. At No. 4, a different

action can be discerned. Its surface is not so glassy as

No. 5, as there are matte patches in a semi-glassy matrix

;

No. 6 has large matte areas with glassy patches; No. 7 is

glassy but not good; No. 8 turning matte; No. 9 glassy,

attacking the body; No. 10 a beautiful bright glaze; No. 11

the same; No. 12 the same; No. 13 attacks the body yery

badly, and is still bright; No. 14 is turning matte, but is

not good; No. 15 shows some matte patches and some

bright ones.

The series as a whole, shows that with the original

RO combination, the mere reduction of silica will not pro-

duce a commercial matte, though in No. 6 and again in

No. 15, the tendency towards matteness is clearly shown.
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These glazes lie fairly sinootli on the surface of the tiles,

with the exception of earlier numbers, which are high in

acid. These draw up into beads,

*SV//cs //.

The next line of attack was through the increase of

clay; next to reduction in silica, this has been more gener-

ally used as a means of producing commercial nmttes than

any other plan.

In order to determine whether the addition of raw
clay could be made to produce a matte by mere overloading

in a glaze of this type, and also whether the use of calcined

clay, or calcined aluminum oxide, could be employed to

introduce alumina, without introducing the shrinkage

diffifflculties, which accompany the introduction of large

amounts of raAv clav, the following series was devised:

No.
of tht

Glaze
RO Elements

m 1

< 1

d II
Accessoi-y ingredient

9 0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2

PbO 1

K,0 1

CaO 1

ZnO J

0.20 1.20 I :i.50 0.00 use gum for adhesion

8
"

0.25 1.30 1:1.48 0.05 use a little gum

7
"

0.30 I..^0 1:1.47 0.10 no gum

6 0.35 I -50 1:1.46 o.n no gum

16
"

0.40 1.60 1:1.45 0.20 no gum

17
"

0.45 1.70 1:1.44 0.25 no gum

' 18
" 0.50 1.80 1:1.44 0.30 no gum

19
" 0.40 1.60 1:1 -45 0.10 .10 Cal. Clay

20
"

0.45 1.70 1:1.44 0.10 .15 Cal. Clay

21
" 0.50 1.80 1:1.44 0.10 1 .20 Cal. Clav

22
"

0.40 \.to i:i-45 0.10 .10 O.xide Alumina

2^
"

^•45 1.60 I :i.34 ' o.io
1

.15 Oxide .-Mumina

2 1

" O.-Q 1 T.60
1

1 1:1.2 = 0.10 .20 Oxide .\lunii-ia
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Tlii.s st'i-ies, as the precediiiji,, was applied to perfor-

ated white (Iry-i)ress biscuit tile, and was fired to between
Cone 4 and o. A study of the results showy that with one
exception, niatteness inereases with increase of clay, from
glaze No. 9 to No. 18. None of the niatts produced, how-
ever, are desirable in appearance, and Xo. 18 is full of

large blisters and bul)bles.

Glazes 1!), '20 and 21 are bright, where raw clay in

equal annuint produ<-ed dull ones, (ilazes 22, 23 and 24
give matts of distinctl}' promising texture, but none of

them were smooth enough for use. No. 24 was the best.

Alumina, added in the form of the oxide, seems to ex-

ercise a distinc^tly favorable effect as a producer of matte
texture, but it is costly. Clay alone does not give any good
matts with tin's IiO base combination.

Scries III.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the reduction of

lead, with a simultaneous increase of the other fluxing

elements, the following series was made:
This series was applied to perforated dry-press white

tiles and fired to Cone 4-6 in a gas muffle kiln in about 16
iiours. It begins with bright handsome glazes. A consid-

erable amount of silica over and above \x\\i\i was desired,

is necessarily present at the beginning of the series, be-

cause of the higher feldspar, brought in at the lower end
of the series. Th(» glazes become harder and harder, and
fail to cover the surface, until the last few are mere glo-

l)uls of clear glass on the surface of the tde. The glass

contains susjx'nded matter. I do not think that these

globules would flatten out ami cover the tile well, (wen if

given higher temperatures.

It is evident that the drop})ing out of lead and increase
of the other fluxes by symmetrical additions will not bring
about the matte textuns at least with this silica and alum-
ina content, since the whole series remains glassy, varying
only in infusibility. Whether it miiiiit do so at lower silica
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or hijilier aluiiiiiiii raii^^cs has not been devdopcd in this

work.

No.
1

of the RO Elements AlzO.'i SiO:;

Gla?e
1

25 0.40 PbO ^

0.20 CaO 0.35 2.03
0.20 K:;0
0.20 ZnO

26 0.350 PbO
0.216 CaO

i

0.35 2.03
0.216 K.O [

0.216 ZnO J

27 0.300 PbO 1

0.233 K.O I 0.35 2.03
0.233 CaO
0.233 ZnO J

28 0.25 PbO ]
0.25 K.0 I 0.35 2.03
0.25 CaO

f

0.25 ZnO J

29 0.230 PbO I

0.266 K.O L 0.35 2.03
0.266 CaO 1

0.266 ZnO J

30 o.iso PbO "1

0.283 K.O . 0.35 2.03
0.283 CaO

f

0.283 ZnO J

31 o.io PbO "1

0.30 K.O I 0-35 2.03
0.30 CaO 1

0.30 ZnO J

32 0.050 PbO
0.316 K.O 0.35 2.03
0.316 CaO (

0.316 ZnO J

33 0.000 PbO
0.333 K-O , 0.35 2.03

0.333 CaO
0.333 ZnO ,
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Series IV.

The next series was designed to determine the etTect

of barinni in place of lead, as a raw ingredient in the KO.
]ts tendency to cause bright raw lead glazes to become
scummy at ordinary temperatures is well known, and it

seemed that if used raw in large amounts it might prove

a yery useful sul>stance. The series was framed as sliown

on the opposite page.

This series was giyen the same conditions as to body,

application, and heat treatment. The first glaze. No. 6, is

a semi-matte, but glaze Xo. 34 clears up except for a few

specks of undissolyed matter ; in Xo. 35 undissolyed matter

increases ; in No. 36, round globules of opaque white glass,

surrounded by clear glaze appear; in No. 37 the same, with

yery narrow margins of clear glaze; in No. 38, the same;
in No. 39 discs of opaque white glaze with no clear glaze

surrounding them ; in No. 40, a glossy wliite opaque sur-

face; in No. 41 the same. No dull finish at all occurs in

the series.

These results were a disappointment. The large quan-

tities of barium oxide did not produce any tendency to

mattness. They rather tended to produce a glassy porce-

lainic structure.

The four series of yariations thus far executed haye

demonstrated seyeral things: 1st, that mere reduction of

silica, eyen to excessiyely low figures, does not necessarily

in itself produce mattness; 2nd, that high alumina does

tend to produce it, but of an ugly and difficultly controlled

type; 3rd, if the RO elements were properly distributed in

the beginning, that the withdrawal of one and replacement

by another, or the \yithdrawal of the most actiye, and its

replacement by equal proportions of all of the others does

not produce mattness. The occasional imperfect matt
glazes thus far produced came chiefly from reduction of

silica and simultaneous increase of alumina, but the sur-

face and texture of these was disagreeable. Tlie next logi-

cal step in this study seemed to be the use of unsymmtrical
or overloaded RO flux combinations, i. e., the production
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35

36

Z7

38

39

40

41

0.35 PbO
I

0.05 BaO
I

0.20 K.O

I

0.20 CaO
I

0.20 ZnO
I

'

0.30 PbO
I

o.io BaO
I

0.20 K,.0

I
0.20 CaO

•
I 0.20 ZnO
I

0.25 PbO
I

0.15 BaO
I

0.20 K.O
I 0.20 CaO
! 0.20 ZnO

i
0.20 PbO

I
0.20 BaO

I
0.20 K,0

I
0.20 CaO

I
0.20 ZnO

1

i 0.15 PbO
I

0.25 BaO
I

0.20 K;0
I

0.20 CaO
I

0.20 ZnO
I

I
0.10 PbO

I 0.30 BaO
I 0.20 K,0
I 0.20 CaO
' 0.20 ZnO

I 0.05 PbO
I 0.35 BaO
I

0.20 K=0
! 0.20 CaO
I 0.20 ZnO

I 0.0 PbO
I

0.4 BaO
I

0.2 K.0
0.2 CaO
0.2 ZnO

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

1-50

1-50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50
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of ^lazcs in wliicli thiidity should not hv sacrifiecd by use

of liiiili iiluiiiiiia, but ill wliicli the inherent glassiness of

the (•oiiil)iii;ui()n shoiihl be kept b)w by tlie production of

sbi.u-iike silicates, hiiih in lime and alumina and b>w in

lead or the alkalies. This idea i-c^juires the deliberate

abandonment of all of the rules of <>laze componding' to

which a study of bri<j;ht glazes leads one.

The first experiment in this line was to try the effect

of high lime vs. high zinc oxide in a glaze of the same
general type as those used in Series IV, except that a lower

ahimina and lower silica were used.

No. of
RO Constituents

Glaze AI2O3 S1O2
PbO K2O CaO ZnO

42 0.40
I

!

0.13
1

— 0.45 0.20 1 .20

43 0.40 0.15 0.05 0.40 0..-0 ,1.20

44 0.40 0.15 O.IO 0.35 0.20 1 .20

45 0.40 0.15 0. 15 0.30 0.20 1 .20

46 0._|0 0.15 . 20 0.25 0.20 1 .20

47 0.40 0.15 0.25 0.20 0.20 1.20

48 0.40 0.15 0.30 0.15 0.20 1.20

49 0.40 0.15 0.35 0. 10 0.20 1.20

50 O.-JO 0.15 0.40 0.05 0.20 1.20

51 0.40 1 0.15 0.45 0.20 1 .20

This series was given the same heat treatment, prep-

aration and body as before. The burning was done in a

different firing operation frf)m the four preceding series,

but the conditions varied very little.

The following observations were made on the fired

tiles

:

The high zinc end (No. 42) glave clear glassy glazes,

which showed their supersaturatiou by forming small

stellate zinc crystals. These crystals persisted through
the upper part of the series to glazes 45 or 40). The middle
of the group is a clear and brilliant glass, as was ex])ectcHl,

but this persists clear to the high lime end (51), which is
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srill clear and iilassy, except f(»r a lraiisj)ai-eiit scum of

very thin, tine l>iil»l»les tloatiniz, on the surface of the ^Jass.

\\']iere this scum hi-eaks, as it <h>es occasionally, it shows a

beantifnl clear transjiarent ulass beneath.

The conclusion to which this series leads is that where
as much as 0.4 eipiivalent lead oxide is employed and a

temperature as hiiih as Cone 4 to G. that hri«;ht ulazes will

still resnlt where the IJO is heavily overloaded with either

lime or zinc oxide. Obviously, the ^lass makiuii capacity

of the mixture is still too hiuli, and it must be lowei-ed by

either reduction of lead or alkali(\s, or the increase of the

alnminum. The latter alternative was first ti-ied.

RO Constituents oj a

No of
A1203 Si02 Clny

CalciB

AlumGl zes FbO K2O CaO

53 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.15 1.60 0.00 0.00

54 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.20 1 .60 0.05 0.00

55 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.25 1.60 O.IO 0.00

56 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.30 1.60 0.15 0.00

57 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.35 1.60 0.15 0.05

58 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.40 1.60 0.15 O.IO
55A 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.25 1.60 0.05 0.05
56A 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.30 1 .60 0.05 O.IO
57A 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.35 1.60 0.05 0.15
58A 0.40 0.15 0.45 0.40 1.60 0.05 0.20

These glazes wei-e tired in the second kiln, at Cone 4-(>,

as the precedinii' have been. The results show as f<dlow.s:

Xo. 53. A clear, brijuht, transparent lilaze with a

thin oi)a(ine scum liidinj* its surface. Very u.uly.

No. 54. Less scum, some briiiht patches.

Xo. 55. Briiiht clear olaze containing- a little undis-

solved matter.

Xo. 5<». Bright clear ulaze with some undissolved

matter.

Xo. 57. (ilazes becomiuii- matte, in ]»atches.

Xo. 58. A v(M-v pretty matte, in ])atches; Hows fairly

well, but pin holes badly when too thick. It shows a nice

texture in many places.
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Xo. 55A.

No. 56A.

Xo. 57A.

Bright, beautiful glaze.

Coutains a little undissolved matter.

Yei'ging- on niattness, but is still a little

too glossy.

No, 58A. A nice matte, about like No. 58.

This series shows that a moderately high alumina
content is an actual help to the glassy structure, where the

EG is heavily over-loaded with lime. The middle of this

series makes rather nice clear glazes—much better than

the low alumina end, which is scummy. On the other

hand, over-loading with AUOg, especially the calcined

variety, seems to lead toward matteness.

This series and No. V would have been more instruc-

tive if the silica and alumina content had not been varied,

but the two were not made and fired in sequence, but to-

gether, and the information derived from the study of

Series V was not available when Series VI, VII and VIII
were planned.

Series TIL

This series was designed to show the effect of replac-

ing lead by barium, in an RO which is over-loaded or un-

symmetrical in other respects. This is a companion series

to IV, in which the same substitution is tried in an RO
properly proportioned for bright glazes. The composition

of glazes used was as follows

:

No. of
RO Constituents

Glfizes AI2O3 Si02
PbO CaO K2O CaO

63 0.40 . 00 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
64 0.35 0.05 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
65 0.30 O.IO o.iS 0.45 0.20 1.60
66 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
67 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
68 0.15 0.25 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
69 O.IO 0.30 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
70 0.05 0.35 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.60
71 0.00 0.40 0.15 0.4s 0.20 1.60
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This scries was tircil as in the othei* cases To i\nn', 4-().

oil same Ixidy and heat treatment. It begins with scummy
lilazes, sliowiiiii briuht and transparent tliron.uh occasional

rifts ill tlie scum, and runs speedily into opa(|ue matte
etfects (G5-G6). The series is not fused enoujih to work
well, lieing' porcelainic in many places, and unable to meiid

defects in the glaze coat by tlowage after they on;-e form.

Xos. 08 and G9, containing 0.1 and 0.15 lead oxide and 0.25

barium and 0.30 barium oxide, respectively, are the most
promising. They have a ]U'etty matte texture, and their

only defect is their failure to lie smooth and to cover the

surface nicely and uniformly. This is a physical defect

which can doul)tless be overcome by varying the mode of

application.

The three last series, which were framed all at the

same time and after the results of the first four series were
known, seem to have disclosed some significant clues, and
to have produced a few promising glazes. The conclusions

wiiich we may deduce are:

1. Xo high lead glaze (0.4 eq. or near it) gave good
matts, except those which were made opaipie by calcined

alumina.

2. Over-loading with zinc oxide in the presence of

high lead (0.1 eqv. I produces clear glazes witli zinc crys-

tals instead of matts.

3. Overloading with lime^in the presence of high lead

(0.1 eqv.
I produces clear transparent glazes, obscured by

tliiii layers of scum, or transparent layers of bubbles, but

no matts.

4. High alumina, (0.35—0.10 eqv.), either derived

from a good deal of clay and a little calcined alumina, or

from a little clay and a good deal of calcined alumina,

readily gives a matt glaze, even where the lead is too high

to get a matte otherwise. This observation checks the

previous experiences with Series II.

5. Replacement of lead oxide hy barium oxide gives

a much better effect than in Series IV, where the glass

forming ingredients were in good balance. Here, with less
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alkali and liiiiii liiiic, the gradually diiuiiiishinii It^ad oxide

does not tiiid a projx'i- substitute in barium oxide, and a

slai>- is fonned, fairly fluid but opaque aud matte in char-

acter. It seems si<jnificant that the best matte texture is

reached where a small amount of (0.10 e(iv. ) lead is pres-

ent. It probably acts as a starter for fusion, and helps to

get other fluxes into action.

The precediuif ideas, end)()died in one glaze, seemed to

indicate the following as about the best basis for further

study

:

No. 72 0.05 PbO .

0.05 ZnO I

0.15 K.O V 0.20 ALO.. 1.60 SiO.

0.40 CaO
j

0.35 BaO '

in which 0.15 e(iuiyalents of alumina comes from spar and
0.05 from raw clay. This was made up, and also

No. 80 o.io PbO \

o.io ZnO
f

0.15 K->0 V 0.25 Al.O; 1.60 SiO.

0.35 CaO
0.30 BaO /

and a number of others, in which the general type of the

E() remained about as aboye, while yariations were con-

fined to silica, alumina and coloring oxides.

At the end of a yery considerable amount of work, in

which one serial glaze numbers ran up to 157, we felt that

we had reduced the case to the following:

1st. That for the heat range which we desired to use,

the proportions of the ingredients had been established by

the method of gradual exclusion to a range of formula

about as follows

:

0.05 to O.IO PbO \

0.00 to o. 10 ZnO I

0.45 to 0.35 CaO y 0-20 to 0.35 AUO3 1.20 to 1.80 SiO:

0.40 to 0.30 BaO
I

0.15 K.O /

Howeyer, in spite of this broad range of compositicm,

and the numerous experiments made, we could not say

that a single entirely acceptable matt glaze had been pro-
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diiced. There were nearly a dozen or two at least which
had a nice matt textiire, l)nt never a one in wliidi a de-

cently smooth or uniform ccuit was obtained. The per-

sistence of these formuhe in producinii- matte textures, the

distinct tendency aAvay from mattness whenever these?

rotios were seriously altered, and the beauty of occasional

small patches of on;* or other of the ulazes, all united to

convince us that the trouble lay in apj)lication or treat-

ment, rather tlian in composition.

faeries YIII.

Experiments were now begun on modes of api»lication.

Hitherto all glazes had been ground in n-dinary hydrant

water. In drying, these glazes nearly alwaj'S cracked or

craze;l into small irregular polygonal blocks or sections.

On tiring these cracks would widen, the edges of the glaze

once parted rolled l)ack, gathered up into more or less

spherical beads as fusion progressed, finally flattening out

and flowing more or less, but seldom if ever covering the

original surface smoothly.

The various expedients u.sed for obtaining smooth

coats of glazes and (^ngobes were reviewed : 1st, sjiraying

on, instead of dipping; 2nd, use of gum, gelatine, glue, or

some similar adhesive to keep the glaze cohering in a film,

until such time as the heat began to fuse it; 3rd, use of

crystalline salts, such as carbonate of soda, borax, plaster,

water, etc., to l)ind body and glaze together by a net work
of fine crystals and thus pi-event parting or cracking; -tth,

the use of a thin coat of glaze, higher in lead, on the body

as a foundation, on which tlie matte glaze might be ex-

pected to flow niore easily and thus cover over cracks and
defects due to application or drying. No help was gotten

from this effort. The use of gum or some other adhesive

colloid was thought tin* best line to try, and incidentallv to

work in tests on the merits of spraying vs. dipping and the

ettect of dipping in various way, such as numerous thin

coats, a single or a few heavy coats, etc.
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The colloid of whose use Ave had most frequent ex-

ample in the factories was gum tragacanth. The following

data were developed in standardizing its use in our glazes.

Solution of the Ginn. The gum comes in opaque white

or translucent flakes which soften in water and gradually

dissolve. Heating the water and boiling hastens the solu-

tion but does not seem to alter the amount which can be

taken up. After experimenting on various plans, we
finallv settled on the plan of soaking the gum in cold water

over night and boiling the next day, and finally pouring

through an 80 mesh sieve to hold back any undissolved

lumps. The solution thus obtained looks like thin starch

—having a sort of pearly translucent appearance if con-

centrated, or like clear water if dilute.

Qiiantitj/ of Gum. The amount of gum to be used in

making a proper solution to give good results is exceed-

ingly small. Experiments began at 50 grams gum per

quart water, and this would not anywhere near dissolve.

By adding gradually up to five quarts of water solution

was reached, This gives 10 grams to the (piart as the

maximum that can be dissolved. It produces a thick mushy
material entirely too thick for glaze purposes.

From this point, successive dilutions were tried, down
to one gram to the quart. The latter is too dulute. Its

presence in the water can scarcely be noticed, and the glaze

remains dusty on the body and can be rubbed off easily,

showing insufficient cohesion.

The final decision was to use 3 grams gum per quart

of water. Two will do the work fairly and four is higher

than need be.

Mode of Incorporation. Experiments were made (a)

b^^ grinding glazes in pure water, and adding concentrated

gum solution afterwards; (b) grinding glazes in water,

settling them, decanting the water as close as possible, and
then pour in the gum solution, stir up the ghize and put

through screen again; (c) putting dry glaze and dry gum
together in ball mill, adding required amount of water, and

grinding till solution took place; (dl weighing out drv
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glaze batcli, i)iitting in ball mill and urindiiif;- with gnm
sohition of three grams to the (iiiart, and using same solu-

tion to Avasli out the mill.

Of these methods (d) is far the lK\st. In the other,

lumps, curdling, etc., occur, and the thickness or density

of the glaze is more difficult to gauge. By preparing and
kee])ing on hand the gum solution in (|uantity, and of the

corrcM't strength, the labor of getting a batch of glaze ready

for use—merely using the gnm solution as if it were ordi-

nary water, fi-om which it is difficult to tell it.

(^imiitifj/ of Fliiitl [)€}' Dry Wrif/hf of Glaze. In this

direction, experiments developed that for glazes of the

general nature of those we were using the following rule

worked very Avell, viz. : Use for a unit weight of dry glaze

one and one-fifth units of standard gum solution. I^se one

part of this solution to grind the glaze with in the ball

mill, and reserve the one-fifth to wash out the mill, rinse

off the pebbles, and clean up the residues on the screen.

For 250 grams of glaze, 300 grams of gum solution, after

thorough grindiug, made a liquid of just the proi)er den-

sity to give a good coat.

For other types of glazes, Avhen the molecular weights

are markedly higher, this proportion might not hold; also

some ingredients might make a markedly different kind of

slip in which this proportion would no longer be service-

able. Foi- ordinary cases, it will probably be ci>nvenient.

MotJr of application of (iinii Glazes. Three methods

were tried, viz., di])ping, sju-aying and buttering. The
last was tried with thick glaze and with tiles ])reviously

partially saturated with water, so that they would not

absoi-b the watin* fi-ou) the paste too (piickly to fXf"^ an even

spread. This method does not woi-k Itadly on tile, but as

a practical method foi* factory use is out of tlie (|uestion.

As between di])])ing and s])raying, the advantage is

with the dipping so far as s])eed and convenience is con-

cerned. Spraying may be used for coloring, blending,

speckling, and similar pur])oses, an<l in this res]>ect, it has

no substitute. Xo other means can possibly duidicate tin*
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beantv and tiiiisli which with the air spray is easy. But
for straight glazes, of one color, it is not necessary and is

niucli slower than dipping. Qu one-color, straight work,

the sjjrayed glaze is no more likely to develop a beautiful

dappled surface texttire than a dipped glaze.

In eitlier spraying or dipping, it is important to have
the ware hot, so that the gum glaze may be dried out
rapidly to a hard surface. This expedient was found ex-

ceedingly useful, and for many kinds of ware it is prac-

tical. In some cases it would be prohibitively expensive

to heat up the ware before dipping and drj each coat of

glaze before another is applied.

TJiickiiess of Coat. In general, nmtt glaze effects

depend for their beauty on a flow or drainage of the glaze

from one part of the ware to another. This is especially

true of art pottery and tiles. For this reason, luatte glazes

are usually applied in thick coats, often % or even i/4

inch. Thin coats of 1-100 to 1-16 of an inch, as are often

used with 1>right glazes, are not often possible with matts.

To determine how to create these thick coats, while still

keeping their al>solute continuity and freedom from cracks,

experiments were made with dipping a large number of

times, using a thin glaze and drying each coat until hard
and the tile hot, versus dipping with a thicker glaze and
getting the same body of glaze in one or two operations.

As many as twenty consecutive coats have been ap-

plied to tiles, with a thin glaze, and a perfect layer ob-

tained after all. The favorable influence of the gum solu-

tion can hardly be better shown than by this fact, for a

water-ground glaze w^ould be practically sure to crack dur-
ing all these heating up and cooling down treatments.

As a result of these tests we found that while admir-
able results can be gotten from spraying, if sufficient time
and enough treatments are given to get a good thick coat,

that with gum-solution glazes of proper preparation glazes
can be applied in two dippings which are thick enough to

develop the matt characteristics and beauty in high degree,
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and as tliis is mncli (|ui('k<M- and cheaper and applical>lo to

most purposes, this method was used.

Firiufi Results. Several liundred trial jdeces were
fired in the i)rose('ntion of these exi>eriments. The j>]azes

used wei-e those represented in the forejioinjj;- series, and
those whicli ••ave the best matt effects were such as would
fall inside the composition ranuc already ,i!,i\'<Mi. Tn brief,

we found, after mastering the details of preparation of the

gum solution, the proper incorporation of the glaze in it,

the fixing of the density of the glaze and the mode of ap-

plication, that we were able to repeat the same experi-

ments given in some of the preceding glaze series, and ob-

tain from every glaze in the series a smooth an<l i)erfect

layei-, where before not one perfect one could b«' found.

The status of the work now stood as fidlows: 1st, we
had explored a field of considerable area and found limit-

ing conditions, inside of which matt texture was i)roduced

and outside of which the glazes either liad less matt tex-

ture or became otherwise worthless. None of these glazes

gave perfect layers. 2nd, we had found by the use of gum
tragacanth, a mode of production of smooth coherent glaze

layers, and that with this substance it was possible to pro-

duce a very large percentage of perfect results, with any
glaze tried, so far as defects of the application were con-

cerned. 3rd, we found that with gum solution, used on

glazes inside the limiting range of composition before men-

tioned, that all of them gave good results.

The foregoing shows that progress had Ikmmi made, but

after all, the work could oidy be regarded as ]»reliininary.

It was merely a reconnaisance—not a survey, of what can

be done in this immediate area of glaze compi>siti(Ui. With,

the technique of the process now fairly well in hand, it be-

came necessary to decide on one of two courses to pursue,

1st. To go thoroughly over the field of the RO com-

binations available and accurately detine the area within

which the glazes Iteconu^ characteristically matt and of

favorable appearance for economic use.

2nd. To studv first and very thoroughly the bearing
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of the siliua and alumina content and the temperature

treatment on the matt glaze production, using one type

of RO constantly, until the functions of the other elements

had been established.

Since the alumina and silica ratios and the heat treat-

ment are necessarily involved in the production of any

glaze we might make, the second seemed the better plan,

and if any time remained after this point had been ex-

ploitd, tlien the RO problem could be undertaken with the

knowledge that our silica and alumina factors and heat

treatment were correct.

^^eries IX.

The RO selected for this new work was a sort of aver-

age, or central figure, among the A'arious fairly successful

glazes we had made up to this point. It was as follows:

0.15 K.O
o.io PbO
o.io ZnO
0.35 CaO
0.30 BaO

Of this, the potash came from feldspar, the zinc from

the oxide, and the lime, barium and lead from the carbo-

nates.

With this single RO combination, we prepared the

following series of mixtures, in which the four possible

alternatives are used, viz.

:

Low Alumina and low Silica.

Low Alumina and high Silica.

Hight Alumina and Ioav Silica.

High Alumina and high Silica.

The serial numbers of the glazes, and their actual

contents in alumina and silica are given in the following

table

:
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1 ^0

la AljO.1 AUO3 AljCi AljOj AI5O3 Al.,0:, AI.,U3 Al,03 Is
U 0.15 20 23? 267 30 0.333 357 40

l «

s« 1 J si

1 20 249 T58 171 184 197 2X0 221

1

236
i

1 20

1.30
;

250 159 172 185
1

198 211 22A, 237 1 30

1.40
!

251 160 173 186 199 212 225 238 1 40

1.50 ' 252 161 174 187 200 213 226 239 150
1 60 253 162 175 188 201 214 227 240 1 60

1 70 254 163 176 189 202 215 228 241
;

170
180 255 164 \77 190 203 216 229 242 180
1 90 256 165 178 191 204 217 230 243 i

1 90

2 00 257 166 179 192 205 218 231 244 \ 2 00

2 10 258 167 180 193 206 219 232 245 2 10

2 20 259 168 181 194 207 220 233 246 '

2 20

2 30 260 169 182 195 208 221 234 247 2 30

2. 40 261 170 183 196 209 222 235 248 2. 40

As may be readily surmised, the left hand column,

beginning at glaze 241) and running to 2G1 was an after-

thought, and was aded when partly through with the work,

because we found that we had not reached our limits in

the direction of low alumina.

The four corner glazes of this series, Xos. 158, 17'\

236 and 248 were prepared by weighing out and grinding

carefully. They were then screened through a loO mesh

screen, evaporated to dryness on the hot plate, ground and

screened again, to break up clots and lumps, and then used

as the material from which the other glazes sh.tuld be ]»re-

pared by blending.

The blends were calculateil in deriiiial fractions of

molecules in which the glazes were to be mixed. Withoiir

repeating in detail these figures, the following table shows

the mode of procedure:
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ALUMINA CONTENT

Zii

Silica Content

Decimal proportion of the four base glazes to be used.

Glaze Number
to be made

Glaze 158 Glaze 170 : Glaze 236 Glaze 248

1.20 171 0.833 1 0.1670 0.0000
1.30 172 0.763 0.069 0.1520 0.0138
1.40 173 0.693 0.013

i

0.1380 . 0278
I . 50 174 0.624 0.208

i

0.1240 0.0414
I .60 175 0.554 0.278 O.I 100 0.0553
1.70 176 0.485 0.346 0.0960 0.0690
I.t-'O 177 0.416 0.416 0.0830 . 0830
I .90 178 0.346 0.485 0.0690 0.0960
2.00 179 0.278 0.554 0.0553 O.IIOO
2.10 180 0.2.08 0.624 0.0414 0.1240
2.20 181 0.139 0.693 0.0278 0.1380
2.30 182 0.069 0.763

i

0.0138 0. i5io

2.40 183 0.000 0.833 0.0000

1

0.1670

Each of these decimal fractions had to be multiplied

by the batch weight of the glaze iu weighiug it out. This

again was multiplied by 0.4 to bring the actual quantity

of the glaze produced down to a convenieiit quantity to

handle. The computation of glaze Xo. ISO, for instance,

was as follows:

0.2080 eq. glaze Xo. 158X238.3 (batch weight)^ 49.56X0.4=19.82
0.6240 eq. glaze Xo. 170X310.

3

=193.62X0.4^77.44
0.0414 eq. glaze Xo. 236X274.3 = 11.35X0.4= 4.54
0.1240 eq. glaze Xo. 248X346.3 — 42.94X0.4—17.17

Total 118. 97

Each glaze, thus computed, was Aveighed out in separ-

ate portions and the sum of these weights check-wcMglied,

to guard against errors. Each glaze was tlien put intn a

ball mill with 1 1-5 times it own weight of gum solution,

3 grams gum per quart of Avater, ground 30 minutes.

strained through 150 mesh and used without any change.

Xo settling, deiantation or other change was made in the

glaze after coming from the mill. These glazes were ap-

plied to liiscuitcd white ware tiles 11/^x3 indies, wliich
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were lieated iij) heloiv (lipi)iiig and dipj)e(l while hot. A
seeoud eoat was appHed, witli an intermediate drying and
Iieating. Duplicates of each glaze were made. The firing

was done in small tile setters, lightly washed with glaze

inside—8 tiles per setter, and the setters piled up in a

compact block.

The firing was done in a gas-fired mutlle test kiln, tlie

heat reached being under close control, and the distribu-

tion of tenii)erature being good. Four different burns Avere

carried through, the tinishiug temperatures, time of burn-

ing and time of cooling being

:

Burn No. 1—Temperature Cone '2. Time 11 hours.

Cooling 12 hours.

Burn No. 2—Temperature Cone 5. Time 12 hours.

Cooling 12 hours.

Burn No. 3—Temperature Cone 7-8. Time 14 hours.

Cooling 12 hours.

Burn No. 4—Temi)erature Cone 11. Time 17 hours.

Cooling 12 hours.

It is significant, that out of the 183 or 2()S tiles in

each of these burns that scarceh' any imperfect coatings

were obtained. The gum solution, as used, seems to com-

pletely overcome the beading up, cracks and other defects

which made the first work so very unsatisfactory.

77/c Results. The mass of data is so great that it can

only be made comprehensible in chart form, or grai)hically.

The four following charts represent the results as accur

ately as they can be nuide to do. Naturally, much is left

to interpretation, and no two observers in studying the

tiles themselves, would wholly agree as to the classification

of some of the tile. The present work, however, was done

separately by myself and Mr. ^V. (}. Worcester, and the

charts represent the combined judgment in classification

of both of us.
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Deductions from this Data.

( 1 ) The KO selected is a fairly favorable one. Some
bcaiitiful mottled or dappled or "water marked'- matt

i;lazes ^^ere produced, .showing that this glaze is capable on

occasion of developing a really" artistic surface texture and
appearance.

On the whole, tliough, the glazes averaged less attrac-

tive than some of the closely allied matts, like the Van
Briggle ware of Colorado Sj)rings, used for art pottery and
decorative terra cotta.

On the silica-alumina question, tlie very interesting

and A'aluable fact has l)een elicited, tliat there can scarcely

be said to be such a thing as a most favorable ratio or

"best" glaze in the whole series. Practically all of the 104

different ratios of silica and alumina for this RO, then,

are to be decided with reference to the temperature at

wliicli it is desired to mature the glaze, rather than from
any inlierent tendency of their own.

(3) Mattness in this type of glaze is clearly and de-

finitely shown to be merely immafiirit//. It is a stage

through whicli every one of the glazes must pass in reach-

ing lu'ight fusion. AVhile this matt stage is relatively

broad in this type of glaze, and in practice, ware of good
texture might be gotten with temperature fluctuations of

four or live cones, still it is subject to just the same trouble

of "running bright" on overfiring as most of the ordinary

commercial matt glazes.

The cause of mattness has been variously interpreted

by different writers. Possibly all have been correct in the

case of the s])ecial glazes from which they have drawn
their conclusions. There are unquestionably some glazes

which are matt because of an overwhelming tendency to

crystallize on cooling, and whicli flash fr<nn the glassy

state into tlie stony state with any cooling treatment wliirh

the body could possibly stand, without much regard to tln^

temperaure of firing. Such glazes are, in the ex])ei'ien('e of

the writer, rare and usually are overloaded with stannic

oxide.
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Aliiiiiiiui lias been several times in'oiiiiiieiitlv hi-ouglit

forth as the cause of mattness. The present work does not

seem to streii<j;theii that claim. The writer believes that

alumina in connection with many otlicr oxides, may easily

l»e add(^d in excess in a "laze, ami lliat it acts like any

other insoluble matter under those circumstances by tend-

ini»- to make the jilaze opacjue and matt. But, the writer

does not believe that alumina, per se, exercises any strong:

or profound influence like that of tin oxide towards niak-

ini>- f;lazes inherently matt. It acts merely by making- a

glaze immature, and this immaturity expresses itself by

mattness at one stage and by other surface textures at

other stages. Tin oxide does not dissolve appreciably in

the glaze at any temperature, and hence a tin matt is gen-

erally matt at any stage of fusion where it can be used as

a glaze. With alumina the case is otherwise.

( 4 I Basicity, however, is shown to be a fa\(>ral»h' c<»m-

dition if not an actual requirement for good commercial

matt glazes. In any single alumina content, within the

limits studied, increase of silica has led to glassiness. The

point in the series at which glasisness will appear is a

function of the temperature, i. e., the maturity of the glaze,

but the tendency of higher silica to promote the glassy con-

dition does not admit of argument.

The cause of this now pretty generally admitted fact

is not yet clearly known. The ifact that it holds true in

slags as well as in glasses shows that it is a fundamental

or inherent proi)erty of silicate salts. What this matt

texture is—whether it is the same thing as the stony or

crypto-crystalline structure in slags and rocks admits of

settlement by work along petrographic lines. Acid sili-

cates, whether they be rocks, or slags, or glasses, or glazes,

seem to resist slow cooling while retaining all <»r large

parts of their amor])hous glass-like nature. Basic silicates,

in the case of rocks and slags and ])resnmably glazes also,

seem to possess a sti-ong tendency to crystallize in cocding.

By increasing the suddenness of their cooling, the glassy

stru. ture may still be kept for a time, but in general the
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more basic the silicate, the more difficult it becomes to get

it 01" hold it iu the glassy state on cooling.

(5) The relations between immaturity and basicity

in detei^mining the physical states of the glaze is very
interestingly shown iu the charts.

At Cone 2, matt glazes are found with higher silica

and lower alumina contents. At Cone 5, the proportion of

alumina required to keep the glaze matt has increased, and
the amount of silica which it will carry without becoming
glassy is distinctly less. At Cone 7-8, still more alumina is

needed, and still less silica is tolerated. At Cone 11, only
glazes high in alumina and low in silica will produce matts
with this K(). All others become bright or glossy.

The center, then, of the matt zone, moves diagonally

across the chart l>eginning witli high silica, low alumina,
low temperature glazes, and ending with low silica, high
alumina, and high temperature glazes.

If, now, we examine the charts with an effort to es-

tablish some sort of quantitative ratio to express these

facts, and in each column pick out the central glaze, whose
mattuess is marked favorable or good, we shall f^et data
like this:

From chart 1, glazes fired at Cone 2, we would select

as the type glazes, nundiers

:

164 whose oxygen ratio is 2.25
178 whose oxygen ratio is 2.2^
193 whose ox\'gen ratio is 2.t,^

208 whose oxygen ratio is 2.42

Average 2.31

From chart 2, glazes fired at Cone 5, we would select

as type glazes, numbers

:

163 whose oxygen ratio is 2.12
177 whose oxj-gen ratio is 2. 11

191 whose oxygen ratio is 2. 11

205 whose oxygen ratio is 2.10
219 whose oxygen ratio is 2.10
233 whose oxygen ratio is 2.09

Average 2,10
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From cliart :], glazes fired at Cone 7-8, we Avonld seleit

as type glazes, iiumbei's:

187 whose oxygen ratio is 1.66
201 whose oxygen ratio is 1.68
215 whose oxygen ratio is 1.86
230 whose oxygen ratio is 1.90
245 whose oxygen ratio is 1.90

Average 1.80

From chart 4, glazes fired at Cone 11, we would select

as type glazes, numbers

:

198 whose oxygen ratio is 1.37
212 whose oxygen ratio is 1.40
226 whose oxygen ratio is 1.43
239 whose oxygen ratio is 1.36

Average 1.39

Plotting these figures on co-ordinates we have the

chart on the next page.

This data emphasizes the facts already broughl (»ii^

and enables us to say with confidence, that for iliis R(t,

and for others of similar nature and belonging in this class,

the oxygen ratios and temperature which will i)ro;luce

matt textures are mutually dependent, and one being

known the other may be read off from this curve, or othei-

curves similarly prepared.

Conclusion.

To complete the work which was originally nndei'-

taken here, will require a study of the RO combinations

on something of the same lines as has been followed in

the preceding study of the silica an<l alumina. This iias

been undertaken and considerable progress has been made,

but it is not j-et ready for ])resentation.

Summing up then the results of the work licic |>ult-

lished, we may say:

(1) That matt glazes of good texture an<l orna-

mental appearance may be produced at temperatures rang-

ing from Cone 2 to Cone 11, and probably a still lower and
still higher temperature, within the following ranges of

composition

:

A. C.'S.—24
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0.05 to O.IO.PbO \

0.05 to o. 10 ZnO
I

o.io to 0.20 Kl.O y 0.20 to 0.40 ALO3 1.20 to 2.40 SiO^
0.45 to 0.35 CaO I

0.40 to 0.30 BaO /

(2) Thaf iiicn^asc of the lead or alkalies, and reduc-

tion of the alkaline earth or alnniina, tends to hrinj; about

a jilassy structure.

( .S ) That increase of silica in any jilaze belougiug

to this category, esi)ecially if accompanied by higher tem-

peratures, tends to i)roduce glassiness.

(4) That alumina does not appear to have inherent

power to produce mattness, different from that of the

alkaline earths aud possibly zinc oxide.

(5) That mattuess in glazes of the type shown in

(1) seems to be a function of the maturity of the glaze,

and that so far as we have gone, all these matt glazes are

capable of forming bright transparent and permanent
glazes, where the temperature is sufficient.

( (Vi That llie maturity of the glaze (and therefore

its nmttuess) is direraly a function of its oxygen ratio,

and the temperoture. Either one of these factors being

known, the other may be determined from the charts or

from the curve given in Plate V. Assuming an alumina

content and a tem])erature of firing, the correct silica con-

tent may be read off. Assuming a silica and alumina con-

tent, the correct tem])erature may be read off.

It is hoped that further work on this line by others

may serv(» to extend the range of compositions to which

these princii)les are known to apply, and also to confirm

such of the above generalization as may now seem to rest

on too little evidence.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Mdf/cr: ^Ir. President, T never made any niatt

glazes for commercial purposes. T have made some few

experiments, and any work T have done alonii that line

has been in the direction of increased alumina. I have no

figures or data, but I remember I got up exceedingly high.
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It seemed to me that the ordinary gltize ^\•ith excess of

alumina pi-odnced a very good matt glaze—simply taking
the ordinary glaze and loading it up pretty well with
alumina. Outside of that I have not experimented at all.

Mr. Hottingcr: I do not knoAV whether 1 want to

discuss a paper of that kind without some study. It seems
to me the accepted theory of making matts is taking any
glaze and jiutting alumina in it. The type of glaze which
Professor Orton gives, the latter types, I do not know any-

thing about. I never experimented in that direction.

Mr. Bin lis: I have had ([uite a series of experiences

in matt glazes of many types. In fact, I think I was re-

sponsible for the theory that the constitution of matt
glazes consisted in the formation of aluminates in mutual
solution with the silicates. Nothing which Professor

Orton has said has led me to change that vie\v. I have not

seen the samples, but my experience has shown me this,

that a matt glaze is always hungry for silica. It does not
matter much what the basic content is, but if you expose
a matt glaze to a surface from which it can dissolve silica,

it will turn itself into a characteristic bi-silicate and turn
bright; and especially if the ware is glazed somewhat
thinly. In order to secure the constitution and quality of

a matt glaze, it must be piled as thickly as possible on
the ware. I do not believe a matt glaze, if it is quite thin,

has the true nature of a matt,—an overcharged glaze,

fusible under other conditions, or an immature glaze,

which amounts to the same thing. The oxygen ratio

pointed out in my first paper still obtains within very-

narrow limits. The first ratios Professor Orton put on the
board are both sesciuisilicates. That ratio, within very
narrow limits, will constitute a matt glaze. But if put on
thinly, it will become bright. I have made many matt
glazes, and all are constructed on that principle.

I noticed that Profess(U' Orton stated that he used
barium oxide.

^[r. Worcester : We used barium carbonate.
Mr. Binns: Professor Orton said oxide. If you will
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coiKsult ji chemical authority you will find that barium
clings to carbon dioxide with great tenacity. It is more
difficult to drive away carbon in combination with barium
than with <alciuin. If you make uj) a fritt with calcium

and another fritt with barium, the barium will melt more
(juickly than the calcium; but if you make a raw glaze of

the barium carbonate, and one of the calcium, the calcium

will fuse more ([uickly. I account for it by the fact that

it is very difficult to remove carbon dioxide from barium.

For that reason, I found that barium departs from the rule

I stated. That is, while keeping somewhere near the ratio

used, you must use a lower silica-alumina content where

the glaze contains barium than where it does not. This I

think will account for some of the somewhat erratic be-

havior noted. This will no doubt be brought out somewhat
further when Professor Orton prepares his paper for pub-

lication.

Mr. StiiU : Concerning Professor Binns' statement

that mattness is due to the formation of aluminates, it

seems to me that the aluminates are very unstable, except

the spinels formed at high temperatures. 2sow, I have

completely dissolved the glazes off from two beautiful matt

va.ses bringing high prices in the market. I think I can

show a matt trial which contains no alumina, and two

molecules of silica and one RO. Another thing I can show
is matt glazes with two silica and no alumina, and .3 tin.

1 would like to ask Prof. Binns to explain how this is pos-

sible if nmttness is due to the formation of aluminates?

Professor BinuH: I do not want to be construed as

saying that matt glazes are never formed of anything else

but aluminates. The first case citc^ by Mr. Stull is a case

of crystallization. In the second, with tin, we have in all

probability a form of crystallization also.

Mr. StuU:' The glaze with the mattness due to the

])resence of tin matured at Cone 05. The one which had

neither tin nor alumina and two of silica, matured at Cone

7: and neither one could be dissolved with acid. My idea

of a true matt is a crystalline glaze, one that has a wide
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raui^L* of ti'iiiperaturc, which cauiiot l)e said of highly basic

matt ifhizes. A true matt j»laze is a *i,laze which fuses and

has a certain (h'uree of tiow and in cooliu<i, crystanizes.

prodncinii a l»eantifnl, silky, satiny, matt surface. Sucli a

ohize 1 have made which had a ranjic of two an«l a lialf

cones and was still good. Tiie trials, if drawn and cooled

(juickly, were brilliant; if cooled slowly, they were a beau-

tiful matt.

]fr. I'lnscli : Along the line of .Mr. StulTs renmrks,

in terra cotta work, if we cool our matt glazes too quickly

we get bright glazes, if cooled slowly we get a true matt

and crystalline. The substitution of low atomic weight

RO's for those of higher atomic weight produce better

matt glazes, i. e., Na.O for KoO, of MgO for BaO.
.1/;-. StiiU: The statement made bears out a law

which I laid down in my notes on crystalline glazes. That

law said that those metals of low atomic weight whose

oxides go to make up the liO, produce the best crystals.

Mr. Plusch states that you get better matts by using mag-

nesium oxide and by replacing potash with soda. Purdy

and Krehbiel also verify that law by saying that soda pro-

duces better crystals than potash.
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